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A new radar technique has been developed that provides a solution for the
conflicting requirements of simultaneous long-range and high -resolution per-
formance in radar systems. This technique, called Chirp at Bell Telephone
Laboratories, recognizes that resolution depends on the transmitted pulse
bandwidth. A long high -duty -factor transmitted pulse, with suitable modula-
tion (linear frequency modulation in the case of Chirp), which covers a
frequency interval many times the inherent bandwidth of the envelope, is
employed. The receiver is designed to make optimum use of the additional
signal bandwidth. This paper contains many of the important analytical
methods required for the design of a Chirp radar system. The details of two
signal generation methods are considered and the resulting signal wave-
forms and power spectra are calculated. The required receiver character-
istics are derived and the receiver output waveforms are presented. The
time -bandwidth product is introduced and related to the effective increase
in the performance of Chirp systems. The concept of a matched filter is pre-
sented and used as a reference standard in receiver design. The effect of am-
plitude and phase distortion is analyzed by the method of paired echoes. One
consequence of the signal design is the presence of time side lobes on the
receiver output pulse analogous to the spatial side lobes in antenna theory.
A method to reduce the time side lobes by weighting the pulse energy spectrum
is explained in terms of paired echoes. The weighting process is described,
and calculated pulse envelopes, weighting network characteristics and dele-
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terious effects are presented. The effects of quadratic phase distortion are
analyzed and the resultant pulse envelopes are presented. The receiver re-
sponse characteristics in the presence of Doppler -shifted signals from moving
targets are examined. Schematic ambiguity diagrams are presented for cur-
rent signal designs.

FOREWORD

A recent declassification makes it possible to publish information con-
cerning an important advance in military electronics that has been pur-
sued in classified work at Bell Telephone Laboratories since 1951.

Traditionally, warfare has been a continuing competition between
armament and firepower. This competition has carried over to the elec-
tronics of warfare. In particular, radar has been hard put to keep pace
with the requirements determined by faster and higher -flying aircraft
and missiles and the various radar countermeasures that they require.
Therefore, anything that enhances the capability of radar, either in
range, range resolution or rate of acquisition has always been most wel-
come.

Simple pulsed radar is limited in range by the average power radiated,
in resolution by the pulse length and in acquisition time by the beam
width. The design of any radar involves a compromise among these
three factors-range, resolution and speed. Anything that eases this
compromise is of great interest.

During most of the war, the principal emphasis in development of
radar techniques and components was centered on increasing range and
range resolution performance by increasing transmitter peak power and
reducing pulse length. Thus, shortly after the end of the war, transmit-
ting tubes were in existence with average power capabilities in excess of
100 times that which could be used in straightforward short -pulse opera-
tion. At about this time a number of investigators realized that targets
separated in range by a distance OR could be resolved by using an ap-
propriately modulated pulse provided that c/2&f > OR, where c is the
velocity of propagation and if is the width of the frequency spectrum of
the transmitted pulse. The familiar case of short -pulse transmission
where the free -space wave train is of the order of twice the distance be-
tween targets to be resolved satisfies this condition. The important point
is that this criterion can also be satisfied with a variety of other signal
waveforms. Thus, a linearly frequency -modulated pulse with frequency
span set by the resolution required and with duration set by the energy
required in the pulse for range performance is at once suggested. By
transmitting a modulated pulse, it is possible to obtain range resolutions
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that are smaller than the transmitted pulse length by very large factors.
The range resolution is inherently limited to approximately the recipro-
cal of the signal bandwidth, and one can (in retrospect) imagine many
methods of pulse modulation that utilize a given bandwidth as effi-
ciently as does a short pulse, but that do not involve the high peak pow-
ers of a very short pulse.

Such considerations led to early theoretical and experimental work on
various types of radar signals. Some of this work was concerned pri-
marily with frequency -modulated pulses. At Bell Telephone Laboratories
this followed ideas that were first proposed in 1947 by Darlington in
connection with waveguide transmission, and were later covered by a
patent.' This approach is also to be found in the work of Hiittman,2
Sproule and Hughes,' Caner,' and Dicke.' * The early experimental
work at Bell Telephone Laboratories by A. F. Dietrich and 0. E. De
Lange and by W. J. Albersheim in 1951 utilized a reflex klystron to
obtain the frequency -modulated or "Chirped" fi transmitted signal. The
receiver was modified to obtain the resolution compatible with the trans-
mitted bandwidth.

Other work by C. C. Cutler envisaged more elaborate signals which
included frequency -modulated pulses as a special case. Analytical work
by A. W. Schelling clarified the ideas involved and clearly pointed up
the problems of "side lobes in range" which arise from pulse and spec-
trum shaping.

The fact that the pulse compression idea, so valuable to radar, grew
out of the work of a mathematician on a problem in waveguide commu-
nication is an illustration of how each branch of our complex technology
supports the other.

Fundamental work in this field has been supported since the Spring
of 1955 by the Weapons Guidance Laboratory of Wright Air Develop-
ment Division in Dayton, Ohio.

Today, the pulse compression technique is in use in a variety of very
important radar applications. Through its use, these radars transmit a
pulse with about 100 times the energy of a short pulse with equivalent
resolution and peak power. The paper that follows covers in detail the
design and analysis necessary in applying this technique, and a second
paper by Mandel.' covers an aspect of this technique that is still evolv-
ing: the synthesis of a signal function to provide a specified ambiguity
diagram. It is interesting to note that here, too, the technique has been

* An investigation based on this patent is reported by Cooke
t The appellation "Chirp" was first used by B. M. Oliver in an internal Bell

Laboratories Memorandum, "Not with a Bang, but a Chirp", in 1951.
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advanced because Klauder recognized the similarity between the proc-
esses of synthesis of a signal function to get a specified ambiguity dia-
gram and a method for the generation of quantum -mechanical wave
functions developed by E. Wigner.

I. INTRODUCTION

The specifications of modern, highly complex communication and de-
fense systems continually require more powerful and more sophisticated
radar or radar -like systems. Such radars must be capable of detecting
very small targets at greater ranges and with greater range and angular
resolution than ever before. To satisfy these demands, unusual innova-
tions in radar techniques have been required. This paper is devoted to
some of the theoretical and design considerations of one such innovation,
the so-called "Chirp" system, which has proved highly successful.

A familiar and intuitive figure of merit on the performance of a radar
is provided by the average transmitted power: the higher the transmitted
power, the greater the range of detectable targets, other things being
equal. Suppose one regards the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) as
being essentially fixed and seeks ways to profitably increase the trans-
mitted power in each pulse. Clearly, an amplification of each transmitted
signal constitutes the natural way to increase this power. However, the
usefulness of this approach is fixed by fundamental equipment limitations,
which frequently take the form of component breakdown. Furthermore,
this presents such a serious limitation that it is necessary to seek addi-
tional means of raising the transmitted power to satisfy the requirements
of modern systems.

To accomplish this it is necessary to use the only "dimension" re-
maining available: the time. One can surely increase the average power
if the duration of each pulse is increased. Again, this technique has its
limitations. First, there will be a maximum obtainable pulse width
limited typically by duty factor considerations, i.e., the fraction of time
the transmitting tubes will actually be in operation. However, there is a
second limitation dictated by the desired range resolution of the over-all
system, which determines the ability to separate multiple targets clus-
tered closely together. In numerous present and projected systems it is
an important fact that the pulse -width limitation imposed by the de-
sired range resolution may be several orders of magnitude less than the
limitation imposed by the present "state-of-the-art" in high duty -factor
tubes. Thus, high -power, high -resolution radars are, in principle, not
limited in a fundamental way by equipment breakdown. Rather, they
are affected by poor "signal design". What is required is a transmitted
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signal that combines the large amplitude and long pulse width available
with existing apparatus, but retains the range resolution capabilities
inherent in a pulse of much shorter duration.

One solution to this problem was recognized by Darlington.' Although
his precise technique will not be pursued in detail, it does provide an
intuitive picture of the operation of an actual Chirp system. The follow-
ing section presents Darlington's model and a survey of the remaining
sections of the present paper.

II. DISCUSSION OF A SIMPLE CHIRP MODEL; SURVEY AND SUMMARY OF

REMAINING SECTIONS

It is the large -frequency content, or bandwidth, of a short radar pulse
that accounts for its high resolution capabilities. It follows, as a conse-
quence of Fourier analysis, that a long pulse of constant carrier fre-
quency contains a narrow bandwidth and, therefore, possesses poor
resolution properties. However, the spectrum of this long signal can be
significantly broadened by introducing modulation. To utilize the trans-
mitting tubes efficiently, this modulation must take the form of fre-
quency modulation (FM). By this method one can introduce the fre-
quency -spread characteristic of a short pulse within the envelope of a
long -duration signal. The linearity of a radar system permits one to
realize the potential of this shorter pulse by a suitable phase equalization
in the radar receiver. Darlington's model for such a system is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The transmitted signal consists of a sequence of adjacent pulses
each possessing a unique carrier frequency, fn [see Fig. 1(a)]. To realize
the short pulse potential, one imagines that the received signal is passed

(a)

f, f2 f3 f4 f5

r k--
TIME

fi f2 f 3 f4 f5

FREQUENCY

Fig. 1 - (a) Model Chirp radar signal composed of five adjacent pulses each
possessing a unique frequency. (b) Suitable delay equalizer for the signal in (a).
The output of this network is qualitatively a pulse of increased amplitude with a
pulse width of r seconds. The network is illustrated for the particular case where

< Enid 
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through a network possessing a delay versus frequency character, as
illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Although the frequency fi is the first to be re-
ceived, it is just this frequency that is delayed the longest amount by
the network. In this manner each pulse of distinct carrier frequency is
made to "wait" until the highest -frequency component arrives, where-
upon all the short pulses emerge simultaneously. Thus, following the
delay equalization, the original signal of Fig. 1(a) will be compressed in
time, and, by energy conservation, the collapsed signal will be necessarily
increased in amplitude.

For several practical as well as theoretical reasons the signal chosen
for the Chirp system is characterized by a linear FM illustrated, for
example, by Fig. 2. This important case consists of a rectangular en-
velope of T seconds duration [see Fig. 2(a)]. Within this envelope the
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Fig. 2 - (a) Ideal envelope of actual Chirp signal, of T seconds duration and
chosen to be of unit amplitude. (b) Instantaneous frequency vs. time characteris-
tic of Chirp signal; a band of frequencies, A, centered at f o is linearly swept during
the pulse duration. (c) Schematic diagram of a signal having the properties indi-
cated in (a) and (b).
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instantaneous frequency is modulated in a linear manner covering a
band of frequencies A, centered at a frequency fo [see Fig. 2(b)]. Fig.
2(c) schematically illustrates a signal possessing a linear FM. It is
clear that this signal is a limiting form of the one illustrated in Fig.
1(a). A suitable delay -equalizing network for the signal with linear FM
is given, therefore, by a limiting form of the equalizer in Fig. 1(b). The
delay characteristic of this limiting network is shown in Fig. 3(a). The
response of the delay network to the rectangular pulse with linear FM
is discussed in Section 3.1 of this paper. This response envelope is given
analytically by the absolute value of V:5[ (sin irAt)/(irAt)] and is

<

0
3
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Fig. 3 - (a) Network
equalization of the Chirp
a flat loss characteristic.
(a); this pulse now has a
by VD, where D = TA is

fo

FREQUENCY

delay vs. frequency characteristic suitable for phase
signal in Fig. 2; ideally, this network is chosen to have
(b) Envelope of output response from the network in

pulse width about 1/0 and an amplitude increase given
called the dispersion factor.
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illustrated in Fig. 3 (b ). In this expression, D, called the dispersion factor,
is defined by the product TO and represents a parameter of fundamental
significance. The collapsed pulse width, T, is of the order of 1/0. Conse-
quently, there has been a pulse width reduction given by the ratio

T/r TA=D,
and a signal amplification given by -Vb. Useful systems already pro-
posed will possess dispersion factors of 100, and even greater! Experi-
mental measurements already made exhibit output signals such as Fig.
3(b) for D = 120.

Along with the problem of constructing delay networks having the
characteristics shown in Fig. 3 (a) there is also the problem of actually
generating a signal having the properties illustrated in Fig. 2. Two
techniques have been devised that are basically equivalent. First, an
"active" generation scheme may be used; for example, such a signal may
be obtained by suitable modulation of a voltage -tunable device. It was an
active generation technique that was used in early demonstrations of the
Chirp principle by A. F. Dietrich and 0. E. DeLange and by W. J.
Albersheim in 1951. The second generation scheme, which will be called
"passive" generation, will perform
the inverse operation of the network in Fig. 3(a). That is, the additional
network should generate a long FM output pulse from a very short
input pulse. Of course, the long pulse achieved in this manner may then
be amplified to achieve the desired transmission level. Both of these
important generation schemes will be considered from an analytical
point of view in this paper.

In Section 3.3 a brief review of "matched filter" theory is presented.
This theory provides a linear filtering scheme which yields the largest
obtainable signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), and serves principally as a
standard of comparison. Fortunately, there is a rather broad maximum
in the S/N, and filters based on the one illustrated in Fig. 3(a) provide
an excellent approximation to the "optimum" filter. Such approximate
filters or receivers are eminently more desirable from a practical point
of view.

In compressing the rectangular Chirp pulse, one unfortunately intro-
duces an undesirable feature, which is illustrated in Fig. 3(b) : the spuri-
ous signals on both sides of the central pulse generally present unwanted
ambiguities. Curves of this shape occur as antenna patterns in the
theory of antenna design. By analogy, these spurious signals shall be
referred to as side lobes. Techniques for reducing the relative side -lobe
level have been extensively studied in antenna design. The analysis pre-
sented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 to reduce the side lobes of the Chirp signal
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will draw heavily on these antenna analogs. In particular, considerable
side -lobe reduction may be obtained by properly attenuating the fre-
quencies at the edges of the band A. Such a reduction is accompanied
by a slight, but inevitable, increase in the pulse width.

The design of a practical radar system is not complete unless it is
accompanied by a set of acceptable equipment tolerances; Section 3.4
discusses this important problem. The basis of the analytical study in
this section is the paired echo concept introduced by MacCo11.8 Following
a review of MacCoil's treatment of the problem, there is a discussion of
the effect on the collapsed pulse of phase and amplitude distortions.
Also in Section 3.4 there appears a detailed discussion of spectrum
shaping networks to reduce the side -lobe level based on Taylor's9 ap-
proximation to the "ideal" Dolph-Tchebycheff signal. To present a clear
and intuitive picture, Taylor's model is analyzed with the help of paired -
echo theory. Effects on the pulse width and side -lobe level are presented,
as well as a discussion of the influence of Taylor weighting on the S/N.

The final section of this paper, Section 3.5, is devoted to the unusual
effects produced by targets moving in a radial direction with respect to
the radar. As is well known, this relative motion gives rise to a small
frequency shift of the returning signal; this phenomena is known as the
Doppler effect. The principle qualitative effect of this frequency shift
may be obtained by referring to Fig. 3(a), which shows the delay versus
frequency characteristic of the receiver network. One sees from this
figure that a uniform shift of the returning spectrum upwards (or down-
wards) in frequency will produce a collapsed pulse that will lead (or lag)
the unaffected signal's output time. These effects will be discussed in
terms of ambiguity diagrams introduced by Woodward.°

III. DETAILED ANALYSIS

The practical realization of any radar, including the Chirp radar,
involves an enormous amount of complex equipment. It is gratifying
that analysis of the radar need not include the bulk of these details.
Much of the following analysis, therefore, deals with highly simplified
ideal transmission and reception processes. However, one must always
be sure that the ideal process can be essentially realized, at least in
principle. This is not the case for the frequently made replacement of
the true transmitted signal, which of course must be real, by a signal
that is a complex function of time. The validity of considering complex
signals is a simple consequence of the assumed linearity of the system.
However, complex signals are useful, not only because the system is
linear but also because they permit important simplifications regarding
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the assumed receiving network characteristics to be made. In particular,
the analysis in Section 3.1 will be concerned only with the positive fre-
quency portion of signals and with networks having desired characteris-
tics in this frequency range. The true signal output is obtained as usual
by taking, say, the real part of the complex response.

The initial part of the analysis is devoted to studying the rectangular
signal with linear FM. Crudely speaking, this may be regarded as
assuming an "active" generation scheme; i.e., the problem of obtaining
the signal illustrated in Fig. 2 is left to the engineer. However, this is
not an accurate statement because, from an analytical point of view,
consideration of the long rectangular signal in no way prejudges its
means of generation. The discussion on the very important "passive"
technique to generate the long -duration signal can then draw on the
preceding analysis regarding the collapse process of a long FM pulse.
Furthermore, there are two related reasons why an intrinsic study of the
rectangular signal has special significance: (a) the rectangular envelope
represents the most efficient use of transmitting tubes (as remarked in
Section I), and (b) even the signals passively generated, which, for eco-
onomical tube operation are again subjected to amplitude -limiting, seem
to approach the characteristics of the ideal rectangular signal.

3.1 Analytical Discussion of the Reception and Collapse of the Chirp Radar
Signal

Let el(t) denote the analytical waveform of a single pulse received
from an isolated, stationary point target. This real signal is chosen for
convenience to be the real part of a complex waveform Ei(t), where

1(t) = rect( e
2ri(f ot-I-kt2 12) (1)

As customary, fo denotes some suitable carrier frequency. The function,
rect z, introduced by Woodward, is defined by the following relations:

rectz= 1, if Izi <
= 0, if Izi >I.

Therefore, the received signal (1) is conveniently, but arbitarily, selected
to be of unit amplitude. The particular phase characteristic in this
signal is chosen to duplicate the linear FM properties illustrated in Fig.
2. With the phase of (1) represented by .p = 2r(fot ke /2), the in-
stantaneous signal frequency is defined, as usual, by

1 do=
-tk = o kt.

(2)

( 3 )
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Thus, during the T -second interval of the pulse, the instantaneous
frequency changes in a linear fashion from fo - kT/2 to fo kT /2
[see Fig. 2(b)]. The net frequency sweep, A, is then the difference of
these two values, or kT. This frequency interval A provides a con-
venient means to introduce natural units into the Chirp radar problem.
The natural variables in which to measure time and frequency are ex-
pressed as follows:

y = t0, a "time" variable, (4a)

x = PA, a "frequency" variable. (4b)

In conjunction with these natural variables the dimensionless product
TO frequently appears. This product is called the dispersion factor and
is denoted by D:

D = T0. (5)
The complex received waveform (1) takes the following form when ex-
pressed in terms of the natural time and frequency variables:

(Ei(v) = rect Y
e2r i(xoy+y2 /2D)

)D
(6)

where xo = fo/A and k = Aff have been used. This signal is now D
units of "time" in duration.

The signal illustrated in (1) or (6) possesses, by construction, the
characteristics of Fig. 2. However, the qualitative argument regarding
the instantaneous frequency does not necessarily provide an accurate
description of the signal's frequency content. Such an accurate picture
is obtained by studying the signal's Fourier transform. Let A (f) denote
the Fourier transform of an arbitrary function of time, A(t).

The transform of the signal in (1) becomes

it(f) = f 1(0C2Tift dt
Ti2

e2ri[(f 0 -1)N -0212j

-T,/2

Following some algebraic manipulations, (7a) becomes

ii( f) = ,VIAT e-l'(I-1°)2/k[Z(u2) - Z(ui)i,

where Z(u) is the complex Fresnel integral:

Z(u) = C(u) iS(u) = f ei'2/2 da.

(7a)

(7b)

(8)
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The arguments u2 and u1 are defined by

U2 = -2(f - fo) ZO'
Y.= -2(f -f°)20

2 '

2

(9a)

(9b)

The shape of the frequency spectrum, as would be determined, for
example, by a spectrum analyser, contains only the amplitude informa-
tion. The amplitude of the signal spectrum in (7) is obtained simply by
taking the absolute value:

ii(f) I = I Z(u2) - Z(u1)
26.

-T {[C (u2) - C(u0i2 [8(u2) - S(ui)]2}4,
2A

where C(u) and S(u) are defined in (8) as the real and imaginary part
of Z(u). In establishing the relative frequency content, a normalized
form of (10a) is used. Figs. 4, 5 and 6 illustrate various spectra obtained
by plotting

1
{[C(u2) - C(ui)]2 [S(u2) - S(u1))2)4, (lob)

where u2 and u1 appear in (9a) and (9b). Inspection of (9a) and (9b)
1.5

1.0

0.5

(10a)

02 04 06 0.8 10

(f-fo)/A
Fig. 4 - Spectral amplitude of a rectangular Chirp signal for D = 10.125. The

shape is symmetric about the point (f - fo)/i = 0.
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02 04 06
(f-f0)/A

0.8 1.0

Fig. 5 - Spectral amplitude of a rectangular Chirp signal for D = 60.5.

shows that the dispersion factor, D, is the only auxiliary variable present
besides the "frequency" x - xo , i.e. (f - fo)/A. The values of D chosen
for the curves in Figs. 4, 5 and 6 were selected so that -V2D would be
rational. In this manner full use (no interpolation) was made of the ex -

1.5

1.0

0.5

02 04
f -fo)

06 08

Fig. 6 - Spectral amplitude of a rectangular Chirp signal for D = 120.125.
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cellent Fresnel integral tables compiled by Van Wijngaarden and
Scheen.n Since Z( -u) = -Z(u), it is easily established that the spec-
trum amplitude function in (10b) is an even function of the frequency
variable x - xo . Thus, in Figs. 4, 5 and 6 the spectrum shape is il-
lustrated only for frequencies greater than the carrier fo ; a symmetric
reflection provides the spectrum for frequencies f below fo . Qualitatively,
these curves show that, as the dispersion factor D is increased, the
spectrum shape becomes more nearly rectangular, with a total band-
width approaching A. For smaller D values, there appears, from Fig. 4,
to be considerable frequency content outside a band A wide centered at
fo . However, a numerical integration has shown that almost 95 per cent
of the spectral energy is contained in the band A for D's as low as 10;
when D becomes 100, approximately 98 to 99 per cent of the energy is
confined between fo - A/2 and fo + 0/2. Only for extremely large D
values will the intuitive instantaneous frequency picture yield results
for the frequency spectrum with any quantitative accuracy. In practice,
the value of fo , whether at radio frequency (RF) or some intermediate
frequency (IF), will always be at least several times the approximate
bandwidth A. So long as fo continues to be several times A, Fourier
analysis shows that the complex radar signal in (1) contains only posi-
tive frequencies to a very high degree of accuracy. As stated previously,
simplified receiver network characteristics may be assumed when the
ideal received waveform contains only positive frequencies.

The function of the receiving network may be conveniently divided
into two parts. First, there is a phase -equalizing network whose function
is to cancel the phase distortion intentionally introduced in the Chirp
signal illustrated in Fig. 2 and described analytically above. The char-
acteristics of the phase -equalizing network are shown in Fig. 3(a). For
an input given by (1), the response of this network will have a form,
illustrated in Fig. 3(b), that possesses a multiple -side -lobe (in time)
structure. The second function of the receiving network, then, will be to
reduce the relative amplitudes of these side lobes. This important second
network function will be discussed in detail in Section 3.4.2. It will be
found that the necessary corrective networks need affect only the ampli-
tude and not the phase characteristic of the signal spectrum. Thus, there
is also a natural splitting of the network characteristics from an ana-
lytical viewpoint.

The following expression is chosen for the analytical specification of a
network admittance function possessing a linear delay characteristic:

?(f)
eirp(f-fo)2.
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This network is given a uniform amplitude characteristic with the par-
ticular amplitude value of unity. To see that the chosen phase charac-
teristic represents the linear delay property, it is necessary to investigate
the instantaneous delay of f(f). The instantaneous delay is propor-
tional to the phase 4 = irp(f - fo)2 differentiated with respect to fre-
quency. Let td denote the instantaneous delay; then

td = - 1 (12)

It should be noted that this linear delay characteristic has been chosen
so as to give zero delay to a frequency f equal to the carrier fo . This
choice is made for analytical convenience only, and a linear phase is
frequently ignored, since it gives rise only to a uniform, distortionless
signal delay. When p = the differential delay over the band A is
given by pA = A/k = T. It is this particular case that is illustrated in
Fig. 3(a). Throughout this paper only this optimum case is considered:

(f) = eir(f-f 0)21k (13)

The detailed response of the lossless phase equalizer to the input Chirp
signal, (1), will now be investigated. The complex response function will
be denoted by e(t) and its Fourier transform by i(f). The true, real
response e(t) is obtained, as usual, by taking the real part of e(t):
e(t) = Re e(t) . From the definition of the network admittance function,
the output spectrum is given by

i(f) = f(f)el(f). (14)

A well-known result of Fourier analysis permits the response e(t) to be
defined according to

e(t) = Y (t)*ei(t). (15)

Here Y(1), the network impulse response, is simply the Fourier trans-
form of the network function in (13). The star (*) denotes the convolu-
tion operation, which is defined for two arbitrary functions as follows:

f(z)*g(z) = f :f(z - w)g(w) dw, (1Ga)

or equivalently

f(z)41(z) = fa3.1(v)g(z - v) dv. (lob)
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It is somewhat easier to calculate the response e(t) by using (15). First,
the impulse response, Y(t), must be computed:

Y(t) = 17( De2"." df

(17)

too
e2.iff ti-(f-f 02 124 df

This is a well-known integral,t and (17) is evaluated as

Y(t) = e
2ri(fot-kt2/2)- (18)

The complex output, e(t), is obtained by forming the convolution
product of Y(t) and 1(t) given, respectively, in (18) and (1). Thus,

(T/2
e(t) = e2ri

ot-Fkr212-k(t-r)2121

T 12

which simplifies considerably, due to cancellations in the exponent, to
T/2

e(t) = 20

eT -T 12
e dT.

ra(1 ot-kt2 12)2 2riktr

Carrying out the elementary integral that remains,

e(t) = -1 -T sin(rktT)e2ri(f ot-kt2 12),

irkt

which, when regrouped becomes

e(t) = V Di
sin irit e2ri(i ol-kt2/2)

7rAt
(19)

This response assumes the following form when expressed in terms of the
natural time variable y = At:

e(y) = sin iry
e2,i(xoy-y212D)+i,o4 (20)

iry

Following Woodward's nomenclature it is useful to introduce

sin ry
sine y (21)

iry

as a convenient shorthand. The functions sine y and rect x are Fourier
transforms of one another. The envelope of the complex response is
given by the absolute value of (19) and takes the form

f This transform is number 708.0 in Campbell and Foster.12
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N/b sill rAt
irzt

= VD I sine At I . (22)

It is this envelope that is shown in Fig. 3(b): this collapsed pulse has an
amplitude increase of -VD over the input pulse and a new pulse width
r 11 1/A, measured at the half -power points (3-db points).

There are two important facts to be noted regarding the complex re-
sponse signal given in (19) and (20). First, there exists a residual FM
after phase equalization. By comparing (19) with the input signal 61(t)
in (1) one easily sees that the residual FM occurs at the same rate, but
is reversed in sense. Otherwise stated, if k > 0, then the frequency of
the transmitted pulse rises during the pulse period, while the instan-
taneous frequency of the collapsed signal (19) falls, but at the same
absolute rate. This effect has been observed in a laboratory model for a
low dispersion factor (D ';-:,-' 10). One would expect to observe this effect
principally for low D's, as may be seen from the following qualitative
argument. Using (20), the instantaneous "frequency" is given by
xo - y/D. Now, about 90 per cent of the signal energy is confined in the
"time" interval I y I < 1 by the envelope sine y. If attention is confined
to this region of pronounced signal amplitude, the frequency will vary
only between xo + 1/D and xo - 1/D. From the discussion following
(10b), the value of xo = fo/A will be seen to lie generally in the range
xo > 2. For large D, the frequency in the significant region of the out-
put signal remains constant to an accuracy of about 1/Dxo . As D be-
comes larger, deviations from a constant frequency are therefore nearly
undetectable. A slight reservation to this point will be noted in Section
3.3 but, for the most part (especially in studying the side -lobe re-
duction in Section 3.4.2), the residual FM in the response will be ignored.

The second important point to be noted regarding the output signal
(19) pertains to the envelope, sinc At. Although the initial envelope,
rect (t/T), and the final one, sinc At, are both functions of time, there
does appear to be a Fourier transform relation between the functional
form of these envelopes. The two points just stressed above will now be
shown to be consequences of an important result of greater generality.

Assume for the moment that, instead of (1), the following complex
signal is transmitted:

e(t) = Eme2Tiuot-Ekt2/2). (23)

This signal differs from (1) insofar as the envelope rect (t/T) has been
replaced by an arbitrary envelope denoted by E(t). The linear FM
characteristic remains unchanged. Attention is now turned to finding the
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response of the same lossless network given before in (13) to the modified
input, e(t). The spectrum of the new output signal is given by

i"(f) = f(f)e(.0
(24a)f Ewe2riLuo-nr-Fkr2/2-Hr-r02/241

The terms in the brackets constitute a perfect square, so that

J
e(ri k)[I-1 0)- A,12 7

UT. (24b)

By applying another Fourier transform, the output signal e" (t) is
generated:

"i = E(T)e2"if t -Fri ik[(f-I0)-kr]2 df dr. (25)

The integration over f is similar to one carried out previously, and (25)
becomes

vic1; e2ri(tot-k1212) f E(T)erkt,
- 00

(26)

The remaining integral in (26) essentially defines the Fourier transform
of E(t), so that our final expression for e' (t)becomes

ell = Vki E.(-kt)e2Ti(fot-kt212). (27)

This result shows that the two points stressed above are special cases of
an exceedingly general result. That is, the output response in (27)
possesses the same linear FM property as the input signal but with the
reversed sense, and the Fourier -transform functional relation between
input and output envelopes is established as a general rule.

The preceding general analysis for the arbitrary envelope E(t) pro-
vides an excellent intuitive picture for the next topic to be discussed:
the generation of the long transmitted pulse by passive means.

3.2 Passive Generation of the Long FM Transmitter Signal

In any scheme of generating the long -duration FM signal, the fore-
most objective is to secure a signal whose properties are similar to those
illustrated in Fig. 2. The passive generation means described in this
section can be no exception to this rule.

The previous section concluded with a general theorem relating the
input and output envelopes of a signal with linear FM when passed
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through a lossless, linear delay equalizer. This theorem illustrates how
an input signal with a long -duration envelope becomes transformed by
the equalizer to a signal whose new envelope is much shorter in dura-
tion. In addition, implicitly contained in this theorem is the effect pro-
duced by an input signal that possesses a very short -duration envelope.
Since the output and input envelopes are functionally connected through
the Fourier transform, the response envelope will be one of long -duration
when a narrow input signal is used. Inspection of (23) and (27) shows
that, if the initial envelope E(t) is chosen as sinc At, then the envelope
of the equalizer output is given by -Vk E(-kt) = rect (kt/ A) =

rect (t/T). The full signal, with its linear FM characteristic, may
then be amplified to achieve the proper transmission level.

There are two points that arise in connection with the passive gen-
eration scheme described above. The first deals with the particular
characteristics of the narrow -input signal whose envelope E(t) = sine
At. One of the additional requirements for this signal, according to (23),
is a linear FM characteristic. In the discussion following (22) it was
shown, for all cases of practical instance, that the linear FM characteris-
tic would cause only a very slight deviation from a constant frequency.
Qualitatively, it appears that the properties of the output signal (27)
will remain essentially unchanged if the input signal contains no FM;
i.e., if (23) is replaced by e(t) = (sine At)e2"1°`. Practically, it is of
course much easier to generate simply the required short envelope than
a signal with such delicate FM properties. It is the neglect of the linear
FM characteristic that is responsible for what analytical distinctions
there are in studying the passive generation scheme.

The second issue to be discussed relates to the particular sign of the
linear FM slope in the network output signal in (27). By comparing (27)
and (1) it is clear that the response signal's FM is directed oppositely to
the FM of the desired input in (1). This means that the same network
characteristics cannot be used both to generate the long FM signal in the
transmitter and to collapse that signal in the receiver. What is clearly
needed, then, is two distinct network characteristics, one with k > 0
and the other with k < 0, so that the sum of the delays in these two
characteristics is a constant, independent of frequency. If one of these
characteristics is used in generating the long FM signal, then the re-
maining one represents the appropriate collapsing characteristic. The
reciprocal relation existing between these two network characteristics is
illustrated in Fig. 7.

In discussing the generation of the long FM signal by passive means
it was stated that, for practical reasons, a short, constant -frequency
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Fig. 7 - (a) Equivalent network characteristics for the transmitter in the
passive generation scheme; a uniform amplitude characteristic is assumed along
with the phase characteristic illustrated. (b) Appropriate receiver network charac-
teristic to be used with the passive transmitter network in (a); note that the sum
of the delay introduced by the transmitter and receiver networks is a constant.

input signal is used whose envelope is given by sine At. The network
output envelope will no longer match that shown in Fig. 2, due to the
neglect of a small -input FM characteristic. It is important to determine
the quantitative effect that this approximation has on the network out-
put, since this is the characteristic signal transmitted by the radar. The
equivalent transmitter network characteristics are chosen in accord
with Fig. 7(a):

17,(f) e-i.u-f0)2/k

The complex input to this network is denoted by e2(t), where

(2(0 = (sine At)e2Tif°`,

(28)

(29)

and again the shorthand sine y has been used. The response of the trans-
mitter network is given by

4(0 = f e21"11i2(f)17`(f) df

1
0+41/2

a if 0-A /2

e2riLf 1-(I-1 0)212k) df= -A

This result, like (7), may be expressed in terms of the complex Fresnel
integral Z(u) defined in (8):

e2(t) _ 1 e271(fot+kg2/2)- *iz (v2) - Z*(vi)],
N/2AT

where the superscript star (*) denotes complex conjugate. The argu-
ments v2 and vi are given by

(30)

(31)
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v2 = V2 (0, t VAT) , (32a)

= V2 (VAT - N/AT) . (321))

What is the relation between the desired rectangular envelope and the
true one given in (31)? Apart from a scale factor, this envelope is given
by

1
i[c(v2) - c(voi2 + [s(v2) - s(vi)120. (33)

Notice that this envelope is of precisely the same functional form as
(10b), which describes the amplitude of the frequency spectrum for the
rectangular Chirp signal in (1). Consequently, by merely reinterpreting
Figs. 4, 5 and 6, curves representing the transmitted signal envelope
may be obtained. To facilitate the reinterpretation the definitions of the
arguments used in calculating (10b) are repeated here [see (9a) and
(9b)]:

u2 = /VD [-D(x - xo) + ,

ul = V- [ -D(x - xo)

A comparison with the new arguments in (32) for the transmitted en-
velope shows that the appropriate reinterpretation of the abscissa is
given by the transformation: (x - xo) y/D = t/T. Thus, Fig. 4, for
example, shows one-half of the symmetric envelope for the case D =
10.125; the abscissa value of 0.5 is to be understood as the value of the
parameter t/T. This value of t/T marks the boundary in time of the
desired rectangular envelope. The value 1.0 on the ordinate represents
the corresponding amplitude of the ideal rectangular envelope. A similar
abscissa relabeling and reinterpretation applies to Figs. 5 and 6. These
latter two figures illustrate that, as D becomes larger, the transmitted
signal envelope approaches the rectangular envelope more closely. The
deviation from a rectangular shape is entirely due to the neglect of the
small linear FM in the input.

After the transmitted signal is reflected from, say, a point target, the
return signal undergoes phase equalization in the receiver. Although
Section 3.1 was devoted to the properties of a collapsed pulse, it is in-
structive to see what new shape is obtained when the transmitted en-
velope is no longer exactly rectangular. The calculation of the final
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response signal is almost immediate. The short signal in the transmitter
is given in (29) : 2(t) (sine At)e2T'''. The transmitter network that
spreads out this short pulse has a characteristic given in (28) : Y' (f) =
e'r(f-f0)2/k. The receiver network characteristic to collapse the trans-
mitted signal appears in (13) : f(f) = eiT(f-f°)21k. The ideal receiver
output, then, is simply

(t) = (f)17-' (Di2(f)c"if' f
-co

2 D e
brif t

df
(34)

= 2(t).

That is, the receiver equalizer output equals the short generating signal
employed in the transmitter: e2" (I) = (sine At)e2T11°`. It is to be noted
that the envelope of the response, sine At, achieved by passive generation
is equivalent to the envelope obtained from an "active" generation given
in (19) and (22). The only distinction in the two modes of generation
rests in the presence or absence of a small, residual linear FM. One pos-
sible consequence of this small distinction will be discussed in the next
section.

3.3 Some Signal -to -Noise Considerations in the Study of Chirp Radars

Up to this point the analysis has been confined only to uniformly
lossless delay -equalizing networks. In practice, of course, this idealization
cannot hold true, nor would one even want it to hold true. For a study
of the S/N properties of Chirp radars, additional networks must be used
which shape the spectrum by introducing some loss. Spectrum shaping
will be discussed again in Section 3.4.2 from a different point of view.

3.3.1 Maximum Signal -to -Noise and the Matched Filter

Since the presence of noise represents a degradation of signal informa-
tion, it is important that the ratio of signal to noise be made as large as
practical. Woodware discusses several different criteria for just which
quantity should be maximized. For this paper, the peak signal power to
mean noise power ratio is selected as the definition of S/N. The noise
perturbing the ideal Chirp system is assumed to be additive and to have
the properties of so-called white gaussian noise. Such noise is (a) sta-
tistically independent at each frequency, (b) of uniform mean power
density independent of frequency and (c) gaussian in its amplitude dis-
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tribution at each frequency. With no loss of generality, the mean noise
power can be normalized to take the value one. Therefore, the total
noise output is given by the noise energy in a "typical" output noise
signal whose Fourier transform is denoted by P(f)ft(f), where f(f)
denotes an arbitrary network characteristic. Using the criteria for mean
noise level, the noise power output becomes

N---11 P(f) 12 I OD 12 df = f IP(f) 12 (35)

when expressed in terms of the arbitrary filter P(f). It is clear that
additional spectrum shaping of the linear delay network is necessary to
give meaning to the noise defined by (35).

In order to make signal-to-noise comparisons meaningful, both the
signals and the noise must be normalized. The common practice is to
normalize the signal power by dividing it by the total energy content in
the signal: f I e(t) 12 dt = f I i(f) 12 df, where e(t) now denotes an arbi-
trary signal chosen, for convenience, to have only positive frequencies.
The normalized peak signal power, S, is then defined by

S = (maximum over 0

Finally, the S/N is given by

f1-7 )e2xsfc df
2

f I E(f) 12 di

(36)

De2Tif cm

S/N - (37)

f i( f) 12 df f 17(f) 12 di

where the maximum of the right-hand side occurs at t = tM ; tm will in
general be a function of both i(f) and Y(f). Suppose now that i(f) is
fixed. For which filter Y(f) will the value of S/N achieve its maximum
value? This is a problem in the calculus of variations whose solution, for
present purposes, is summarized in the well-known Schwarz inequality,
which states, for two arbitrary functions f(z) and g(z), that

2f f(z)g(z) dz

f I f(v) 12 du f I g(w)
12

dw

< 1. (38)
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The equality holds only when f(z) is proportional to g*(z). Upon apply-
ing this theorem to (37), the maximum S/N is achieved when f(f) is
proportional to i*(f)e-2"ft". The exponential factor merely represents a
gross delay without distortion, which will be ignored. Consequently, the
matched filter, Y.(f), for the signal E(t) is defined as

e(f). (39)

It should be noticed that the particular value of the maximum S/N is in
no way related to which specific signal and matched filter are used; any
signal coupled with its matched filter attains the same maximum value
of "one".

It is important to find the specification of the output response when a
matched filter is used. According to (39), the complex response Ein(t) is
determined by

.(0 = f (f) 12 e2ri" (40a)

which may be re -expressed with the aid of the convolution operator
defined in (16):

Em(t) = e*(-0*e(t)
(40b)

It follows from (40b) that the complex response from a matched filter
is determined by a correlation process. As usual, the true, real response
is obtained by taking the real part of Em(t) in (40a) or (40b). The
matched filter for Chirp radars call now be studied with the aid of the
general theory just presented.

3.3.2 Matched Filter for Chirp

3.3.2.1 Matched Filter for the Active Generation Case. For the case of
active generation, the initial signal is Ei(t) in (1), namely,

ei(t) = rect t)
e

2.icro t+k an)

where rect z is defined by (2). The matched filter for this signal, I-7 mi(f) ,
may be readily obtained from the analysis of the spectrum of ei(t) in (7):

fini(f) = EP(f)

TD
e+i,u-10)21k[z*(u2) - z*(uoj,

(41)
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where u2 and th are given in (9). The matched filter impulse response is
also readily obtained by using the general relation: Yom, (t) = e* (
Therefore,

Y,,(t) = ei ( -t)

)t 2Ticrot-ki2/2)= rect (T e .

(42)

The output response when the rectangular Chirp signal is passed through
its own matched filter may be computed with the aid of (40b):

= rect
(T -

rect e2ri I/ 0 i+(k /2)72-(k /2)(7*-i) 2] dr.

When 0 t 7',

2ri(f ot-kl2/2) e2rikrt

-T /2

Finally, after the remaining integration is performed,

em, (I) = 1 ertf°' sin it (ktT - kt2). (43)
rkt

It is readily determined that the envelope of en(t) is an even function
of time. Therefore,

T
sin 7T -(A I t I - kt2)

(44a)
t

represents the envelope of the matched filter response for times Iti5 T.
For times III > T the envelope vanishes. When (44a) is expressed in
terms of the natural time variable, y = At, the envelope becomes

710
sin a(I Y I- bY) (44b)

V15

where a normalization has been chosen so as to facilitate a direct com-
parison with the response envelope in (22) obtained by using the loss -
less phase equalizer [see (13)1. The output from the simple linear delay
equalizer, 03 (sin ry)hry, is a remarkable approximation to the re-
sponse from the more complicated matched filter, Y.,(f), especially as
the dispersion factor increases. The similarity between the two signals
does not mean that they possess similar values of S/N, for, as already
noted, the noise energy passed by the ideal linear delay equalizer is
infinite. The signal similarity does suggest, however, that a large S/N
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value may be obtained by combining with the delay equalizer a shaping
network that limits the noise but does not seriously attenuate the strong
signal frequencies.

As an extreme example of such a shaping network, the S/N properties
will be investigated when an ideal filter. which suppresses all frequencies
outside the range I f -fo I < A/2, is added to the delay equalizer. The
combined network is specified by

Prect (f)
o

ei
-= rect "f -f

r f°)21k (45)

The total noise passed through fret may he computed from the general
definition in (35) :

Nrect = f red.!) 12 df = 0. (46)

From symmetry arguments, the peak output signal value should occur
at t = 0. The response at t = 0 is given by

erect(0) = f frect(f)ii(f) df

fr 0-1-Al2

= [Z (70 Z 00] df,
2z1

(47a)

where u2 and u1 are linear functions of f. If natural variables are intro-
duced and a shift of the origin is made, (47a) is transformed into

Erect (0) = 1/12 {Z (2x + 1)]
2 2

-Z 2 (2x - 1)1} dx,

(47b)

where the definition of u2 and u1 is equivalent to that given in (9). The
integrals appearing in (47b) may be evaluated with the aid of the
following general formula:

b
J

Z (ax )3) dx = -1 f(ab 0)Z(ab + /3) - (aa 13)Z (aa (3)]
a

i
[e

(ab+0)212 eir (cra+g)212].-
7I-CY

If this general formula is applied to the specific calculation required in
(47b), it follows that
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ereet,(0) = V2DZ(V2o) - (1 - e'). (48)

It is simpler, and sufficient for present purposes, to confine attention to
D values that are even integers. With this restriction, (48) reduces to

erect( 0) = 1/275Z( V2D),

and the peak signal power is given by

I erect(0) 12 = 2D I Z(V2D) 12- (49)

To complete the calculation for the normalized peak signal power, S,
it is necessary, according to (36), to divide (49) by f 1

1(t) 12 dt =
f rect (tIT) dt = T. Finally, the S/N is

(S/N)rect = 2 I Z(V2D) 12) (50)

where Z(u) is the complex Fresnel integral defined in (8). Any
decrease of S/N below the matched filter maximum value of "one"
represents a S/N degradation. In Fig. 8, the S/N degradation in decibels
[i.e. units of 10 logo (S/N)] is illustrated for various values of D, the
dispersion factor. Only even integral values of D were used in calculating
this result; a smooth curve was then drawn between the calculated
points. Certainly no qualitative error is made in this process. As antici-
pated, Fig. 8 shows that, as D becomes larger, the simple filter charac-
teristics specified by - mot approach those of the matched filter. The
extremely small S/N degradation, especially for large D, shows a clear
practical preference for characteristics like those of /7reot as compared to,-
say, the complicated amplitude characteristic required in building a
matched filter. According to (39), the matched filter amplitude charac-
teristic must match the signal spectrum and, for example, would need
to resemble one of the spectra shown in Figs. 4, 5 or 6.

3.3.2.2 Matched Filter for the Passive Generation Case. Suppose, instead
of the rectangular envelope, that the transmitted waveform had an
envelope characteristic of the passive generation scheme discussed in
Section 3.2. Under ideal circumstances a short signal, (sine At)e2Tif°`, is
dispersed in the transmitter by a suitable linear delay equalizer. The
resulting transmitted signal has a spectrum proportional to

rect (f - fo)
e-i,u-J0)21k.

A

From the definition of a matched filter in (39), the filter freot(f) in (45)
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Fig. 8 - Degradation in S/N from ideal maximum when the rectangular Chirp
signal passes through a delay equalizer and a sharp cutoff filter of width A. The
loss decreases rapidly as the dispersion factor, D, increases.

actually represents the matched filter in the case of ideal passive genera-
tion. With this filter the response becomes simply (sine At)e2"1°`, as
was noted in Section 3.2; now it appears that this particular network
also yields the maximum S/N value of "one".

3.3.3 Signal -to -Noise for a Shaping Network to Reduce Side Lobes

Frequently there are important advantages to be gained by trading a
small amount of S/N for certain desirable signal properties. An impor-
tant improvement in signal characteristics is obtained when the relative
side -lobe strengths are reduced, and it will be found that substantial
reduction in side lobes may be obtained at only a very small cost in S/N.
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Both the active and passive cases are treated simultaneously by assum-
ing the shaping -network input signal to be specified by

(sine At) e2 wig° t-kg2/2).

To obtain results pertaining to the passive generation, it suffices to set
k = 0, which is effectively equivalent to an infinite dispersion factor.

The specific shaping or weighting network to be studied is gaussian in
shape and given by

Pg. (f) = e"(P-1°)2 (51)

Here, G is a parameter related to the amount of taper introduced by
?gnu (f) . It is more convenient to use two other parameters, L and a,
which are linearly related to G:

L = 20 login e"A14

2r= (logioe)(aA2) 6.83 a,

where

(52a)

a (52b}

L represents the loss in decibels, imposed by Pgau(f), at the band edges,
i.e. when f = fo ± 0/2. Equation (51) may be rewritten in terms of
x = f/A and a GA2:

fgau(X = e-Ta(x-x°)2. (53)

For convenience, the convolution theorem egsu(y) = Y.(y)*e(y), will
be expressed directly in natural units. For the input e(y), a normalized
response of the linear delay equalizer is employed:

e(y) = (sine 0e2"(x°11-2/2/2D).

The network impulse response, Ygau(y), becomes

Ygau(y) = gan(x)?' dx

1 27ix,,,-"21,,= e

V a

(54)

( 55 )

If this result is combined with (54), the modified complex response is
given by

fgau = e
1 2Tiroy

1/a

co

(sine z)e-r1(y-z)2/
a+iz2/ DI dz. (56a)
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The integral in (56a) may be evaluated, and yields the following result
for Ega(y) :

1
_

c27,ij.0".___,2/a

2-Va

erf [4 (21 - jaY)1 + erf [
c

{
(5,

irk

c '

where c is a complex constant defined by

1 i
c = a ' D '

(56b)

(57)

and "erf" denotes the usual error function. The peak signal, required
for a S/N study, is attained at y = 0. Since

sine y dy = 1,

the input energy in (54) has the value 1. Therefore, the peak normalized
signal power becomes

SW"' = I twit' (0) 12 =

The noise power may be defined as

erf
(1
2

-) 2

(58)

Ngau = fI ffrg.(x) 12 dx, (59)

when expressed in terms of the natural frequency variable. If (53) and
(59) are combined, one obtains Ngau = 1/V2a. From (57) and (58),
then,

(S/N)gau = V a
erf( 1 / aThr

1/ D ia

2

(60)

In the case of ideal passive generation the effective value of D is infinity
in (54) and, therefore, also in (60). Under these circumstances, (60)
becomes

1 /- 2

a
(S/N)gatz = [en (

2
- v 7ra)1 (61)

Actually this result is also quite accurate in the "active" case when D
remains finite. In practice, a typical value of L, the loss in decibels intro-
duced at the band edges, is of the order of 15-25 db; it follows from (52a)
that a 3. For high -compression Chirp systems, whose D values are 100
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and greater, the S/N in an active generation is well represented by (61).
Fig. 9 shows a plot of the S/N degradation for a range of different
gaussian weighting networks. It is noticed that there is a minimum loss
of about 0.5 db when L 8.6 db. A detailed study of the full response
signal, (56b), has been made for the passive case; the results are approxi-
mately correct for actively generated pulses. Two gross signal features
have been studied: (a) the output pulse width measured at the 3-db
level and (b) the relative level between the main signal peak and the
first adjacent side -lobe peak. The results of this study are summarized
in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b). Qualitatively, as the loss introduced at the
band edges by the gaussian network is increased, there is (a) a cor-
responding increase in pulse width and (b) an increase in side -lobe dis-
crimination. The marked improvement in side -lobe discrimination is well
worth the slight pulse -width increase and the small cost in S/N. This
example illustrates that the maximum S/N attained only by a matched
filter is, in reality, a very broad maximum. This general principle is ex-
ploited in Section 3.4.2, where the primary aim of weighting networks
will be to improve signal properties using other networks more efficient
than the simple gaussian one studied here.

The gaussian case does provide a qualitative picture of the effect
produced by the residual FM in the active generation scheme. Suppose

2

3
4 8 12

LOSS AT BAND EDGES IN DECIBELS
16

Fig. 9 - Degradation in S/N from ideal maximum when the rectangular Chirp
signal passes through the delay equalizer and a smooth, gaussian-taper filter,
which introduces a loss of L db at the band edges.
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one was so intent on reducing the side -lobe level that L, and conse-
quently a, was increased to a point where (61) no longer approximated
(60). In fact, consider the other extreme where a > D, so that (60) be-
comes essentially

(/7/N), = V2
a

= 2 /
a

erf
2

izrD

2

Z 01

2

The relative change, as compared to (61), is given by

2 Z (0)
2'

erfG .77raA

(62)

which, for large D and consequently large a, is of the order of one.
Crudely speaking, therefore, the effect of the residual FM seems to have
no significant effect on the S/N. The modification of pulse width and
side -lobe level by the residual FM would require a detailed considera-
tion of the exact signal in (56b). This study is not warranted in view of
the many advantages inherent in passive generation.
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3.4 A Study of Departures from Ideal Chirp Systems

In this section, deviations from the ideal system behavior will be
analyzed. These deviations will include the planned departures, such
as the weighting network to reduce side lobes, and random deviations
introduced by imperfect system components. A unified approach has
been developed to predict the effects of both types of system irregulari-
ties.

The first topic, treated in Section 3.4.1, is the basic analytical tool,
"paired -echo theory", which is used in all of the analysis on system
distortions. The theory of spectrum weighting, Section 3.4.2, is then
presented with the aid of paired -echo theory. The next subject in the
sequence, Section 3.4.3, is a consideration of quadratic phase distortion
or improper equalization of the FM transmitted pulse in the receiver.
The last topic, Section 3.4.4, presents a treatment of the effects of mov-
ing targets on the collapsed -signal envelope characteristics. Although the
effect of moving targets is not strictly a system distortion, the analytical
investigation will also be presented with the aid of the paired -echo theory
developed in Section 3.4.1. For this reason, it is natural to include the
effects of moving targets in the present section.

3.4.1 Paired -Echo Concept

When an attempt is made to predict the performance of an actual
Chirp radar system that includes many elements, a very unwieldy in-
tegral is obtained, which can be solved only by numerical methods. This,
of course, gives no insight into how various distortional effects perturb
the system response. It was hoped that a solution could be obtained
that would provide a clear picture of the effects of distortion terms.
The characteristics of the Chirp signal permit the use of a previous solu-
tion to the problem of amplitude and phase distortion in linear trans-
mission systems. This solution was obtained in 1931 by MacCole of
Bell Telephone Laboratories and amplified in 1939 by Wheeler" and
Burrows." The solution of the distortion problem leads to a result
which is interpreted in terms of paired echos. This will be clarified in
the next section.

A linear transmission system is to be studied that has a steady-state
transfer admittance, [WM], defined as

Y(w) = A(w)ElB('), (63)

where, as usual w = 2irf. The steady-state amplitude response is A (w)
and the steady-state phase characteristic is B(w). In an ideal system,
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A(w) would be a constant independent of frequency and B(w) would
increase linearly with frequency. The physical system will exhibit vari-
ations from the ideal behavior that can be described by a Fourier series
expansion about the frequency band of interest. This leads to a descrip-
tion of the system by the following equations:

A (w) = ao E a,1 cos new, (64)

B(w) = bow + E b,'. sin new. (65)
11

If all a and b were zero except ao and bo , the above equations would
describe an ideal transmission system. Any distorting influence arising
from a passive element can be described by these equations, as can
active elements operated in their linear regions. Thus, all of the elements
of a linear system can be represented in these terms.

MacColl's analysiss considers one term of the Fourier expansion given
by (64) and (65). The steady-state amplitude and phase characteristic
is given by:

.1 (co) = ao + al cos cw, (66)

B(w) = bow + bl sin cco. (67)

Since a linear system is being considered, superposition will apply;
therefore, the resultant output for an input E(t) can be obtained as the
sum of the responses to the various terms of the Fourier series expansion.
The analysis obtains an output signal, 1(0, for an input signal, E(t), to
a system having the characteristics given in (66) and (67) :

1(t) = aoJo(b1)E(t + 43) + Ji(bi)

ao + ai-,:) E(t ± bo ± c) - (ao - 11) fil(t + bo - c)]

[+ ,r2(b1) ao + + + +-2(11
bi

E(t bo 2c) ao - 2,(ii

oi (Os)

 E(t + bo - 20]-1- ,J3 Oh) [(ao + `.7)---3",1) E(t + bo + 3c)

- ao - -3%) E(t + bo - 3c)1 +
bi

The functions Jo(b1) , J1(b1) , J2(b1), are the usual Bessel func-
tions; the first four arc shown graphically in Fig. 11.

The solution given in (68) provides some insight into the perturba-

.
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Fig. 11 - Bessel functions.

tions produced by distortion in a physical system. It can be seen that,
with only one sinusoidal distortion term, the output is composed of a
delayed replica of the input signal, E(t bo), modified in amplitude by
the coefficient, ao Jo(bi). The output also has an infinite series of terms
- echoes that occur in pairs, one preceding and one lagging the major
response - whose amplitude diminishes according to the Bessel func-
tion coefficients and whose separation from the major response is propor-
tional to the order of the Bessel function. In a well -designed system,
the coefficients al and b1 would be small. This leads to the following
approximation for the Bessel functions:

Jo(b1) = 1, (69)

J1(b1) = (70)

J.(bi) = 0, for n > 1. (71)

These approximations apply when

b1 < 0.4 radians. (72)

This leads to a considerably simpler expression for the output, /(t):
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I (t) ao[E(t 43) 1(ai/ao bi)E(t bo c)
(73)

1(ai/ao - b1)E(t bo - c)].

Thus it can be seen that a small sinusoidal distortion term produces a
single pair of echoes, one preceding and one lagging the major response of
the system. Notice also that an even function in the amplitude A (w).
i.e., a cosine ripple, gives rise to even symmetry in the echoes in the out-
put. This is to say that both amplitude echoes (al/2a°) will be of the
same polarity, either positive or negative. Similarly, an odd function of
phase gives rise to odd symmetry in the output echoes, i.e., echoes of
opposite polarity. Thus, a condition can be obtained where al/2a0 is
equal to 1 b1 and there will be r o echo preceding the main response. This
is a very important case and occurs in a minimum -phase network. The
phenomena, often called ringing, is familiar to anyone who has observed
the response of an unequalized low-pass filter to a very narrow pulse.

The coefficients of (73) have been calculated and are given in graphical
form in Figs. 12 and 13. It is apparent from these results that the design
of a system with low residual baseline clutter (or coherent noise) is a
difficult problem. If a 40-db baseline clutter level is a design objective,
each component, an or 197, , of the Fourier series expansion of (64) and
(65) would have to be kept below the following low value for a mini-
mum phase condition:

20 logic (1 + a21) < 0.085 db, (74)
ao

bn < 0.57 degrees. (75)

Thus, it is seen that a 40-db clutter level is indeed extremely difficult to
attain.

3.4.2 Frequency Weighting to Reduce Side -Lobe Levels

3.4.2.1 Choice of Weighting Scheme. Before proceeding into a detailed
discussion of the weighting scheme employed in the present Chirp radar
system, a simplified qualitative picture of the mechanics of weighting
will be presented; this will permit a clearer understanding of the weight-
ing process. The paired -echo theory of the preceding section will be used
in the simplified description.

If a network with a raised -cosine amplitude response (as in Fig. 14)
and a linear phase characteristic is excited with a sine At input signal,
the output signal, shown in Fig. 15, can be derived by paired -echo theory.
The resultant output signal is the sum of a main delayed replica of the
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has the desired lower side lobes at the expense of a slightly wider main
pulse and a small loss in signal-to-noise ratio over the matched filter
optimum.

The ideal weighting scheme should provide maximum attenuation of
the sidelobes with minimum broadening of the main pulse. An analogous
situation occurs in antenna theory with a line source. The antenna
designer attempts t minimize the spatial side lobes without broadening
the main lobe appreciably. As in the antenna case, Taylor weighting'
of the Chirp signal spectrum offers a good compromise between side -lobe
level and pulse -width increase.

3.4.2.2 Theory. The optimum weighting function to achieve low side
lobes with the least degradation of the pulse length is a so-called Dolph-
Tchebycheffn function, which would give an output pulse of the form

cos r (At)2 - A2Eo(t) - (76)cosh 7A

This is a signal of unit peak amplitude which has a uniform side -lobe
level, n = (cosh r A )-1 (expressed in decibels by means of N = 20 logic, n ) 
This signal possesses infinite energy and is not physically realizable but
provides a suitable standard of comparison. The 3-db pulse width of
E0(t) is given by

2
00 = -{cosh -1 n)2 - (cosh -1 -r (77)
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This relationship is plotted in Fig. 16 as normalized pulse length, 130 ,

versus N.
An approximation of the Dolph-Tchebycheff signal has been derived

by Taylor.' When Taylor weighting functions are used, the output pulse
envelope takes the form

Fa -1

[Etay(t) =sine At '11'=1 (1_ - ° crn-i

246,2/2

A- + )(n -12)
46,2t2\II 1 - --)

n=1 n2

where A is the same parameter that appears in (76), and

(78)

2 7-2,2

Cr (79)
A2 ± 1)2

The parameter, fi, will be described presently. The Taylor function,
Et,(t), of (78) is a. compromise between the unweighted Chirp output
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A

signal envelope, sine At, and the Dolph-Tchebycheff signal envelope of
(76).

The spectrum -weighting function [Fourier transform of Etay(t)] is

most easily obtained by techniques similar to sampling theory. The
Fourier transform of Et,(t), Ytay(X), is zero for I X I > 0.5, where
X = (f - fo)/

Etay(t) = Yt, (X, A, ii)erixAg dX. (80)

Sampling theory suggests the following substitution:

From this, one finds

CO

Ytay(X, A, n) = F me-27thnx

00

-00
(81)

Etay(t) = E Fm[sinc (At - m)]. (82)

It also follows that

F, = F(m, A, n). (83)

The coefficients, F can be obtained as follows:

Fo = 1, (84)
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0.5( -1)nr+1 27n2

Fm = F,= (R-1) 2 1.1
11 m n=1

1 A' + (n - -1-)21 ' (85)
n=1 n2

for 0 < I m I < n. The prime in (85) means that n in; the symbol fl
denotes a product of successive terms. Finally,

= 0 for Ind A. (86)

It follows that

Ptaya, A, = 1 + 2 E F. cos 27rmX. (87)
Ili=

The weighting network characteristic can be expressed in terms of the
parameters of a Chirp system:

ftay(f, A, n) = 1 -I- 2 E F. cos arm
- fo), (88)

A
(f

171.=1

where fo is the center frequency of the IF signal if weighting is to be per-
formed at other than video frequencies.

3.4.2.3 Effect of Weighting on the Pulse Shape. In the previous section a
parameter, A, was used but has not yet been defined; it is appropriate
to discuss it at this time. When a comparison is made of the Dolph-
Tchebycheff and Taylor pulse envelopes for the same design side -lobe
level (see Fig. 17), there are several important differences: The Taylor
pulse width, expressed at the 3-db pulse width, is

0 = 0-0o (89)

where 13o is the Dolph-Tchebycheff 3-db pulse width given in (77) and the
quantity is defined in (79). An important analytical difference is the
location of the zeros of the two functions. The Dolph-Tchebycheff en-
velope has all of its zeros occurring at nonintegral values of the argument
At, while the Taylor envelope has two distinct regions: a region of
nearly uniform side lobes where the zeros occur at nonintegral values of
the argument I At - 1, and a region of decaying side lobes where
the zeros always occur at integers I At I > A. The central region of near -
uniform side lobes approximates the Dolph-Tchebycheff behavior. It is
essential to have the remote side lobes decay to keep their energy con-
tent down.

From the previous discussion it is easy to see the significance of the
parameter A, since it gives a bound on the region of approximation to
Dolph-Tchebycheff behavior. Higher values of A mean a closer approxi-
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Fig. 17 - Comparison of Taylor and Dolph-Tchebycheff signal envelopes for
N = 40 db.

mation. The upper bound in the antenna case is determined by super -
gaining but, for the Chirp case, it is not desirable to use any larger value
of A than the minimum permissible. When the minimum value of A is
chosen, the required weighting characteristic is easily obtained with a
bandpass filter. This is evident from the results presented in Figs. 18
and 19, which are plots of the required loss functions for design side -lobe
levels of 40 and 47.5 db for various values of A, ranging upward from the
minimum permissible value in both cases. In order to obtain the mini-
mum permissible value, Taylor employs the rule that, as A is increased
by one, the value of o should not increase.

The required loss functions for side -lobe levels of 34, 37.5, 40 and 47.5
db have been calculated for the minimum value of n in each case and
are plotted in Fig. 20. The resultant pulse envelopes are shown in Figs.
21 through 24. The side -lobe levels have been amplified in some of the
figures to show the details.
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3.4.2.4 Effect of Weighting on Signal -to -Noise Ratio. The concept of a
matched -filter radar has been explained in Section 3.3. Clearly, this is
the goal that one should strive for in the design of a radar system. If a
matched -filter receiver were designed using the theory described in
earlier parts of this paper, the output pulse would have the side lobes of
(sin z)/z, which are undesirable in many applications. The use of Taylor
weighting does not seriously effect the system detection capability when
compared to a matched -filter radar that utilizes the same transmitted
energy.

The loss in system performance of the Taylor -weighted Chirp radar
compared to a matched -filter radar is expressed most easily in terms of
the parameters Fm . The S/N ratio of a Taylor -weighted signal relative
to the S/N ratio of the matched filter optimum is given by

R-1(S/N) rnatched 1 + E
(s/N)tayior

(90)
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This expression has been evaluated (see Fig. 25) for a number of side -
lobe levels and values of the parameter N. A loss in S/N ratio of only
1.455 db is obtained when the design side -lobe level, A, is 47.5 db below
the peak signal.

3.4.3 Tolerance of Chirp Pulses to Quadratic Phase Distortion

This section is concerned with the unwanted degradation of collapsed
Chirp pulses as a result of quadratic phase distortion, which could be the
result of an imperfect match of the transmitter and receiver delay -equal-
izer slopes. Some experimental evidence exists that heavily weighted
pulses possessing very low side lobes can tolerate more of this type of
distortion than their unweighted counterparts (sin z)/z. This section
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Fig. 22 - Taylor weighting pulse envelope for N = 37.5 db, n = G.

shows analytically that unweighted pulses are degraded more than
heavily weighted pulses. The particular weighting function chosen for
this analysis is slightly less efficient than those previously described
(Section 3.4.2) but represents the Taylor -weighted optimum to a rea-
sonable approximation. It is believed that the general results of this
section are appropriate for any heavily weighted pulse.

3.4.3.1 Analysis of Quadratic Phase Distortion. The weighting scheme
described in Section 3.4.2 used a network having a transfer admittance
given by

27rmft,(f, A, n) = 1 + 2 E F,,, cos (f - fo) (91)

This network, when excited by the collapsed signal,
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e(t) = cos 27rfot sine At,

gives rise to an output signal envelope, Etay(t), where
(R-1)

Etay(t) = E F sine (At - m).

791

(92)

(93)

The desired weighting -network characteristic is described by (91),
but the coefficients F,,, decrease rapidly as m increases. In the particular
case considered in this section, N = 40 db and n = 6 (the minimum
permissible value), the following ratios exist

F5

F1

F4

F1< T1F21< 0.025. (94)
i

Thus, it can be seen that the echoes introduced in E tay(t) by the second
through fifth. terms in the expansion in (91) are at least an order of mag-
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nitude smaller than the echo introduced by the first term. For this
reason and also to simplify the analysis, only the first term of the ex-
pansion of (91) will be considered. Specifically, the following weighting -
network characteristic will be considered:

Cay(f) = 1 + 2F1 cos :t (f - fo).
A

(95)

This network, when excited wit 11 an input pulse of the form of (92), has
the output envelope

ktay(t) = sine (at) + F1 sine (At - 1) + F1 sine (At + 1). (96)

A value of F1 = 0.42 gives an output pulse in which all side lobes are 40
db or more below the peak signal. This output signal is shown in Fig. 26.

Let this pulse be subject to a quadratic phase distortion, cI3,/ , where
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Fig. 26 - Quadratic phase distortion effects, weighted pulse, co = 0.
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-17702(co 0102.

This can he expressed as a linear delay distortion

_dc 2td = -
dco

= To (co - coo).

It should be emphasized that the linear delay in
distortion over and above the planned linear delay
Chirp receiving network in (13).

,The distorted output -pulse envelope is found by
Fourier transform. Omitting constant values,

where

and

enA

Edis(t) = J
ft.3,(6j)eiw

(97)

(98)

(98) represents a
introduced by the

use of the inverse

-if To2 (on 21 I 2

ftiny(d) = 1+ 2/71 COS

( w
coo)2.

(99)

(100)

(101)

It is more convenient to express the distortion in terms of the phase
shift at the edge of the band, c13, where

(13 =-- 72
T02(6)2

(102)
2

This transforms (99) into
rP

Edis(t) = '7-/ I I re-pp,..,'2/0A2 ,
dw (103)

The general result of (103), apart from a constant, is expressed as

Edis(t) I = I C(P) - C(Q) iS(P) - iS(Q)
Fi[C(P r) C(P - r) - C(Q r) - C(Q - ir)] (104)

jFi[S(P ir) S(I' - ir) - S(Q 7) - S(Q - ir)]
where C and S are the Fresnel integrals defined in (8) and the arguments
are given by

1
1) = - - n ,)Vir 2n (105)
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1 (At
Q = NAr

n = N/24).

(106)

(107)

Notice that the echo structure of the signal is unchanged by the dis-
tortion process. The unweighted signal response is found very simply by
setting F1 equal to zero.

3.4.3.2 Discussion of Results of Quadratic Phase Distortion Analysis. The
effect of quadratic phase distortion on weighted and unweighted pulses
has been calculated according to (104), and the results are shown in Figs.
26 through 36. With no weighting, the side -lobe structure is appreciably
distorted with a quadratic phase distortion as small as cl) = 7/8 = 45°
(see Fig. 34). Moreover, when (13 = 27 (Fig. 36), the peak signal is
attentuated by more than 7 db, the pulse breaks up into two peaks, and
the 3-db pulse length increases tenfold. This result agrees with the rule
of thumb, long applied by antenna designers to uniformly illuminated
aperatures, that near field distortion starts at about 7/8 < 4 < 7/4.

On the other hand, the results for quadratic distortion of a heavily
weighted pulse (Figs. 26 through 32) bear out the previous observation:
heavily weighted pulses can tolerate much more quadratic phase dis-
tortion than can unweighted pulses. At 43 = r, the peak attenuation is
only 1.5 db, the pulse broadening 40 per cent, and the side -lobe level
remains less than 38 db (Fig. 31). Even at = 2r, the pulse shape
exhibits no breakup. The pulse remains smooth with the peak signal
attenuated 4 db and the 3-db pulse width increased 2.3 -fold; the peak
side -lobe level remains more than 36 db down.

In present-day radar systems such as Chirp, the design side -lobe level
is less than 40 db. In view of the results of this section, it is believed that
a quadratic phase distortion of 4) = r = 180° can be tolerated at the
edges of the frequency band.

3.4.4 Problem of Fixed Weighting in the Reception of Doppler -Shifted
Signals

3.4.4.1 Introduction. The analysis thus far has assumed that there is
no relative motion between the radar and the target. If the target is
moving relative to the radar, the returned signal experiences a slight
shift in frequency (known as the Doppler shift) given by

2v
= -c JRF, (108)
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where v is the relative radial velocity between the target and the radar, c
is the velocity of light, and fRF is the radio -frequency carrier of the
transmitted signal. Actually, each frequency in the transmitted spec-
trum will be shifted an amount proportional to that frequency; in prac-
tice, the spectrum width is usually such a very small percentage of the
RF carrier that it is assumed the entire spectrum is bodily translated an
amount v. Negligible error results from this assumption.

The radar return signal, shifted an amount v, is modulated down to
the IF range of the collapsing and weighting networks. The IF signal
resulting from a moving target has a different center frequency than
does the signal from a stationary target. Since the collapsing and
weighting networks were optimized for stationary targets, the effect of
these collapsing and weighting networks on the Doppler -shifted signals
must be calculated. The effect of the linear delay equalizer on Doppler -
shifted signals is discussed in Section 3.5. A principal result of that
analysis shows that collapsing networks may be constructed that will
not modify the collapsed pulse envelope. The present section considers
only the effect of the weighting process on Doppler -shifted signals when
the Doppler frequency shift, v, is a small fractional part of the system
bandwidth,

3.4.4.2 Analysis. The paired -echo explanation of the weighting process
(Section 3.4.2) suggests another method of realizing the necessary
weighting characteristic, in addition to a loss equalizer. The output of
the weighting network can be viewed as the superposition of a large
major response [delayed replica of the (sin z)/z input] pulse and a series
of n - 1 leading echoes and n - 1 lagging echoes. An equivalent realiza-
tion of the weighting network would be a delay line with [2(n - 1) + 1]
taps, each with adjustable amplitude and 0 or 180° phase shift, brought
together in a central summing network. If the tap spacing is equal to
the reciprocal of the signal bandwidth, A, and the amplitude setting of
the mth tap is proportional to Fm in the weighting network expansion
[see (91)], then the performance of the tapped delay line is identical to
the weighting network previously described. The tapped delay line
method of synthesizing a loss characteristic has been used in the past,'"
and the resultant network is known as a transversal filter. The analysis
and results of this section are not essentially different from the work of
Bellows and Graham's on transversal filters.

As in Section 3.4.3, the weighting characteristic will be considered as

fit;iy(f) = 1 + 2F1 COS 0 (f fo). (109)
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For a moving target the mean echo frequency is

f, = v, (110)

where v has been defined in (108). The spectrum of the received signal
is translated and will be constant in the range

f,n - W2 < f < fn, ± W2, (111)

and equal to zero elsewhere. With this fact, the output of the weighting
network is proportional to

J, -1-O/2 27
Etas(t) = 1 + 2F1 cos -A- (f - fo) fi

df. (112)

An equivalent result is obtained by the passage of a signal with no
Doppler shift through a weighting network with a slightly shifted center
frequency. With this interpretation, (112) becomes

40-A /2
Eti,(t) = 1 + 2F1 cos -A (f -fo - ei2wf (113)i

27
fo-A /2

The envelope of this function is given by

Eta,, (t) I = I sine At + F11 sine (At + 1) + F11 sinc (At - 1)
(114)

iFi2[- sine (At + 1) sinc (At - 1)]

where

and

For small values of v/A,

= F1 cos (27v/0),

F12 = F1 sin (27rv/0).

Fn. ,

F12 27v/A.

Therefore, the real component of the side lobes remains unchanged. The
quadrature echoes become increasingly important as the percentage
Doppler shift, v/A, increases.

From the results of (114), it can be shown that Doppler shifts of less
than 5 per cent of the system bandwidth, A, will cause very little degra-
dation of the weighted output pulse. The breakover point for serious
effects occurs for values of v/A somewhat greater than 10 per cent. This
result has been verified by an independent calculation of the output

(115)

(116)

(117)
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pulse shape from a 47.5-db weighting network for a 10 per cent Doppler
shift. This calculation (Fig. 37) shows a 0.2-db degradation of the peak
pulse amplitude and a 13-db increase in the side -lobe level to 34.5 db.

3.5 The Influence of Moving Targets on Chirp Systems

This section continues the study of the effect of moving targets ini-
tiated in Section 3.4.4. Here attention is concentrated on the influence
of moving targets on the process of compression as opposed to the study
in 3.4.4 which was confined to the influence of moving targets on the
process of weighting. In the study in this section of the effect of moving
targets on a Chirp system it is initially assumed that only the linear -
delay phase equalizer is present. With this simplified receiver character-
istic, the quantitative effect of the Doppler shift may be readily found.
Inspection of the receiver network characteristics in Fig. 7(b) reveals
that the distortionless frequency translation caused by the Doppler
shift results in a corresponding time translation of the network output
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Fig. 37 - Weighting effects on Doppler -shifted signals.
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signal. According to the particular network slope illustrated in Fig. 7(b),
the response of an approaching target, with positive Doppler shift, will
emerge before the response of a hypothetical stationary target at the
same range. Likewise, the response of a receding target will lag the
hypothetical stationary target response. The amount of time lead or lag
may be determined from the following relation:

ti = - (118)
'

where ti > 0 denotes a time lag and ti < 0 denotes a time lead. If (108)
for v is combined with (118), it follows that

2vTfRFti - (119)
cA

It is important to point out that t1 is simply proportional to the relative
velocity of the moving target. The time shift given by (119) will give
rise to an error in the indicated range for every moving target. This range
error is determined by

et/ V TfRFR - -Re
2 A

(120)

and it has a different value depending on the particular velocity of each
individual target. Suppose, for a time interval of the order of ti , that the
velocity of each target remains essentially fixed. Because the targets are
moving, each one will traverse a range increment of SR in a time St,
where OR = -vat, with the minus sign signifying that approaching tar-
gets correspond to negative values of OR. If at is chosen equal to TfRF/A,
then the range error in the signal at one time equals the range increment
incurred in a time St = TfRF/L. Therefore, although the complete output
signal at any one time does not represent a true distribution of the target
positions corresponding to that time, that same signal does represent a
true distribution of what the target positions will be TfRF/0 seconds
later. Thus, what might seem to be a complicated mixture of positive
and negative range errors can be viewed simply as an "error of inter-
pretation of the range data." (This time error is a constant of the radar
system and can easily be handled by a computer.) One can hardly over-
emphasize the importance of such an extremely simple interpretation to
unscramble the Doppler effect on the linear -FM Chirp signal!

The addition of shaping networks to reduce the side -lobe levels will not
modify the above interpretation in any qualitative manner. The return-
ing signal that has experienced a Doppler shift no longer passes through
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the central symmetric region of the weighting network. By forcing the
signal to pass through the filter away from the center, an over-all attenu-
ation is introduced accompanied by some modification of the signal de-
tails (see Section 3.4.4). The principal feature of concern here is the
inevitable signal attenuation and the time lead or lag caused by the
receiver delay equalizer.

A useful pictorial representation of this state of affairs is afforded by
the ambiguity diagrams of Woodward" (p. 118). Similar pictorial rep-
resentations have been discussed earlier by Gabor19 and Ville," but the
interpretation that will be stressed here was first emphasized by Wood-
ward. Ambiguity diagrams are joint -response diagrams in both Doppler
frequency and response time. They are most commonly calculated for
the case of matched filters but need not be restricted to this ideal situa-
tion. Figs. 38(a), 38(b) and 38(c) illustrate, in a qualitative manner,
ambiguity diagrams for (a) a long constant -frequency signal, (b) a
short constant -frequency signal, and (c) a linear -FM Chirp signal. In
each, the matched -filter characteristics, or nearly so, are assumed. The
region of heavy shading schematically illustrates the region of strong
signal response. The long constant -frequency signal, Fig. 38(a), possesses
a good velocity resolution capability but a correspondingly poor range
resolution capability. The pattern generated by the short signal shown
in Fig. 38(b) has the opposite characteristics: good range resolution and
poor velocity resolution. The interpretation to be placed on these am-
biguity diagrams may now be readily understood. The shaded region -
that is, the region of strong response - represents the "distribution of
ambiguity" in interpreting the response of a single point target or in
the ability to distinguish and identify several point targets separated
either in range or velocity or both. Fig. 38(c) shows a qualitative
ambiguity diagram for a linear -FM Chirp system. The Chirp scheme
possesses resolution ambiguities situated along an inclined axis. The in-
formation contained in a single returning Chirp signal does not provide
an unambiguous determination of both range and velocity, but repre-
sents only one quantity, which is a linear combination of these two
variables. Unless the target velocity is known a priori, it is necessary to
obtain several return signals so that a separate velocity determination
is possible. For a large class of applications, this method represents an
adequate solution to the ambiguity presented either by a Chirp signal
or by a short constant -frequency signal.

The question naturally arises as to why one should be confined to
ambiguity diagrams with the properties illustrated in Fig. 38. Why not
use a signal leading to a small, concentrated shaded region that possesses
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(a)

(c)

t -TIME (RANGE) --a.

Fig. 38 - (a) Schematic ambiguity diagram for a long constant -frequency
radar signal; the more shaded portions denote regions of greater signal response
with the time, t, and for variously moving targets with Doppler frequency v.
(b) Schematic ambiguity diagram for a short constant -frequency radar signal;
improved time resolution is secured at the expense of some discrimination against
moving targets. (c) Schematic ambiguity diagram for a typical chirp signal; an
approaching target with a positive Doppler shift has a response attenuated in
amplitude and shifted to an earlier time.
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simultaneous range and velocity resolution? Although this question is
not directly related to the study of Chirp systems, it is a fascinating
issue clearly encompassed by the spirit of the Chirp scheme. A companion
paper.' considers this question in more detail and investigates an im-
portant class of ambiguity diagrams.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented in detail the theory and design of Chirp
radars. Throughout the paper the FM characteristic intentionally im-
posed on the transmitted signal took but one form: a uniform linear
FM. Needless to say, such a simple specification as linear FM represents
just one of numerous, more complex FM schemes that might be used.
However, the simplicity of the Chirp radar would perhaps make it
easier to construct than any of the hierarchy of alternative methods.
This important feature of ease of construction increases in importance
when it is realized that it is theoretically possible to design a high-
performance linear -FM Chirp radar whose efficiency is only slightly be-
low the ideal maximum; such is the result of the analysis presented in
this paper.

In summarizing the contents of this paper the following remarks can
be made:

i. Passive generation of the transmitted signal appears to be nearly
as efficient as an ideal active generation process. In addition, passive
generation is very desirable from a practical standpoint.

ii. The combination of receiver collapsing and weighting networks
provides a good approximation to a matched filter. Moreover, the de-
sirable signal property of very low side lobes is obtained by sacrificing
only a few decibels in the signal-to-noise ratio.

iii. Even in the presence of substantial Doppler shifts the output
signal maintains low side lobes. The most significant effect on the
return signal is a time translation proportional to the velocity of the
moving target. But by a simple data "reinterpretation" it is possible to
nullify the effect of this time translation. This significant property follows
only in the case of linear FM such as in Chirp.

iv. The design of Chirp radars with dispersion factors of 100 is quite
reasonable; such radars are presently in the experimental stages of de-
velopment. With a dispersion factor of 100, a threefold increase in range
is to be expected.
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The Design of Radar Signals Having
Both High Range Resolution and

High Velocity Resolution

By J. R. KLAUDER

(Manuscript received April 5, 1960)

Radar systems that yield simultaneous information regarding the range
and velocity of a target would be useful in certain applications. A discussion
is presented of some fundamental limitations on simultaneous range -velocity
determination in terms of ambiguity diagrams, with the aid of a quantum
mechanical analog to theWigner distribution function. A sequence of sig-
nals is found in which the signals yield both range and velocity information
with increasing accuracy. However, this desired property is not accompanied
by a waveform suitable for maximum operating efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

The very large power requirements of present-day radars clearly de-
mand full utilization of the potential of existing equipment. Unfortu-
nately, an efficient equipment use does not always lead directly to a sig-
nal possessing desired high resolution characteristics. The "Chirp"
scheme, which employs linear frequency modulation and is discussed in
detail in the accompanying paper,' represents one method by which the
desirable high resolution properties may be secured with an optimum
equipment utilization. However, in Section 3.5 of the accompanying
paper it was pointed out that the Chirp scheme, like ordinary radar
techniques, possesses an inherent ambiguity in a simultaneous deter-
mination of both the range and velocity of a moving target. Ambiguity
diagrams,2 which are representations of joint response functions in both
time and Doppler frequency, provide a pictorial representation of the
uncertainty in determining range (time) and velocity (Doppler fre-
quency). Fig. 1, (which is a duplicate of Fig. 38 of the accompanying
paper) schematically illustrates the ambiguity diagrams corresponding
to three different transmitted signals: (a) a long constant -frequency sig-

809
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t- TIME (RANGE)

Fig. 1 - (a) Schematic ambiguity diagram for a long constant -frequency radar
signal; the more shaded portions denote regions of greater signal response with
time, t, and for variously moving targets with Doppler frequency, v. (b) Schematic
ambiguity diagram for a short constant -frequency radar signal; improved time
resolution is secured at the expense of some discrimination against moving targets.
(c) Schematic ambiguity diagram for a typical Chirp signal; an approaching target
with a positive Doppler shift has a response attentuated in amplitude and shifted
to an earlier time.
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nal, (b) a very short constant -frequency signal and (c) a Chirp signal
with linear frequency modulation.

For certain applications it may be desirable to transmit a signal whose
ambiguity function is highly peaked only about the point t = v = 0.
If such a signal exists, it would permit a high resolution in both range
and velocity simultaneously. In Section II of this paper some proper-
ties of ambiguity functions are discussed with the aid of quantum me-
chanical analogs, and one interesting general property is discussed in
detail: If a requirement of rotational invariance is imposed on ambiguity
functions (a concept made precise in Section II) a sequence of signals
is obtained for which the peaking of the ambiguity function is steadily
increased. While the signals in this class achieve the desired behavior
in the ambiguity function, the transmitter waveforms are not uniform
in amplitude and, therefore, cannot be transmitted with the same effi-
ciency as the uniform amplitude Chirp signal. The notation used in
the following analysis is the same as that in the accompanying paper.

II. SOME GENERAL PROPERTIES OF AMBIGUITY DIAGRAMS

For convenience in the analysis, only a single target, which gives rise
to a Doppler shift v = vfRF/c is studied, where v is the target velocity,
AF is the radio -frequency carrier and c is the velocity of light. If the
spectrum of an arbitrary complex transmitted signal is denoted by i(f)
then the received signal becomes i(f - v). Only receiving networks that
optimize the signal-to-noise ratio will be discussed. For an arbitrary
complex signal (t), this optimum filter is the so-called matched filter for
that signal. If i(f) denotes the Fourier transform of the signal e(t), then
the matched filter fm(f) may be defined' as i*(f). With a matched filter
in the receiver, the response spectrum is determined by i*(f)i(f - v).
The Fourier transform determines the time response:

(1)

which is written as a two -parameter function. This is the expression given
by Woodward,2 and can be used perfectly well to specify the ambiguity
diagrams. However, for the analogy to be drawn to single -particle non -
relativistic quantum mechanics, it is convenient to develop an alter-
nate expression for the ambiguity function amplitude.

Suppose that the transmitter spectrum, i(f), is concentrated about
some high RF frequency, so that

i(f) = (.f - AF), (2a)
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where g (f) is a spectrum centered about zero frequency. It follows from
(2a) that

E(t) = g(i)C2r if RFt. (2b)

Therefore, 8(t) represents the generalized envelope of the transmitted
signal. If (2a) is substituted into (1), one readily finds that

x(t,v) = e2riURF+42)t *f (3a)v_) e2 ir if t

2 2

or, when expressed in terms of 8(t),

x(t,v) = e2riciRF+p/2)t f T+t e2r aiv, 7

- 2 r (3b)
.70

Let the carrier in the presence of a Doppler shift be taken as fRF + v/2.
With this choice of carrier,

P(t,O) = J 8* (T - t 8 (7.
2
t e221 dr (4)

2

is defined to be the complex two -parameter response envelope. For con-
venience, the Doppler angular frequency S2 = 2ry has been introduced
in (4). It is the absolute value of p(t,C2), which represents the detected
output. The remaining analysis uses the definition made in (4); it is also
the form studied by Gabor' and Ville.4

No loss of generality is made by assuming the transmitted signal car-
ries unit energy :

f I f(t) 12 dt = 18(1)12 dt (f) 12 df = 1. (5)

With this normalization, it follows from (4) that

P(0,0) = l 18(T) 12 dT = 1. (6)

This result represents a constraint that requires a portion of the "am-
biguity" to remain in the vicinity of the point t = S2 = 0. By a straight-
forward integration using (4) and (5), the following result may be
established:

f:I p(t,S2) 12 dt dSZ = 1.

[This result applies equally well to a similar integration involving
x(t,v).] The interpretation given to (7) is as follows: There is, quali-

( 7 )
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tatively speaking, a total ambiguity equal to "one", which must be
distributed throughout the t,0 plane. The approximately equal amounts
of shaded area in Fig. 1 are intended to be a reflection of this constraint.
This result seems to preclude any simple solution to achieve simultane-
ously an arbitrarily high resolution in both range and velocity.

Another observation worth making about the three diagrams in Fig. 1
is that it appears they could be obtained from one another by a "rota-
tion" about the origin of the t,0 plane. It will be demonstrated below that
this is a general result. That is, for every ambiguity diagram defined by
p(t,12) there exists another signal that generates another diagram differ-
ing from the first only by a rotation about t = SZ = 0. The use of the
word "rotation" needs some explanation here. Actually, the rotation can
proceed along arbitrary elliptical contours. However, for convenience,
it is assumed that the scales of time and Doppler frequency have been
chosen so that the rotation is nearly circular.

The rotation theorem, as well as others like it, is most readily estab-
lished by using methods common in the study of quantum mechanics.
One of the reasons for choosing the form of (4) in preference to that of
(1) was to facilitate the comparison with a quantity studied previously
in quantum mechanics. Only a brief sketch is presented here of the com-
parison used to obtain most of the remaining results of this section.

The quantity of interest in quantum mechanics is the so-called Wig-
ner6 distribution function defined by

P(u) = h f. 4/. q-(
e-2-140 q+( 2) dy. (8)

Here, h = 2rh is Planck's constant and 0(y) represents the Schrodinger
wave function for a single particle in one dimension. Of more direct
interest is the characteristic function for this distribution, i.e. its double
Fourier transformation:

P(Y,K) = f p(q,P)ez("±")14 dq dp ,

= f 1,1)* (q - 2)ei"lhik (q dq.

(9)

If this result is compared with (4), one notes an exact functional equiva-
lence, with t playing the role of y and 0 playing the role of K/h. Equation
(9) is perhaps easier than (8) to study, and has been treated in some de-
tail by Bass,6 Moyal7 and Groenewold ;8 further references may be found
in these works. The relative simplicity of (9) stems from its simple repre-
sentation in the quantum mechanical Hilbert space:
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p( y,K) = (4,,e2(Kg+YP) hp) (10)

Here denotes an arbitrary normalized vector and q and p are the usual
operators satisfying qp - pq = ih. Numerous additional relations may
be found, especially in the work of Moyal.

The necessary signal transformation to generate a rotated ambiguity
diagram will not be derived; the result will be stated without proof.
Suppose that 8(t) is an envelope which generates a particular ambiguity
function p(t,S2) according to (4). The modified envelope, 80(t), must be
chosen so that its ambiguity function is defined by

po(t,v) = p (1 cos 0 - sin 0, v cos - yt sin 0) . (11)
'Y

Here, -y represents the ratio of the "angular frequency" axis to the
"time" axis of the ellipse of rotation and 0 represents the "angle" of
rotation. When 7 r.z.,-/ 1, rotation is along nearly circular orbits. The solu-
tion for 80(t) is given by

60(t) = f U(t,r;0)8(r) dr, (12)

where the kernel U(t,T;61) is expressed as follows:
, 2 2

27ri sine 2
U(t,T;0) = exp i-y 7 cot 0 - tr CSC B . (13)

Equation (13) follows from the properties of the well-known harmonic
oscillator problem, and is just one of the relations readily obtained with
the techniques of quantum mechanics.

The particular relations expressed in (12) and (13) are perhaps not
as interesting as an additional result that can be derived from them.
In the discussion of the ambiguities present in the interpretation of the
diagrams in Fig. 1 it seemed that the resolution was relatively good in
one direction but was poor in the perpendicular direction. It is just such
a variation with direction that is not wanted in attempting to achieve
a signal whose ambiguity function is concentrated about the point t =
SZ = 0. For clarity, assume again that the t and SZ axes have already been
scaled for the specific system under study. Then, to secure (as nearly
as possible) an ambiguity diagram concentrated about the origin, it
appears desirable to seek a rotational invariance of the ambiguity function;
i.e., pe(t,2) = p(t,S1). It is a simple matter to demonstrate that pe(t,S2) =
p(t,S1) if and only if

= f (1,r,0)8(r) dr = -,No8(t) (14)
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where X represents a suitable constant. There are a denumerable number
of solutions to (14), a typical one being denoted by Mt), where X. =
n 1. These solutions, familiar as the eigenfunctions of the harmonic
oscillator, are defined by the following relation:

718(t) = H(V on7t)e
, (15)

where H (z) represents the nth Hermite polynomial defined, for example,
by

lin(Z) =(_1)nez2 dn cz2
dzn

(16)

Figs. 2(a), 3(a), 4(a) and 5(a) show four curves of 8,,(t) for n = 0, 4, 10
and 26, respectively; each curve is symmetric about / = 0 and is only
shown for positive values of t. Note also a change in scale in the differ-
ent figures. In each example -y was chosen equal to one.

It is a well-known fact that the functions 8(t) defined by (15) have
spectra, .(f), which are specified by the very same functional form.fi
Consequently, Figs. 2(a) through 5(a) also represent the frequency spec-
tra for the same n values. One can see from these four figures that, as n
increases, both the pulse width and bandwidth increase. The pulse -width -
bandwidth product increases as (n 1)2 as n is increased. One may
hope, therefore, that the ambiguity function becomes more nearly con-
centrated about the origin as n increases. The normalization condition
(7) must still be satisfied, but, for large n, the remaining "ambiguity
is thinly spread out over a large region of the t,S2 plane.

1.0

0.8
w
0
J
=I 0.6
a.
3

0.4

0
(71

0.2

(a)

0
0 2 3

TIME
5 0 2 3 4

TIME
5

(b)

6

Fig. 2 - (a) Envelope of the transmitted signal when the parameter n = 0; in
this case the curve is gaussian. (b) Envelope of the "rotationally invariant"
matched -filter response when n = 0; here the curve is also gaussian.

t See Pair 702 in the tables of Campbell and Foster.9
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Fig. 3 - Envelope of (a) transmitted signal and (b) matched -filter response
when n = 4.

This interpretation may be verified in detail by evaluating the am-
biguity function p(t,f1) when 8(0 is given by 8(1). In this calculation
it is advantageous to employ the result that p(t,52) will, by construction,
be rotationally symmetric. Hence, it suffices to study the cross section
of the ambiguity diagram when S2 = 0; the complete contour may be
reconstructed by rotation about the point t = S2 = 0. It is an interesting
fact that the kernel U(t,T ;0) can be rapidly converted into a generating
function for the various response signals p(t,0). The details of such a
calculation are essentially present in the work of Moya1.7 Either from
the generating function or by a direct use of the definition for p(t,S2)
one finds the zero Doppler response to be
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(a)

A

(b)

0 2 3 4 5 6
TIME

7 8 9 10 II 12

Fig. 4 - Envelope of (a) transmitted signal and (b) matched -filter response
when n = 10.

1 (7t2
( 40) =L ) --yt 2/ 4

Pit - -
n! 2

where L(z) represents the nth Laguerre polynomial defined by

n _L(z) = e d
(zne z)

dzn

(17)

(18)

The output signal p(t,0) is illustrated in Figs. 2(b), 3(b), 4(b) and 5(b)
for n = 0, 4, 10 and 26, respectively. Since these functions are clearly
symmetric only positive t values have been included (note the change
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Fig. 5 - Envelope of (a) transmitted signal and (b) matched -filter response
when n = 26.

of scale in the different figures). Again, these curves were obtained
assuming y = 1. In order to illustrate the rotationally invariant charac-
ter of these signals, Fig. 6 shows a cut -away of a three-dimensional pro-
jected view of the complete ambiguity amplitude p(t,12) corresponding
to the case n = 10.

Fig. 6 illustrates the tendency of the ambiguity function to peak about
the origin of the t,S/ plane. Furthermore, it demonstrates that a narrow
peak is achieved only when the remaining "ambiguity" is spread out
over a relatively large domain of the t,I1 plane.

If input and response envelopes (g (t) and p(t,0)) with higher values
of n are considered, the ambiguity function becomes more sharply peaked
and more spread out. A study of the behavior of the zero Doppler re-
sponse for large values of n shows that
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Fig. 6 - Cut -away of three-dimensional projected view of complete ambiguity
amplitude p(t,f1) when n = 10.

Pn(t,0) Jo(. /27n (19)

where Jo is the zeroth -order Bessel function. This asymptotic form is
valid when t is greater thanVn but not so large that I becomes corn -
parable with n itself. Equation (19) illustrates that, as n increases, the
form of the response does not markedly change, only the scale changes.
While the "rotationally invariant" response signals discussed here
possess a narrow 3-db pulse width, they are endowed with long oscilla-
tory tails, which fall off approximately as t t. This rate of fall -off is to
be compared with the rate of fall -off of the Chirp signal - namely, as

which follows from (19) of the accompanying paper. Therefore, in
securing an ambiguity function highly peaked about the origin a penalty
must be paid in the rate of fall -off of the time "side lobes." Nevertheless,
as the parameter n increases there is a change of scale and the side lobes
are pulled inward. Consequently, at least in principle, a signal 8,,(t)
could be chosen that maintained side -lobe levels below an arbitrary
level outside a prescribed ellipse in the t,11 plane. It is interesting to
speculate whether there exists some signal envelope 8(t) that could be
efficiently transmitted in addition to having a highly peaked ambiguity
function. Unfortunately, this question remains unanswered.
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The TJ Radio Relay System
By J. GAMMIE and S. D. HATHAWAY
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The TJ radio relay system is a broadband microwave facility that oper-
ates in the 10,700- to 11,700-mc common carrier frequency band. It has
been specifically designed for short -haul transmission of either multichannel
telephone or television circuits. Transmission performance and the over-all
system description are presented, as well as some early field applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past decade, microwave radio in the Bell System has
had a phenomenal growth. In terms of route mileage and number of
circuits, this growth has been primarily in the long -haul field in the
4,000 -me common carrier band. The TD -2 system' .2 now criss-crosses
the continent several times and provides facilities for telephone and

821
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television to almost every part of the continental United States.* In
many areas it is already loaded to capacity and, hence, its use for
other than backbone service is becoming increasingly restricted. In the
next decade it is expected that there will be a large demand for short -
haul microwave facilities along backbone routes and remote rural areas.
These will have to be supplied by systems operating in common car-
rier bands other than the 4,000 -me band. To allow for orderly growth of
the Bell System radio plant, the 11,000-mc band has been selected
for short -haul service needs where the maximum channel cross sec-
tion might be only a few hundred telephone circuits.

In the past, the telephone companies have used 4,000-mc TE equip-
ment,' secondary TD -2 arrangements or other currently available 6,000-
mc common carrier equipment to fulfill their short -haul needs. Feasi-
bility studies4 by the radio research group at Bell Telephone Laboratories
and systems engineering studies made in cooperation with the telephone
companies indicated the possibility of and need for a new economical
short -haul system that would permit the dropping and adding of cir-
cuits at each repeater or alternatively, be capable of transmitting mono-
chrome or NTSC color television. Because of the potential interference
problems with the 4,000 -me TD -2 system, and the 6,000 -me TH sys-
tem' now being installed in some sections of the country, the new TJ
system has been developed for the 10,700 -11,700 -me common carrier
band.

II. OBJECTIVES

2.1 Area of Application

There are a great number of uses for a flexible, economical short -
haul radio system such as TJ. A partial list of these applications in-
cludes :

(a) relief on open -wire or cable routes now at full capacity;
(b) added facilities along open -wire and secondary cable routes for

improved reliability;
(c) television side -legs and short -haul message facilities branching off

backbone routes;
(d) short -haul message facilities on existing backbone TD -2 or TH

radio routes;

* At present, more than 15 million (27 per cent) of the long distance telephone
circuit miles and more than 60,000 (78 per cent) of the intercity television cir-
cuit miles of the Bell System are provided by microwave radio relay.
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(e) new facilities to locations where wire construction is difficult;
(f) alarm, control and order -wire facilities on backbone radio routes;
(g) general purpose local television service;
(h) bypass service in large city areas where the TD -2 system is at

capacity.

2.2 Development Objectives and Performance Characteristics

Prior to the beginning of the development program, a set of objec-
tives was specified reflecting the best judgment at that time as to the
features and capabilities necessary for the new system. These objec-
tives have been reviewed and modified from time to time as the de-
velopment of the new system progressed and, in most instances, the
original requirements for the TJ system have been met.

2.2.1 Frequency Band and Allocation Plan

The TJ system operates in the 11,000-mc common carrier frequency
band and provides either message or television service for end -link or
short -haul applications. A frequency allocation plan has been devised
to permit operation of six two-way TJ channels on the same route
with common antennas for transmitting and receiving. One -for -one fre-
quency diversity, with a simple automatic switch has been provided
on an optional basis, and little or no cost penalty has been incurred
by systems not having such switches.

2.2.2 Telephone and Television Capacity

The TJ system has been engineered to transmit 96 channels of ON -2
multiplex' or 240 channels of L multiplex through nine repeaters for
a total distance of 200 to 300 miles. The system is also being engineered
to transmit one monochrome or NTSC color television signal, meeting
end -link and short -haul objectives over distances of approximately 100
miles on each radio channel. Sufficient video bandwidth has been pro-
vided to transmit the audio portion of the television program along
with the video signal on a multiplex basis in the vicinity of 6 mc.

2.2.3 Order Wire and Alarm

An order -wire and alarm facility has been provided which will work
over the radio for TJ telephone systems or over a wire facility for
one-way television routes.
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2.2.4 Stand-by Power

The stand-by power equipment provides the minimum discontinuity
consistent with system cost objective and with other sources of sys-
tem failure.

2.2.5 Economics

One of the primary objectives of this development has been to pro-
vide system arrangements and operating features at the lowest first
cost and annual charge consistent with meeting Bell System require-
ments. Equipment arrangements have been designed to minimize job
engineering and installation expense. Proper packaging has received care-
ful consideration. Ease of maintenance is of prime importance in its
relation to annual charges, and equipment arrangements have been
devised with this in view.

2.3 Transmission Objectives

2.3.1 General

The TJ hops should be engineered to have a 50-db rms carrier -to -
noise ratio during periods of free space transmission. The 50-db ratio
is necessary to provide adequate margin over first circuit noise during
periods of signal attenuation caused by rainfall. Propagation tests' con-
ducted at 11,000 me indicated that during periods of heavy rainfall
the attenuation may be in the order of 40 db or more, depending upon
the length and location of the radio path. Reliable protection against
selective fades and equipment failure outages can be obtained with
frequency diversity. Protection against rain attenuation, however, can
only be assured by engineering sufficient fading margin into the sys-
tem and by using path lengths appropriate to the particular area of
the country.

2.3.2 Telephone

The TJ telephone end -link objective for cross -modulation and noise
has been set at 32 dba at the 0 db transmission level point. This figure
was arrived at by assuming that the random addition (power addition) of
four such links to a backbone system should not degrade by more
than 3 db the long -haul, heavy -route system objective of 38 dba. In
practice, the degradation is not expected to exceed more than about
1 db in most cases because of shorter end -links and switching losses.
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Due to the large carrier -to -noise ratios expected in TJ systems, all
of the 32 dha objective may be allocated to FM intermodulation and
noise in the baseband circuits. Single -section performance can be de-
rived from the knowledge of how fluctuation and intermodulation noise
add as the number of repeaters is increased. For typical values of
deviation used in the TJ system, the total noise power increase is
approximately proportional to the numbers of repeaters.

2.3.3 Television

The television signal-to-noise* objective for a single -section TJ sys-
tem is 54 db unweighted. Differential phase and gain objectives for a
single section are ±1.0 degree and ±0.5 db, respectively.

2.3.4 Stability

The objective for the short-term net loss variation in a telephone
channel is less than ±0.25 db, and the long-term net loss variations
should not normally exceed ±1.5 db. These limits are necessary for the
system to meet direct distance dialing and other similar Bell System
requirements.

III. TRANSMISSION PLAN

The TJ radio system offers a maximum of six two-way broadband
channels, each of which provides for either multichannel telephone or
television transmission. To provide a high degree of reliability, only
three channels are ordinarily used as working channels, the remaining
three being used for protection on a one -for -one basis, with automatic
switching at each repeater.

The radio signals are transmitted to a dual polarized antenna by
RF channelizing and duplexing arrangements. It is expected that most
systems will use a "periscope" type of antenna arrangement to mini-
mize the loss associated with long waveguide runs. Such a system uses
a 5 -foot paraboloidal antenna at the base of the tower directed at a
plane 6- X 8 -foot or a "dished" 8- X 12 -foot reflector at the top of
the tower. A 10 -foot paraboloidal antenna is available as a direct ra-
diator for those applications using short towers on natural elevations.
In addition, an 11,000-mc systems -combining network is available
so that the TJ system may utilize the horn -reflector antennas installed
on TD -2 and TH backbone routes.

A block schematic of a two -section TJ system is shown in Fig. 1.

* Peak -to -peak signal to rms noise.
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The multiplex and control signals are combined by the high -pass -low-
pass filter and feed the transmitters of the working and spare radio
channel. At the receiving end, the selected radio receiver feeds into a
similar filter combination, which separates the multiplex from the con-
trol signals. A 2600 -cps pilot is transmitted over the system and is
used to send alarms and orders between the various radio locations.

The TJ frequency plan is shown in Fig. 2. Because of the expected
use of the "periscope" antenna system, the plan is based on the use
of four frequencies for each two-way radio channel. The 10,700- to

- -1 MC

2B(V)

6804)

108(V)

4B(H)

8B(V)

128(H)

9A(V)

3A (H)
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STATION P

9B(V)

VIDEO
- CONNECTIONS --

MC

213(H)

6B (V)

10B(H )

4 B(V)

8B(H)

12B(V)

SA (V )

97NIFT1

3A (V)

7A (H)

1147r

Channel
Number

Transmitter
Frequency, kmc

Beat Oscillator
Frequency, kmc

Channel
Number

Transmitter
Frequency, kmc

4A 10.715 10.785 9B 11.245
IA 10.755 10.825 1213 11.285

10A 10.795 10.865 5B 11.325
11A 10.835 10.905 8B 11.365
6A 10.875 10.1)45 1B 11.405
7A 10.915 10.985 4B 11.445
2A 10.955 10.885 11B 11.485
3A 10.995 10.925 10B 11.525

12A 11.035 10.965 713 11.565
OA 11.075 11.005 613 11.605
8A 11.115 10.045 3B 11.615
5A 11.155 11.085 213 11.685

Beat Oscillator
Frequency, kmc

11.315
11.355
11.395
11.435
11.475
11.515
11.415
11.455
11.495
11.535
11.575
11.615

Fig. 2 - TJ frequency assignment plan.
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11,700 -me common carrier band is divided into 24 channels, each about
40 me wide. In a given repeater section, only 12 of these are used,
resulting in 80-mc spacing between midchannel frequencies. These chan-
nels are further divided into two groups of six for transmission in each
direction. The polarization of the channels alternates between vertical
and horizontal to provide 160 -me separation between signals having
the same polarization, thereby substantially easing requirements on
the channel -separation networks. The remaining 12 channel assign-
ments are used in adjacent repeater sections. These frequencies are re-
peated in alternate hops. Potential "overreach" interference is reduced
by reversing the polarization of the third section with respect to the
first section. Cochannel interference from adjacent repeater stations, a
necessary consideration in the TD -2 and TH systems because of their
use of the two -frequency plan, is eliminated in this system by the use
of the four -frequency plan. At a given repeater, adequate frequency
separation between transmitters and receivers is achieved by using the
upper half of the band for transmitting and the lower half for receiving.
This arrangement is inverted at alternate stations.

The TJ frequency plan and channelizing arrangements permit effi-
cient use of the entire 11,000 -me common carrier band and establish
an orderly growth pattern. Additional radio channels may be added
in the future to a system whose initial requirements are less than its
maximum capabilities without disrupting service on the working chan-
nels. Actual route cross sections may vary from a single one-way tele-
vision system, without protection, up to a full system of three pro-
tected two-way channels carrying either telephone or television circuits.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM

4.1 General Description

A basic building block in the TJ system is the transmitter -receiver
bay. It consists of a frequency -modulated transmitter, a heterodyne -
type receiver and regulated rectifiers operating from standard ac line
voltages. A block schematic of the bay is shown in Fig. 3. An incoming
microwave signal from the antenna system is selected by a channel -
separation network of the type shown in Fig. 4. This network drops
the desired channel and permits the remaining channels to pass through
essentially unattenuated for selection in similar networks on adjacent
bays. The selected channel is fed to the receiving modulator, which is
preceded by a bandpass filter providing additional preselection. In the
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Fig. 3 - Block schematic of the TJ transmitter -receiver bay.

receiving modulator the signal is heterodyned with the output of a
local oscillator to produce a difference or intermediate frequency (IF)
of 70 mc. The IF signal is amplified and detected in the receiver to
provide the original baseband intelligence, which may be applied either
to the next transmitter or delivered to appropriate terminal equipment.
In the transmitter, the baseband signal is amplified and applied to
the repeller electrode of the transmitting klystron. The frequency -modu-
lated output of the klystron is combined with outputs from adjacent
transmitters in a channel -combining network similar to the receiver
separation network. The transmitter outputs are then connected to the
antenna system which in general will be simultaneously receiving from
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Fig. 4 - Channel separation

the same direction. Electronic automatic frequency control (AFc) is
provided on the receiver local oscillator to maintain the average in-
termediate frequency at 70 mc. On the transmitter, an electromechani-
cal AFC system keeps the average transmitter frequency at the reso-
nant frequency of a highly stable reference cavity.

The baseband type of repeater distinguishes the TJ system from the
more common situation in long -haul microwave systems such as TD -2
and TH. In these, the signal remains in the frequency -modulated form
throughout the amplification process at repeaters, and the baseband
signal is only recovered through the use of special terminal equipment.

4.1.1 Transmitter Radio Frequency Units

The radio frequency output from the transmitter is provided by a
Western Electric 445A klystron developed specifically for the TJ sys-
tem. The same tube, illustrated in Fig. 5, is used as the receiver local
oscillator. Typical operating characteristics in both applications are sum-
marized in Table I.

Although the nominal output of the transmitter klystron is 0.5 watt
when operated in the 21 mode, the actual output is dependent to
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Fig. 5 - Western Electric 445A klystron.
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TABLE I - TYPICAL OPERATING CONDITIONS OF WE 445A KLYSTRON

Resonator voltage
Resonator current
Repeller voltage
RF power output
Oscillating mode
Electronic tuning

range
Repeller modulation

sensitivity
Cooling

Transmitter

+600 volts
65 milliamperes

-250 volts
400 milliwatts (minimum)

234
mc (minimum)

0.8 mc/volt (minimum)

forced air

Beat Oscillator

+400 volts
40 milliamperes

-125 volts
50 milliwatts (minimum)

31
50 mc (minimum)

1.5 mc/volt (minimum)

natural convection

Heater voltage
Heater current
Repeller capacity
Mechanical tuning

sensitivity
Output

6.3 volts
0.9 ampere
6 mmf (maximum)
0.5 me/angular degree

matched to WR90 waveguide
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Fig. 6 - Average power output of the Western Electric 445A klystron as a
function of frequency.

some extent on frequency. This dependence is demonstrated in Fig. 6,
in which the average output of a number of production tubes is plotted
against frequency.

Precautions against tube damage by positive repeller voltage have
been included in both the transmitter and local oscillator circuits in
the form of a clamping diode between repeller and cathode.

To reduce the maximum do voltages on the bay and, hence, to sim-
plify protective arrangements, the klystron body (resonator) operates at
600 volts above ground. An insulator between the tube output and its
mating flange keeps this do potential off the connecting waveguide.

The output from the transmitting klystron feeds a waveguide net-
work, which serves the dual purpose of an AFC discriminator and power
monitor. A schematic of the network is shown in Fig. 7. The first di-
rectional coupler feeds a waveguide hybrid, which, in conjunction with
an invar reference cavity and a pair of silicon diodes, forms an RF
discriminator. The operating principles of the discriminator have been
described by Pound,' and a typical output characteristic is shown on
the schematic. Zero output at the "tails" of the discriminator character-
istic is controlled by the balance control, while the crossover point can
be set to any frequency in the band by tuning the reference cavity.
The slope of the discriminator characteristic is determined by the loaded
Q of the reference cavity, which is nominally 900. The second directional
coupler in the waveguide network monitors transmitter power output,
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Fig. 7 - Schematic of the transmitter AFC discriminator and power -monitor-
ing network.

and, with a nominal +27 dbm signal from the klystron, the coupler out-
put is +3 dbm. Normally, this signal is fed to a detector and meter cir-
cuit that is calibrated in decibels referred to the +27 dbm level. For
test purposes, the detector can be rapidly removed, permitting frequency
and other transmitter characteristics to be checked.

To minimize the nonlinear effects produced by reflections in the an-
tenna feed, a high-performance ferrite isolator is required between the
klystron output and the antenna system. The field displacement isolator9
shown in Fig. 8 connects to the output port of the AFC waveguide net-
work, and typical forward and reverse loss characteristics are shown in
Fig. 9.

The transmitter output is fed to the channel -combining networks
through a waveguide switch, which normally allows the RF energy to
pass through unattenuated. When a klystron is replaced, the initial os-
cillating frequency may be considerably different from nominal. To pre-
vent interference with adjacent channels, the switch can be temporarily
closed, thereby attenuating the output signal by more than 80 db.
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Fig. 8 - Field displacement isolator.
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Fig. 9 - Forward and reverse loss characteristics of the TJ isolator.
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The channel -combining networks are identical with the channel -sepa-
ration networks on the receiver (Fig. 4). The principle of operation has
been described elsewhere,1° and representative transmission characteris-
tics are given in Fig. 10.

4.1.2 Receiver Radio Frequency Units

Incoming RF channels from the antenna are selected by channel -
separation networks identical with the combining networks mentioned
in the previous section. In the case of the last receiver in a line-up, the
separating network is not required, since at this point the number of
RF channels has been reduced to one.

The selected channel is fed to the receiver modulator through a band-
pass filter, a waveguide tuner and a critically dimensioned waveguide
spacer. The filter serves the two -fold purpose of providing suppression
against interfering image signals and enhancing the efficiency of the
modulator by reflecting out -of -band modulation products back into the
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Fig. 10 - Representative transmission characteristics of the RF channel separ-
ation -combining networks.
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Fig. 11 - Representative transmission characteristics of the RF receiver band-
pass filters.

converter in the proper phase. Correct phasing is achieved by choosing
a suitably dimensioned waveguide spacer, which determines the electrical
path length traversed by the modulation product. To minimize reflec-
tions in the waveguide run between the antenna and the modulator
input, the modulator input impedance must be closely matched to the
waveguide impedance. This match is optimized by the adjustment of
a two -stub tuner located between the bandpass filter and the modulator.

The bandpass filters are of two types, having either three or four
resonant cavities. The additional selectivity of the four -cavity filter is
required when a receiver is not provided with a channel -separation net-
work. Typical transmission characteristics for both filter types are shown
in Fig. 11.

The balanced receiving modulator is shown schematically in Fig. 12.
Waveguide inputs are provided for both the incoming and local oscilla-
tor signals, while a coaxial output connection is provided for the 70 -me
IF signal. The unbalanced output is obtained by reversing the polarity
of one diode relative to the other in the hybrid junction assembly, thus
permitting paralleled unbalanced output connections.
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Fig. 12 - Schematic of the balanced receiving modulator.
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IF
OUTPUT

The local oscillator is a Western Electric 445A klystron identical with
that used in the transmitter. It feeds the modulator through a monitor-
ing coupler and an attenuator, which can be adjusted to give a power
input to the modulator of approximately 0 dbm.

4.1.3 Intermediate Frequency Units

The IF output from the receiver modulator is amplified in a preampli-
fier followed by the IF main amplifier. These units have a passband
centered at 70 me with typical gain and delay characteristics illus-
trated in Fig. 13. Input and output impedances are 75 ohms unbalanced
with a minimum return loss of 20 db. Table II summarizes the gain and
tube complement for both units.

The main amplifier has a nominal power output of +5 dbm, and in-
ternal automatic gain control on the first six stages maintains the out-
put within 4 db of nominal for a 40-db change in input level. Matched
double -tuned coupling circuits are used in all IF units, with nonadjust-
able auto transformers in the interstage networks. The only adjustable
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90 94

elements are in the input and output coupling networks, which are ad-
justed for maximum return loss. The marked reduction in the number
of tuning adjustments simplifies testing and maintenance, while reduc-
ing the possibility of maladjustment. Alternative coupling networks
providing higher gains per stage were considered in the initial design

TABLE II

Unit Gain

Preamplifier

Main amplifier

32 db

75 db

Tube Complement

two 417A triodes
two 435A tetrodes

seven 435A tetrodes
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but were discarded in favor of the matched circuit, which is much less
sensitive to tube changes.

In the interests of minimizing maintenance and reducing the number
of tube types, the Western Electric 435A is used wherever possible.
This tube is a tetrode of proven integrity with a life expectancy based
on field experience of 50,000 hours.

The plate supply for the preamplifier and main amplifier is +200 volts.
The total plate current for all tubes in the main IF amplifier is fed through
a common resistor located in the power supply. Since the amplifier
gain, and hence the total plate current, is automatically adjusted to
compensate for changes in received signal level, the voltage across the
common resistor is a measure of the received signal strength. This
voltage is used to actuate the comparator circuit in a diversity system.

The 75 -ohm unbalanced output from the main amplifier feeds the
limiter -discriminator circuit. Plate limiting is employed in a three -stage
circuit, using 435A tetrodes. Low -forward -impedance gold -bonded diodes
provide the clipping action and give a total dynamic limiting of approxi-
mately 40 db. The discriminator uses two separately driven antiresonant
circuits tuned to approximately 52 and 87 mc. When these circuits are
driven by the frequency -modulated signal, amplitude modulation re-
sults, which is detected by a double diode and fed through video cou-
pling circuits to the balanced receiving baseband amplifier.

4.1.4 Baseband Units

A maximum peak -to -peak signal of 10 volts is required to modulate
the repeller of the transmitting klystron, to provide ±4 megacycles
deviation. This is provided by a two -stage, balanced video amplifier
with an optional input impedance of 75 ohms unbalanced or 124 ohms
balanced. The transmitting amplifier utilizes four Western Electric 437A
triodes and has a nominal voltage gain of 37 db, adjustable over a range
of ±3.5 db. A peaking circuit in the amplifier input provides low -fre-
quency phase correction for a complete repeater when it is used for
television transmission. The peaking circuit is provided as a wiring op-
tion and is not used in telephone applications.

The receiver baseband amplifier is a single stage balanced circuit
utilizing Western Electric 417A triodes. Its principal function is to con-
vert from the relatively high output impedance of the discriminator to
the line impedance. This may be 124 ohms balanced or 75 ohms un-
balanced in accordance with the wiring option chosen within the unit.
With an FM deviation of 8 mc peak -to -peak, the discriminator -balanced
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amplifier combination gives a minimum balanced output of -1 dbm
(-1 dbv).

4.1.5 Automatic Frequency Control

Automatic frequency control is used on both the transmitting klystron
and the receiver local oscillator. In the former case the control is electro-
mechanical; in the latter, it is electronic.

The transmitter frequency -error signal is derived from the RF dis-
criminator network described in Section 4.1.1. This error signal is applied
to the AFC circuit shown in functional schematic form in Fig. 14. When
the frequency error exceeds 300 kc, the meter -type relay operates one of
the mercury relays, causing the drive motor to mechanically tune the
klystron cavity in a direction to reduce the error. The drive motor then
continues to operate until the meter relay is reset. If the frequency error
still exceeds 300 kc, the same sequence of events will be repeated until
the error is less than 300 kc. The accuracy of the AFC system is con-
trolled by the stability of the reference cavity in the RF discriminator
circuit. Over the ambient temperature range from - 20 to +120°F the
transmitter frequency is maintained within ±0.03 per cent of its nomi-
nal value.

Electromechanical control of the transmitter frequency is preferred
to electronic control, since most of the frequency error results from
changes in ambient temperature. Mechanical tuning corrections for this
type of frequency error have much less effect on modulation linearity
than does a corresponding correction produced electronically.
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Fig. 14 - Functional schematic of the transmitter AFC circuit.
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Automatic frequency control on the receiver is performed electronic-
ally since, in this case, the beat oscillator operates at a fixed frequency
and modulation linearity is not of importance. The IF error voltage is
derived from the signal discriminator, as illustrated in Fig. 15. The
error signal is amplified and applied in series with the beat oscillator
klystron repeller voltage with the appropriate sign to reduce the error.
This automatically maintains the intermediate frequency at the cross-
over frequency of the discriminator. If the cross -over point is not exactly
at 70 mc, an adjustable bias is provided at the input of the AFC ampli-
fier, which permits adjusting the intermediate frequency to exactly 70
mc. To limit the frequency excursions of the beat oscillator and prevent
the receiver's locking onto unwanted signals, a clamp circuit is included
in the AFC loop. An additional clamp circuit for the protection of the
klystron beat oscillator ensures that the magnitude of the negative
repeller voltage never drops below 40 volts.

The frequency of the receiver beat oscillator may be above or below
the incoming signal frequency, depending on the channel number. These
two conditions correspond to a phase reversal at the discriminator out-
put, and must be compensated for to ensure stability in the AFC feed-
back loop. The phase correction is obtained by reversing the balanced
connections between the limiter -discriminator chassis and the receiver
baseband-AFC unit.

+200 V
IF DISCRIMINATOR

FREQUENCY
ADJUSTMENT

BIAS

-400 V

VIDEO OUTPUT
TO BASEBAND

AMPLIFIER

DC
AMPLIFIER

REPELLER
ADJUSTMENT

TO BE AT
OSCILLATOR
KLYSTRON
REPELLER

REPELLER
CLAMP CIRCUIT

Fig. 15 - Functional schematic of the receiver AFC circuit.
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4.1.6 Power Supplies"

All dc voltages and ac filament supplies are derived from an ac -oper-
ated power supply in the lower third of the transmitter -receiver bay.

The principle of operation is illustrated in the block schematic of Fig.
16. Only the -400 volt output is directly controlled by the feedback
loop; regulation on the other outputs is dependent on their tracking the
- 400 volt output. This is achieved by suitable design of the filter net-
works and the rectifier regulation characteristics. A sensing relay on the
- 400 volt output ensures that negative repeller voltage is applied to
the klystrons before the positive resonator voltages.

Silicon diodes are used throughout as the rectifying elements, so that
the only active devices in the circuit are two Western Electric 310A de
amplifier tubes and two voltage reference tubes (423A and 427A) in the
feedback control loop. Compared with the more usual series tube regula-
tion, it is expected that the combination of solid state rectifiers and long-

life control tubes of proven integrity will greatly reduce power consump-
tion and the annual charges associated with the maintenance of the series
tube type of regulated power supply.

The stability of the dc output voltages over the ambient temperature
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Fig. 16 - Power supply block schematic.
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Fig. 17 - Gain -frequency characteristic of a TJ repeater.

range 32° to 120°F and with line voltage variations of ±10 per cent is
better than ±0.5 per cent.

4.1.7 Over -All Performance Characteristics

The gain -frequency characteristic of a single TJ repeater relative to
1 kc is shown in Fig. 17. The absolute gain of a repeater is nominally 16
db measured from transmitter input to receiver output between 124 -

ohm balanced impedances. In diversity applications, 6 db of this gain is
lost when two transmitters are fed simultaneously resulting in a net gain
of 10 db between HP FL IN and HP FL OUT on the diversity switch
unit.

To illustrate the linearity of the T.T equipment, Fig. 18 gives the re -
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sults of noise loading tests on a system between Mt. Clemens and Port
Austin, Michigan. The system was measured with different numbers of
links in tandem, and the results are presented for one and 12 links. The
single -link data are the average performance on six individual links; the
data on 12 tandem links include these six links in the over-all measure-
ment. For test purposes, 240 channels of single-sideband suppressed -
carrier multiplex were simulated by a band of white noise, and the
fluctuation and intermodulation noise was measured in a slot at the top
end of the transmitted band. The 0 db reference level corresponds to a
total input noise power of -25 dbm at HP FL IN on the diversity switch
and transmission unit, which is a - 33 db transmission level point.

The contribution of fluctuation -type noise to total noise at the receiver
output will depend on the received HF carrier level. This relationship is
illustrated in Fig. 19, where the noise is given in dba for the top channel
in a system carrying 240 channels of suppressed -carrier type -L multiplex.
The dba readings are based on a peak -to -peak frequency deviation of 8
me and a load capacity rating for 240 channels of 21 db.

In television transmission, the linearity characteristics of interest are
differential gain and phase. Without pre -emphasis or delay equalization,
the differential gain and phase on a single link are respectively 0.5 db
and 4.5°. With 13.2 db of pre -emphasis and IF delay equalization, the
corresponding figures are 0.1 db and 0.5°.

Low -frequency noise objectives at the output of a TJ receiver require
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Fig. 19 - Fluctuation noise output as a function of received signal level.
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the use of de heaters on the transmitter and local oscillator klystrons.
The ratio of peak -to -peak signal to low -frequency unweighted rms noise
at the receiver output on one TJ link is 67 db.

4.2 Diversity Switching Arrangements

4.2.1 General

Most applications of the TJ system will use one -for -one frequency
diversity. This provides protection against multipath fading and equip-
ment failures, and provides alternate facilities during maintenance and
equipment additions. At each repeater the diversity equipment selects
one baseband output from two receivers and applies this signal simul-
taneously to two transmitters. The selection of a receiver is controlled
by a logic circuit, which, along with the switch, is contained in the diver-
sity switch and transmission unit.

4.2.2 Diversity Switch and Transmission Unit

Fig. 20 is a block schematic of the diversity switch and transmission
unit as used at a telephone repeater. The audio and high -frequency com-
ponents of the baseband signal are separated and subsequently recom-
bined by high-pass-low-pass filters. This permits connection to the
D -type alarm and order -wire equipment without affecting through trans-
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Fig. 20 - Block schematic of the diversity switch and transmission unit
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mission of the higher frequency multiplex signals. Furthermore, if the
multiplex signals are connected through dropping equipment that does
not normally pass low frequencies, the separation filters enable the audio
portion of the band to be bypassed without undue attenuation. Typical
loss -frequency characteristics for the split -apart filters are given in Fig.
21. Adjustable attenuators and pads provide for equalizing receiver levels
and setting frequency deviations on the transmitters.

On a fully developed TJ route the order -wire and alarm information
will be carried on only one of the three diversity pairs. In general, there-
fore, split -apart filters are not required on switch units associated with
the second and third systems. In these cases, the switch output can be
connected directly to the Y -pad input through a 10-db pad. An excep-
tion to this rule occurs with multiplex dropping facilities, as described
previously.

The signal switch is controlled by a logic circuit operating under
instructions from transmitting and receiving pilot monitors and an RF
signal comparator. In general, three monitors are utilized to sense the
presence of a 2600 -cps pilot tone at the two transmitter AFC discrimi-
nators and at the output of the idle receiver. The pilot tone is applied
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continuously from one end of the system and is looped around at the far
end terminal to provide pilot tone on the return path. The 2600 -cps
tone is also used for signaling purposes, and alarm functions are per-
formed by interrupting the tone temporarily. This arrangement pro-
vides a fail-safe alarm system, which will be described in more detail
in Section 4.4.

The functional schematic of a pilot monitor and its selectivity charac-
teristic are shown in Fig. 22. During signaling, the pilot tone is applied
to the line intermittently, and enough time delay must be built into the
monitors so that the absence of tone between pulses may be ignored.

The RF signal comparator is actuated by voltages proportional to the
IF plate currents in the X and Y receivers. As described previously, these
voltages are an indirect indication of the received RF signal strength.
Fig. 23 shows a simplified schematic of the comparator, which provides
an output to the logic circuit in the form of high and low contacts on the
comparator relay c. Diodes cal and cR2 act as clamps on the comparator
tube grid voltages, so that the circuit is inactive until one or other of
the received RF signals reaches a level of approximately -40 dbm. The
operational characteristic of the comparator as a function of input signal
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MONITORS AT NEAR -END
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Fig. 22 - Functional schematic and selectivity characteristic of the 2600 -cps
pilot monitor.
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levels to the two receivers is also indicated in Fig. 23. Both the pilot
monitor circuits and comparator are designed to fail-safe in the sense
that a failure will bring in an alarm or at least prevent a switch to a bad
channel.

When the diversity switch is used with a television system, the 2600 -
cps pilot tone cannot be used, since it lies within the video band. Like-
wise, the band -separation filters cannot be used. As a result, the diversity
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switch is controlled entirely by the comparator relay, protecting the
system against selective fading but not against all equipment failures.

4.2.3 Diversity Switch and Logic Circuit

The signal -switching function is performed by a wire -spring relay with
make -before -break contacts. During switchover, the relay contacts are
momentarily bunched (for approximately one millisecond) paralleling
the outputs of the two receivers. If the receiver outputs are equal in
magnitude and phase, connecting them in parallel produces no level
change, since they are at the same potential. With selective fading the
condition of equal baseband levels during a switch is generally met,
since the fade must be quite deep before it affects the receiver output.
Thus, with proper adjustment, switches due to selective fading are hit-
less and will not result in data transmission errors. Likewise, manual
switches made during system maintenance will also be hitless.

In the case of switches resulting from an equipment failure, the situa-
tion is different. Due to the time delay built into the pilot monitors,
2.3 seconds are required to recognize the trouble and make the switch.
During this period there will be no transmission errors in data
systems will result. This is not an extremely serious situation, since
equipment failures will be much less frequent than atmospheric disturb-
ances.

Each diversity switch can be operated from the control center by
means of an order from the D -type order -wire and alarm equipment.
This feature is extremely useful for maintenance purposes and permits
the rapid location of any level changes that might occur on a system in
service.

4.2.4 Squelch Circuit

If a complete power failure should occur at a TJ repeater station,
the loss of transmitted carrier will cause an increase in noise output from
receivers at adjacent stations. This could result in the alarm equipment
being unable to interrogate the system to locate the station in trouble
and might require a visit to every repeater on the route. Furthermore,
if the system connects to a long -haul system carrying other circuits,
the excessive noise could make the other circuits unusable. To eliminate
this possibility, a squelch circuit is available that cuts off the receiver
baseband amplifier when the received RF signal drops below a prescribed
value. The circuit is actuated by the IF plate current in the same manner
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as the comparator. When the plate current exceeds a certain value, plate
voltage is removed from the receiving amplifier tubes. The depth of fade
at which the squelch circuit operates is adjustable, but is generally set
to actuate at a received RF level of -80 dbm.

4.3 Nondiversity Applications

Situations will arise where diversity operation is not required, most
commonly in television applications. To facilitate interconnection be-
tween transmitters and receivers when the diversity switch and trans-
mission unit is not required, a special connecting panel is available to
provide the necessary attenuators, equalizer, cable terminations and
access jacks.

4.4 Order -Wire, Alarm and Control System*

The TJ repeater stations are usually unattended. For this mode of
operation to be feasible, attended points responsible for the maintenance
of the system must have information promptly as to equipment failures
and other abnormal conditions occurring in the unattended radio sta-
tions. The type -D alarm, control and order -wire system was developed
for this purpose. As the name implies, this system also provides the
voice -communication facility between stations and remote control from
an attended point of certain functions at the unattended stations.

The principal features of the D2 system may be summarized as fol-
lows:

i. It transmits up to 18 distinct alarm functions and six other indica-
tions from each unattended station to its associated alarm center. The
indications are generally used to determine which receiver of a diversity
pair is in use.

ii. It transmits 11 remote control orders from the alarm center to each
unattended station under its control.

iii. It allows a maximum of 14 unattended stations to be associated
with one alarm center "main station."

iv. It provides order -wire talking and monitoring facilities at each
radio station and at the alarm center, with extensions to other points
as required. The order -wire channel between radio stations is transmitted
in the baseband below 4 kc. All points having access to the circuit are
linked together on a multistation or "party line" basis.

v. It provides alarm and control signaling by means of a single fre-
quency tone of 2600 cps within the same four -wire circuit used for the
order wire, so that no line facilities other than the voice -frequency than-

* This section prepared by H. H. Haas.
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nel of the radio system are required, except for extensions to points off
the radio system.

4.4.1 Alarms

The alarm center (main station) signals the remote points (sub-
stations) by pulsing the 2600 -cps tone. Signal receivers, bridged on
the outgoing line at each substation as shown in Fig. 24, transform these
tone pulses into dc pulses to operate decoding relays. Each substation is
capable of recognizing pulse codes directed to it and translating these
codes into orders or, alternatively, answering codes that are essentially
queries by reverting certain received pulses.

The main station transmits a continuous tone in the idle condition
through each intermediate substation. The normally closed pulse -revert-
ing path of a terminal substation sends the tone back to a signal receiver
at the main station. This closed loop is self -alarming in the event of
failure of the alarm line and, in addition, provides the means of alerting
the main station when a trouble occurs at any substation.

When an alarm condition occurs, substations initiate automatic in-
terrogation from the main station by inserting a 2600 -cps stop filter
in the return line until this process is completed. A relay sending direc-
tor circuit at the main station reacts to the interruption of the tone loop
by sending out a train of pulses to successively identify the substation
at which the alarm occurred and the nature of the trouble - that is,
which of the 18 alarms exist at that station. The substation provides
automatic identification and scanning by reverting a unique combina-
tion of the received pulses, and momentarily closes the pulse -reverting
path from outgoing to return line at appropriate times, under control of
the relay circuit that counts and decodes the received pulses. The in-
formation derived from reverted pulses received at the main station is
displayed on lamps. An attendant at the alarm center can also scan the
alarms at any time by sending out an order.

4.4.2 Remote Controls

Basically, remote control techniques of the D2 system are similar to
those involved in reporting alarms. Typical orders to a radio station may
be for remote manual control of the emergency engine alternator or for
protection switching. Other orders are provided to request a scan of
alarms and other indications. In the first example, one-way selective
signaling is employed; in the second, revertive pulsing conveys the re-
sponse to the interrogation.

The sending director sends out the station -selection and order code
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pulses in response to the operation of keys. To send an order the alarm
center, an attendant first operates one of 14 station keys, then one of
11 order keys. The relays at the substations count and decode the pulses.
The wanted substation recognizes from the initial pulses that the order
applies to it, and proceeds to translate the remaining pulses into one of
11 orders at that particular station.

The 2600 -cps tone -signaling equipment of the D2 system is a transis-
tor version of the standard in -band type used on telephone trunks.12 In
the idle "tone -on" state, when no alarm or control pulsing is taking place,
the tone level is low and is filtered out of the monitoring circuits of the
order wire. The pulsing sequence, although at a higher level, is of such
short duration that it can be transmitted over the order wire without
objectionable interference with voice communication. Conversely, in-
terference between the voice and signaling equipment is prevented by
guard circuits built into the signaling equipment.

Main stations may be located at the focal point of up to four con-
verging radio routes or at an intermediate point along a route as well as
at the end of the route as shown in Fig. 24. In addition, a main station
can be used to alarm radio routes that converge at unattended substa-
tions (junction substations).

4.4.3 Order Wire

Way stations on the order wire talk on one side of the four -wire line
and monitor on the other. To complete the circuit, the two sides are
bridged at the main station so that all intersubstation communication
is via the main station.

4.5 Antenna Systems

Some of the factors affecting the choice of antennas are; antenna
height required, gain, return loss, location and cost. Generally speaking,
there are five standard antenna arrangements suitable for use with the
TJ system.

4.5.1 5 -Foot Paraboloid

The antenna shown in Fig. 25, is a rear -feed, ring -focus, dual -polarized
paraboloidal antenna. It comprises a 5 -foot -diameter paraboloid, a pri-
mary feed system, a radome and a ball -swivel base with adjustable
support rods. It is primarily intended for use in "periscope" antenna
systems, but may be used as a direct radiator.

The feed is made of a straight section of circular waveguide, which
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Fig. 25 - TJ 5 -foot dual -polarized paraboloidal antenna.

passes through the apex of the paraboloid and along its axis. A specially
shaped 3 -inch disc reflector is located at the waveguide aperture and
serves to direct the energy back on the surface of the paraboloid.

The gain of this antenna is 42.1 db over an isotropic radiator at a
frequency of 11,200 me and varies less than 1 db over the 10,700- to
11,700-mc common carrier band, as shown in Fig. 26. The return loss
and cross -polarization discrimination are in excess of 20 db. Fig. 27 shows
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a typical 360° radiation pattern of the 5 -foot paraboloidal antenna, and
Fig. 28 shows an enlargement of the ±15 degree direct and cross -polar-
ized patterns.

4.5.2 10 -Foot Paraboloid

Natural elevations are often available in mountainous country for
repeater sites. In these cases, path clearance is not usually a problem
and the antennas are mounted on short towers whose height is just
sufficient to provide foreground clearance. The antenna is composed of a
10 -foot paraboloidal reflector, a primary feed system and an A -type
mounting frame that provides azimuth and elevation angle aiming ad-
justments. The feed arrangement is similar to the 5 -foot paraboloidal
antenna. The 10 -foot paraboloid does not have a radome, but heaters
are available for both the feed and the paraboloidal reflecting surface.
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The gain of the antenna is approximately 48 db for the two polariza-
tions as shown in Fig. 26. The return loss and cross -polarization discrim-
ination are in excess of 20 db. Fig. 27 shows a typical 360° radiation
pattern of the 10 -foot paraboloidal antenna, and Fig. 29 shows an en-
largement of the ±15 degree direct and cross -polarized patterns.

4.5.3 Periscope Antennas

In many areas of the country the terrain is relatively flat and paths
25 to 30 miles in length require antenna heights in the order of 250 feet.
The use of paraboloidal antennas as direct radiators is not desirable,
because of the long rectangular waveguide runs and their associated high
loss. The horn -reflector antenna, with its 3 -inch circular waveguide and
combining network performs well at 11,000 mc, but it is too expensive
The "periscope" antenna system, which satisfactorily fills this need,
consists of a paraboloidal antenna mounted at or near ground level,
usually on the roof of the repeater station, illuminating a reflector at the
top of the tower. It has the advantages of requiring a minimum length
of waveguide and providing an over-all antenna system gain that is
equal to or greater than the gain of the paraboloidal antenna alone.

Some of the factors determining the gain" of a "periscope" antenna
are the frequency, the relative size of the apertures of the paraboloid
and the reflector, and the separation between them. Standard arrange-
ments for the TJ system consist of the 5 -foot paraboloidal antenna
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and either a 6- X 8 -foot plane reflector or an 8- X 12 -foot reflector,
which may be plane or curved. Fig. 30 shows the approximate gains to
be expected for these TJ "periscope" antennas. Estimated radiation pat-
terns of the 6- X 8 -foot plane and the 8- X 12 -foot curved reflector are
shown in Fig. 31.
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The gains of a "periscope" system for spacings between 25 and 100
feet are not shown in Fig. 30. It suffices to say that the combination of
the 5 -foot paraboloid and the 6- X 8 -foot plane reflector with these
separations will yield a gain approximately 42 db.

4.5.4 Towers

Both guyed and self-supporting towers are available for the TJ
system. The guyed tower is made of galvanized structural steel, triangu-
lar in cross section, 4 feet on a side, and is available in heights of 80 to
300 feet in increments of 20 feet. The structure is guyed in three direc-
tions with guy directions spaced at 120°. Mounting facilities for three
passive reflectors of either the 6- X 8 -foot or 8- X 12 -foot type, or com-
binations of the two, are provided. The center positions of the three re-
flectors are separated by 120° and, with the flexibility inherent in the
mounting and in the reflector itself, each reflector may be adjusted in
azimuth through ±40 degrees from its center position.

The self-supporting tower is made of galvanized structural steel, square
in cross section, with a straight top section and below this a uniformly
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tapering body. It is available in heights of 40 to 300 feet in increments
of 20 feet and provides mounting rings at the top of the tower to which
may be attached any combination of up to four 6- X 8 -foot reflectors,
8- X 12 -foot reflectors and 10 -foot paraboloidal antennas. The an-
tennas may be attached to the mounting rings in any position irre-
spective of the tower orientation and, with the adjustability inherent
in the antennas, two adjacent antennas may be oriented to a mini-
mum angular separation of 25°.

Both of these towers have been designed to tilt no more than ±1 de-
gree and to twist no more than ±1 degree under wind loading of 20
lbs per square foot (approximately 70 mph), and to withstand winds of
100 mph with the maximum number of antennas attached. Ground wires
and rods to protect foundations and anchors from lightning are supplied
with both types of towers.

4.6 Connecting Circuits

4.6.1 Type A and Type B Entrance Links

When L -carrier multiplex signals are connected to a TJ radio system,
amplification is required in both directions of transmission. To protect
against amplifier failures and facilitate maintenance, protection or stand-
by circuits can be provided on either a manual or automatic basis. The
complete ensemble of amplifiers, switches and control circuits is referred
to as an entrance link. Fig. 32 is a block schematic showing the basic
features of an L-carrier-TJ radio interconnection. When fully
equipped, three -wire lines with a common protection circuit will supply
up to three TJ radio channels. Essentially, the only difference between
the type A and type B links is the maximum permissible circuit length.
Each circuit on the type A link uses one 40-db flat -gain amplifier and,
in the type B link, this is augmented by a second amplifier having a
gain shape complementing the cable loss.

4.6.2 ON -2 Multiplex

ON -2 multiplex equipment basically provides 48 channels in the 36- to
268-kc band, with a transmitted carrier between each pair of voice
channels. For radio applications, modulating equipment is available to
stack a second group of 48 channels on top of the basic group to provide
a 96 -channel system. The frequency band of the upper group is 316 to
548 kc.

The levels out of the multiplex equipment are adequate to drive the
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TJ equipment directly, so that no special entrance link facilities are
needed. In Table III the channel levels at the point of connection with
the TJ equipment are summarized and expressed in terms of the trans-
mitted carrier level at the point in question.

4.6.3 Television Terminals

When a television signal is transmitted over radio, it will generally
be supplied from a customer or television operating center (TOC) at a

TABLE III

Location

Terminal
Dropping point

Test Point

MX IN

-40 dbm
-34 dbm

MX OUT

- 15 dbm
- 35 dbm
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level of 1 volt peak -to -peak (0 dbv). Likewise, at the receiving end of
the radio system it must be presented to the customer or TOC at the
same level. In most instances, the television terminal equipment and the
radio equipment will be physically separated, so that connecting facilities
must allow for cable loss and cable equalization. Fig. 33 shows typical
connecting circuits when the TJ system is used as an intermediate link
between two television operating centers.

Before being applied to the radio equipment, the low -frequency com-
ponents in the TV signal are reduced in level relative to the high -fre-
quency components by a pre -emphasis network. At the receiving end, a
complementary de -emphasis network restores the high- and low -fre-
quency components to their original relative magnitudes. The purpose of
the pre -emphasis network is to reduce the modulation index at low fre-
quencies to reduce differential phase and gain distortion.

Alternative connecting circuit arrangements will be used when the
television signal is transmitted or received over unbalanced cables.
Functionally, they are the same as the balanced arrangements and differ
only in the types of networks used for equalization and pre -emphasis.

4.7 Stand-by Power

A 5 -kw gasoline engine alternator and a 10 -kw diesel engine alterna-
tor with automatic controls have been made available for use with the
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Fig. 33 - Video terminal connecting circuit.
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TJ system. When commercial power fails, these units take approximately
30 seconds to reach operating speed and voltage. A further 20 seconds is
required for the radio equipment to resume transmission.

For those applications where a 50 -second interruption in transmission
cannot be tolerated, other types of reserve power plants have been used,
which provide essentially no -break operation. This is accomplished by
the use of a motor -generator -flywheel combination coupled to a gasoline
engine through a magnetic clutch. When commercial power fails, the
clutch engages and the flywheel supplies sufficient energy to carry the
load and start the gasoline engine.

V. EQUIPMENT FEATURES

5.1 Transmitter -Receiver Bay

5.1.1 General

The TJ radio transmitter -receiver bay is illustrated in Fig. 34. It con-
sists of a 6 -foot floor -supported duct -type framework built to accept
standard 19 -inch panels. The backplate support for the RF channelizing
networks extends above the bay framework, giving an over-all height of
6 feet 8 inches and a total width of 201 inches.

The upper third of the bay houses the transmitter, while the middle
and lower third contain the receiver and power supply, respectively.
All units and controls are accessible from the front of the bay, thus
permitting back-to-back or back -to -wall floor plan arrangements. To
simplify maintenance and reduce out -of -service time from equipment
failures, all units except the receiver modulator are of the plug-in type.
The removal of any unit automatically shuts down the bay as a protec-
tion against exposure to hazardous voltages.

External connections to the bay consist of the ac power conduit,
the transmitter and receiver waveguide runs and a control lead plug,
which provides alarm and comparator information for the auxiliary bay.

5.1.2 Radio Frequency Components

From an RF equipment standpoint, of special interest are the receiving
modulator and transmitter AFC networks. Instead of using standard
cross -guide fabrication techniques, the waveguide network configurations
are milled from sectionalized aluminum blocks. The blocks are then as-
sembled to form a relatively compact, composite structure typified by
the AFC network illustrated in Fig. 35.
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Fig. 34 - TJ transmitter -receiver bay.
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Fig. 35 - Transmitter AFC discriminator and power monitoring network.

5.1.3 Intermediate Frequency and Baseband Units

Each IF or baseband unit is assembled in a die-cast aluminum chassis.
Typical of the IF units is the main IF amplifier illustrated in Fig. 36. The
components for each stage are mounted on an individual plate assembly,
which is attached perpendicularly to the tube base of that stage. The
individual plates are assembled and wired separately, and then mounted
on the die-cast aluminum chassis prior to interstage wiring. In addition
to mounting and accurately positioning components, the plate assemblies
act as interstage shields. The only adjustments on the IF units are on
the input and output coupling networks, which are adjusted for opti-
mum return loss.

The baseband amplifiers use standard assembly techniques, with spe-
cial precautions being taken to accurately position components. This
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Fig. 36 - Photograph of main IF amplifier.
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minimizes variations in parasitic capacities to obtain reproducible high
frequency gain characteristics.

All units are equipped with test points for measuring plate and heater
voltages. Test points are also provided to measure tube biases for cath-
ode activity tests.

5.1.4 Power Supply

An internal view of the TJ power supply is shown in Fig. 37. The
hinged front cover provides access to all components and an interlock
switch protects against exposure to hazardous voltages. Components
mounted in the rear of the unit, can be reached by lowering the back -
plate, which is hinged near the lower end.

When the radio bay is equipped with a transmitter only or receiver
only, the appropriate outputs on the power supply are equipped with
bleeder resistors to maintain a constant load on the unit. These loads are
located within the power supply and consist of resistors mounted in
fuse -clip holders. The power supply also contains all voltage and current
metering resistors.

Connections between the power supply and the rest of the radio bay
are made through plug-in connectors in the rear of the unit.

5.2 Auxiliary Bay

The auxiliary order -wire, alarm and control bay is a 7 -foot duct -
type framework built to accept standard 23 -inch panels. The over-all
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Fig. 37 - Internal view of TJ radio power supply.
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height, width and depth dimensions are, respectively, 7 feet, 261

inches and 161 inches.
The bay, which is illustrated in Fig. 38, contains a maximum of six

diversity switch units, the D -type alarm equipment and associated power
supplies. Like the radio bay, it can be maintained from the front of the
bay.

Control lead connections from the radio bays and all external alarm
leads are brought to a terminal strip at the top of the auxiliary bay.
Connections from the diversity switches are brought to the same panel,
permitting cross connections to be made as required in particular appli-

cations.
The diversity switch units are built in the form of drawers which can

be pulled forward on slides for maintenance purposes. Power and signal
connections are made through a flexible cable detail which plugs into
sockets in the bay cabling. Switch units can, therefore, be provided or
added as needed.

Power rectifiers providing -48 and +130 volts are located below the
switch drawers. If these voltages are available from the office supplies,
the rectifiers can be omitted and replaced by an optional power -connect-

ing panel.

5.3 Interconnecting Arrangements

5.3.1 Antenna Feed

The dual -polarized signal received by a TJ antenna is separated into
its two components by a polarizer14 network, which is illustrated in Fig.
39. The network is located directly behind the antenna and is connected
to the radio equipment through two rectangular waveguides. The polar-
izer network has a cross -polarization discrimination over the TJ band
in excess of 40 db, although only 20 db of isolation is realized in practice,
due to coupling between polarizations within the antenna.

In a diversity system, the working and protection RF channels are
connected to opposite polarizations. This permits maintenance and sys-
tem additions to be carried out while service is maintained on the oppo-
site polarization. If only one transmitter and receiver are connected to
the antenna, the normal channel -dropping network can be omitted by
connecting the receiver to one polarization and the transmitter to the
other.

The rectangular waveguide connections from the polarizer are con-
nected to the radio bays through a pressure window. Air line connections
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Fig. 38 - TJ radio auxiliary bay.
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Fig. 39 - Polarization separation network.
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to the pressure window from a dehydrator keep the entire waveguide
run filled with dry air at a pressure of five inches of water.

5.3.2 Radio Bay Interconnections

A typical arrangement for connecting the radio equipment to the an-
tenna system is illustrated in Fig. 40 for a fully equipped diversity
system.

When the system has expanded to four two-way radio channels, an
isolator is provided between transmitters and receivers, as illustrated
for the six -channel case in Fig. 40. The purpose of the isolator is to pre-
vent beat oscillator leakage from a receiver on one polarization going
back through the polarizer network and being picked up by a receiver
on the opposite polarization. With fewer than four channels the receivers
are protected from this type of interference by adequate frequency
separation.
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Fig. 40 - Waveguide interconnecting arrangements for a three -channel di-
versity system.

VI. SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND TEST EQUIPMENT

Wherever possible, test procedures have been based on the use of
commercially available test equipment. The only specialized test sets are :

(a) an impedance matching test set to enable commercial oscillators
and voltmeters to be used with TJ circuit impedances;

(b) an IF test set for measuring intermediate frequencies and power
output;

(c) an RF test set for generating and measuring 11,000-mc microwave
signals;

(d) a transmitter disconnect unit, used to remove one transmitter of
a diversity pair from service without introducing sudden level changes
in the other which might affect data circuits.

The IF test set is illustrated in Fig. 41. It contains an IF frequency
meter and attenuator, together with a calibrated detector for measuring
IF signal level.
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Fig. 41 - IF test set.

VII. APPLICATIONS OF TJ RADIO SYSTEMS

7.1 Path Selection

7.1.1 General

871

A number of factors must be carefully considered in engineering any
microwave relay system. Before getting down to actual site selection it
is necessary to consider all information known about propagation con-
ditions in the general area. For instance, experience has shown that the
inverse bending (k <1) type of fading is more prevalent in the moist
coastal regions, and that some additional tower height should be con-
sidered for improved reliability in these areas (k is the radius of a fic-
titious sphere relative to that of the earth and, under normal propagation
conditions, is equal to 4/3). This type of fading is not frequency -selec-
tive, and propagation at 4,000, 6,000 and 11,000 mc will be affected
similarly.

On the other hand, multipath fading at 11,000 mc is dissimilar to that
at 4,000 mc in certain aspects. Multipath fading is due to reflections
from stratifications set up in the atmosphere that provide two or more
paths of different electrical length for the radio signal. While the time
of occurrence and duration of this type of fading at 11,000 mc is ap-
proximately the same as it is at 4,000 mc, the received signal levels vary
more rapidly at 11,000 mc. Multipath activity is more prevalent at
night than during the day; it is greater in warm and humid seasons than
in cool and dry seasons; it is greater over water or smooth terrain than
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over rough ground and is more severe on longer paths. This type of
fading is frequency -selective.

7.1.2 Path Clearances

Recommended path clearances for the TJ system are shown in Fig. 42.
These clearances are for light -route systems in general and should be
applied over true earth. For over -water paths it is recommended that
they be increased by D2/24 feet, where D is the path length in miles, in
order to provide adequate mid -path clearance for protection against in-
verse bending type of fades. This suggested increase is based on values
of k of approximately 2/3.

7.1.3 Received Signal Objective

Based on a 40-db fading margin and a suitable FM breaking allow-
ance, the received signal level objective is -35 dbm to -40 dbm, de-
pending upon the message load. A received signal level of - 35 dbm can
normally be met for path lengths in the order of 25 miles. Practical
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path lengths will vary from about 10 miles in regions of very severe
rain to 40 miles or more in the drier climates.

7.1.4 Overreach

Since alternate repeaters use the same "nominal" carrier frequencies
for a given direction of transmission, there will be the possibility of a
receiver three hops away being subject to interference. The carrier fre-
quencies may differ by as much as a megacycle or more, and the effect
of the interference will be to phase -modulate the wanted carrier to pro-
duce a tone in the baseband at a frequency equal to the "nominal"
frequency difference. Normally, this type of interference is avoided by
zig-zagging. In laying out microwave routes, path bearings should be
selected so that a total of 50 db discrimination against overreach inter-
ference will be provided by the two antennas involved.

7.1.5 Branching

The TJ system is designed for a maximum capability of 12 two-way
radio frequency channels. For a through repeater and no branching radio
routes, six transmitters will normally be used in each direction to pro-
vide three working and three protection channels.

Because no frequency is reused at a given repeater, any branching
route configuration desired may be used, provided the total number of

two-way radio channels does not exceed the system capability of 12.
Fig. 43 shows a typical branching or spur route.
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Fig. 43 - Typical frequency assignments at TJ branching point.
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There will be instances where it will become desirable to add a branch-
ing route to a fully loaded route. To do this, some radio channel fre-
quencies must be reused at the branching point. In these cases, careful
consideration must be given to near -end and far -end crosstalk. A require-
ment of 50 db must be placed on the reduction of any undesired signal
arising from these exposures. This precludes the use of periscope an-
tennas. In order to meet this requirement, paraboloidal antennas will
have to be used at the branching point on those channels having the
same frequency. In addition, frequencies should be selected so that the
channels common to both routes have the largest angular separation pos-
sible.

7.2 Typical TJ Installations

7.2.1 Phoenix -Flagstaff System

Prior to the installation of the TJ radio system between Phoenix and
Flagstaff, Arizona, the facilities along this route consisted of an open -
wire line equipped with various types of carrier. By 1956 these facilities
had been developed to nearly their maximum capacity. New circuit
requirements for northern Arizona would necessitate either an expansion
of the old route or construction of a new route. The age and condition
of the open -wire route made it uneconomical to rebuild this facility.
Cost studies indicated that construction of a new wire -line facility would
cost less initially, but that for a cross section greater than 60 two-way
circuits, radio multiplexed with L -carrier would be more economical.
Since the estimated requirements for the 20 -year engineering period were
in excess of 400 circuits, it was decided to develop a new route employing
radio.

The Phoenix -Flagstaff TJ radio route, shown in Fig. 44, extends north-
ward from Phoenix 133 miles, and elevations vary from a little over 1000
feet at Phoenix to more than 9000 feet at Mt. Elden. Short self-support-
ing towers, 60 to 120 feet high, and 10 -foot paraboloidal antennas are
employed on all paths with the exception of the Mt. Elden -Flagstaff
path, a distance under four miles. Five-foot paraboloidal antennas were
adequate for this short path and no tower was required at the Flag
staff main office. Mingus Mt. -Mt. Elden is the longest path, in excess
of 47 miles. Adequate clearance is provided by the mountainous terrain
and attenuation due to rainfall is not expected to be serious in the dry
Arizona climate.

It is interesting to note that freight -type containers, 282 feet long by
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8 feet wide, were used for repeater buildings on this route. These build-
ings were temporarily located in Phoenix, where the radio equipment was
installed and a large portion of the equipment tests were made. In this
way, most of the time normally consumed in travelling to and from re-
peater sites for initial equipment line up and tests was saved. The build-
ings were then transported to the repeater sites as a complete package
with the exception of the stand-by power sets. Commercially available
"no -break" power sets were installed on this system at all locations
except the Phoenix main office, where there was sufficient capacity in
the existing L-3 motor alternator to power the additional load.

7.2.2 Kiptopeke-Hampton System

This TJ system, shown in Fig. 45, extends northward from Hampton,
Virginia, 22.5 miles across Chesapeake Bay to Kiptopeke on the Eastern
Shore of Virginia. Estimates of rain attenuation for this section of the
country indicate that reliable transmission can be achieved over these
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PRESENT ROUTE
PROPOSED ROUTE

Fig. 45 - Hampton-Kiptopeke TJ system with proposed additions.

distances provided the system has a fading margin of 40 db. However,
in engineering a microwave system to operate on a long over -water path,
two propagation phenomena besides rain attenuation deserve careful
consideration. These are (a) fading due to inverse bending, and (b) re-
flections from the surface of the water. In the former case, additional
tower height is usually provided to assure reliability. In the latter case,
some arrangement, such as a high tower at one end and a low tower at
the other end of the path, is employed to place the reflection point ad-
vantageously so that cancellation will not occur. As can be seen, the
remedy for inverse bending is not the remedy for reflective paths.

The Kiptopeke-Hampton TJ system employs periscope antenna sys-
tems at both ends of the path. The reflective antenna height at Kipto-
peke is 266 feet, and at the Hampton end it is 260 feet. The received
signal level is -32 dbm and, with 36 channels of single-sideband sup-
pressed -carrier multiplex, 48 dba at 0 TLP occur at a receiver input of
-75 dbm resulting in a fading margin of 43 db. The antenna heights
provide grazing clearance when k = 1/2. Under normal propagation
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conditions, k = 4/3, the mid -path clearance is in the order of 15 fresnel
zones. Frequency diversity, with 240-mc channel separation, provides
reliable transmission during periods when reflection is taking place from
the water.
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Evaluation of Message Circuit Noise
By A. J. AIKENS and D. A. LEWINSKI

(Manuscript received April 5, 1960)

The reduction and control of message circuit noise requires that its effects
be quantitatively characterized. This is achieved by measuring some physical
attribute of the electrical noise such that two noises that are judged to be
equally interfering are assigned approximately equal numerical magnitudes.
To give meaning to such magnitudes, the scale of measurement is related by
way of subjective assessment into terms useful to telephone engineering. Per-
tinent to message circuit noise measurement is the characterization of the
relative interfering effect of single frequency noise components and the way
the ear combines these components to indicate the total effect. The correla-
tion between a noise measurement and its associated over-all end -effect may
be made by finding the transmission -loss equivalent of the noise being meas-
ured or by the direct application of telephone -user opinions expressing de-
gree of transmission satisfaction. In addition to these topics, this paper
discusses certain engineering aspects of noise evaluation.

I. INTRODUCTION

From the time of the first commercial telephone system, transmission
engineers have been concerned with the problem of message circuit noise
evaluation. Prior to the turn of the century, progress was slow and lim-
ited to crude estimates because of the lack of means for performing
measurements. One's hearing mechanism had to serve as the indicating
meter, and the scale of measurement was simply one's expression of
attitude concerning the noise.

Initially, the most accurate determination of noise magnitudes was
through frequency analysis and computation. A given noise voltage was
first analyzed into its spectrum, which was then weighted according to
a predetermined curve that characterized the relative interfering effect
of frequencies in the telephone channel. The total noise magnitude was
then obtained by summing the weighted components on a power basis.
A quicker but less accurate way was to make an over-all noise measure-
ment. "Circuit noise" was simply compared by ear to a variable-ampli-
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tude tuned buzzer, but due to the lack of objectivity the measured
magnitudes often tended to disagree because of differences between
operators.

With the advent of electronic measuring devices the picture began to
change. Vacuum -tube voltmeters, with square -law detectors and as-
sociated circuitry to simulate weighting characteristics, would assign
approximately the same magnitudes to noises producing the same order
of interference. This was a significant advance, since it enabled the
introduction of uniform yardsticks to give value -type interpret ations of
the severity of interference associated with each measured magnitude.
The original yardstick was based on the concept of "noise transmission
impairment," and subjective tests were performed to relate any given
noise magnitude to an equivalent transmission loss.

Since that time, which dates back to the early 1930's, electronic noise
measuring sets, their use, and the interpretation of measured magnitudes
have undergone change. In addition to these changes, the operational
nature of noise evaluation requires that many of the techniques and
ramifications be constantly re-examined. It is not surprising, therefore,
that the following questions are often asked:

i. How does this noise set measure a given noise?
ii. What are the units? Must a correction factor be added?

iii. Where is the best place to make the measurement?
iv. What type of measurement should be made?
v. What does the measurement mean operationally? What is con-

sidered a tolerable magnitude?
While much has been written on the subject, a large part of noise

practice exists only in specialized reports on specific problems. To relate
this knowledge and experience is, of course, beyond the scope of this
article. Our purpose, rather, is to present a tutorial treatment of the
most important historical, theoretical and practical aspects of message
circuit noise evaluation.

We begin by discussing the fundamental problem: the measurement
of circuit noise such that noises having equal "interfering effect" are
assigned equal magnitudes. Pertinent are the concept of frequency
weighting (i.e., the characterization of noise effects versus frequency);
the manner in which weighted components combine; and the units of
noise measurement. Background is provided on the choices over the
years of reference for noise measurement and the effects of these refer-
ences on numerical noise magnitude.
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Next, the discussion follows the historical development of noise meas-
uring devices, starting with a review of the features of the earliest device
and ending with the 3A Noise Measuring Set.*

Highlights of the quantitative aspects of noise evaluation are then
reviewed. Emphasis is placed on noise originating outside the telephone
system, the application of the "telephone influence factor" to predict
power system noise influence, and the use of noise measuring sets to
estimate longitudinal and shunt unbalances in open -wire lines and cable
pairs, assuming that external induction exists.

Finally, we consider the assessment of noise magnitude from the
subscriber's standpoint. The discussion is centered on the use and relative
merit of noise transmission impairments and "grade of service."

II. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS IN NOISE MEASUREMENT

2.1 General

An electrical disturbance in a telephone circuit - that is, any signal
that does not convey intelligence - appears acoustically as noise at the
output of the receiver of the telephone instrument. As noise capable of
detection by the ear, it may be barely audible or it may be obtrusive
enough to impair the reception of a telephone message. Noise is "high"
when it is bothersome; it is "low" when its effects are insignificant. Thus,
the evaluation of message circuit noise must concern itself with a quanti-
fication of noise based on the subjective reactions experienced by tele-
phone users.

To achieve this objective, it has been found appropriate to perform
these two operations:

(a) measure some physical attribute of the electrical noise such that
two noises that are judged to be equally interfering are assigned approxi-
mately the same numerical magnitude; and

( b ) subjectively assess the severity of the interference associated with
each magnitude on the resulting physical scale, and relate the assessment
into acceptability criteria such that the scale of measurement becomes
useful to telephone engineering.

These two steps broadly define the underlying principles of message
circuit noise evaluation: the first prescribes the way noise is to be meas-

* The 3A set is covered in detail in a companion paper.'
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ured; the second provides the information necessary to the interpreta-
tion of the measurement.

In general, however, conversation over a telephone may be rendered
more difficult not only by the presence of circuit noise, but also by the
presence of room noise in the location of the telephone, the reaction of a
particular subscriber, the way he uses the telephone and the volume
level of the telephone conversation itself. Although it is impractical to
incorporate accurately all of these parameters, the principle of measure-
ment and the method for the subjective assessment of magnitudes al-
low, to a good approximation, for these additional effects.

From the measurement standpoint, it is sufficient to assign equal noise
magnitudes on the basis of moderately bothersome noises that are judged
to be equally interfering in the presence of average levels of received
speech volume and room noise. Two characterizations are necessary: a
"weighting function," which characterizes the relative interfering effect
of single -frequency noise voltages, and a law of summation expressing
the manner in which the weighted frequencies combine to produce the
total effect. The weighting function is derived by evaluating and com-
bining the relative annoyance of moderately loud single frequencies in
the absence of speech and the relative impairment of speech by these
frequencies, when the speech is at the average received volume level.
The desired noise magnitude is obtained by weighting a given noise
spectrum in accord with such a weighting characteristic, and then inte-
grating the weighted spectrum by the associated law of summation.

Step (b) enables one to account for the effect of all other conditions
of electrical circuit noise, received speech volume and room noise. This
requires a multidimensional relationship expressing the degree of satis-
faction, or degradation for the range of noise magnitudes (which result
from the manner of assigning values as described above) in combina-
tion with any given levels of received volume and room noise.

2.2 Frequency Weighting Characteristics

Speech is impaired by the coincident presence of one or more foreign
sounds. The mechanism is such that while one is listening to one sound
the ability to listen to another is reduced - the degree of reduction
being dependent on the relative amplitude of the two sounds. Quantita-
tively, sounds of frequencies below 900 cycles have a tendency to impair
their adjacent higher frequencies rather than their adjacent lower fre-
quencies. Above 900 cycles this effect is not as pronounced. However,
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maximum impairment always occurs near the frequency of the impairing
sound.

Annoyance, on the other hand, refers to the subjective discomfort
caused by noise during the absence of speech. It may be considered from
the standpoint of loudness. As the volume level of a sound is increased,
the louder and thus more annoying it becomes, although the effect is
not directly proportional.' At low volumes, a high -frequency sound tends
to be more annoying than a low -frequency sound, whereas at high vol-
umes all frequencies tend to become equally annoying.

Theoretically, therefore, a particular weighting will characterize the ef-
fects of noise versus frequency only at specific volume levels. From a
practical standpoint this is not a serious drawback. Consider, for exam-
ple, the Fletcher -Munson loudness contours' shown in Fig. 1. Notice
that, if the various noise components per cycle are confined to an ap-
proximate 25-db range, then the relative loudness does not change ap-
preciably. Likewise, the change in the impairment mechanism of single
frequencies is not appreciable over this range. Because of rigid noise
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control throughout the Bell System plant, the 25-db range is usually not
exceeded. Hence, it is the practice to use only one weighting characteris-
tic for all applications, where such a characteristic is determined relative
to some moderately bothersome level encountered in practice.

Throughout the years, weighting characteristics have changed with
the gradual improvement of the telephone set. The first standard weight-
ing characteristic used in an electronic measuring set, called the 144 -line
weighting, related to the deskstand telephone set prevalent during the
20's and early 30's. The second, called the F1A-line weighting, related
to the 302 set and the third, called the C -message weighting, relates to
the present 500 set. Although each of these was determined by a differ-
ent subjective evaluation technique, they all incorporate the impair-
ment and annoyance effects of noise for average conditions of message
circuit telephony.

Since the determinations of the 144 and F1A weightings are well
documented,4'6 it is sufficient to describe briefly the technique for the
derivation of the present C -message weighting. Two tests were con-
ducted, one in the absence and one in the presence of speech. In the
absence of speech, groups of observers were asked to adjust the loud-
ness of 14 different frequencies between 180 and 3500 cycles until the
sound of each was judged to be equally annoying as a - 59-dbm 1000 -
cycle reference tone. Then, in the presence of the average level of received
speech volume, the same groups of observers were asked to adjust the
level of each of these frequencies so that the impairment on the speech
tended to be equivalent to that produced by the 1000 -cycle reference
tone. The outcome was essentially a quantification of single -frequency
noise impairment in terms of equal transmission quality.

In both cases, the various single -frequency levels were measured into
a 900 -ohm resistance, which was substituted for the 500 set. The results
of each of these tests were averaged at each frequency, combined and
smoothed as shown in Fig. 2. Notice the dip in the relative impairment
characteristic in the neighborhood of 500 cycles. Here it is reasonable to
assume that the individual frequencies were masked to some extent by
the speech spectrum of the talker.

2.3 Law of Combination

As is well known from loudness considerations, the integrating charac-
teristics of the hearing mechanism are highly complex. In particular,
the mode of integration is amplitude -dependent and influenced by mask-
ing. It has been found, however, that weighted noise components are
added approximately as power, provided the noise is confined to rela-
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effect: A, interference due to impairment; B, interference due to annoyance; c,
adopted combined effect.

tively low levels. Since this is usually the case, power addition is most
appropriate.

While power addition is consistent with Fletcher's law of loudness
addition for low-level weighted signals, early articulation studies of the
effects of two or more noises also showed that the combined noise effect
adds on a root -sum -square basis.6 The latter was further borne out by
subjective correlation of a number of noise measurements made with the
F1A-line weighting characteristic using square -law detection.6 Thir-
teen different types of noise that were judged to be equally interfering
measured substantially equal in magnitude, as shown in Fig. 3. For
comparison, the particular F1A-line weighted power measurements are
indicated in decibels relative to open -wire line noise.

Further justification for the use of power addition was recently estab-
lished in tests to determine the applicability of the C -message weighting.
Different pairs of moderately interfering bands of thermal noise were
presented to a group of observers who were asked to change the level
of one until it was equal in interference to the other. These same bands
were also compared objectively, by computing the differences between
their weighted spectra on a power (10db/10), voltage (10dbi2°) and high-
level loudness (10d"0) basis.* The average subjective decibel differences
in interference were found to agree remarkably well with the computed

* These three modes of summation are good approximations to Fletcher's law
of loudness addition for low-, medium- and high-level weighted signals heard over
the telephone.
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Fig. 3 - Difference between F1A-line weighted noise measurements for noises
judged to be equally interfering.

differences based on power addition, whereas correlation for voltage and
high-level loudness addition was poor.

2.4 Units of Noise Measurement and Noise Magnitudes

While a weighting characteristic and its companion law for the sum-
mation of weighted components essentially prescribe the way message
circuit noise is to be measured, one must also be provided with a noise
reference and a scale of measurement. At the time of the ear -balance
(i.e., acoustic comparison) method of noise measurement, the unit of
measurement was simply the "noise unit." It was defined to be equal
to 10-6 of the current output of a 240 -cycle buzzer, which served as the
comparison standard. The value of current above this amount was nu-
merically equal to the number of noise units.

With the advent of electronic noise measuring sets, the scale was
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changed to the decibel scale, and a reference of 10-12 watts of 1000 -cycle
power at the input (i.e., - 90 dbm) was proposed for the reference of
measurement. Based on this reference, the unit of measurement came
to be known as the "dbrn" (decibels above reference noise).

Two considerations were pertinent to this choice of reference: the
power level was chosen to be sufficiently low so that when noise was
measured the results would be positive numbers of reasonable size; and
the choice of the 1000 -cycle frequency corresponded to the normalized
zero loss point of the 144 -line weighting prevalent at that time.

Shortly thereafter, the introduction of the 302 set resulted in the need
for a different weighting. This set was much flatter in frequency response
than the older deskstand telephone, and the 144 -line weighting could not
be applied. After completion of the work that led to the previously
mentioned F1A-line weighting, it was felt that something should also be
done about the reference of measurement. The newer line weighting
admitted a substantially wider band of frequencies and for the same
reference the two weightings would measure a given noise numerically
different. Tests showed that with the newer weighting the result was
about 5 db higher for several types of noise, including 3 kc thermal
noise.

To bridge this gap, a new reference was proposed in conjunction with
the newer weighting characteristic. This reference (i.e., zero on the
meter) was a 5-db upward adjustment, from 10-12 to 3.16 X 10-12 watts
of 1000 -cycle power, or from - 90 dbm to the 5-db-less-sensitive - 85
dbm. Hence, for a uniform 3-kc band of thermal noise one would now
obtain the same numerical magnitude of measurement with either
weighting. On the other hand, while the old reference required 10-12
watts of 1000 -cycle power to give a zero indication on the meter, 3.16 X
10-12 watts, or 5 db more of 1000 -cycle power, would be needed to give
a zero indication with the new reference. To distinguish between the
two references, the newer one was designated "dbrn adjusted" or "dba."

At the present time, the picture has further changed. The introduction
of the 3A Noise Measuring Set with its new C -message weighting posed
a similar problem regarding its reference for measurement. This weight-
ing, as will be seen, has a wider equivalent spectrum than the F1A-line
weighting. To follow the approach described above would require a still
higher equivalent reference in order to obtain the same numerical meas-
urement for 3 kc thermal noise. Although this step was considered, it
was deemed unwise for with a higher (less sensitive) equivalent reference,
many of today's low noise levels would be assigned "negative" magni-
tudes.
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To circumvent this possibility, it was decided to return to the basic
10-12 watt reference, that is, to -90 dbm. This reference, although nu-
merically equal to the original dbrn at 1000 cycles, is not its equivalent
when viewed in terms of weighted noise measurements. While this latest
reference is called dbrn, in actual fact it is "dbrn C -message" to dis-
tinguish it conceptually from "dbrn 144 -line." For instance, as will be
shown later, 3 kc band -limited random noise will read 6.5 db higher with
C -message weighting than with 144 -line weighting. In the case of an
F1A-line weighted noise measurement, both the weighting characteristic
and the different reference (dba versus dbrn) will affect the results.

The relationships can best be illustrated with some examples. The
three different weighting characteristics are shown in Fig. 4. Since these
curves reflect relative subjective noise effect (or relative interfering
effect), the maximum of each curve is normalized at 0 db. Note that
the maximum of each curve occurs at approximately 1000 cycles.

Consider now the measurements that would be obtained for two ex-
treme cases of noise: (a) a 1000 -cycle noise voltage and (b) a random
noise voltage. The former is relatively easy. We need only compare the
given signal to the reference of measurement, since a 1000 -cycle signal
suffers no weighting. For illustration, let us assume a 1000 -cycle voltage
such that the noise power is 10-3 watts at the input of a noise set, ca-
pable of each of the three measurements. We would obtain the following
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101 = 90 dbrn,Ndbrn(14,I) = 10 logic) (ifF12

10-3 = 85 dba,Nd })a - 10 logio
(3.16 X 10-12

3

Ndbr. =
10-1210 logio90 dbrn.10J =

Now consider the application of the three weighting characteristics to
a random noise voltage whose power spectrum p(f) is rectangular and
confined to a 3-kc band. To determine the three noise measurements, it
is sufficient to compare the total unweighted power P to each of the
three weighted powers Pi(i = 1, 2, 3) and express these differences on
a decibel basis.

For the assumed power spectrum, p(f)/3000 is constant per cycle,
say p, at the input to our hypothetical noise set. Thus the weighted
powers P: are given by

f
3kc

P: = wi(f) df,

where w(f) is a particular weighting characteristic, expressed as
10db(f)/1° to comply with the power addition requirement for weighted
noise components. In this notation, the values db(f) are simply the rel-
ative subjective effects provided by each of the three weighting curves
on Fig. 2. Thus the reduction in input power suffered by weighting
is given by

10 logio = 10 logio [ r3kc

w= (f) df

3000

The problem of solving the integrals irc wi(f) df is readily facilitated
by numerical approximation. Fig. 5 shows the three weighting curves
transformed from relative decibels to numerics, w( f) = 10"(fmo.

Since w; (f) If -1000 = 1, the area under the line w(f) = 1 from 0 to
3 kc must equal 3000 square units. Hence, if we let this area be A and
the areas under w; (f) = A; , then the reduction in power due to weight-
ing is:

A
10 logio (T)
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It is found approximately that

A
A144 = -6.2

A
A2 = AF1A -2

A3 = AC -message =
A-
1.4

Hence the effect of the three weightings is to reduce a flat 3-kc spectrum
by approximately 8, 3 and 1.5 db respectively. For example, given a
flat 3 kc-spectrum that measures 10-3 watts at the input to our hypo-
thetical noise set, the three respective noise levels are found to be:
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Ndhrn (144)

Ndba(F1A)

--L
310 log (10

0-12 - 8 = 82 dbrn,

10 logic
(3.16 X 10--"1° ) 3 = 82 dba,

Ndbrn(C-message) 10 log litcs-%-3) - 1.5 = 88.5 dbrn.

Evidently for other complex noise voltages these relationships are not
valid. In general, given any noise g(t), whose long-time average power
spectrum is p(f) (where f' < f < f2), then the noise level of g(t) is:

Ndb (re 0 = 10 log10

III. NOISE MEASURING DEVICES

f /2 p(f)
1 0db(f)/10

I
reference power

3.1 Early Devices

It has been shown characteristic,
law for the summation of weighted components, a reference level and
a scale of measurement are all necessary to effect a meaningful measure
of circuit noise. It will now be discussed how these basic requirements
are, and have been, simulated in instruments to obtain the measure-
ments directly.

The first apparatus for the measurement of circuit noise was intro-
duced shortly after 1900. It consisted of a sort of acoustic comparator
wherein the weighting and summation was achieved directly by ear.
One first listened to the acoustical output of a telephone receiver con-
nected to a "noisy" telephone line and then, by means of a switch,
listened in the same receiver to a small inductor alternator generating
a 240 -cycle voltage. The intensity of the sound produced by the output
of the altenator was adjusted by means of a potentiometer until the
observer felt that the "interfering effect" of the alternator tone was the
same as the "interfering effect" of the noise. The result of the measure-
ment was expressed in microamperes in the telephone receiver. It may
be observed that, in using this device, each "noise measurer" became an
individual interpreter of the subjective -objective relation of noise.

Subsequently, the alternator was replaced by a battery -operated
buzzer, which supplied a constant volume source of tone called a "noise
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standard." An additional improvement was made by providing the
potentiometer with a numerical scale, graduated in "noise units."7 This
device, called the 1A Noise Measuring Set (see Fig. 6) did not, however,
attain any greater objectivity than its predecessor. It remained on the
scene until 1929, when it was superseded by the 1A Noise Amplifier (a
device intended for noise measurement on toll circuits). The latter was
the first to incorporate frequency weighting, and it employed the 6A
Transmission Measuring Set as an indicating device. The elimination of
the "noise measurer" as part of the measuring system was of consider-
able importance in that it eliminated most of the difference between
operators.

3.2 Electronic Noise Measuring Sets

In accord with the principle of message circuit noise measurement, an
ideal noise measuring device must simulate a procedure that will assure
that two noises judged to be equally interfering are assigned the same
numerical magnitude.

Thus, ideally, for any given noise voltage g(t) the device must first
separate g(t) into its frequency components. This might be achieved by
a series of bandpass filters, each with passband Aco. The device must
then sense the variations in amplitude at the output of each filter to
gauge the relative interfering effect of all components present. Then, by
means of variable attenuation, each component must be weighted by an
amount equal to its relative effect as determined by the previous opera-
tion. Next, the device must transform and sum the weighted amplitude
components by a rule to indicate the total interfering effect of the orig-
inal noise voltage g(t). Finally, the outcome should be time -averaged
over a period comparable to the hearing response and the resulting mag-
nitude suitably indicated on a numerical scale as a function of time.

TO CIRCUIT
UNDER TEST

Fig. 6 - Schematic of 1A Noise Measuring Set. Potentiometer was adjusted
until buzzer tone appeared to be equally interfering as noise on circuit under test.
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From a practical standpoint, this simulation can be simplified as
discussed in Section 2.1. The weighting process is simply achieved by a
suitable network, the response of which approximates the interfering
effect for the nominal range of noise levels encountered. For the trans-
formation and summing process it is sufficient to use square -law rectifi-
cation, which is appropriate for the noise levels of interest. Lastly, the
rectified output, which is then proportional to the rms value of the
weighted noise voltage, may be averaged over a specified period of hear-
ing response and indicated on a de meter that is calibrated in terms of
input to the set in decibels from the reference of measurement.

Thus, operationally, all electronic noise measuring sets ought to be-
have in a like manner. The essential differences will be only in the type
of weighting and the particular reference of measurement that appears
to be appropriate, as well as in specific features that are dictated by the
telephone system environment and special noise measuring needs. The
latter refer mainly to the input arrangements and specific weightings,
such as might be required in the measurement of program circuit noise
or noise across the receiver.

One of the input arrangements of particular importance is the noise -
to -ground input. Its inception dates back to the first major activity in
noise evaluation: the inductive coordination of power and telephone
systems, begun in 1912.8 The investigators found that balance between
the two sides of the telephone circuit at noise frequencies was an all-
important factor. The power circuit induces comparatively high voltages
to ground on each wire of the telephone pair. Unless the pair is well
balanced, either longitudinally or to ground, these induced voltages will
cause metallic currents in the transmission circuit. Even slight unbal-
ances will result in such currents, which appear as metallic noise voltages
across the terminals of the circuit. While it was realized that excessive
metallic noise voltages of this type could be minimized by good main-
tenance and design, the means of guiding such mitigation required a
noise set that would measure both "noise -metallic" and "noise -to -
ground" accurately.

Although the ear -balance noise measuring sets were used to measure
noise -to -ground (as well as noise -metallic), it was not until the advent
of the electronic noise measuring set that these measurements attained
the necessary sophistication and objectivity.

3.3 The 2A - Forerunner of the 2B and 3A

The 2A Noise Measuring Set,9 introduced in 1937, was the first device
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that adequately realized the primary objective of message circuit noise
measurement. It was portable, and went a long way to imitate the im-
portant qualities of the hearing mechanism discussed in Section II. A
functional diagram of the set is shown schematically in Fig. 7.

This set consisted of various input circuits, a number of filters to
simulate weighting characteristics (the basic one for noise measurements
being the 144 weighting), an attenuator, a three -stage vacuum tube am-
plifier, a quasi-rms (copper oxide) detector for power summation of
weighted components and a decibel meter with a 200 -millisecond integra-
tion time* to indicate the noise level in dbrn. Additional features in-
cluded a self-contained battery power supply, and means for internal
calibration. While these components were designated primarily from the
standpoint of noise measurement, the set had other capabilities. For
example, means were also made available for volume and sound level
measurements - two features that were later standardized in other
primary measuring devices.

The input impedances were chosen to be compatible with the tele-
phone system environment. A 600 -ohm line input was provided for
terminating noise metallic measurements on toll circuits. This input was
designed to work with either the 144 -line weighting or a flatter weighting
suitable for the measurement of noise on 8-kc program circuits. In addi-
tion, a 2000 -ohm bridging impedance was supplied to measure noise
across the receiver (the latter being low impedance). The weighting for
receiver noise measurements was a modification of the 144 -line weight-
ing, wherein the line -to -receiver transfer characteristic of the deskstand
telephone was taken into account.

In addition to these three basic input arrangements, a 6000 -ohm
bridging input was provided to enable the measurement of noise -
metallic on working telephone circuits. The input circuit for noise -to -
ground consisted of 100,000 ohms in series with the line input. This
arrangement presented a high input impedance to ground and reduced

L.
INPUT

WEIGHTING ATTENUATOR
DECIBEL METER

AMPLIFIER SQUARE -LAW
NETWORK

WITH EAR
DETECTOR RESPONSE

CHARACTERISTICS

Fig. 7 - Schematic of 2A Noise Measuring Set.

* This is approximately the time required by the ear to appreciate the full loud-
ness of a sound.
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the sensitivity to make the indicated noise -to -ground magnitude com-
parable to the noise -metallic magnitude.

To make any of these measurements one simply connected the circuit
under test to the proper input and adjusted the attenuator until the
meter pointer gave a scale indication. The measurement was the sum
of the attenuator setting and the meter indication. The former had a
60-db range, whereas the meter scale had an 18-db range. Reference
noise in all cases was the meter reading (i.e., "zero") obtained with
10-12 watts of 1000 -cycle power dissipated at the point of measurement.
The actual minimum measurable noise was in the order of 10 dbrn.

The "sound input," in conjunction with a suitable microphone and
matching transformer, permitted the set to be used for sound level
measurements. While the minimum measurable level depended on the
microphone and the transformer, the use of the standard 630A condenser
microphone with the 111A repeat coil enabled the measurement of sound
level as low as 55 db above reference. The weighting used in conjunction
with such measurements corresponded closely to the "A" weighting
currently found in sound level meters. The reference for sound measure-
ments was chosen equivalent to 10-16 watts per square centimeter at
1000 cycles.

A major drawback of this set was that, for one-half of its 12 possible
measurements, it was necessary to add various different correction fac-
tors to obtain the correct numerical magnitudes.

3.4 The 2B and 3A Noise Measuring Sets

In essence, the 2B Noise Measuring Set was a, modified 2A. Intro-
duced in 1941, it incorporated the F1A-line and the so-called HA1-
receiver weighting for noise measurements in dba, two extra sound
weightings, and improved means of internal calibration. The new noise
weightings were needed because of the advent of the 302 telephone set,
which had a different response characteristic than the earlier deskstand
telephone set for which the 2A set with its basic 144 -line weighting had
been designed.

For simplicity, the two new weightings were obtained by changing
the responses of the 144 -line and receiver networks. The result was that
the modified networks had an inherent loss 12 db greater at 1000 cycles
than had had the original 144 networks. Since the reference level for
F1A-HA1 weighted measurements was -85 dbm, compared to the
reference level of -90 dbm for the two 144 weightings, the net differ-
ence in meter reading was 7 db. Unfortunately, this necessitated a
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variety of additional correction factors for all F1A-HA1 noise measure-
ments - the basic one being 7 db for the F1A-HA1 line, receiver and
noise -to -ground measurements.

In the new 3A this situation no longer exists. This set is a scaled -down
version of the 2B, eliminating the volume, sound level, and receiver
noise measurement features. It is direct -reading, making the need for
corrections unnecessary. In addition, the set is smaller and lighter due
to the use of miniature components and transistor circuitry. It is more
sensitive than either the 2B or 2A, and has an improved quasi-rms
detector enabling bridging, terminating and noise -to -ground measure-
ments to zero dbrn with C -message weighting.

IV. QUANTITATIVE ASPECTS OF NOISE MAGNITUDE

4.1 General

In addition to the quantification of noise effects, message circuit noise
evaluation also deals with noise studies and the control of noise to
reduce its magnitudes to levels that do not unduly interfere with tele-
phone service. The problem of control does, of course, hinge on a set
of standards-the setting of which is guided by a correlation between
subjective effect and measured magnitude. Once the standards are set,
however, the quantitative interpretation necessary to noise control be-
comes a separate field of study. While it is not the purpose of this paper
to include the setting of noise standards nor to discuss the engineering
steps of controlling noise, it suffices to discuss some of the uses of noise
sets that bear directly on noise studies.

4.2 General Use of Message Circuit Noise Measuring Sets

Whenever noise is measured on a telephone circuit, one should know
the average speech volume level (vu) at the point of measurement.
Lacking a specific measurement of vu, one should know the transmission
level at the point of measurement from which speech volume may be
inferred. Generally, in the case of long distance circuits, one refers the
noise measurement to a 0-db transmission level (TL) point.

Since the noise measuring set is an audio -frequency device, noise may
be measured at any accessible point in a voice frequency circuit. The
circuit may be taken out of service and the measurement made with the
line input of the noise set as a termination, or the measurement may be
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made on a bridging basis, where regular telephone equipment terminates
the line that is idle at the time of measurement.

Noise measurements on carrier or radio channels must, of course, be
made at the telephone circuit terminals where these channels operate at
voice frequencies.

Last but not least, it is important to monitor each noise measurement.
This is necessary to insure that noise is actually being measured and
also to observe the character of the noise.

4.3 Use of Noise Measuring Set To Estimate Telephone Influence Factor

From the point of view of exchange plant telephony, an important
external source of noise is that originating in power systems. This noise
is important because, in general, it cannot be reduced to tolerable levels
solely by transmission design (unless it is possible to separate power and
telephone lines adequately). Because of this situation, the reduction and
control of power line noise is and has been accomplished by joint en-
gineering coordination with the power companies.

The most expedient approach is to attempt a solution prior to the
actual construction of either a power or a communication facility. This
requires an estimation of the amount of noise to be expected from the
specified condition of the exposure prior to construction. A method that
has been of great help is based on the concept of "telephone influence
factor" (TIF)." This refers to either a voltage or current wave in an
electrical supply system, and it is defined as the ratio of the square root
of the sum of the squares of "weighted" rms values of all sine wave
components to the rms value of the entire wave.

Thus

AiWi)2
TIF =

A

where Ai is the rms value of the (voltage or current) sine wave com-
ponent at frequency fi , Wi is the TIF weighting factor at fi and A is
the rms value of the entire wave.

The TIF weighting function W(f) accounts for the relative interfering
effect of single -frequency tones w(f) in the message circuit (e.g., the
144 -line, F1A-line or C -message weighting) and the variation with fre-
quency of the inductive coupling between power and communication
circuits. The new curve based on the C -message weighting is shown in
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Fig. 8. Note that the weighting is given in numerics, with W (1000
cycles) chosen to be 5000.

The measurement of either voltage or current TIF is facilitated by
using a noise measuring root mean
square magnitudes) in conjunction with a suitable coupler (to provide
for the effect of coupling versus frequency between power and communi-
cation facilities).12 A schematic set-up for the 3A Noise Measuring Set
is shown in Fig. 9.

Using the voltage coupler, the measurement will be proportional to
the KvT product (the numerator of the voltage TIF expression):

VEn (ViWi)2
i=1

in dbrn, where Vi is the rms value of each sine wave component and
Wi the corresponding TIF weighting factor (the latter resulting from
the characteristics of the coupler and the C -message weighting). Simi -

0.01 ixF

TO 3A NOISE
VOLTAGE 60511 MEASURING
SOURCE SET

1

TO
CURRENT
SOURCE
c

60511

(c) 3A NOISE
4" 0.4 MH MEASURING

SET
cr

(a) (b)

Fig. 9 - Set-up for (a) voltage and (b) current TIF measurements using new
3A Noise Measurement Set.
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larly, using the current coupler, the measurement in dbrn will be pro-
portional to the I  T product:

n

E aiwo2.
isl

The relation between these measurements and the numerical Kv  T and
/ T products is given by

Kv T = 10 [Nv(dbrn )-43.8] /20

/  T = (dbrn )-20.2] /20

where Nr and N are the corresponding 3A set measurements. Division
of these numerical factors by the total rms value of voltage (in kilo-
volts) or current (in amperes) gives the over-all voltage or current TIF.

In early applications, these factors were used to estimate the noise
induced in a given exposure. Today, the greater interest lies in assuring
that ac and dc machinery (as manufactured) meet a certain conserva-
tive value of TIF.

4.4 Other Special Uses of Noise Measuring Sets

As mentioned in Section 3.2, there are two types of unbalances in
wire systems that may permit induced "voltage -to -ground" to cause
excessively large metallic noise voltages in the transmission circuit.
These unbalances, called series and shunt unbalance are shown in their
most elementary forms in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b).

In the case of Fig. 10(a), it is assumed that the presence of Z3h does

II

(a)

II

(b)

Fig. 10 - Equivalent circuit representations for (a) shunt and (b) series un-
balance. For shunt unbalance, 20 logio(V./Vo) = 20 logio(Z,/4Z5h) = balance
ratio in decibels; for series unbalance, 20 logio(V;,./VD = 20 logio(Z.AZL) =
balance ratio in decibels.
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not affect the magnitude of Vg and, in the case of Fig. 10(b), it is as-
sumed that the external source of induction is to the left of Z.e and that
the Z.e is small compared to ZL . Both unbalances are assumed to be
single entities, and each is therefore an outstanding source of unbalance.
Effects of phase shift and attenuation are not taken into account in
this example.

A relative measure of these unbalances may be obtained by making
noise -to -ground (Ng) and noise -metallic (N.) noise measurements. For
the 3A Noise Set, the standard Ng input arrangement is such that a Ng
measurement is 40 db less sensitive than a N. measurement.

Thus, if one measures both Ng and N. , the balance ratio is given by

Nm - (Ng + 40) = balance in db.*

In the voice -frequency range, excellent balance performance is
represented by ratios < - 60 db; good by these between - 60 and - 50
db, fair by those from -50 to -40 db, and poor by ratios > -40 db.

Another quantity of interest is the severity of the induction itself.
This is found by simply measuring Ng . For the new 3A Noise Measur-
ing Set, values of Ng > 40 dbrn represent high noise influence, those
from 20 to 40 dbrn represent medium noise influence, and those less
than 20 dbrn represent low noise influence.

In addition to the above, the Ng input is also useful for measuring low -
frequency voltages. These include both 25- and 60 -cycle voltages, which
are usually not audible. In estimating these components, it is necessary
to measure first the weighted and then the unweighted (flat) noise with
the appropriate networks. The difference between these measurements
will give some indication of the extent of low -frequency induction.

V. SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF NOISE MAGNITUDE

So far we have considered only the ramifications involved in the design
and objective use of a suitable noise measuring instrument. Consider
now the subjective aspects of noise magnitude, which make the meas-
urement of electrical noise meaningful from the telephone user's stand-
point. As discussed in Section 2.1, this necessitates subjective assess-
ments to determine the severity of interference versus noise level N, .
Once established, these assessments serve the telephone company as
the means of controlling noise in the best interest of its subscribers.

The results of two types of assessments are currently in use. One set
of results measures noise magnitude in terms of "equated transmission

* In the absence of an induced voltage 170 , this method will not yield a mean-
ingful result. However, in such cases the existence of unbalances will be no problem.
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loss"; the other provides expressions of attitude to noise as a function
of magnitude in the presence of different amounts of received speech
volume. Since these results are completely different in concept, they will
be treated separately.

The first dates back to an early philosophy, which postulated that all
factors that degrade a telephone conversation and make it poorer than
face-to-face conversation, e.g., noise, distortion, sidetone and volume
loss, should be expressed in similar units. As such, consideration could
be given to the summation of the effects of these factors to produce a
figure of merit indicative of the over-all efficiency of a given connection.
To meet this desirable condition, it was decided that all factors that
degrade transmission be subjectively quantified in terms of equivalent
decibel transmission loss."

Consider two identical message channels serving the same talker and
listener. On one of these introduce x dbrn* of noise. The effect will be
to degrade this channel relative to the channel with no noise. Now, if
one slowly degrades the "no noise" channel by introducing flat loss,
there will be some value of loss for which the two circuits are concep-
tually equal in degradation. The actual value, say y db, is said to be the
equated given noise

The original subjective technique for the determination of these
equivalent losses for noise was the articulation test. In such a test the
source was a talker who uttered various selected sentences over a vari-
able -loss test circuit to a sample of telephone users (observers) in the
presence of an average amount of room noise. In each sentence there was
a meaningless syllable made up of three letter sounds. For different
values of circuit loss, each observer recorded the letter sounds that he
thought were present in the meaningless syllables. This process was then
repeated at the nominal (no loss) volume, but in the presence of various
amounts of circuit noise. Next, the percentage of correctly received letter
sounds (percentage of articulation) was computed for all observers, at
each value of circuit loss and at each noise level. These percentages were
then plotted as articulation versus loss (no noise) and articulation versus
noise level (no loss). Data indicative of this procedure using 500 -type
sets are shown in Figs. 11(a) and 11 (b ), where actual values of per cent
are estimated in light of the results of the original work.6 From such
curves the equated transmission losses are obtained by finding at each
noise level the corresponding circuit loss that gives the same percentage
of articulation. For example, 40 dbrn (noise) 9.0 db (loss), as is seen
by comparing the 86.5 per cent articulation score.

* From here on, all units of noise measurement are in dbrn C -message.
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scriber's telephone and (b) transmission loss.

Whether one uses articulation tests or the direct method described
previously, each of the resulting equated transmission losses turns out to
be invariant over a large range of received speech volume. This, of course,
is an a priori requirement. In principle, the equated transmission loss
for a given degrading effect must be independent of all others, if the sum
of equated transmission losses for all effects is to be a meaningful figure
of merit.

In assessing message circuit efficiency, it is useful to view equated
transmission losses as transmission impairments. Consider the estimated
per cent articulation data of Fig. 11. We showed, for example, that 40
dbrn of noise at the subscriber's telephone is equivalent to an approxi-
mate 9.0-db increase in transmission loss. Since this equivalence implies
that 40 dbrn degrades transmission by 9.0 db, relative to transmission
at maximum per cent articulation (i.e., articulation at low noise), the
9.0-db value actually constitutes the amount of noise transmission im-
pairment (NTI) due to 40 dbrn of noise at the telephone. On this basis,
the equated transmission losses derivable from Fig. 11 are plotted as
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Fig. 12 - Estimated values of NT1 from data of Fig. 11 under the zero NTI
condition assumed in the text.

NTI versus noise in Fig. 12. For these data, a circuit with < 26 dbrn of
noise at the line terminals would be said to suffer zero NTI; a circuit
with a noise level of 30 dbrn would suffer an impairment of 1.5 db.

It is quite evident, however, that NTI by themselves will not indicate
noise degradation on an absolute scale. For example, if the speech -to -
noise ratio on a given circuit is large, say 35 db (in equivalent units), a
5-db NTI still leaves a good effective speech -to -noise ratio, (30 db), and
the transmission is still good. On the other hand, if the speech -to -noise
ratio is low, say 5 db, then a 5-db NTI will be nearly fatal to transmis-
sion. This does not mean that impairments are an inefficient measure,
for the same is true of actual decibels. Increasing the transmission loss
of two randomly chosen circuits by 5 db does not imply that they will
be equal in performance, yet they have been degraded equally. Evalua-
tion (of this type) in decibels, including effective decibels such as im-
pairments, always requires consideration of the "initial conditions" of
the circuit under study.
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From the noise standpoint, we may summarize the above by saying
that noise effects cannot be fully evaluated without giving regard to
speech volume. Thus, in recent years emphasis has shifted toward the
second type of assessment, which includes the effects of volume directly.
Here the relationship expressing degradation differs from the db-impair-
ment type of assessment, in that the effects of noise and volume are
expressed directly in terms of telephone -user attitudes.

Expressions of attitude can be obtained in a number of ways. Ex-
perimentation has shown that the method of absolute judgment14,15
tends to produce readily applicable results. The general nature of this
method is as follows: first, the experimenter selects the range and levels
of the stimuli to be evaluated. The various stimuli Sa(a = 1, 2, , p)

are then presented in random order to the observer, who is required to
judge each condition in terms of one of a predefined set of response cate-
gories Rk (k = 1, 2, , 1). Specifically, the stimuli are joint "received
speech volume -noise" conditions in the presence of average room noise
to incorporate the three most important parameters that tend to affect
transmission. While the response categories are arbitrary, it is the prac-
tice to use excellent, E; good, G; fair, F; poor, P; and unsatisfactory, U.

Each time a stimulus is presented, the outcome is a judgment in one
of the 1 predefined response categories. Thus, if this procedure is re-
peated for a large number of observers, the relative frequency of oc-
currence of a category Rk , given S. , will tend to approach the condi-
tional probability p(Rk I S.); i.e., the placement of a stimulus in category
k given that the stimulus is at the level a. Note, since one and only one
category is assigned by every observer to each S. ,

p(Rkl = 1.
Ic=1

In contrast to equated transmission losses for noise, the results in the
above procedure are probabilities of the occurrence of certain expressions
of attitude. Earlier, for example, we assumed an equated transmission
loss of 1.5 db for 30 dbrn at the input of the 500 set. The 1.5-db value
was then adjusted to provide a measure of noise degradation in terms of
NTI. Under the method of absolute judgment, we would obtain the
numerical values of p(Rk1S.) for each level of received speech volume
with noise at 30 dbrn. For y vu, one might find a value of 0.2 in the
E category, 0.5 in the G category, 0.2 in the F category and 0.1 in the P
category. In terms of the proportion of observers responding, these
numbers tend to indicate an expectancy of subscriber satisfaction -a
feature not reflected directly in impairments. For example, suppose we
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conduct a joint noise level -received speech volume survey in a particular
community, say in locale A. Then for the joint distribution we could
use either a table of noise and volume -loss impairments to determine the
proportion of calls that are x db "poorer" than the reference -zero im-
paired call, or we could use the results of a joint noise -volume absolute
judgment test to determine the proportion of calls that will be considered
E, G, F, P and U. While the use of impairments gives the proportion of
calls with specified values of over-all degradation, there is no direct
measure of the over-all grade of transmission. Use of categorical judg-
ments, on the other hand, provides some insight into this important
question.

To illustrate the use of absolute judgments as implied above, let us
assume that we have completed an absolute appraisal of joint volume -
noise conditions S. = (vi , n1), where a ranges over all combinations of
volume vi at level i = 1, 2,  , n and noise n; at levels j = 1, 2, , m;
and that S. covers the range of any distribution of calls p(Sa) =
p(vi , 9.14) in locale A.

Consider now any subscriber in A. In terms of the absolute judgment
test, the event Rk for this subscriber is the placement of a randomly
presented call in category k.* Due to the nature of Rk this event is
dependent on the occurrence of some S. . Since any S. can occur, the
event Rk occurs either as the result of both Rk and Su , or both Rk and
512 , , or Rk and S. .

Symbolically, this means that

Rk = RkSil RkS12 +  + RkSnns

and, since the joint events RkSa are mutually exclusive, their probabili-
ties add. Thus,

P(Rk) = p(RkSii) + p(RkS12) +  + P(RoSnm)

= p(Rk I Sii)P(Sn) p(Rk S12)p(812) + 

+ p(Rk Sn.)p(S..)
= E p(Rk I Sa)P(S.),

a

where p(Rk) is the probability that a random call S. of joint volume -
noise (vi , ni) is placed in category k.

If p(Rk) is interpreted in the frequency sense, it gives the proportion
of calls placed in category k for the given set S.. In these terms, p(Rk) is
called the "grade of service" 16 for the distribution p(Sa).

* It is assumed here than an S. selected in the experiment will be judged in the
same category as the Sc. appearing randomly at the subscribers telephone. More
generally, the assumption implies that p(Rk I S.) is stable.
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In the more general case, where the joint volume -noise conditions S
are distributed continuously with density p(S), and when it is possible
to obtain a continuous function p(Rk I S) to represent p(Rk I S.) for
all a, grade of service is given by

fp(Rk I S)p(S) dS,

where S = (v,n).
As an example, Fig. 13 shows a part of the results of a joint volume-

noise appraisal test: namely, the sum of E G responses. Here, the
conditional probabilities are of the form
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2

Rk
k=1

p,n) = p(E G I v,n),

giving the probability that a volume -noise condition (v,n) is judged
either excellent or good, i.e., "good or better". While such tests must be
conducted at discrete levels, the incremental changes in this case were
small enough to justify smoothing the data into a continuous form so
that any response could be read. For simplicity, we have shown only a
limited number of conditional probabilities. Notice that they are ap-
proximated by a set of contours that define equal proportions of "good
or better" response in the speech volume -noise level plane. By fitting a
polynomial w(v,n) to these contours, the expression for "good or better"
volume -noise grade of service becomes

1.I. w(v,n)p(v,n) dv dn.

An illustration of the applicability of the above is presented in Fig. 14.
For p(v,n) we have assumed an ensemble of bivariate normal distribu-
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tions wherein v and n are assumed to be independent. The standard
deviations were assumed to be fixed at o = 5.5 db and an = 6 db,
Whereas the means were allowed to vary continuously over the limited
range of received volume (vu) and noise level (dbrn) as shown.*

The use of a continuous set of distributions is fully appropriate. While
the grade -of -service integral becomes a function of Ay and A. , it may
readily be approximated by a finite double sum suitable for solution by
means of digital computation. Furthermore, a solution in terms of the
two means gives a bird's-eye view of the rate of change of grade of service,
and it also exhibits the element of "tradability" between received speech
volume and noise level on a macroscopic scale.

For simplicity, the "good or better" grade of service estimates in Fig.
14 are shown at the same numerical proportions as the conditional prob-
abilities of Fig. 13. Here, however the contours define subjectively
equivalent distributions at various levels of "goodness". Thus, for the
particular choice of standard deviations, a joint volume noise distribu-
tion with m. = -34 vu and An = 27.4 dbrn is seen to be subjectively
equivalent to one with /, = -28 vu and An = 35.3 dbrn.

In a similar but conceptually different way, one could also find sub-
jectively equivalent volume -noise distributions from the point of view
of impairments. The two cited above would not necessarily be equiva-
lent, but, if we assume that they are, the outcome would be a table relat-
ing various proportions of these distributions to their respective impair-
ments. As was said earlier, however, these proportions do not convey the
same feeling of customer reaction as do the grade -of -service proportions.
For the two joint distributions under discussion, one can expect that
80 per cent of the calls will be "good or better" -a language that has
considerable appeal.
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A New Measuring Set for Message
Circuit Noise

By W. T. COCHRAN and D. A. LEWINSKI
(Manuscript received April 15, 1960)

A new message circuit noise measuring set is described. The instrument
is an easily portable, visual -indicating and direct -reading device with which
rapid and accurate noise measurements may be made. The set is fully tran-
sistorized and battery powered, small in size and light in weight. It can be
used for bridging, terminating and noise -to -ground measurements with a
variety of plug-in weighting networks, one of which is the new C -message
weighting designed for the 500 -type telephone set. The sensitivity of the set
is such that it can detect -90 dbm. This value is chosen as the new refer-
ence for measurement and is defined as "zero dbrn."

I. INTRODUCTION

Various forms of electrical disturbances in a telephone circuit result
in acoustic noise at the output of the receiver of the telephone instru-
ment. As noise, capable of detection by the human ear, it may be merely
slightly annoying or it may be obtrusive enough to seriously impair the
reception of a telephone message. If good service to the telephone user
is to be maintained, it is evident that the plant forces must be provided
with means for measuring electrical noise on a scale which may be corre-
lated with transmission degradation.

An ideal instrument for this purpose would measure and combine, to
a high degree of precision, those physical attributes of a noise voltage
that contribute to the over-all subjective effect on the listener at the
circuit terminal. Such a device would be complex indeed-so complex,
in fact, that it would not be practical from an operational standpoint.
However, it has been found feasible to provide a noise meter, based upon
only the most important qualities of the human hearing mechanism,
which has proved most useful to the plant maintenance forces. For the
past 20 years the 2B Noise Measuring Set has served this purpose.

In recent years it became evident that there was a need for an im-
911
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proved set that was simpler to use and more nearly met the needs of the
present plant, and by utilizing today's advanced technology, was
lighter, more portable and lower in cost. The 2B is essentially a modified
version of its predecessor, the 2A Set. Each included features to permit
volume and sound level measurements, which today are found in other
standard instruments and are thus not needed in a noise measuring
device. Furthermore, the modifications necessary to create the 2B Set
from the earlier 2A added greatly to its complexity and required in-
creased knowledge on the part of the user in order for him to obtain
meaningful data. Lastly, the 2B Set is not sufficiently sensitive for many
of today's uses: it does not provide adequately for the measurement of
noise with the present 500 -type telephone set; it is too heavy to be
readily portable; and some of its components are now obsolete.

Accordingly, work was recently undertaken to develop a new noise
measuring set to replace the 2B. This set, the 3A, is now in production
by the Western Electric Company, and many units are already in use
by the operating telephone companies. This paper will review the funda-
mental objectives in message circuit noise measurement, show the con-
nection between the objectives and the requirements, and present some
of the more important engineering aspects of the measuring instrument.

II. OBJECTIVES IN MESSAGE CIRCUIT NOISE MEASUREMENT*

The objective in message circuit noise measurement is to quantitatively
characterize the effects of noise on the listener such that two noises that
are judged to be equally interfering are assigned the same numerical
magnitude. The realization of this objective in a measuring instrument
imposes two types of requirements:

(a) those that imitate the important qualities of the hearing mecha-
nism (subjective), and

(b) those that make the set compatible with the telephone system
environment for the purpose of measurement (objective).

The subjective requirements must account for the manner in which
noise interferes during the presence and absence of speech. This neces-
sitates a characterization of the relative interfering effect of single -fre-
quency noise components in the telephone channel, and an approxima-
tion of the manner in which the ear adds these components as a function
of frequency and time to indicate the total effect.

Since noise effects are complicated, depending on both the character

* For a more detailed account of this topic the reader is referred to the com-
panion paper.'
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and type of noise, it is necessary to compromise these requirements. For
example, the total interfering effect differs not only as a function of ab-
solute noise level, but also as a function of the immediate environment
(such as the room noise in the location of the telephone) and as a func-
tion of the telephone conversation level itself. Thus, it is the practice to
characterize the effects of noise "on the average," and specify the re-
quirements for the set accordingly. The characterization of relative in-
terfering effect specifies the frequency response; the particular (average)
frequency response is achieved by a weighting network. Knowledge of the
pertinent integrating characteristics of the hearing mechansim deter-
mines the type of detector and the dynamic response of the indicating
meter. Hence, a noise measurement made with such a device does not
reflect the degree by which a given amount of noise interferes with speech
transmission. Rather, the actual magnitudes are numerical entities nor-
malized with respect to nominal conditions of noise interference.

This is not a serious drawback. After a noise set is developed and
physically realized, one need only relate the measured noise magnitude
to a subjective scale indicative of the degree of noise interference. The
subjective tests needed for this purpose differ from the type that are
used to determine relative interfering effect in that they establish the
severity of measured noise level relative to ease of communication.

The objective requirements for the noise set are dictated principally
by noise measuring needs. In particular, these requirements serve to
transform the subjective reactions of the user (evaluated at the output
of the system) to particular points in a circuit where it is most appropri-
ate to make noise measurements. To illustrate, suppose we are in the
process of deriving a weighting characteristic, that is, a subjective evalua-
tion of the relative interfering effect of single -frequency tones as heard in
a telephone. Such a test may prescribe that the observer adjust the level
of each tone until it has the same interfering effect as a standard refer-
ence tone. For the measurement of noise at the line terminals of the
station set, it is convenient to express the level of each of the tones in
terms of relative noise voltage developed across a nominal resistance
that is substituted for the telephone instrument. The relation of this
voltage to frequency is the inverse of the characteristic of the desired
weighting network, referred to the point of measurement (in this case,
the line terminals).

The functions to be performed by a noise measuring set may be repre-
sented schematically as shown in Fig. 1. The first block consists of vari-
ous inputs. As discussed above, these are chosen in conjunction with
particular weighting characteristics so that the combination (input and
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INPUT
CIRCUITS

WEIGHTING
NETWORK

ATTENUATOR

Fig. 1 - Block schematic of electronic noise measuring set.

weighting network) refer the subjective effect of noise to a convenient
and appropriate point in the circuit for measurement. An attenuator
and an amplifier are followed by a suitable detector, whose transfer
characteristics are chosen so that the output is approximately propor-
tional to the way the ear integrates single frequency noise components.
Finally, the output is indicated on a suitable decibel meter with response
characteristics similar to the ear.

III. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 3A NOISE MEASURING SET

3.1 General

In accord with the fundamental objective of message circuit noise
measurement, a noise measuring set must give approximately the same
reading on noises that are judged to be equally interfering. In addition
to this need, there are requirements that it be easy and understandable
to operate.

Since the 2B Noise Measuring Set gave satisfactory answers un-
der the conditions for which it was designed, the requirements for the
3A Set followed those of the 2B Set in principle. In addition, some of
the operational features of the 2B were carried over to the 3A as well.
In setting down the broad requirements, it was suggested that the new
set be an easily portable, visual -indicating and direct -reading device
with which rapid and sufficiently accurate noise measurements might
be made.

To conform with this principle and yet adhere to the highlighting
features of the 2B Set, it was decided that the new set should basically
be capable of weighted and unweighted noise -metallic (bridging and ter-
minating) and noise -to -ground measurements. In comparison to the 2B,
this meant deleting volume, sound level and noise -receiver measure-
ments. Moreover, it meant that a new weighting characteristic would
have to be provided for noise measurements relative to the 500 -type
station set, and also that the root -sum -square law of addition (rms de-
tection) for weighted single frequency components used in the 2B be
re-examined. In addition, it was felt that the new set should be built
around a flat 30 -to -15,000 -cycle amplifier with a variety of interchange-
able plug-in weighting networks. Lastly, it was decided that the meter-
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ing circuit should permit the standard 200 -millisecond noise measurement
and also a long-time (averaged) indication for rapidly fluctuating noise-
both referred to a 1000 -cycle noise reference of -90 dbm at the input.

With these considerations in mind, it was felt the new set would be
sufficiently versatile to meet most of the present and anticipated future
voice -frequency noise measuring needs.

3.2 Subjective Requirements

As discussed above, three important qualities of the hearing mecha-
nism must be simulated in a noise measuring device: the way the ear
weights single frequency noise components from the standpoint of inter-
fering effect; the way the ear combines these frequencies to indicate the
total effect; and the way the ear responds to sounds as a function of
time. The first and second of these three phenomena are evaluated for
average noise conditions.

Since the relative importance of single frequencies is dependent on the
telephone instrument, a new weighting characteristic was derived using
500 -type sets. Two tests were conducted, one in the absence and one in
the presence of speech (the latter being taken at the average received
level). In the absence of speech a group of observers was asked to ad-
just the loudness of 14 different frequencies between 180 and 3500 cycles
until the sound of each was judged to be equal in annoyance to a -59
dbm 1000 -cycle reference tone. Then, in the presence of speech, the
same group of observers was asked to adjust the level of each of these
frequencies so that the resulting impairment tended to be equivalent to
the effect produced by the 1000 -cycle reference tone. Throughout these
experiments the room noise level was kept at 50 db referred to 0.0002
microbar.

In both cases the various single frequency levels were measured into
a 900 -ohm resistance, which was substituted for the 500 set. The results
of each of these tests were averaged at each frequency, combined and
smoothed as shown in Fig. 2.

Another test was then performed to determine the way the ear adds
a larger number of single frequency noise components, weighted in ac-
cord with this particular characteristic. For earlier weighting, root -sum -
square, or power addition (rms detection), was found to be a good ap-
proximation-thus the square -law detector in the 2B Set. In the present
case, this form of summation was also found to be appropriate. The tests
were conducted as follows:

Different pairs of bands of thermal noise were presented to various
observers, who were then asked to change the level of one until it was
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Fig. 2 - Response vs. frequency of new C -message weighting characteristic.

equal in interference to the other. These same bands were also compared
objectively by computing the difference between their weighted (with
the new characteristic) spectra on a power (10"b11°), voltage (10db/20) and
high-level loudness (l0d1i/40) basis. The best agreements between sub-
jective and objective difference were those based on power addition. As
a consequence, both power addition and the weighting shape of Fig. 2
were specified for the new set. Moreover, the same weighting was pro-
posed for noise measurements on toll trunks in conjunction with a 600-

ohm input impedance. In this respect, it was argued that, for the given
weighting, the effect of distortion of the subscriber's loop would not be
significant for noise originating in the toll portion of the circuit.

The third quality of hearing to be specified is the time constant of the
meter circuit. Since the 200 -millisecond integration time is well estab-
lished,' this value was specified for the new set without review.

3.3 Objective Requirements

In general, the objective requirements for the new set were dictated
by past experience with the 2B. Most important of these are (a) size
and weight, (b) sensitivity and internal noise, (c) noise reference level,
(d) amplifier gain and stability, (e) means of internal calibration, (f)
other standard weightings, (g) inputs, (h) meter scale and attenuator
steps and (i) output arrangements. For purposes of completeness, we will
now discuss the particular choice of requirements for each of these fea-
tures:
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3.3.1 Size and Weight

An important consideration in the measurement of noise is the noise
survey. This requires that the noise set be carried by hand for consider-
able distances. Measurements are made not only in telephone offices
but also at cable terminals and along rights -of -way. Therefore it is most
important that the noise set be small in size and light in weight. This
requirement was realized in the new set by the use of miniature compo-
nents and transistors. Its weight was kept to 15 pounds, its size with cover
is 8 X 11 X 7 inches.

3.3.2 Sensitivity and Internal Noise

Experience has indicated that the 2B Noise Measuring Set is not suffi-
ciently sensitive for noise measurement on many of today's low -noise
circuits. In order to assure that the new set would not have this diffi-
culty, it was decided that the sensitivity (unweighted) be such that it
could detect -90 dbm (24.5 microvolts across 600 ohms) at a maximum
temperature of 50°C. In order that the new set might detect -90 dbm
with some degree of meaning, the set noise (internal) is about 20 db be-
low this figure (or -110 dbm).

3.3.3 Noise Reference Level

The original reference level for noise measurement with electronic
measuring sets was 10-" watts of 1000 -cycle power at the input ( -90
dbm). This reference was pertinent to noise measurements with 144 -
type weighting. The unit was called "dbrn" (decibels above reference
noise, weighted either with 144 -line or 144 -receiver weighting).

With the advent of the 302 -type telephone set, the 144 weightings
were no longer applicable. New weightings were, therefore, derived: the
F1A-line weighting for noise measurement on toll circuits, the HA1-re-
ceiver weighting for the measurement of noise across the receiver of the
302 -type set. Both, however, admitted a substantially wider band of
frequencies. The difference in shape was such that with the 10 -12 -watt
noise reference, the newer weightings would assign 5 db more magnitude
to 3 kc flat thermal noise than the 144 weightings.

To have comparable magnitudes (for approximately equal interfering
effect), a new reference was proposed for the newer weightings. This
reference was a 5 db upward adjustment from 10-12 to 3.16 X 10-12
watts. The new reference was designated dba (dbrn adjusted).

Since the C -message weighting admits a wider equivalent spectrum
than does the F1A line weighting, a similar approach would require a
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still higher (less sensitive) equivalent reference. This was considered for
the new set, but it was deemed unwise. Using a higher equivalent refer-
ence with a more sensitive device would result in "negative" noise mag-
nitudes on low noise circuits. To circumvent this undesirable outcome,
it was decided to revert to the lower 10 -12 -watt 1000 -cycle reference for
the new 3A Set. While this reference is numerically equal to the original
one at 1000 cycles, and while the scale in the new set is designated dbrn,
the two dbrn units are not equivalent when viewed in terms of weighted
noise measurement. It is important, therefore, to designate all C -mes-
sage weighted measurements with the new set as "dbrn C -message".

3.3.4 Amplifier Gain and Stability

For the given sensitivity it was estimated that the net voltage gain
of the amplifier should be approximately 90 db. This was to assure ade-
quate output signals for metering, monitoring and recording purposes
on any measurable input signal. At full scale deflection, the open -circuit
ac output is approximately 1.2 volts rms.

While the amplifier in the 2B Noise Measuring Set has fairly good
long-time stability, it is usually necessary to recalibrate about every hour.
In the new set, increased amplifier stability is realized by improved cir-
cuit techniques. It is not necessary to calibrate the instrument more than
twice each day.

3.3.5 Means of Internal Calibration

The new 3A (as does the 2B Set) provides for internal calibration at
1000 cps. The reason for this choice of frequency is twofold : (a) the in-
sertion loss for all frequency weightings is the same at 1000 cps, and
(b) this is the frequency of the standard milliwatt reference generator,
found in most offices, which provides the means for primary calibration
of the set.

3.3.6 Weighting Characteristics

In addition to the basic C -message weighting, it is desirable to make
various other weighted noise measurements. For flexibility, these are
packaged to be used on a "plug-in" basis. Past experience has indicated
the need for 3-kc flat, 15-kc flat and 5-kc weighted program noise meas-
urements. These should provide for all message circuit noise measuring
needs.

The nominal frequency response of each of these weightings is given
in Figs. 2, 3 and 4.
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3.3.7 Inputs to the New Set

Circuit arrangements for the inputs to the set are similar to many
found in the 2B. The inputs are listed in Table I, in conjunction
with pertinent weightings (and their purpose).

The longitudinal input circuit balance for each of the metallic input
arrangements is more than 85 db at 60 cycles and more than 55 db at
15 kc.

Each input is obtained by connecting the circuit under test through a
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TABLE I

Input

Noise -metallic (Nm)

600Bridging
900

Noise -to -ground (Ng)

Input Impedance, ohms

Nominal 10,000
Nominal 600
Nominal 900

Nominal 100,000

Purpose

Weighted or unweighted noise -me-
tallic measurements on message
or program circuits

Weighted or unweighted noise -to -
ground measurements on open
wire or cable facilities

standard telephone jack or by connection to a pair of binding posts,
selecting the input by a function switch and inserting the desired weight-
ing network.

3.3.8 Meter Scale and Attenuator Steps

From an operational standpoint the meter scale-attenuator feature in
the new set is like that in the 2B. The major difference is that the meter
scale is calibrated over a zero -to -12 db range and the attenuator in 5
db steps from 0 to 85 db. The 12-db range of the meter resulted from
calibrating as much of the usable range of the meter as practicable. This
arrangement allows noise measurements from 0 to 97 dbrn. As mentioned
earlier, no corrections are needed for any one of the various possible
measurements.

3.3.9 Output Arrangements

As we have seen above, the measurement of noise has qualitative as-
pects. It is therefore desirable to be able to listen to the noise being
measured. For this purpose, an ac output and a headphone are provided
with the set.

It is also convenient in noise survey work to make a continuous record
of the noise levels at a point in the telephone system. Therefore a dc
output is also provided on the new set, which is capable of driving a
variety of recorders.

IV. CONSIDERATIONS OF TRANSISTORS

To make the 3A Noise Measuring Set a truly portable device, the
use of transistors as the active elements was investigated as a first con-
sideration. The minimum power to be measured made the transistor
noise figure of primary concern. It is rather elementary to find the maxi-
mum permissible noise figure for the set-and consequently for the initial
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stage of amplification-since we know the three necessary numbers:
the minimum power to be measured (10--12 watts), the maximum band-
width to be used (15 kc), and the maximum operating temperature
(50°C).

Thermal power is equal to kTB, where k is Boltzman's constant, T is
absolute temperature and B is bandwidth. Numerically, this is (1.38 X
10-23)(323)(15,000), which is approximately 6.7 X 10-17 watts or -131.7
dbm. If the measuring set is to measure -90 dbm, then the internal
noise should be 20 db below this number (even the 20-db difference will
slightly affect the accuracy of the set). This results in a maximum noise
figure of (-90 - 20) + 131.7 = 21.7 db. This is certainly not an un-
realistic noise figure requirement for the noise measuring set, but it is,
nevertheless, low enough that it could not be neglected in the design.

Requirements other than noise figure also influence the consideration
of transistors as the active elements in the set. Such things as bandwidth
(15 kc), voltage gain (about 90 db), and the required temperature and
time stability have been obtained earlier by many people using present-
day feedback techniques. The only remaining quantity in the list of
requirements is the proposed output voltage and overload margin. The
requirements indicate that one volt (rms) open circuit at the output is
desired for a full-scale meter indication. They also indicate that the set
should not overload for signals 20 db higher than full scale. This means,
then, that the output voltage should be as high as 10 volts (about 14
volts peak) without distortion. These numbers, in themselves, are by
no means impossible, but it was found during the development of the set
that they necessitated a very large battery. Since this would defeat the
purpose of using transistors (portability), the overload requirements were
eased to 15 db.

V. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 3A

The general noise measuring device consists of six black boxes: input
circuit, attenuator, amplifier, frequency weighting, detector and meter.
The development problem might be defined as designing these black
boxes and physically ordering them in the measuring set. The input
circuit, by its nature, is first, and the detector and meter are last. This
leaves the attenuator, the amplifier and the frequency weighting yet to
be placed.

We have seen that the amplifier must have a relatively low noise
figure (about 21 db maximum). A low noise figure may be achieved by
satisfying certain bias conditions on the first stage of amplification.
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Montgomery' has shown that low base -to -collector voltage and low
emitter current lead to a low noise figure for an alloy transistor. (Since
this work was done, lower noise transistors have become available, which
would have rendered this problem less severe.) These low -bias conditions
impose the necessity of good do stability. Also required of the amplifier
is a high input impedance, since the new set is to be basically a bridging
instrument. These factors, and the realization that the design of feed-
back amplifiers with more than three stages becomes somewhat burden-
some, dictated the use of two amplifiers.

The first of these was built with the noise figure as the primary ob-
jective. In doing this, and striving for sufficient feedback for the neces-
sary stability, the voltage gain was set at about 25 db. This, with a 9-db
loss allotted to the frequency -weighting networks, sets the voltage gain
of the second amplifier at 74 db (giving the required 90 db over-all voltage
gain). The two amplifiers were built, with an eye for economy, using
standard techniques to obtain the required bandwidth, stability and gain
characteristics.

Because of the bias conditions on the first stage of amplification it
follows that the input signal should be kept quite small in order to avoid
nonlinear operation. This consideration places the attenuator between
the input circuits and the first amplifier

It is not advisable to put the weighting network ahead of the first
amplifier, because its loss will degrade the noise performance of the set.
Furthermore, the input of the first amplifier provides a better termina-
tion for the attenuator than would the network. Finally, terminating the
weighting networks in the two amplifiers eases the network design prob-
lem. The final layout, then, becomes as shown in Fig. 5.

The input circuit has associated with it a switch, controlled from the
front panel, known as the function switch. The first position is OFF.
In this position the battery is disconnected and the meter is shorted for
protection in handling. The next two positions provide battery and
calibration checks. They have been positioned here to encourage the
user to make these checks when turning the set on. The remaining posi-

OSCILLATOR

INPUT
CIRCUITS

ATTENUATOR
PLUG-IN

NETWORK

AC DC

° MONITOR

DETECTOR

Fig. 5 - Block schematic of 3A Noise Measuring Set.
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tions select one of four input conditions: Ng (noise -to -ground measure-
ments), BRDG (bridging input impedance 10,000 ohms), 600 and 900
(terminating impedance of 600 ohms or 900 ohms).

Another switch on the set, called the DBRN switch, controls the loss
in the attenuator. The attenuator is constructed of simple pi and tee
networks of resistors, which are combined by the switch to give loss
from 0 to 85 db in 5-db steps. Again with an eye on economy, the at-
tenuator was built using only 14 resistors and a three -deck switch for its
construction. The 5-db increment was determined by the largest prac-
tical logarithmic scale on the meter. Since this is about 10 db, the 5-db
attenuator increments are necessary for convenient meter readings.

In order to give assurance that the meter reading is correct, an in-
ternal calibration source is provided. This source is a 1000 -cycle tran-
sistorized Hartley -type oscillator using the common collector configura-
tion. A breakdown diode is used to maintain the de base -to -collector
voltage at a nearly constant value. The level of oscillation is determined
by this voltage, and is consequently quite stable.

The networks, which were designed to be used on a plug-in basis with
the set, were developed using standard network synthesis techniques.
The nominal frequency characteristics of these networks are pictured in
Figs. 2, 3 and 4. These networks, of course, make the difference between
the 3A Set being a voltmeter and its being a noise measuring set. As
such, they form one of the two basic elements of the set, the other being
the detector.

As discussed earlier, the proper summation of the spectral components
of the noise can best be approximated by root -sum -square addition. A
detector responding to the root -mean -square value of the complex wave-
form resulting from these components will accomplish this. The other
restriction calls for a 99 per cent response to a noise burst in 200 milli-
seconds. Thermocouples and thermistors, which have rms response, are
too slow for this application. The desired response was therefore approxi-
mated by a rectifier circuit. This type of detector was used in the 2B
Set, but was achieved through the use of selected diodes. Analysis showed
that it was possible to design a rectifier of satisfactory characteristics.
This is covered in the Appendix.

The complete set is shown in Fig. 6. Its performance meets all require-
ments for a modern noise measuring set.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

While the instrument. described here performs the job of noise meas-
urement, there are other features of importance in the design of a noise
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Fig. 6 - The 3A Noise Measuring Set.

set for practical application in the telephone industry. Three of these
features are cost, operational simplicity and versatility. Of these, cost
was possibly the most important element influencing the development
of the set. But certain things cannot be overlooked because of their
initial "cost." One of these things is operational simplicity. This is
achieved through at least two considerations. One is keeping the number
of controls down and their arrangement logical. The other is the arrange-
ment of the operating steps in a logical order. Perhaps both of these can
best be demonstrated by describing how a measurement is made.

After the operator connects the circuit to be tested to the input of the
noise set, he selects the proper weighting network and plugs it into the
set. He then turns the function switch through the BAT and CAL posi-
tions (assuring the set is in proper working order) to one of the four in-
put impedances. Finally, he turns the attenuator switch (called the
DBRN switch) until he can observe a meter indication. The noise read-
ing is then the sum of the DBRN switch indication and the meter indi-
cation. A typical reading might be "23 dbrn-C-message", where 23 dbrn
is the reading and C -message is the frequency weighting that was used.

TABLE II

Type of Noise 2B, dba 3A, dbrn Difference, db

Power harmonics, 180, 300 and 540 cycles 20 25 5
Modulation product noise 20 27 7
Panel office switching noise 20 26 6
3-kc thermal noise, power hum and

switching noise 20 27 7
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Note, however, that the 3A Noise Measuring Set will read higher
(using C -message weighting) than the 2B Noise Measuring Set (using
F1A-weighting), as shown in Table II. Although the numerical differ-
ence depends on the character of the noise, it is found in general that
the reading is about 6 db higher on the 3A. This relationship should be
remembered during the transition period while the 3A is superseding
the 2B.

The final item of interest in the design of the set is versatility, which
is exemplified by the frequency -weighting networks. For instance, if a
new frequency weighting should become necessary due to some change
in human attitudes, the character of the interference, or the noise sen-
sitivity of the telephone plant, a new network could be designed and
built into a package that would fit into the present set. Another aspect
of versatility is reflected in the provision of ac and de outputs, which
may be used to drive a variety of other instruments.
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APPENDIX

Suppose that f(t) is a voltage applied to the input of the circuit of Fig.
7(a). If the RC product is much larger than the period of the lowest
spectral component of f(t), then the circuit will "peak -detect" the input
voltage. For this case 2 will be the do voltage corresponding to the peak
value of I f(t) I .

If the same signal is applied to the input of Fig. 7(b), and if E is the
do voltage across R, then E corresponds to the average of I f(t) .This
might be called "average" detection.

Since the rms value of a positive function lies between the average
and peak value, it is instructive to investigate the action of a detector
which gives a do voltage corresponding to something between average
and peak. It might be termed "quasi-rms". Such a detector might be
built by properly combining Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). The result is given in
Fig. 7(c).

In Fig. 7(c), let El and E2 be the do components of the voltages
across R1 and R2 respectively. If the R2C product is long (as above),
then the voltage across R2 is practically constant and equal to E2.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 7 - (a) Peak detection; (b) average detection; (c) "quasi-rms" detec-
tion.

Then, when I f(t) I is less than E2 , the diodes are back -biased and El is
zero. The waveform across R1 and R2 is as pictured in Fig. 8(a) (ideally).
Since E2 is the voltage across R2 then Ei is the average of the unshaded
portion of Fig. 8(a), or

ft2 [I f(t) I - E.2] dt, (1)
t,

where Ali) = f(t2) = E2 . Assume, for simplicity,

f(1) > E2 when h < t < 12,

f(t) < E2 otherwise.

This is not a necessary assumption, since the integral in (1) could be
expressed so that the assumption is true.

Let E be the detected voltage; i.e,

2 = Ei+ E2
Then, from (1),

2 = 22 +
ri

fit) - B21 dt. (2)

Now, let E0 be the true rms value of f(t) and let KE0 = E. Then K
is the factor by which E, the detected voltage, differs from Eo, the true
rms voltage. From (2):

t2K Flo = RE2+ f 1(0 - dt. (3)
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Fig. 8 - (a) Voltage across RI and R2 with f(t) into the detector; (b) sine wave
into the detector; (c) rectangular wave into the detector.

If we let E0 = 1 for all f(t)'s, then for a given f(t) we have K in terms of
E2 . There is another relation between K and E2, which may be found by
observing from Fig. 7(c) (and E0 = 1) that

E2 E12 R2

E1+E2 K R2 ± RI.

The problem is now to find R2/(R1 + R2) such that K = 1 for a
given f(t). Possibly the simplest procedure is to proceed graphically by
first finding K in terms of E2 from (3) and assigning values to E2 to
determine K. Then, from (4), R2/(R1 + R2) may be found. Finally, plot
K versus R2/(R1 R2). Several examples follow:

Sine Wave

(4)

In Fig. 8(b), the amplitude of the sine wave, E is given as -0
since we want E0 = 1. From the figure, it is clear that
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and

E2Cilti = arcsm
V2_

wt2 = r - aresm
.

Then, from (3), using the symmetry of the function about 7r/2, we have

K + -2 712 _ [sin wt - d(cot).
7 aresin (E2/VV

The evaluation of (5) gives:

P/2

K = -2 [-Vo - R22 + E2 areSill
7r

E2

A/L1 

(5)

(6)

By simply assigning values to E2 and using (4), the curve labeled "sine
wave" on Fig. 9 is obtained. Note that R2/(Ri + R2) = 0 gives R2 = 0.
This reduces Fig. 7(c) to Fig. 7(b); then the detection is "average." For
R2(Ri + R2) = 1, R1 = 0 giving "peak" detection.

2.0

0
FL.

Lu 1.5
al
0
(I)
2
cc

w- 1.0
0
tr)

11

W
CC 0.5

0 0.1 10.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
R2

-1-R2

0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Fig. 9 Response of the detector to a sine wave and rectangular waves of
duty cycle T
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Rectangular Wave

The rms value of the waveform given in Fig. 8(c) is given by Em /7.
Since we want Bo = 1, then we choose Emax = 1/-4. The expression for
K easily follows from (3):

K= E2(1 - r)

Using the procedure described for the sine wave, the curves labeled
"r" are given on Fig. 9 for several values of T.

Gaussian Noise

For gaussian noise, f(t) in (3) holds no meaning. Remember, however,
that the integral term of (3) represents the average value, or de com-
ponent, of the voltage across R1 in Fig. 7(c). The average value of a
doubly rectified long-term sample of gaussian noise is:

ERVO =

where

exp - e22 deg, (7)

1 e2exp -

is the probability density function for the voltage e. The factor of 2 is
present, since double rectification simply "folds" the negative half of
the density function across the mean value of e (which is zero). The rms
value of such a signal is a. Since we want Bo (the rms value) = 1, we
set a = 1. The average value of the voltage across R1 in Fig. 7(c) can
be expressed in a fashion similar to (7). In this case, however, E2 is
subtracted from the value of the instantaneous noise voltage, e. Then
(7) becomes

- 2 e2El = f (e - E2) exp (- de, (8)

where the lower limit is E2 , since the voltage across RI cannot be nega-
tive.

From (3) we have:

K = 22 + f (e -E.>)
$2

Evaluation of (9) gives:

2

( 9 )-2 exp (- --) de.
2
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2

B
e2K= [exp(E1) +E2 f 2 exp - .r 2 2

As in the two previous examples, values were assumed for E2, and K
was determined. Then, from (4), R2/(R1 + R2) was found using E2 and
K. The results for gaussian noise are given in Fig. 10.

Conclusion

Similar curves may be plotted for a wide variety of functions using
the techniques given in the examples. Fig. 11 is an illustration of the
curves given for many examples including those of this Appendix. How-
ever, since the detector will be calibrated with a sine wave, the curves
of Fig. 9 are referred to a sine wave. The figure represents, then, the
error in the detection of the rms value of a set of functions when the
detector is calibrated to read correctly the rms value of a sine wave. The
error is given in decibels.
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Fig. 10 - Response of the detector to gaussian-distributed noise.
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1.0

With only a few exceptions, the curves of Fig. 11 have a striking
similarity in that they all fall within 0.5 db of "true rms" for R2/(R1
R2) equal to about 0.6. Thus, if the resistors of Fig. 7(c) are properly
chosen it is theoretically possible to detect the rms value of many differ-
ent waveforms with an error as small as 0.5 db.

Although the assumptions of a perfect transformer, perfect diodes and
E2 to be a constant may seem to be restrictive in the analysis, experi-
mental results verified the calculations.
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Impurity Redistribution and Junction
Formation in Silicon by Thermal

Oxidation

By M. M. ATALLA and E. TANNENBAUM
(Manuscript received January 28, 1960)

In the process of growing an oxide on doped silicon, electrically active
impurities near the silicon/ silicon dioxide interface are redistributed ac-
cording to the diffusion coefficients and the distribution coefficient of the
impurity between the oxide and the semiconductor. An analysis of the phe-
nomenon predicts that single -junction or two -junction material can be ob-

tained by oxidation of the surface of a compensated silicon crystal. For para-
bolic growth of the oxide, the surface concentration is independent of time,
and the junction depth, gradient and sheet resistivity vary with t. This has
been demonstrated experimentally by oxidation of a compensated p -type
silicon crystal doped with gallium and antimony.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the growth of an oxide on a semiconductor surface, the doping
impurities of the crystal may undergo a redistribution in the semicon-
ductor in a region near the surface. The extent of the redistribution,
which may range from a pile-up region to a depletion region, depends on
the segregation coefficient of the impurity at the semiconductor -oxide
interface, on its diffusion coefficients in both the semiconductor and the
oxide and on the rate and time of oxidation.

To illustrate, consider the case where an impurity is completely re-
jected by the oxide; i.e., its segregation coefficient k is zero. The result-
ing concentration gradient will cause diffusion of the impurities back into
the body of the semiconductor. This is a nonequilibrium problem, where
the resulting impurity concentration profile will change continuously
with time. Fig. 1 shows schematically two redistribution profiles for two
extreme cases of pile-up (k < 1) and depletion (k > 1).

It is evident that, with more than one impurity in the semiconductor,
933
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-REDISTRIBUTED
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--- REACTED
SEMICONDUCTOR

-GROWN FILM

SEMICONDUCTOR -FILM
INTERFACE

Fig. 1- Schematic diagram of the redistribution of an impurity, originally
uniformly distributed, produced by thermal oxidation of semiconductor surface.

this process may produce various distribution profiles with single or
multiple junctions. Fig. 2 illustrates two such possibilities.

In this paper we will present: (a) an analysis of the impurity redis-
tribution phenomenon and its application to junction formation, and
(b) experimental data for the system silicon -silicon dioxide with gallium
and antimony as impurities.

II. THEORY

In Section 2.1 the pertinent equations and boundary conditions of a
model of the redistribution process is presented. In Section 2.2, an ap-

SINGLE
JUNCTION

FILM
(a)

DOUBLE
JUNCTION

(b)

-411
FILM

Fig. 2 - Schematic diagram of the concentration profiles of two impurities
produced by thermal oxidation: (a) single junction formation; (b) double junction
formation.
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SEMICONDUCTOR

y = x-bx

FILM

x

bx

y=ox=ot t=o
INITIAL SEMICONDUCTOR

SURFACE

Fig. 3 - Coordinates and notations used in the analysis of the impurity re-
distribution phenomenon.

proximate solution is given for an important practical case where the
segregation coefficient of the impurity at the semiconductor -film inter-
face is negligibly small. In Section 2.3 an approximate solution is given
for the case of parabolic growth of film thickness with time and for any
segregation coefficient. In Section III, the above solutions are applied to
determine some junction characteristics.

2.1 Model of Redistribution Process

Fig. 3 shows the coordinates and some of the terminology used below.
At time t = 0, the semiconductor boundary corresponds to the plane
x = 0 when the film growth process is started. At any time I let the film
thickness be X. The corresponding thickness of semiconductor material
used in producing this film is bX, where b is a constant. For the system
silicon -silicon dioxide, b is about 0.44 for the amorphous oxide. Using the
moving coordinate y = x - bX, where y = 0 corresponds to the instan-
taneous location of the semiconductor -film interface, the diffusion equa-
tion for any point within the semiconductor takes the form

an '
Dat 0y2 dt ayn

dX an
'

=- u - - (1)

where n is the impurity concentration and D is the diffusion coefficient
of the impurity in the semiconductor. The term dX/dt is the rate of film
growth that must be obtained from experimental data. The boundary
conditions that must be satisfied are:

i. At t = 0,
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n = no for all values of y, (2)

where no is the initial uniform concentration of impurity in the semi-
conductor.

ii. At y = 00,

n = no for all values of 1, (3)

for a semi -infinite semiconductor.
iii. At the moving boundary between semiconductor and film, con-

servation of impurity must be satisfied. The rate of impurity diffusion
into the semiconductor is

-D
(ait)
ay o'

For a segregation coefficient k, the rate at which impurities are admitted
into the oxide is

kn(dX\

dt '

where n, is the instantaneous surface concentration of the impurity in
the semiconductor.* For conservation of impurity, the sum of the above
terms must be equal to the impurities in the reacted semiconductor
n,[b (dX/dt)] :

(ayD o dt
dX-) n,i(b - = 0. (4)

Measurements by Ligenza3 of the kinetics of oxidation of silicon under
various conditions have shown that the relation between film thickness
and time can be represented by the following power expression:

X' = Kt, (5)

where K is the oxidation constant that is dependent on the pressure of
the reacting gas and on temperature. The temperature dependence is
exponential.

The activation energy as well as the exponent m are dependent on the
* This implicitly assumes that the film growth takes place at the semiconductor -

film interface. Evidence for such a process has been shown for the oxidation of
silicon under various conditions.' .2 Furthermore, if a film grows at the film gas
interface, i.e., by migration of the semiconductor atoms or ions through the film,
and if the diffusion coefficient of the impurity in the film is negligibly small, one
obtains the case of effectively complete rejection of the impurity by the film. If,
on the other hand, the impurity diffusion in the film cannot be neglected, one
must include an additional diffusion equation for the impurity in the film and
solve it simultaneously with (1). Such a case was not considered in this paper.
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oxidation conditions. For oxidation in oxygen or water vapor at pressures
of one atmosphere or less, the activation energy is 1.7 ev and m is 2.
For oxidation in water vapor at high pressures, the activation energy is
1.0 ev and m is 1.0.

Now one desires a solution of the diffusion equation, (1), that satisfies
the three boundary conditions given, (2), (3) and (4), with the oxida-
tion process as described by (5). Such a general solution was not ob-
tained. Approximate solutions, however, were derived based on dis-
carding the diffusion equation, (1), and assuming a time -dependent
exponential impurity distribution in the semiconductor. Such a solution
satisfies all the boundary conditions, (2), (3) and (4), as well as the
condition of conservation of all redistributed impurities.*

2.2 Impurity Redistribution by a Film Growth X"' = Kt with a Segregation
Coefficient k = 0.

At any time during the process, it is assumed that the impurity dis-
tribution in the semiconductor follows the following exponential form:

n - no = (n, - no)e-", (6)

where n8 and A are in general time -dependent. This equation already
satisfies our second boundary condition, (3). To satisfy the third bound-
ary condition, (4), one substitutes (6) in (4) and obtains

1 - -no = A ( c/X-) L
u .

n8 dt

Furthermore, for the conservation of impurity,

0
- no) dy = nobX.

Substituting in (6) and integrating, one obtains:

(7)

-1 = (7b1)x. (8)
no

From (7) and (8) one solves for n and A, which are obtained as func-
tions of time. It is evident that the first boundary condition, (2), is also
satisfied:

= P (P2 - 1)1
no

(9)

* More recently, Doucette et al., have obtained a rigorous solution for the
special case of parabolic film growth (m = 2). Concentration profiles based on the
above approximate solution deviate by less than 10 per cent from exact profiles.
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and
bA = X

n. - 1
no

where
b2 d(x2\ b' [2P = 1 + 1 - 1 +

4D mKlfmt21(m-1)
(10)

4D dt

From the above equations and the distribution equation, (5), one obtains
the desired distribution of impurities in the semiconductor as a function
of time. It is of interest to note that both the surface concentration A,
and the penetration A/X, where X is the film thickness, are determined
by the single parameter P, as defined by (10). Except for a parabolic
growth of the film, where m = 2, the parameter P is generally de-
pendent on time; i.e., the surface concentration n, and the penetration
A/X are time -dependent. For parabolic growth, however, the surface
concentration n, is independent of time and the penetration A/X is also
independent of time; i.e., the penetration of the redistribution A is
directly proportional to the film thickness X. For the two practical
cases of parabolic and linear growth one, therefore, obtains

b2KP - 1 + (parabolic growth) (11)

and

b2 K2P = 1 + t (linear growth). (12)

The temperature dependence of the process appears in the ratio K/D
for parabolic growth. Since both K and D are exponentially dependent
on temperature, the process of impurity distribution is also exponentially
dependent on temperature, with an activation energy equal to the dif-
ference between the activation energies of the impurity diffusion in the
semiconductor and the film growth process.

For illustration, the above equations were used to calculate the sur-
face concentration of redistributed impurities in silicon when it is
thermally oxidized in oxygen. The oxidation in this case is parabolic
(m = 2) and the oxidation constant K is best fitted in the temperature
range of 900 to 1200°C and atmospheric pressure* by the following ex-
pression:

* The oxidation constant K, according to Ligenza,3 is proportional to p08,
where p is the oxygen pressure.
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cm2/second,K = 8.3 10-8 e-1.75dkr (13)

where q is the electronic charge, k is Boltzman's constant and T is the
absolute temperature (kT/q in this expression is in volts). Using (9),
(11) and (13), na/no was calculated for different values of D, the im-
purity diffusion coefficient in silicon, at various temperatures. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 4.* On the 1100°C line, points corresponding to
various impurities are indicated, using the diffusion coefficients at 1100°C
reported by Fuller and Ditzenberger.5 The broken line shown passing
through the antimony point corresponds to the effect of temperature
on surface concentration. It corresponds to an activation energy of 4.0
ev for the diffusion coefficient. In general, for a diffusion activation
energy greater than the oxidation activation energy of 1.75 ev, lowering
the temperature will raise the surface concentration of the redistributed
impurity. Only when the activation energy of diffusion of an impurity
equals that of the film growth process does the surface concentration
become independent of temperature.
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Fig. 4 - Calculated ratios of impurity surface concentration to body concen-
tration (Na/No) produced by parabolic oxidation of silicon with zero segregation
coefficient. The arrows indicate the surface concentrations predicted for the im-
purities indicated at 1100°C. The dashed line corresponds to the surface concen-
trations predicted for antimony at various temperatures.

* For amorphous silica, b = 0.44.
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2.3 Effect of Segregation Coefficient (le 0) on Impurity Redistribution
for Parabolic Film Growth (m = 2)

Based on thermodynamic considerations, Thurmond' has calculated
the segregation coefficient of various impurites at the interface between
silicon and amorphous silicon dioxide. His results are summarized in
Table I.

This table indicates that, for most impurities commonly used for
doping of silicon, the segregation coefficient is small and should produce
pile-up upon oxidation. Furthermore, for these impurities, the assump-
tion of complete rejection by the oxide appears reasonable. For alu-
minum as an impurity, however, one should obtain depletion near the
silicon surface upon oxidation.

TABLE I - SEGREGATION COEFFICIENTS OF VARIOUS IMPURITIES IN
THE SYSTEM SILICON -SILICON DIOXIDE

Segregation Coefficient

k > 108
k = 103 to 10-3
k < 10-a
k < 10-3
k < 10-3
k < 10-3
k < 10-3

Impurities

aluminum (A1203)
boron (B203)
gallium (Ga203)
indium (In203)
arsenic (As203)
phosphorus (P4010)
antimony (Sb204)

No detailed measurements are as yet available of the segregation
coefficient of the various impurities in the system silicon -silicon dioxide.
There is some experimental evidence, however, that supports some of
Thurmond's predictions. Tracer measurements by E. Tannenbaum on
silicon doped with radioactive phosphorus have shown that, upon
oxidation, more than 95 per cent of the phosphorus in the reacted silicon
remains in the silicon. Measurements on junction formation by the
oxidation of compensated silicon crystals, as discussed in Section III,
give evidence for the pile-up of antimony. Similar measurements by
Doucette indicate the depletion of aluminum.

For cases where k 0, a solution of the impurity distribution is
readily obtained for the case of parabolic film growth following the same
analysis of Section 2.2. The results are as follows:

n, 1+ [1 1 + 2k(P' - 1)141

no 1 2k(P' - 1) p/2
J I

and
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n,1 - k --
A no

bX n,-- 1
no

2P' = 1 ± (1 - k)b4DK

(14)

It is evident that, by setting k = 0, these expressions reduce to those of
(9), which is the case of extreme pile-up. For the case of extreme deple-
tion, one sets k = 00 and obtains:

no

and

A =2 F(P -I- 1)1
bX - 1

where P is as defined by (11).

-

III. JUNCTION FORMATION BY THERMAL OXIDATION

(15)

3.1 System with Two Impurities; Junction Formation

We have shown that by growing a film on a semiconductor surface one
may obtain, under certain conditions, pile-up or depletion of an impurity
near the surface. By proper choice of two impurities, one being a donor -
type impurity and the other an acceptor -type impurity, it is evident
that various junction configurations may be obtained.

In this section we will discuss the conditions under which such junc-
tions may be obtained, and will determine some of their characteristics.
Use will be made of the results obtained in the previous sections. Hence,
it is implicitly assumed that there are no interactions between the
impurities.

In general, the choice of the impurities is based on differences in their
segregation coefficient or on differences in diffusion coefficients or on both.
In the silicon -silicon dioxide system, for instance, two interesting pairs
of impurities are gallium -antimony and phosphorus -aluminum. In the
gallium -antimony system, both impurities will pile up with nearly zero
segregation coefficient. Due to the smaller diffusion coefficient of anti-
mony, however, it will produce larger pile-up. If this difference exceeds
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the initial excess of gallium over antimony in the silicon crystal, a junc-
tion is obtained (see Fig. 4). In the phosphorus -aluminum system,4 on
the other hand, phosphorus will pile up while aluminum will be de-
pleted. Here, again, with proper initial compensation of the silicon
crystal, a junction may be obtained.

Consider the case of a crystal uniformly doped with a donor -type
impurity nd and an acceptor -type impurity n. , both with zero segregation
coefficient at the semiconductor -film surface. If the crystal is initially
p -type (i.e., no > na) the condition for the formation of a single junction
upon film growth is that (nd). > (n.)8 and, from (9), this sets the fol-
lowing condition on the initial crystal compensation:

P. + (P.2 - 1)i (16)
no Pa ± (Pa2 - 1)1

The resulting distribution profiles will be as shown in Fig. 2(a). In a
similar fashion, one may set the condition of crystal compensation to
obtain two junctions as shown in Fig. 2(b).

To demonstrate some typical characteristics of the obtained junction,
we will consider only the simple case where the pile-up of one impurity
can be ignored with respect to the pile-up of the other impurity. If n1
is the impurity that piles up and n2 is the other, the compensation of the
crystal must be such that n2 > nl , and to obtain a junction one must
satisfy the following requirement:

< Pi + 2- 1)4. (17)
ni

Now an expression will be given for the resulting junction depth yi ,
gradient a, and sheet resistance p8 by using (6), which describes the
distribution profile of the impurity n1 :

bn, ni, - nl
In (18)

X n18 - n1 - ni

and

1

p8X

aX = -
b

1 ((n2 - ni) nis - 1) ( 9 )

[ (n18 n2) (n2 ni) In nz - n1 (20)- - 1
nl

where n18 is the surface concentration of the impurity n1, and is ob-
tained from (9); u is the mobility of the carrier of interest; and q is the
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electron charge. The right-hand sides of the above equations are inde-
pendent of time but dependent on temperature alone. For the parabolic
film growth, therefore, the junction depth is directly proportional to film
thickness, and both junction gradient and sheet resistance are inversely
proportional to film thickness. The constants of proportionality, which
are the right-hand sides of the above equations, are determined by a
single parameter K/D, which is the ratio of the oxidation constant to
the diffusion coefficient of the impurity in the semiconductor.

A point of interest that may be mentioned here is that, for a film
growth process with well-defined kinetics, it is possible from measure-
ments of resulting junction characteristics (such as junction depth and
sheet resistivity) to obtain directly the impurity diffusion constant and
its activation energy, and also the carrier mobility in the semiconductor.
This is demonstrated in the following section on experimental measure-
ments in the system silicon -silicon dioxide with gallium and antimony
as the two impurities.

3.2 Experimental Results

All measurements reported here were obtained on silicon with gallium
and antimony as the doping impurities. The choice of these two impuri-
ties was made for the following reasons. According to Thurmond's cal-
culations (Table I) both impurities should be rejected by the oxide, and
hence both should pile up when the silicon surface is oxidized. Further-
more, the diffusion coefficient of antimony is smaller by about two orders
of magnitude than that of gallium, and hence should produce stronger
pile-up at the surface. Also, the diffusion coefficient of gallium is suffi-
ciently high compared to the oxidation constant that its redistribution
can be neglected (see Fig. 4).

We have therefore chosen a silicon crystal that was doped with anti-
mony to a concentration of 4 X 1018 atoms/cm' and compensated with
gallium to a higher concentration, making the crystal p -type. The crystal
was not uniform in resistivity, and small slices with different resistivities,
but uniform within a slice, could be obtained from different regions of
the crystal. Two sets of slices were used. The first consisted of only one
slice with a resistivity of 21 ohm -cm. This was used for the experiment
at 1050°C, with the sample being oxidized in oxygen at one atmosphere
pressure for the periods of 2, 18 and 90 hours. After each run, the junc-
tion depth and sheet resistivity were measured. The surface was then
etched off to remove the junction, the sample resistivity was measured
and the second oxidation run was carried out. This was repeated until
three sets of measurements were made. The second set of slices con-
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sisted of two slices of 4 ohm -cm resistivity. These were treated at 1210°C
also in oxygen at one atmosphere pressure, one for 1 hour and the other
for 16 hours. For each slice, the junction depth and sheet resistance were
measured. Furthermore, small mesas were etched out of each slice and
the junction breakdown voltage was measured. Using Miller's relations'
between breakdown voltage and junction gradient, the junction gradient
was obtained. Table II gives a summary of the results.

Fig. 5 is a plot of the above data, with the oxide film thickness, junc-
tion depth and sheet resistivity for each temperature being plotted
versus time of oxidation. The straight lines shown indicate, as pre-
dicted, a satisfactory fit of the data to a square root time dependence.
In Table II it is also seen that the junction gradient has approximately
the same time dependence. According to (18), (19) and (20), the
parameters y;/X, aX and p8X should be functions of the single ratio
K/D, which is only dependent on temperature.

In Table III, the experimental values are given for the parameters
y;/X, aX, p8X and X2/t = K at the two temperatures of 1210 and
1050°C. Using (18), (19) and (20), it is now possible to substitute the
experimental values of the above parameters to obtain the ratio K/D
and the diffusion coefficient D for the two temperatures and compare
with published data. In principle, the same value of the ratio K/D
should be obtained at any one temperature from all three measurements
of yi/X,aX and p8X. Such calculations were carried out and the results
are also shown in Table III. At 1210°C, K/D was found to be 0.18
and 0.14, from the junction depth and the junction gradient meas-
urements respectively. To obtain K/D from (20) and the measured
sheet resistance parameter, p8X, one finds a strong dependence of K/D
on the value assigned to the mobility tin . We have instead substituted
the values of K/D of 0.18 and 0.14, obtained from junction depth and
junction gradient measurements, in (20) and obtained values of lin
corresponding to the measured parameter p8X. The values of A. ob-

TABLE II - JUNCTION CHARACTERISTICS OF OXIDIZED P -TYPE

COMPENSATED SILICON WITH GALLIUM -ANTIMONY AS IMPURITIES*

T, °C t, hours p, ohm -cm X, A, yi,A. pa, ohm/sq V B , volts a, cm -4

1050 2 21 1250 2800 2480 - -
1050 18 21 3800 10300 880 - -
1050 90 21 10500 26400 414 - -
1210 1 3.65 2100 15200 2000 55 5.5 X 1020
1210 16 3.65 8400 73700 520 85 1.55 X 102°

* Antimony concentration X 1018 atoms/cc.
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tained were 120 and 115 cm2/volt-seconds respectively. Similarly, the
data were analyzed and the results are given in Table III. It is to be
noted that the obtained values of electron mobility lin of 97-120 cm2/
volt -second at .4 X 1018/cm3 concentration are in satisfactory agreement
with published data (see, for instance, Conwell's review article). From
the calculated values of K/D and the measured K = X2/t, the diffusion
coefficients of antimony in silicon at 1050 and 1210°C were obtained and
are given in Table III. Corresponding values from the literature' are
also given for comparison.

The self -consistency of the above results and their fair agreement
with published data are quite satisfactory considering the many simpli-
fying assumptions on which the analysis was based.

TABLE III - CONSTANTS CALCULATED FROM MEASURED PARAMETERS

T, °C

1210

1050

Measured Calculated

aX, cm'' ognx-6, K, cm=/sec KID cm/
volt -sec

1), cm'/sec

8.0 0.042 1.2 X 10-" 0.18 115 (a) 7 X 10-13*
1.2 X 10" 0.14 120

2.6 0.037 2.6 X 10-'4 5.8 07 (h) 4.5 X 10- "*

* Published values (Fuller and Ditzenberger5): (a) 2.5 X 10-13; (b) 5 X 10-'5.
isp = 40 cm2/volt-sec.

= 4 X 1018 atoms/cc.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

A model has been presented for the phenomenon of impurity redis-
tribution in a semiconductor during the thermal growth of a surface
film. It has been demonstrated experimentally for the silicon -silicon
dioxide system and satisfactory agreement with the model was ob-
tained.

The following are some implications of this phenomenon: (a) -Under
certain conditions it may have significant effect on other processes such
as conventional diffusion in oxidizing atmospheres. (b) In processes
involving thermal film growth on junctions, such as thermal oxidation
of silicon junctions for stabilization purposes, impurity redistribution
effects can be significant under certain conditions and must be taken into
consideration. (c) The redistribution phenomenon provides an experi-
mental tool for determinations of some physical constants such as
segregation coefficients, diffusion constants and mobilities. (d) One can
make junctions by this method. However, heavily compensated starting
materials are needed, which often poses a control problem.
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Synthesis of Driving -Point Impedances
with Active RC Networks

By I. W. SANDBERG

(Manuscript received December 4, 1959)

A general method is presented for synthesizing driving -point impedances
using RC networks and active elements. The procedure realizes any real
rational driving -point function and leads to rather simple structures. Only
one active device, a negative -impedance converter, is required. The synthesis
of biquadratic impedance functions is considered in detail.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is often desirable to avoid the use of magnetic elements in synthesis
procedures, since resistors and capacitors are more nearly ideal elements
and are usually cheaper, lighter and smaller. This is especially true in
control systems in which, typically, exacting performance is required at
very low frequencies. The rapid development of the transistor has pro-
vided the network synthesist with an efficient low-cost active element
and has stimulated considerable interest in active RC network theory
during the past decade.' .2 '3 '4 .5

The present paper considers the active RC synthesis of driving -point
impedances. Transfer functions are not treated directly, but are covered
at least in principle, since it is always possible, and indeed sometimes
convenient, to reduce the synthesis of transfer functions to the synthesis
of two -terminal impedances.

It is now well known that any driving -point impedance function ex-
pressible as a real rational fraction in the complex frequency variable
can by synthesized as an active RC network requiring only one ideal
active element. Two proofs of this result are already in the literature.6'7*
The present paper provides a third proof, although its main objective is
to present a new and more practical realization network. The synthesis

* Another proposed proof8 is in fact concerned only with those impedance
functions which are positive on some section of the negative -real axis of the
complex frequency plane.

947
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technique is similar to that used in the author's first proof,6 and con-
siderably simpler than those used in the later paper by Kinariwala.7

Like the technique previously presented by the author,S* the present
technique yields the values of the required network elements explicitly
and directly, without the solution of simultaneous equations. The gen-
eral procedure yields networks that contain more capacitors than the
absolute minimum required; in return for this, however, it yields struc-
tures which, unlike those of Kinariwala, do not need balanced amplifiers
or complex resistance networks. f

An alternative procedure applicable to a wide class of biquadratic
impedance functions is also described. This procedure leads to structures
requiring only two capacitors.

The synthesis techniques presented in this paper are based on net-
works employing a type of impedance converter that is a generalization
of the negative -impedance converter. The converter concept is intro-
duced in a general way in order to properly orient the reader.

II. THE IDEAL IMPEDANCE CONVERTER

Consider a two -port network terminated by an impedance Zr(s) as
shown in Fig. 1. The input impedance at port 1 is

Zi(s) = hn 1/1.2h21.ZT (s ) (1)
1 ± h22ZT(s)

where the hybrid parameters are functions of the complex frequency
variable defined by

El = 111111 -E 1112E2 ,

12 = h2111 1122E2

E,

I
4

E2 ZT(s)

(2)

Fig. 1 - Two -port network.

* The particular configuration involved is essentially the one mentioned in
Section 3.2 of this paper.

A more practical procedure in Ref. 7 treats a restricted class of driving -point
functions and employs a passive RC two -port network terminated by a negative
RC impedance. Other restricted realization techniques are presented in Ref. 8.
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For the ideal impedance converter we require that for every ZT(s)

Zi(s) = K(s)ZT(s), (3)

where K(s) is a predetermined fixed function of the complex frequency
variable. In order that (1) and (3) be compatible,

hu = h22 = 0,

K(s) = -huhu,
(4)

An ideal impedance converter, therefore, is a two -port network with
a hybrid parameter matrix of the form

[ 10 hi2

h21 0
(5)

It follows that the impedance at port 2 with the termination ZT(s)
connected to port 1 is

ZT(s)Z2(s) - (6)
K(s)

A "controlled -source" representation of the unbalanced ideal impedance
converter is given in Fig. 2.

The negative -impedance conveter (h12h21 = 1) has been heavily ex-
ploited as a synthesis tool in active RC network theory. The synthesis
techniques presented in this paper are based on networks employing a
more general type of converter characterized by

0 1

(7)

where Z3/Z4 is the ratio of two RC driving -point impedances. This hy-
brid parameter matrix can be realized with either of the idealized cir-

Fig. 2-Representation of the ideal impedance converter.
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I 0

I'0-

r

K1

1

_J

02

2'

Fig. 3 - Idealized realization of the required converter.

r

l<13 3

L

Z3

l'o

I4A K

J

NEGATIVE-IMPEDANCE CONVERTER

4

Fig. 4 - Alternate idealized realization of the converter.
02'

cuits shown in Figs. 3 and 4.* The smaller rectangles enclose "infinite
gain" current amplifiers. The realization of Fig. 3 is a modification of
Larky's idealized current -inversion negative -impedance converter.' The
larger rectangle in Fig. 4 encloses Linvill's well-known idealized voltage -
inversion negative -impedance converter!' Hence, (7) can be realized
with Linvill's negative -impedance converter and two RC driving -point
impedances.

A controlled -source representation of (7) is given in Fig. 5. Transistor
realizations are discussed in the Appendix.

Fig. 5 - Representation of (7).

* Many other realizations are possible.
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Fig. 6 - Realization one -port.

SYNTHESIS OF DRIVING -POINT IMPEDANCES

The driving -point impedance of the one -port network shown in Fig.
6 is*

Z
Z(S)

4 - Z3
Z4

-
Z3. (8)

The impedance function that is to be synthesized is a real rational
fraction in the complex frequency

Z(s) -P(s). (9)
Q(s)

The synthesis consists of identifying each of the four parameters Z1 ,
Z2 , Z3 and Z4 with a two -terminal RC impedance function. The presence
of negative signs in (8) suggests an approach similar to techniques
previously proposed for the synthesis of transfer functions.3.5

Assume that the prescribed function Z(s) is positive on at least one
section of the negative -real axis of the complex frequency plane. Sup-
pose we write

(10)

where

* This expression can be readily obtained by applying Blackman's equationl,
to the network that results when the converter is replaced by its controlled source
representation. The required return differences are computed with respect to the
quantity 1 -I- (Z3/Z4). A detailed study of Blackman's equation led to the dis-
covery of the realization networks presented in this paper.
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0 (7). < 0-2 < cra  < crN

and the number N is equal to the degree of the polynomial P(s) or of
the polynomial Q(s), whichever is greater. The points - cri are chosen
to lie anywhere on the section or sections of the negative -real axis where
the function Z(s) is finite and positive.*

We replace both the numerator and denominator of the right-hand
side of (10) by their partial fraction expansions and group the resulting
terms to obtain

where

P1 P2

Z(S) - (21 Q2
P3 P4

Q1 Q2

N

(21(22 = II (s + Gri)
i=1

and P1/Q1 , P2/Q2 P3/Q1 , and P4/Q2 are each RC driving -point imped-
ances. The function Z(s) is expressible in this form since:

(a) Each of the two partial fraction expansions possesses real residues
of like sign at any particular pole.

(b) All RC driving -point impedances are expressible in the form

Rco E k 7

k=1 Ok.

where R. , ak and bk are nonnegative.
Equation (11) is equivalent to

P1 P2

Z(S) - Q1 Q2

P3 ± RQ1 P4 ± RQ2
Ql Q2

We identify the impedance parameters of (8) as follows:

Z4 = P1

Q1

P2Z3 =
Q2

-
P3 +131RQ1

z2
P2

P4- + RQ2

(12)

(13)

* The choice of the a i's influences the spread of element values and the sensi-
tivity of the driving -point impedance to variations in the active and passive
elements.
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According to the qualifications appended to (11), the functions Z3 and
Z4 are RC driving -point impedances.

Consider the function Z1 . The degree of the polynomial Qi is at least
as great as the degree of P3 . Note that, as the parameter R assumes
nonnegative real values that increase from zero to infinity, the poles of
Z1 move from the zeros of P3 to the zeros of Q1 . Recall that the ratio of
polynomials P1/Q1 is an RC driving -point impedance. Consequently, it
is always possible to find a finite value of the parameter R for which the
poles and zeros of Z1 interlace properly.

A similar argument shows that Z2 also can always be made an RC
driving -point impedance. Note that Z(s) need not be a positive -real
function.

3.1 An Example

Let

Z(s) -s2
±

s2 + s + 2 

This function is positive on the entire negative -real axis. We choose
0-1 = 1, and o2 = 2. From (12),

s + 2 3

s + 1 s + 2Z(s) -s(1 +R)s(1 R) + 3 + R Rs + 4 + 2R
s + 1 s + 2

Employing (13),

1 3
Z4 = 1 ± Z3 -

S 1 S 2'

s + 2 3- -
s(1 + R) + 3 + R' Rs + 4 + 2R 

The set of impedances is realizable for R 1. Choose I? = 1 so that

(14)

(16)

Z1 =
1 3

Z2 - ( 17 )
2' s ± 6

The corresponding network is shown in Fig. 7.
Note that Z3 and Z4 can be scaled by the same constant without af-

fecting the impedance Z(s). In a practical design, this degree of freedom
would be utilized in order to optimize some figure of merit such as the
sensitivity function. The choice of the o -i's would be similarly influenced.
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2

h,' = 3(s+1)(s+2)2

Fig. 7 - Realization of (14).

3.2 An Alternate Realization

The class of functions treated in this section can also be synthesized
with the network given in Fig. 8. The input impedance of this structure
is

Z(s) - Z8Z6 Z7Z6

Z8 Z7
(18)

By employing arguments similar to those already discussed, it can be
shown that the value of a nonnegative real parameter R can be chosen
to ensure that the following set of impedances is realizable :*

0

+ RQP3 1 P4 -4- RQ2'7
Li8 Z7 -

Q1 Q2

z6 = - P2
P3 ± RQ1

Zfi
P4 + RQ2.

(s)

Zs

z

(1) z
2 7

0

Z5

(2)

Fig. 8 - Alternate realization one -port.

* A realizable set of impedances can also be obtained in other ways.

(19)
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This circuit has the disadvantage of requiring a "floating" two -port
active network.

3.3 Restrictions on Z(s)

The methods of synthesis presented in the previous sections are not
applicable to functions that are nonpositive on the entire negative -real
axis. This is a significant theoretical restriction, since positive -real func-
tions, for example, need not possess the required property. In particular,
all reactance functions must be excluded.

The difficulty mentioned above can be circumvented in several ways
by modifications of the synthesis technique. Suppose that the prescribed
impedance Z(s) is nonpositive on the entire negative -real axis. The
function

Z'(s) = Z(s) s +a°
bo

ao > 0, bo > 0 (20)

must, however, be positive on one section of the negative -real axis. It can
therefore be synthesized by the previously discussed procedure. The
impedance Z(s) is obtained by connecting an RC impedance ao/(s bo)

in series with the resulting network. An alternative procedure on an
admittance basis also applies, the network being modified at the input
terminals by the parallel connection of an RC impedance

co +
do- do > 0, co > O.

Both methods usually necessitate a larger number of passive com-
ponents than would be required for the synthesis of -Z(s). For this
reason it may be more desirable to employ a negative -impedance con-
verter terminated by -Z(s).

3.4 Sufficiency of One Active Element or One Negative -Impedance Converter

Since the realization of the converter requires only one active element
or only one Linvill-type negative -impedance converter, the preceding
discussion constitutes a proof of

Theorem: Any driving -point impedance function, expressible as a real
rational fraction in the complex frequency variable, can be synthesized with
a network containing only resistors, capacitors and either a single ideal ac-
tive element or a single ideal negative -impedance converter.

Note that it is theoretically possible to synthesize impedance func-
tions which approach infinity as any integral power of the frequency
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variable. Obviously, these functions can be realized by actual networks
only over the frequency band where the active two -port is essentially
characterized by the controlled -source model of Fig. 5.*

IV. BIQUADRATIC SYNTHESIS

The synthesis of biquadratic impedance functions merits special at-
tention. The network associated with a function of this type, previously
considered as an example, requires a total of four capacitors (two in the
converter). Two of the capacitors can be eliminated by employing an
alternative technique based on the network of Fig. 6 with Z1 and Z2 re-
placed by resistors R1 and R2 . The structure becomes an impedance
converter imbedded in a simple resistance network.

From (8),

Z3 R2(Z - R1)
Z4 R1(Z - R2)

The biquadratic function Z(s) is given by

(s - zi)(s - z2)Z(s) - (22)(s - pi)(s - p2)
It is required that R1 and R2 be chosen so that Z3 and Z4 are RC imped-
ances. Assume that each of the impedances Z3 and Z4 is to be realizable
as a resistor in series with a parallel combination of a resistor and capaci-
tor as shown in Fig. 9. This structure is sufficient to realize the most
general first -degree RC impedance function. The ratio of these two func-
tions is given by

Z3 ( ai)(s a2)-
Z4

K
(s a3) (S T a4)

where, from (21) and (22),

R2(1 - R1)K - R1(1 - R2) 

Fig. 9 - Structural form of Z3 or Z4 

(21)

(23)

(24)

* It must be remembered that this model will ordinarily be inadequate for
stability analyses. For this purpose it must be modified to be valid in the fre-
quency range where the significant active and passive parasitic parameters are
influential.
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Four possibilities exist for the pole -zero pattern of Z3/Z4 as shown in
Fig. 10. The zeros in Fig. 10(a) and the poles in Fig. 10(b) may occur
with multiplicity two.

Assume tentatively that Z(s) has complex conjugate poles and zeros.
The function Z(o)[- 00 Gob where s = o + ju, is nonnegative
and approaches unity at both extremes of the argument. Since the func-
tion is the ratio of two second-degree polynomials in a, only two points

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

0

Fig. 10 - Permissible pole -zero patterns for Z3/Z1 .

of intersection with a horizontal line are possible. When such an inter-
section occurs, the intersecting points will be separated by an extremum
of the function. Hence, if Z(s) exhibits at least one extremum on the
negative -real axis, the parameters R1 and R2 can be chosen to provide a
pole -zero pattern for Z3/Z4 of the type shown in Figs. 10(a) or (b).
Since, for both type (a) and type (b), (1 - R1) and (1 - R2) have the
same sign, the impedances Z3 and Z4 would be realizable.

Fig. 11 - Construction of the extremum points of Z (e).

Consider the pole -zero diagram for Z(s). It can easily be shown that
the circle passing through the poles and zeros [Fig. 11(a)] will intersect
the real axis at the two points where Z(a) has an extremum. Conse-
quently, any open -circuit or short-circuit stable biquadratic impedance
function with complex conjugate poles and zeros can be synthesized.
Two permissible limiting cases exist when the zeros or poles or both the
zeros and poles occur with multiplicity two on the real axis. Another
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permissible case occurs when the zeros are at infinity and the complex
conjugate poles are in the left -half plane.

Suppose that Z(s) has distinct real zeros and complex conjugate
poles. It can easily be shown that the circle centered on the real axis at

ap2 Wp2 - Z1Z2
cro = P1,2 = vp ± jWp (25)

20-p - (zi z2)

and passing through the poles [Fig. H(b)] will intersect the real axis at
the two points where Z(a) has an extremum. The circle must pass be-
tween the zeros. It follows from (25) that the center of the circle will lie
to the left of the zeros if the poles lie to the left of the point midway
between the zeros. This will result in an extremum of Z(a) located to
the left of the poles in a region where the function is positive. It follows
directly that the synthesis can be accomplished for any biquadratic
impedance function with left -half plane complex conjugate poles and
real zeros, where the poles are located to the left of the point midway
between the zeros.*

The steps in the biquadratic synthesis procedure are: (a) choose RI
and R2 so that Z3 and Z4 are realizable, and (b) from (21), identify Z3
and Z4 . The permissible values of R1 and R2 can be determined by
inspection of Z(0).

It should be noted that this procedure is not limited to the two broad
classes of functions considered above. The synthesis can obviously be
accomplished if step (a) can be carried out. Hence the applicability of
the procedure can be determined by inspection of Z(o').

4.1 An Example

Let,

s2 - 3s + 2Z(s) - (26)e + s + 1
It is evident from the graph of Z(0-) for this case (Fig. 12) that the
choice RI = 4, R2 = 6 is acceptable. From (21) and (26),

Z3 6 Z - 4 9 s2 ± is +
Z4 4 Z - 6 1052++

9 (8 + -1)(s + 2)
10 (s -§)(s + 1)

Two possibilities exist for the pair of impedances Z3 and Z4 :

(27)

* Biquadratic admittance functions with distinct negative -real poles can be
realized with a negative -impedance converter as the difference of two RC ad-
mittances. For this reason, such functions are not considered in detail here.
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9 (s + 2) 7 (S +
ZJ 3 = 10 (S + 1) (S +

Z3 - ZI
9 (s + 2)

4
(s +l )

10 (S (S + -k)

(28)

(29)

4.2 Synthesis on the Basis of the Network Shown in Fig. 8

The synthesis technique presented in this section can be extended to
apply to the network of Fig. 8 by comparing (8) and (18) and identify-
ing

7 RI Z8 =- ,

Z6 = R1 , Z5 = R2.

V. CONCLUSION

(30)

A general method of synthesizing driving -point impedances has been
presented. An impedance converter is required that can be realized by
modifying Larky's current -inversion negative -impedance converter. An
alternate realization employs Linvill's voltage -inversion negative -im-
pedance converter and two RC impedances. This realization leads to
the result that any driving -point impedance function, expressible as a
real rational fraction in the complex frequency variable, can be syn-
thesized as a network containing resistors, capacitors and a single nega-

7

6

5

4

Z(o)
3

2

O
-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -

0
0 2

Fig. 12 - Graph of Z(a) for a biquadratic function.
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tive-impedance converter. The technique does not require the synthesis
of two -port RC or n -port balanced resistor networks, and leads to the
direct determination of the required two -terminal RC elements.

The synthesis of biquadratic impedance functions has been given
special attention, resulting in structures employing the minimum number
of capacitors and a moderate number of resistors. The procedure is
applicable to a wide class of functions including, in particular, all open -
circuit or short-circuit stable impedances with complex conjugate poles
and zeros.
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APPENDIX

Transistor Circuit Analysis

An approximate model for the transistor in the range where its pa-
rameters are essentially independent of frequency is shown in Fig. 13

(e)

(b)

0(c)

Fig. 13 - Approximate low -frequency transistor model

The collector resistance is assumed to be infinite, an approximation
which is often reasonable-especially for drift transistors. In terms of this
model, the hybrid parameters of the impedance converter circuits of
Fig. 14 are

Fig. 14(a):

1111 -
ri(1 - a1) (Z3 + Z4)

Z4032al + 1) + Z3 + ( 1 - «1)n

1112= 1, 1122 0 ,

Z3 ( 1 - al) (1 Za)

/121 = Z4 a1/2 \ Z4 /
1 [1+ Z3 + ri(1 -

«02 L Z4

Z3

Z4

(31)
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1'o

where

(a)

(c)

02

02'

(b)

(d)

Fig. 14 - Transistor realizations of the converter.

Fig. 14(b):

ILll -

r = rb + 1re 1a

-r1(1 - al) (Za + Z4) 0
«1132Z4 - (1 - al) (ri + Z3 + Z4)

/112 = 1, h22 = 0,

Z3 [1+ z3+7'1(1 - al)]
, Z4 al/32 L j z3

421-

1
( 1 - al) r1+ r1 + Z3] - Z4*

a1/ L

Fig. 14(e):

h11 = (1 - «1)n ^
11.12= 1, /122 = 0,

0,

961
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ala2 ( 1 - al) [1 + (1 - a2)
Z4 Z3

Z3 Z3 ± r2 (33)

h21 =
Z3 +r2 Z4 

1 + (1 - a2)
z4

Fig. 14(d):

hll = - (1 - «On Z3 + (1 - a2)(Z4 7'2)

aia2Z - (1 - ai)[Za (1 - a2) (Z4 + r2)]

= 1, /122 = 0,

%.,( 1 - a2) (1 + ri4)

otia2 - ( 1 - al) [2. + ( 1 - .2) (r2 + z4)]
Z4

Z3

Z4 

(34)
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Pressure at the Interface of Inner
Conductor and Dielectric of

Armorless Ocean Cable
By P. G. BHUTA

(Manuscript received February 8, 1960)

Pressure at the interface of the inner conductor and the dielectric of the
armorless ocean cable is experimentally determined for plane stress boundary
conditions. Polyethylene outer and steel inner concentric cylinders are con-
sidered as a mechanical model of the ocean cable. Equations are derived to
give the pressure at the interface for plane stress and plane strain conditions.
It is found that the theoretical values of the pressure calculated from equa-
tions of elasticity are in good agreement with experimental values, even when
one of the materials is polyethylene, which has a nonlinear stress -strain
relationship in simple tension or compression. From previously measured
values of bulk and Young's moduli, it is shown that, for an elastic analysis,
Poisson's ratio for polyethylene is very nearly 0.5. An experimental verifica-
tion of the plane stress solution given in this paper confirms the foregoing
value.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the process of designing new armorless coaxial ocean cables it is
important to know the pressure at the interface of the inner conductor
and the polyethylene dielectric. Determination of pressure at the inter-
face would enable one to study the decay of tension, in a cable -laying
machine, from the strength member to the holding surface, and to in-
vestigate the pressure effects on the resistance and capacitance of the
cable.

A suitable mechanical model of the armorless ocean cable is a poly-
ethylene outer cylinder concentric with a steel inner cylinder. The cable
is actually subjected, in three dimensions, to a pressure loading that
varies with the depth of the ocean bottom. However, for a section of the
cable on a relatively flat ocean bottom one may assume that the cable
is subjected to a uniform external pressure.

963
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One may obtain an expression for the pressure at the interface from a
two-dimensional model (i.e., for plane stress or plane strain) using the
theory of elasticity. However, the result is questionable, since poly-
ethylene has a nonlinear stress -strain relationship in simple tension or
compression. Moreover the value of Poisson's ratio for polyethylene,

, ranges from 0.3 to 0.5, and it is not possible to determine Ai, accu-
rately by a simple experiment. The value of the pressure at the interface,
as obtained from such an equation, depends considerably upon the
particular value of tip that is used. Hence, an experimental determination
of the pressure at the interface is necessary, to investigate whether an
elastic analysis is valid when one of the materials is polyethylene and to
establish the value of Poisson's ratio for polyethylene.

The pressure at the interface of the model is determined experimentally
for plane stress boundary conditions. Equations are derived, based on
the two-dimensional theory of elasticity, to give the pressure at the in-
terface of the model for plane stress and plane strain conditions. It is
found that the theoretical values of the pressure calculated from equa-
tions of elasticity are in good agreement with experimental values. From
previously measured values of bulk and Young's moduli, it is shown that,
for an elastic analysis, Poisson's ratio for polyethylene is very nearly 0.5.
For this reason and since the area of polyethylene is much greater than
that of steel, an extension of the two-dimensional plane strain solution
to a three-dimensional case of uniform pressure by the method of super-
position would give the pressure at the inner conductor and dielectric
interface to be equal, or at most slightly greater, than the external pres-
sure.

II. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND PROCEDURE

Initially, the experimental model consisted of a cold -drawn steel tub-
ing 30 inches long, 1.254 inches in outer diameter and 0.083 inch in wall
thickness. Two SR -4 strain gages of type A7 were cemented on a 0.010 -
inch -thick steel ring, which fitted snugly inside the steel tubing shown
in Fig. 1. The steel ring containing the gages to which long leader wires
were soldered was cemented in the tubing so that the it was at the same
distance from either end. The gages were far enough from the ends to
eliminate end effects.

The tubing was subjected to an external hydrostatic pressure in in-
crements of 500 psi up to 4500 psi when a maximum strain of approxi-
mately 1000 microinches per inch, which is well within the elastic limit
for the tubing, was recorded. The pressure was reduced to zero, and upon
increasing the pressure again, the same calibration curve was obtained.
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30"

)
SEE DETAIL A

GAGE 1 --

GAGE 2 ----

0.010"

//-7/,<aW/7"

DETAIL A

Fig. 1 - Steel tubing, showing location of strain gages.

The experimental arrangement for calibration of gages is shown in
Fig. 2.

After calibration of gages, the polyethylene outer cylinder, whose in-
ner diameter was 0.004 inch smaller than the outer diameter of the steel
cylinder, was forced onto the steel cylinder in a universal testing ma-
chine. The assembled model appeared as in Fig. 3. Before the model was
subjected to external hydrostatic pressure, the strain gages were bal-
anced to indicate zero strain by adjusting resistances in a multichannel
switching -and -balancing unit. The experimental arrangement for the
model is given in Fig. 4. It is not the intent of the present paper to evalu-
ate the pressure produced at the interface by the interference fit. External
hydrostatic pressure was applied in increments of 500 psi up to 2500 psi
and corresponding strains were observed. The pressure was reduced to
zero and the reproducibility of the data was checked.

GAGE 1-- --GAGE 2

,w0" RING
SEAL

STEEL

Fig. 2 - Experimental arrangement for calibration.
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Fig. 3 - Experimental model.

GAGE 1-- --GAGE 2

SO" RING
- SEAL

\--STEEL

--POLYETHYLENE

Fig. 4 - Experimental arrangement for the model.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The calibration curves for external hydrostatic pressure versus the
strain observed from gages 1 and 2, when the external hydrostatic pres-
sure was applied directly on the pipe, are given in Figs. 5 and 6. Corre-
sponding curves when the external pressure was applied on the model
are also plotted in these figures.

The lines pass through the origin because the bridge was initially
balanced at zero pressure with the help of blancing resistances in the
multichannel switching unit, and in each case the zero reading was
checked after the experiment, when the pressure was brought back to
zero. The deviation of the experimental points from the straight lines for
low values of pressure is probably due to the nonlinearity in the pressure
gages, which are designed to be used normally at much higher pressures.

It may be noted that, in the case of Lame's equations for thick-walled
cylinders, the sum of the radial and circumferential stresses is a con-
stant at every point in the cross section, so that the deformation of all
elements in the direction of the axis of the cylinder is the same and cross
sections of the cylinder remain plane after deformation. Hence, in spite
of the considerable length of the cylinder, the experimental arrangement
gives the verification for plane stress conditions.
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Fig. 5 - Pressure vs. strain from gage 1.
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The pressure at the interface is obtained by drawing a vertical line
from the observed value of strain to the calibration line for the steel
cylinder alone and reading the corresponding pressure. Numerical calcu-
lations from Figs. 5 and 6 show that the pressure at the interface, in the
case of plane stress is 1.3 times the external pressure.
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POLYETHYLENE CYLINDERS
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1000 1200 x10-6

Fig. 6 - Pressure vs. strain from gage 2.
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- -STEEL

Po

-POLYETHYLENE

Fig.. 7 - Cross section of the model.

IV. THEORETICAL DERIVATION OF PRESSURE AT THE INTERFACE

The differential equation of equilibrium,' in terms of radial displace-
ment, for a thick-walled cylinder subjected to external and intermal
pressures is

du 1 du u
dr' r r -T -'=°'

The general solution of the above equation is

C2
U = cir

(1)

(2)

Substituting (2) in the expressions for Hooke's law for plane stress, one
obtains for radial stress, o-,

= (1 -
C10. i1) C2

r21 -E [ (3)

where c1 and c, are arbitrary constants and E and µ are Young's modulus
and Poisson's ratio respectively. For the model shown in Fig. 7, the
following boundary conditions must be satisfied:

Up I r=b = Us I r=b

Up I r=e = PO

(4)

(5)
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cr, r=a = 0, (6)

Up I = 218 I ri (7)

In the above equations subscripts p and s stand for polyethylene and
steel. Substituting (2) and (3) in (4) through (7), one gets:

1 _ Ap2
EP

1[C1(1 + MP) C2 ( -6.2 4)1

[c3(1
+ As) - c4

E (1 - tip)]
eup2[c4(1 Ap) c2 =

,
C2

ER (1 - aus)
c3(1 - C4 1_ 0

iis2[
a-

(8)
1 - /Ls

1
b

(9)

(10)

(11)C2 e4cib + =cab +b.

The pressure p at the interface is obtained by solving for the constants
from the foregoing equations and evaluating

crpf rb = P.

Equation (12) gives the pressure at the interface for a plane stress
solution.

P = Po

- c2)
Bp

(1 - µp) (b2 - a2)

- (1 - ,u3)b2 - (1 + 118)a2]
.

2 c2) [( 1 )b2 + (1 + bi.Ja2]
+ 1 ( 12 )

- E (b2 - a2) [(1 - Ap)b2 + (1 + Ap)c2]
-6P

To obtain the plane strain solution, the constants E andµ in (12) are
replaced by E* and A*, with appropriate subscripts given by the follow-
ing :2

E* - (13)
1 - pt2'

IL* 1 - (14)
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V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE FOR THE MODEL

The values for the various constants are:

a = 1.088 inches,

b = 1.254 inches,

c = 4.621 inches,

Es = 29 X 106 psi,

E, = 19 X 103 psi,

= 0.3,

/2 = 0.5.

Substitution of above values in (12) gives for the plane stress solution

p = 1.3(po). (15)

Replacing E andµ by (13) and (14) and substituting in (12), one
obtains for the plane strain solution

p = 1.0(po). (16)

It may be noticed from (12) that the pressure at the interface ap-
pears to depend on the values of E, and te, . However, examination
reveals that (12) is relatively insensitive to E, , for the range of known
values for low and intermediate density polyethylene. Since it is difficult
to determine 1.1, , one may use the previously known values of bulk
modulus, K, , for polyethylene and obtain µp from

K, = E
(17)3(1 - 2A)

Refs. 3 and 4 give the value of K, 0.5 X 106 psi. Ref. 5 gives for E, ,

for low and intermediate density, the range of values from 19 X 103 to
55 X 103 psi. With K = 0.5 X 106 psi and E = 19 X 103 or 55 X 103
psi, (17) gives pp to be very nearly equal to 0.5. It may be noted that
the analysis for concentric cylinders given in this paper agrees with
experimental results when tip is very nearly equal to 0.5.

VI. CONCLUSION

Experiments indicate that an analysis based on equations of the two-
dimensional theory of elasticity for the pressure at the interface of
polyethylene outer and steel inner concentric cylinders, under plane
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stress conditions subjected to a uniform pressure on the curved surface,
is valid even for polyethylene, which is a material with nonlinear stress -
strain relationship. The agreement between the theoretically calculated
and experimentally determined values is very good. It is also shown
that the value of Poisson's ratio for low and intermediate density poly-
ethylene, for an elastic analysis, should be very nearly 0.5. The experi-
mental verification of the plane stress solution given in the present paper
confirms this value.

An experimental verification of the plane strain solution involves a
number of difficulties in satisfying the condition that the axial strain be
zero; it has not been attempted in the present paper. However, one may
assume that the plane strain solution is also valid, because the plane
stress solution obtained by using the same two-dimensional theory of
elasticity has been experimentally verified. The plane strain solution
gives for the numerical example the result that the pressure at the inter-
face is the same as external pressure.

The cable is actually under a uniform pressure in three dimensions.
The two-dimensional plane strain solution may be extended to a three-
dimensional case of uniform pressure by a superposition of an axial

of intensity satisfying the appropriate boundary
compatibility conditions. However, since the value of Poisson's ratio for
polyethylene is 0.5 and the area of polyethylene is much greater in
comparison to the area of the steel, the pressure at the interface of the
inner conductor and the polyethylene dielectric, as given by the plane
strain solution, would not be much altered. Hence, the pressure at the
interface of the inner conductor and the dielectric of the armorless ocean
cable is equal to or at most slightly greater than the external pressure.

It may be remarked that a new experimental method employing re-
sistance wire strain gages has been developed to measure interface pres-
sures accurately. The method devised in this paper could be used in
other applications to measure interface pressures.

VII. LIST OF SYMBOLS

a. = inner radius of steel cylinder (inches).
b = outer radius of steel cylinder (inches).
c = outer radius of polyethylene cylinder (inches).

K, = bulk modulus for polyethylene (psi).
p = pressure at the interface (psi).

po = external hydrostatic pressure (psi).
n = radial displacement (inches).
9 = radial distance (inches).
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E = Young's modulus (psi).
E, = Young's modulus for polyethylene (psi).
Es = Young's modulus for steel (psi).

= Poisson's ratio.
tip = Poisson's ratio for polyethylene.

= Poisson's ratio for steel.
cr = radial stress (psi).

ap = radial stress in polyethylene (psi).
Qa = radial stress in steel (psi).
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The Construction of Missile Guidance
Codes Resistant to Random Interference

By A. R. ECKLER

(Manuscript received February 8, 1960)

Many types of missiles are guided by a finite set of distinct commands
radioed from the ground in the form of a time -sequence of RF pulses. The
command information is contained in the n - 1 time spacings between
successive pulses in a group of size n, and is encoded and decoded by means
of multitapped delay lines combined with AND gates. This paper discusses
the problem of encoding command information (i.e., selecting the time spac-
ings between pulses) so that m false pulses (m < n - 2) cannot combine
with the n true pulses in any way to form a false command. Although it is
very easy to state the restrictions that must be imposed on the time spacings
between the pulses in the different commands, no general methods exist for
finding, among codes satisfying these restrictions, those codes in which the
longest command is as short as possible. This paper presents certain lower
bounds, together with a few empirically derived codes approaching these
lower bounds. The relationship between these codes and the well-known
error -correcting binary codes of information theory is discussed in an ap-
pendix.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many types of missiles are guided by commands consisting of a time
sequence of RF pulses. The missile receiver is capable of receiving not
only the true command pulses, but also any interfering RF pulses emanat-
ing from other radars in the vicinity (friendly interference) or deliber-
ately generated by the enemy (enemy interference). The purpose of
this paper is to suggest command -encoding methods that minimize
the effects of this interference. Greatest emphasis is placed on random
interference models, because it is difficult to make realistic general as-
sumptions about the behavior of an enemy who knows something about
the code structure.

The following sections may convey the impression that the construc-
973
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tion of a code invulnerable to random pulse interference is the only factor
entering into the choice of a code. This is not meant to be the case; ac-
curacy and reliability of decoding equipment, weight in the missile
receiver, power considerations at the transmitter and missile dynamics
and maneuverability also play very important roles. However, it will
be made clear to the reader that code invulnerability should not be
completely ignored, and that reasonable guideposts of d'Osign are avail-
able.

In order to fix ideas, the codes presented in this paper are discussed
in terms of missile guidance. However, the reader will note that other
applications are possible. In particular, the codes described here can be
used in radio communications to provide protection against the mutual
interference of many communications transmitters operating in the same
area on the same frequency.

1.1 The Engineering Background of the Problem

In many missile guidance systems, command information is sent to
the missile by means of RF pulses. Specifically, the information is con-
tained in the time spacings between successive pulses in a group of two
or more pulses. Successive groups of pulses are spaced much more widely
apart because of average power limitations on the magnetron.

There are many physical devices suitable for encoding and decoding
commands. This paper discusses a typical device for encoding discrete
commands, such as "yaw left one unit" or "pitch down one unit." These
commands are added up in the missile receiver until the desired correc-
tion has been achieved. Discrete commands can also be used for such
functions as turning rocket motors on or off or destroying the missile.

A discrete command is conveniently decoded in the missile receiver
by means of a lumped -parameter or distributed -parameter delay line
tapped at several points (see Fig. 1) . The earlier pulses in an incoming
sequence are delayed the correct amounts by the delay line in order that
the inputs to the AND gate be simultaneously activated.

In practice, it is sufficient that the several AND gate inputs be activated
within a short time interval. Let T denote the maximum possible range
of input times (i.e., the difference in time between the earliest and latest
input) that still activates the AND gate. Because of T (which is called
the discrete command tolerance), one must be careful not to let two
distinct commands have similar encodings. It is shown in the Appendix
that an adequate separation of different commands is always achieved if
one assigns time spacings in integral multiples of the discrete command
tolerance T.
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tp

Fig. 1 - Method of decoding discrete command by means of distributed -
parameter delay line tapped at several points.

It is clear that only two pulses are needed to encode a command. How-
ever, in order to obtain a greater degree of security against false pulses,
it is necessary to use three or more pulses per command. The mathe-
matical problem discussed in this paper is the construction of such
security codes.

The same delay line and AND gate can be used in the communications
problem already mentioned. Here the group of pulses plays the role of

an address code rather than a command. Each communications trans-
mitter uses a specific address code as a generalized "pulse" with which
to communicate information; thus, different transmitters can use the
same frequency without interfering with each other.

1.2 A Criterion for Judging Code Effectiveness

The invulnerability of codes to false pulses is measured by the follow-
ing simple criterion: the maximum number of false pulses that cannot
interfere with a code group (either by changing the position of a com-
mand or producing a different command), no matter how these false
pulses are placed in time with respect to the true code group.

This criterion permits only a rough ordering of codes with respect to
invulnerability; redundancy of orders and closed -loop missile response
also play an obvious role. However, it does focus attention on a very
important factor. No matter what random interference model is postu-
lated - for example, a Poisson process of random pulses, a set of radars
with approximately the same pulse repetition frequency operating inde-
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pendently of each other, or peaks of random gaussian noise having aver-
age power a certain number of decibels below the pulse recognition
threshold - false single pulses per unit time are much more frequent
than false pairs having a particular spacing, false pairs are much more
frequent than false triples, and so on. This situation is especially true
when the discrete command tolerance r is small with respect to the
average time between false pulses.

II. ONE -STAGE CODES

This section discusses the problem of constructing one -stage codes
(that is, codes using a delay line and AND circuit) for a set of k distinct
commands. Each encoded command consists of a set of n pulses; the
command information is contained in the (n - 1) time spacings between
pairs of successive pulses. One can encode these k commands such that
i false pulses cannot combine in any way with (n - i) pulses from any
command to form either the same command (shifted in time) or one of
the other (k - 1) commands. The maximum possible value of i is equal
to (n - 2), because (n - 1) false pulses can combine with one true
pulse to form false commands in many different ways.

We first discuss methods of encoding commands invulnerable to
(n - 2) false pulses; later this restriction is relaxed to fewer pulses.

2.1 The Construction of One -Stage Codes with Maximum Protection

It may be helpful to think about a specific coding problem while
reading this section. Let us assume that we wish to encode two commands
(k = 2) consisting of three pulses each (n = 3) ; by suitable encoding
we can insure that a single false pulse (n - 2 = 1) cannot combine with
two pulses to form any false command. This example will be referred to
below by sentences enclosed in brackets.

As mentioned earlier, it is convenient to make all the time spacings
of a discrete code integral multiples of the discrete command tolerance
r, in order to avoid overlapping problems between different commands.
This being so, one can represent the various time spacings with the in-
tegers 1, 2, 3, ; the jth n -pulse command is represented by an (n - 1) -
dimensional vector of integers (t1', t2', , tn_13). [Specifically, the first
command is given by the pair of integers (t11, t21) and the second com-
mand by (42, t22)].

The one -stage coding problem for discrete commands can now be
stated in mathematical terms. Assume that one has k distinct n -pulse
commands. All these commands are effective against (n - 2) false
pulses [in the sense discussed above] if and only if the following
kn(n - 1)/2 integers are all different:
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for i= 1,2, , n - 1 and j = 1,2, ,

for i = 1, 2,

for j = 1,2,

, n - 2 and j = 1, 2,

 , k.

, k;

[In our specific problem, we require that the six integers
t11, t21, 41. t21,

42, 42, .12 t22 all be different.]
The theorem can be proved by indirect reasoning. Suppose that

(n - 2) false pulses have combined with two true pulses to form a false
command. Then the spacing to between the two true pulses must be
equal to more than one of the kn(n - 1)/2 integers listed above (the
set of all possible spacings between pairs of pulses in the k commands).
Fcr, if to were equal to only one of these integers, the only command
that could be formed with the aid of these two true pulses would be the
correct command. Conversely, if two of these integers are the same, it is
easy to construct a false command using (n - 2) properly spaced false
pulses. [For example, if the two commands are (3, 8) and (2, 6), then
the second command can be falsely formed from the first command by
placing an extra pulse two time units after the second pulse in the first
command. In this case, the six integers are 3, 8, 11, 2, 6, 8, and to is
equal to 8.]

If one allows the integers t/ to be arbitrarily large, there is no diffi-
culty in discovering suitable codes. [For example, (31, 73) and (9, 45).]
However, equipment and time restrictions usually make it desirable to
keep all the commands as short as possible (measured from first to last
pulse). Therefore, one may pose the following interesting mathematical
problems:

i. For a given k and n, what is the minimum possible length of the
longest command under the restrictions above?

ii. Are there any (simple and practical) methods for constructing
codes with minimum command length (or a little longer)?

Neither of the above two problems has been solved; lower bounds can
(in a limited way) be set for the first, and the second has largely been
investigated by trial and error. The problem is similar to the eight
queens problem* in chess, but with additional restrictions. More gener-

* The eight queens problem consists of placing eight queens on the chess board
so that no queen can capture any other along a row, column, or diagonal. A specific
code can be characterized by a pair of integers (a, b) ; this denotes a position on a
generalized chessboard (not restricted to the eight -by -eight size).
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ally, it appears to be a problem in partitions in the theory of num-
bers.

A general lower bound L for the minimum possible length of the long-
est command is given by kn(n - 1)/2. However, this bound cannot
always be achieved even for three -pulse codes. For a three -pulse code,
it is true that

2 k

E E tij = E (tif +
i =1 j=1 j=1

If the longest command length is equal to 3k, the set of integers

til(i = 1, 2;j = 1, 2, , k), t2l(j = 1, 2, , )c)

is a rearrangement of the set of integers (1, 2, , 3k). Therefore, the
sum of the two sides of the above equation is 3k(3k + 1)/2, and the
sum of one side alone is 3k(3k 1)/4. But this last quantity is an
integer if and only if k = 0 (mod 4) or k = 1 (mod 4). In other words,
3k is a lower bound L when k = 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13,  , and 3k -I- 1
is a lower bound L for all other k.

2.2 Some Typical One -Stage Encodings

We now list specific discrete encodings for several values of k and n.
For the three -pulse codes the lower bound L for the longest delay line
needed has actually been achieved for k = 1 (1) 10. The first number
gives the time spacing between the first and second pulses, and the
second number the time spacing between the second and third pulses:

k L Typical minimum -length discrete -command three -pulse encodings

2 7 (1,5) (3,4)
3 10 (4,6) (1,7) (2,3)
4 12 (1,9) (3,8) (5,7) (2,4)
5 15 (3,12) (5,9) (2,11) (4,6) (1,7)
6 19 (4,15) (2,16) (5,12) (3,8) (1,9) (6,7)
7 22 (3,19) (5,16) (7,13) (6,12) (2,15) (4,10) (1,8)
8 24 (1,23) (2,11) (3,18) (4,10) (5,15) (6,16) (7,12) (8,9)
9 27 (1,26) (3,22) (9,15) (2,21) (6,14) (7,12) (10,8) (4,13) (5,11)

10 31 (5,26) (14,16) (2,27) (8,20) (4,21) (9,15) (1,22) (7,12) (3,10) (6,11)

Undoubtedly this list could be indefinitely extended, since it is easy to
discover many different encodings for any k which have the same length
for a maximum -length command.

Unfortunately, an analogous method for improving the lower bound
L does not exist for n > 3. As n increases, it becomes more difficult to
keep the minimum delay line small, and kn(n - 1)/2 becomes a very
unrealistic lower bound.
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The tables below list representative discrete -command four-, five- and
six -pulse encodings; the reader is invited to find an encoding with a
smaller L' if he can (LI denotes the minimum command length that has
been achieved, but it may not be the true minimum):

k L L' Typical discrete -command four -pulse encodings

2 12 13 (2,5,6) (3,1,8)
3 18 21 (1,5,12) (2,8,11) (3,4,9)
4 24 27 (1,11,15) (2,6,17) (3,7,14) (4,5,13)
5 30 31 (2,20,9) (3,14,13) (4,8,16) (5,10,11) (6,1,18)

lc L L' Typical discrete -command five -pulse encodings

2 20 25 (1,8,3,13) (2,5,10,4)
3 30 38 (1,5,12,20) (2,8,11,14) (3,4,9,15)

L' Typical discrete -command six -pulse encodings

2 30 45 (1,8,3,13,20) (2,5,10,4,18)

If encodings not given in these tables are desired, it should be possible
to use a high-speed digital computer to search through a large number
of encodings (either systematically or at random) and print out the
minimum -length encoding that it finds. Unless an algorithm for comput-
ing encodings is found, this is the only practical method available.

2.3 A General Class of Discrete Codes

As noted in Section 2.2, the length of the longest command in-
creases rapidly with n, the number of pulses in the command. This, of
course, is the price that one pays for protecting oneself against (n - 2)
false pulses arranged in any pattern whatever. One can always reduce
the code length by reducing the protection; that is, construct minimum -
length n -pulse codes that protect against (n - 1) or fewer pulses (i =
3, 4, 5, , n - 1). The following formulation of the problem is more
realistic. Suppose that one wishes protection against m false pulses com-
bining with (n - m) pulses in any command.

i. How does one construct n -pulse codes (n > m + 2), keeping the
length L of the longest command as short as possible?

ii. If power is no limitation (any n can be used within reason), for
what value of n is L minimized?

No general solution to either of these problems is known. This section
presents typical encodings for a few of the simplest codes, which were
found by trial -and -error methods.

The simplest problem in this class is the construction of a four -pulse
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code invulnerable to a single false pulse. It can be proved (by the method
used in Section 2.2) that, in order for a four -pulse, k -command code to
be invulnerable to one false pulse the following 4k integer -pairs must all
be different:

t2j), (t2i, i3j), (Ili t2I, t3l), (ti', t21 t3j)

for j = 1,2, , k.

As before, a lower bound L for the length of the longest command can
be obtained. There is one integer -pair (1 , 1 ) which sums to 2; there are
two more which sum to 3, and in general there are n(n - 1)/2 with sums
less than or equal to n. Therefore, a lower bound L is given by the smallest
value of n satisfying 4k n(n - 1)/2. Most of the specific discrete
encodings listed below actually achieve this bound; the ones that exceed
it by one are marked with an asterisk:

k L Typical four -pulse encodings invulnerable to one false pulse

1 4 (1,1,2)
2 5 (1,3,1) (2,1,2)
3 6 (4,1,1) (1,2,2) (2,1,3)
4 7 (1,4,2) (2,4,1) (1,1,2) (3,2,1)
5 7 (1,3,1) (3,2,3) (4,2,1) (1,2,4) (2,5,1)*
6 8 (1,5,2) (2,5,1) (1,2,4) (4,2,1) (3,2,3) (1,3,1)
7 8 (1,5,3) (2,2,5) (3,3,2) (4,2,1) (7,1,1) (1,3,4) (2,3,1)*

For moderate values of /c, the minimum length has been reduced more
than 50 per cent by adding one more pulse to the code.

In order to construct a five -pulse k -command code that is invulnerable
to two false pulses, it can be shown (by the method used in Section 2.2)
that the following 10k integer -pairs must all be different:

t2i), (t2l, t3i) (t3i3 t4i)

(41 -I- t2i, t3j), (t2i t4i) (hi) t21 4- t3i) (t2i, t31 1 t4i)

tj + 145), (t1i t2j, t39 t4j), t21 t3i, t4i)

for j = 1,2, , k.

The lower bound L is given by the smallest value of n satisfying 1010
n(n - 1)/2. Three typical encodings are given below; it it believed that
they are the shortest ones possible:

k L Typical five -pulse encodings invulnerable to two false pulses

1 5 (1,2,2,1)
2 7 (2,3,1,2) (1,3,4,1)
3 9 (3,3,1,4) (2,2,1,6) (1,7,1,2)
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In order to construct a five -pulse k -command code that is invulnerable
to one false pulse, it can be shown that the following 5k integer -triples
must all be different:

(ti), t2i, tal), (t2j, t4i),

(t,' t2i, t3i, t4l), 1,21 t31, tai), (ti1, 13', t33 tal)

for j = 1,2, , k.

The lower bound L is given by the smallest value of n satisfying 5k
n(n - 1)(n - 2)/6. A few typical encodings (believed to be minimum
length) are given below:

k L Typical five -pulse encodings invulnerable to one false pulse

1 5 (1,1,2,1)
2 5 (1,1,3,1) (2,1,1,2)
3 6 (1,1,3,1) (2,1,1,2) (1,3,2,1)
4 6 (1,1,3,1) (2,1,1,2) (1,3,2,1) (2,2,1,2)

As mentioned before, these tables can be extended with the aid of a
high-speed digital computer.

The following table summarizes the known behavior of one -stage dis-
crete -command codes. It records the shortest known length of the long-
est command ; most of these lengths are believed to be the smallest ones
achievable. It is evident that one can often reduce this length quite
markedly by adding pulses to the code, and that the savings are likely
to be greater as the number of commands increases:

Codes Invulnerable to
One False Pulse

Number of pulses

Codes
Two

Invulnerable to
False Pulses
Number of pulses

lc 3 4 5 4 5 6

1 3 4 5 1 7 6

2 7 5 6 2 13 9
3 10 6 7 3 21 11

4 12 7 7 4 27 -
5 15 8 -
6 19 8 -

III. TWO -STAGE CODES

The single -stage codes discussed in Section II should prove quite use-
ful to the designer of missile guidance equipment. However, they suffer
from the drawback of trying to do too many things at once. Sometimes
it is more reasonable to break the decoding job up into several smaller
jobs that are performed in sequence. Thus, the output pulse resulting
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from one decoding operation becomes an input pulse to the next decoding
opseration.

An important advantage of such a break-up is that at least part of
the security function of the code can be separated from the command
function. This means that one can build in between -missile security
without being forced to change the command codes from one missile to
the next. Furthermore, the between -missile security codes can be used
to increase the search time of a knowledgeable enemy for the correct
Code.

A second .advantage is greater simplicity of both codes and compo-
nents. If one needs to protect against (say) as many as four false pulses,
it is not easy to find optimum single -stage codes, and the required de-
lay lines may not be available. Multistage codes provide additional
designs that may be easier to instrument. Balanced against this, of
course, may be an increase in the number of components needed.

Multistage discrete -command codes are those that use a delay line
and multiple AND circuit decoding mechanism (see Section I) at each
stage. For simplicity, let us restrict ourselves to two -stage codes, which
possess most of the potential advantages of multistage codes. Let the
symbol i j denote a two -stage code containing ij pulses: the first stage
decodes j clusters of i pulses each and the second stage decodes the cluster
of j output pulses emitted by the first -stage AND circuit.

Usually the command part of the code occurs at the second stage.
However, it makes no difference whatever which stage it is assigned to:
an i I j security -command code has precisely the same invulnerability
to false pulses as does ajli command -security code. Let us assume for
convenience that the commands are always contained in the second
stage.

3.1 An Upper Bound for the Protection

How much protection can an i I j code give against false pulses? As-
sume that the two stages are each designed according to single -stage
rules, so that they are invulnerable to (i - 2) and (j - 2) false pulses,
respectively. Then an upper bound to the number of false pulses that
can be arranged in any pattern whatever with the ij true pulses with-
out forming a false (or repeated) command is

111 = min [i (j - 1) - 1, j(i - 1) - 1].
The first term arises because false pulses can be arranged in (j - 1)
groups of i false pulses each, and these groups can be combined with one
true i-pulse group to form a false command. The second term arises
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I I

TYPICAL ENCODING

LI FIRST -TERM ERROR
I i i L(j--1)--1= 3

SECOND -TERM ERROR
j(L-I)-I=2

Fig. 2 - First- and second -term error for 2 I 3 code.

because false pulses can be arranged in j groups of (i - 1) false pulses
each, augmented by j true pulses, one from each of the j groups in the
correct code. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the 2 I 3 code.

Although M is the same for both an i I j and a jI i code, the two er-
rors are not symmetric. Note that the first type of error can result in a
false command, but the second type of error can only repeat the same
command slightly earlier or later in time. The second error is likely to
be less serious, and in fact can be eliminated by introducing a device
that prevents repetition of the same command within a specified period
of time. Accordingly, in the rest of this section we emphasize codes that
are protected against i(j - 1) - 1 false pulses combining with true
pulses to form a different false command.

For i, j greater than or equal to two, the maximum possible protec-
tion is always less than that achievable with a single -stage code using
ij pulses. Thus, these codes are somewhat comparable to the reduced -
protection single -stage codes discussed in Section II.

3.2 Methods for Combining Security and Command Codes

In order to actually achieve the upper bound of the protection, one
must be a little careful when combining the two stages of the code.
There are many ways of doing this, and the choice of a particular method
depends upon the ease of instrumentation. For example, consider the
following alternatives for the 2 J 3 code (see Fig. 3).

3.2.1 Short Command Codes, Long Security Codes

Let the three -pulse commands be encoded according to the methods
in Section II. The longest command will be approximately 3k if there are
k different commands. The two pulses forming the security code should
be more than 6k apart in order to avoid the possibility of three false
pulses forming a false command. This design is probably the easiest to
instrument.
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I I I

(a)

COMMAND ENCODING

SECURITY ENCODING

COMMAND ENCODING

(b) I
I I

(c)

SECURITY ENCODING

COMMAND ENCODING

SECURITY ENCODING

Fig. 3 - Methods for combining security and command codes: (a) short com-
mand codes, long security codes: (b) interleaved security and command codes;
(c) long command codes, short security codes.

3.2.2 Interleaved Security and Command Codes

Let the spacing between the two -pulse security codes consist of odd
integers, and encode the three -pulse commands in even integers using
the methods discussed in Section II. To illustrate: if four commands are
to be sent, let them be (2, 18), (6, 16), (10, 14) and (4, 8). More se-
curity and command codes can be easily added.

3.2.3 Long Command Codes, Short Security Codes

Let the spacing between the two -pulse security codes be given by the
integers 1, 2, , m. Encode the three -pulse commands in multiples of
2m (or greater) according to the methods of Section IL This is likely
to be the most difficult design to instrument.

These alternatives all provide the maximum possible protection; four
false pulses are needed to form a false command, and three false pulses
are needed to shift the true command in time.

The first and third alternatives are very easy to encode for any values
of i and j (if the necessary single -stage codes are available), and are not
discussed further. False pulses that combine with true pulses to form false
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security codes cannot possibly form false commands as well, because
these false pulses are either too far from or too close to the other true
pulses to do the job. Frequently the longest delay line is somewhat longer
for these alternatives than it would be if an interleaved code were used.
Accordingly, we devote the rest of this part of the paper to the construc-
tion of interleaved codes.

3.3 The Problem of Interleaving Security and Command Codes

This section discusses the problem of interleaving i-pulse security
codes with j -pulse command codes in such a way that one is protected
against i(j - 1) - 1 false pulses forming a false command. Probably
the simplest way to interleave the codes is to reserve the integers f(i),
2f(i), 3f(i),  for the command codes. Then one can construct mini-
mum -length command codes invulnerable to (j - 2) false input pulses
according to the methods discussed in Section II. [It will be shown later
that the minimum possible value for f(i) is i.]

The interleaving problem is now reduced to the problem of selecting
the security code spacings so that one is protected against i(j - 1) - 1
false pulses. The following sections present two restrictions on the secu-
rity codes and show that these restrictions are sufficient to guarantee this
protection. No claim is made that this is the only way to interleave
codes; however, the resulting codes do have optimum properties, which

are described later.

3.3.1 Two Restrictions on the Security Code

The security code spacings (t1, t2 , . t,_1) should be chosen in such

a way that
(a) no set of (i - 2) false pulses can combine with two true pulses

to form a false security code, and
(b) none of the i(i - 1) integers

±tk,
±(tk 4+1)

k = 1,2, ,i- 1;
k= 1,2, , i - 2;

(t1 t2+  ± LI)
should be a multiple of f(i) [that is, equal to 0 mod f(i)].

The first restriction states that security codes should be single -stage
codes consisting of only one command (see Section II). The second re-
striction accomplishes two goals. First, since none of the integers t1
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Fig. 5 -A 3 I 4 code with spacing a multiple of f (i).

Fig. 4 - Six false security codes for a three -pulse code.

11 t2 , , t1 t2 +  + Li is a multiple of f(i), any i J j code will
consist of the full set of ij pulses. (Any pulse serving two functions at
the same time is a natural candidate for a false pulse.) Second, the above
set of integers lists the starting times of all the false security codes con-
sisting of (i - 1) false pulses and one true pulse (relative to the starting
time of the true security code). For example, for a three -pulse security
code, the six false security codes are shown in Fig. 4.

Now, consider what happens if one of the above spacings is a multiple
of f(i). One of the command code spacings is formed by the false security
code corresponding to this spacing and one of the true security codes;
the other (j - 2) command spacings are formed by i(j - 2) false pulses.
But (i - 1) + i(j - 2) = i(j - 1) - 1, which is the number of false
pulses we wish to protect against. The 3 I 4 code illustrates this point
(see Fig. 5).

It is shown in Section 3.3.2 that codes satisfying these restrictions are
protected against i(j - 1) -1 false pulses, and that the minimum possi-
ble value of f(i) is i.

3.3.2 Proof That These Restrictions Insure Protection

Given these two restrictions, how can false commands be formed?
Each security code in the false command can include at most one true

TRUE
[ I I I II I 11 11__.CODE

e

n I II
. . e

FALSE U. me e ee
CODE me INU. sm

(t, + t2) = A MULTIPLE OF f (t..)
ALL COMMAND CODE SPACINGS

IN BOTH CODES ,f.
ARE MULTIPLES OF T U.)

t2) = A MULTIPLE OF f (t..)

Fig. 5 -A 3 I 4 code with spacing a multiple of f (i).

ALL COMMAND CODE SPACINGS
IN BOTH CODES ,f.

ARE MULTIPLES OF T U.)
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pulse, because of restrictions (a) and (b). [There is one exception: a
false command can be constructed out of one true security code and
(j - 1) false security codes of i pulses each.] Furthermore, ij pulses are
needed for the false command, according to restriction (b). Therefore,
if we can show that the false command contains at most i true pulses
(one in each of i different false security codes), then we are done, for the
(ij - i) or more false pulses needed to make up the balance of the false
command will exceed i(j - 1) - 1, the number of false pulses we wish
to protect against. Since all the true command spacings are multiples
of f(i), it is sufficient to show that one can select at most i false security
codes consisting of one true pulse and (i - 1) false pulses each, which
are all spaced f(i) apart from each other.

In the preceding section, we listed all the i(i - 1) possible false se-
curity code starting times (relative to the true security code). If we can
show that exactly i of these times are equal to a (mod i), where a = 1,

2, , i - 1, then we will have proved that at most i different false
security codes can have the proper command spacing. Furthermore, we
will have proved that f(i) = i; and it is clear that this is the smallest
integer it can be.

Consider the following arrangement of the i(i - 1) false security
code starting times in a matrix with i rows and (i - 1) columns:

tl , ti t2 , t2 -I- 13 , , t1 +  + ti -1

12 , 12 -1- 13 , ,t2 -F ti --1 , - tl
13 , 13 -I- t4 , 13 +  + Li, -4, -(4 + 4)

(li-3 ti -2)) - (ti -I- 1-

- , - (ti -2 ti --1), , - (12 + -I-

- 4- -I-

If the integers in each row are reduced modulo i, they will be a per-
mutation of the integers 1, 2, , i - 1. We prove this by showing that
the opposite conclusion leads to a contradiction. If two integers in a row
are both equal to the same integer mod i, then their difference is equal
to 0 mod i. But. their difference is contained elsewhere in the matrix,
which contradicts the assumption that no starting times are 0 mod i
[restriction (b) above]. Since we have proved that each row is a per-
mutation of the first (i - 1) integers, it is clear that the matrix con-
sists of i starting times equal to a(mod i), a = 1, 2,   , (i - 1).
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It is not too difficult to actually find security codes satisfying restric-
tion (b). For example, consider the security code (ti = 1, t2 = 2,13 = 3).
We have

±ti= ±1 = 1 mod 4, 3 mod 4;

±12 = ±2 = 2 mod 4, 2 mod 4;

± 13 = ±3 = 3 mod 4, 1 mod 4;

±(ti + 12) = ±3 = 3 mod 4, 1 mod 4;

±(t2 + 13) = ±5 = 1 mod 4, 3 mod 4;

±(ti 12 t3) ±6 = 2 mod 4, 2 mod 4.

There are exactly four starting times for each of the three values of a.
Note that this security code does not satisfy restriction (a), but that
(t1 = 1, /2 = 2 + 4 = 6, /3 = 3) does.

If i < j in an i J j two -stage code, the above two restrictions on the
construction of security codes should be applied. However, if i > j,
then we automatically have more than the minimum protection
i(j - 1) - 1 against false pulses - the false command can contain at
most ij -j false pulses (ignoring the one exception mentioned above).
One can trade off this unnecessary additional protection for a larger set
of security codes. To be specific, one can replace the first restriction
with one of the following less stringent restrictions:

(a') no set of (i - k) false pulses, for k = 3, 4, , i - 1, can com-
bine with k true pulses to form a false security code.

These single -stage codes have already been discussed in Section II.
For example, if one wishes to construct a 4 f 2 code, then one can use
security codes that protect against only one false pulse (instead of two,
the greatest possible protection).

3.4 Some Typical Interleaved Security and Command Codes

The preceding section presented two restrictions on the security code,
which guarantee that the resulting i I j interleaved two -stage code will
be protected against i(j - 1) - 1 false pulses forming a false command.
Nothing, however, was said about the actual construction of such codes.
This section presents sample codes for low values of i and j.

The command codes of an i I j code are restricted to the spacings i,
2i, 3i, and are constructed according to the methods discussed in
Section II. The security codes are constructed by trial -and -error methods
to satisfy the two restrictions. For i = 2, the odd integers all form se-
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curity encodings. For i = 3, the pairs (1, 4), (2, 5), (4, 7), (5, 8),
and their reverses are legitimate security encodings. In general, such
encodings must be of the form (4 , 12), where ti 0 6 and (ti , t2) equals
(1 mod 3, 1 mod 3) or (2 mod 3, 2 mod 3). For i = 4, the triples (1,
5, 9), (2, 1, 6), (1, 6, 3), (2, 3, 6) and (6, 5, 2) are examples of short
security encodings. In general, these security encodings must be of the
form (6 , t2 , 6) where none of the integers ti , 12 , 13 , tl + 12 , 12 + 6 are
equal, and (4 , 12, 6) is in one of the following forms: (1 mod 4, 1 mod
4, 1 mod 4); (2 mod 4, 1 mod 4, 2 mod 4); (1 mod 4, 2 mod 4, 3 mod
4); (2 mod 4, 3 mod 4, 2 mod 4); (3 mod 4, 3 mod 4, 3 mod 4) or (3
mod 4, 2 mod 4, 1 mod 4).

These interleaved two -stage codes can be regarded as minimum -length
codes in the following sense: given that the command codes are restricted
to the integers f(i), 2f(i), 3f(i), , then

(a) f(i) is equal to its minimum value i;
(b) the longest command code is as short as possible; and
(c) the security codes are as short as possible.
Assuming that one wishes to protect against a given number of false

pulses, which i I j code should one select? The answer depends upon the
relative importance ij in the code,
and keeping the longest command delay line as short as possible. There
are two possible ways to balance these factors against each other:

(a) apply the methods used in one -stage codes (Section II) to the
command code;

(b) change the values of both i and j; codes with large i and small j
have shorter delay lines and more pulses, while codes with small i and
large j have the opposite characteristics.

Let us illustrate these ideas with a few simple examples. Assume that
we wish to transmit six commands. The 2 I 3 and 4 12 codes both provide
protection against at most three false pulses. The number of pulses per
command is six and eight, while the maximum delay -line length is
19(2) = 38 and 6(4) = 24, respectively. Suppose that one uses a 2 14
code but designs the command code so that it is invulnerable to one
false input pulse (no matter how placed) but not two. Then, referring to
Section II, we see that the number of pulses per command is eight and
the maximum delay line is 8(2) = 16.

How do two -stage codes compare with one -stage codes? The only direct
comparison available is the 2 12 code with the four -pulse one -stage code
protected against one false pulse: both codes have the same number of
pulses and the same protection against false pulses. The length of the
longest delay line needed is tabled below for various commands:
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Number of commands 2 3 4 5 6 7

Two -stage code 4 6 8 10 12 14
One -stage code 5 6 7 8 8 9
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APPENDIX

Relationship to Error -Correcting Binary Codes

There is a certain relationship between the missile guidance one -stage
code problem presented in Section II of this paper and the error -correct-
ing binary codes that have been extensively studied in information
theory. Suppose that one wishes to transmit any one of a large set of
messages over a binary channel, and suppose that there is a probability
p that a one will be changed to a zero or a zero to a one in the course of
transmission. One can encode the messages in such a way that every
message differs from every other message in at least four places: for
example, 100000, 011100, 111011 and 000111. (If four messages are to be
sent, these are the shortest messages possible.) Note that single errors
can be corrected immediately (111111 must be 111011), and double
errors can be detected but not corrected (110100 can be either 100000
or 011100).

In general, one attempts to encode N messages in lengths as short as
possible so that n simultaneous errors in the encoding can be corrected
(that is, the original message can be identified). Viewed geometrically,
each encoded message has a cluster of closely related correctable mes-
sages associated with it (for example, all messages differing from the
correct one in only one unit). These clusters are packed as tightly as
possible into a binary k -dimensional space (k is the encoded message
length) having a total of 2k points. When the encoded messages are
transmitted, synchronization of some sort must be provided between
the transmitter and the receiver in order that the receiver may know
when each binary message starts. The message length is kept as short as
possible in order to maximize the information rate in the channel.*

The missile guidance one -stage codes of this paper can very easily
* For a detailed discussion of these error -correcting binary codes, see Slepian.'
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be represented as binary messages: each binary digit corresponds to r
time units, and the pulses of the message are represented by ones. For
example, the two three -pulse commands (1, 6) and (2, 3) become
(11000001) and (101001). To make the representation more precise,
the shorter messages can be extended with zeros so that all messages are
of equal length.

There are two differences between the missile guidance single -stage
codes and the error -correcting binary codes; both are discussed in the
paragraphs below. The first difference is concerned with synchronization,
and the second with the shapes of the clusters of correctable messages.

A.I Synchronization

The error -correcting binary decoder accepts messages in non -over-
lapping sets of k digits each (where k is the message length). This implies
that some sort of synchronization between the sender and receiver has
been established; otherwise the receiver does not know when to start
decoding. This synchronization is not easy to provide in missile com-
munications, because of the rapidly changing position of the missile
relative to the ground transmitter. Therefore, the missile receiver is
arranged to start decoding any time a pulse (that is, a "one") is re-
ceived.

Some work has been done on self -synchronized codes. For example,
Golomb, Gordon and Welch2 have derived upper bounds for the number
of Ic-digit messages that can be constructed using an n -digit alphabet.
They require that the set of messages have the property that the final
(k - i) digits of any message in the set followed by the first i digits of
any message in the set does not form a message in the set. A set of mes-
sages with this property automatically provides synchronization; even
when the decoder looks at all the intermediate "messages", it recognizes
none of them. However, the work described above has not yet been ap-
plied to error -correcting codes. It is possible, in fact, that self -synchro-
nized error -correcting binary codes may be of limited interest to informa-
tion theorists because of the reduction in the number of messages per
second that can be sent over a channel. However, channel capacity and
rate of information flow are not objectives of the missile guidance codes.

A.2 Clusters of Correctable Errors

The second difference between the missile codes and the binary codes
is the shape of the cluster of correctable errors associated with a given
message. The binary code cluster usually consists of those k -digit mes-
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sages that differ in only a few digits (say, one or two) from the true
message. The missile code cluster, on the other hand, is neither "close"
to the true message nor easy to describe geometrically. It consists of all
k -digit messages that contain ones in n specified places: for example, if
100101 is the message, then 111101, 101101 and 111111 will be decoded
as the message. Obviously, the correctable clusters of different messages
overlap each other. To separate the clusters as much as possible, the
messages are selected so that no member of one cluster with (2n - 2)
or fewer ones is a member of any other cluster. [This is simply a restate-
ment of the requirement that (it - 2) false pulses added to any command
cannot possibly form a false command.]

In order to visualize these correctable clusters, it is convenient to
transform from the k -dimensional discrete binary space of messages to
the (n - 1) -dimensional continuous space of times between any set of
n pulses (true or otherwise). Let us examine the shape of this cluster a
little more precisely for n equal to low values. For n = 2, the cluster is a
line segment 27- units long* centered on the correct spacing /1 . For n = 3,
the set of three -pulse messages that will be decoded as a command

, t2) is contained in the polygon of Fig. 6. This figure corresponds to a
delay line that delays the first pulse for a time t1 t2 , the second pulse
for a time t2 , and the third pulse not at all. A set of pulses with original
spacing (ti , 12) will be brought into exact coincidence by this delay line.
The upper right corner of the square has been sawed off because, for
original spacings (ti , t2) in this region, /I t2 > t2 T, and there-
fore the first and third pulses will be separated by more than T after
passing through the delay line.

For n = 4, all decodable messages are contained in the three-dimen-

t2

ti

Fig. 6 - Polygon containing set of three -pulse messages that will be decoded
as a command (t1 , t2).

* The quantity T is the discrete command tolerance defined in Section I. In
order for a command to be recognized, the time between the earliest and latest of
the n pulses arriving at the AND gate must be less than T.
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Fig. 7 - Polytope containing all decodable messages for it = 4.
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sional polytope of Fig. 7. This figure corresponds to a delay line that de-
lays the first pulse t1 t2 t3 , the second pulse h t3 , the third pulse

, and the fourth pulse not at all.
For n S 4, it can be shown that these polytopes can be packed in

such a way as to fill the space completely; it is probably not difficult to
show that this is true for arbitrary n. The ratio of the volume of the
(n - 1) -dimensional polytope to the (n - 1) -dimensional hypercube
of side 27 (which encloses it) is

foi n(n - 1)xn-2(1 - x) dx - n
n

1

This integral is equal to the probability that n points drawn at random
from a uniform distribution on (0, 1) will all be located within one-half
of each other.

To what use can these polytopes be put? In the binary code problem,
one places a message at the center of each polytope and packs them into
the space as tightly as possible. However, in the missile guidance prob-
lem the messages cannot be packed so closely. Consider an n -pulse com-
mand plus (n - 2) false pulses. There are (2n - 2) !/n! (n - 2) ! possi-
ble ways of choosing an n -pulse group, and none of these groups (except
for the one consisting of n true pulses) is allowed to lie within any poly -
tope centered on a true command. The polytopes must be very sparsely
scattered through (n - 1) -space.

Let us assume that the true commands are transmitted with timing
errors that are very small with respect to the discrete command toler-
ance T. (This is ordinarily true in practice; if it were not, some of the
commands might not be received by the missile.) Then, if the true com-
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mands are encoded according to the rules stated in Section II, any false
command consisting of (n - 2) or fewer false pulses will have at least
one spacing that is at least T different from any true command spacing.
But the polytope centered on any true command is bounded by the
hypercube of side 2r; therefore the false command cannot be decoded as
any true command. In general, if the maximum timing error is e, the
commands should be encoded in integral multiples of a basic time -
quantum T e.

It is not possible to relax the encoding rules of Section II to allow for
the fact that we are dealing with polytopes rather than hypercubes. The
reason for this is simple: the polytope intersects each of the 22(n-1) faces
of the hypercube.
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Human Factors Engineering Studies
of the Design and Use of

Pushbutton Telephone Sets

By R. L. DEININGER

(Manuscript received February 16, 1960)

From the user's point of view, what are the desirable characteristics of
pushbuttons for use in 500 -type telephone sets? The studies reported bear
on this question and also on questions of how people process information
when keying telephone numbers. Four categories of design features were
studied: key arrangement, force -displacement characteristics, button -top

design and central office factors. The results indicate that considerable lati-
tude exists for key set design in terms of user performance; however, the
preference judgments are more selective. The studies also showed that the
manner in which the person acquired and keyed the telephone number
influenced performance appreciably.

Technological progress in recent years has brought pushbutton signal-
ing from the telephone set within sight of economic feasibility. What,
from the user's viewpoint, are the desirable operating characteristics of
the key set which should guide development and manufacture? And how
do people process information when they key a telephone number?

I. HUMAN FACTORS PROBLEM

Specifically, we would like to know how pushbutton design influences
user speed, accuracy and preference in keying telephone numbers. What
design specifications will maximize these three quantities, and how
critical is it to achieve these maxima? Also, what other factors influence
user information processing in keying telephone numbers? For example:
How does performance improve with practice? Does it matter how the
number to be keyed is displayed? And are there systematic procedures
that users follow in keying numbers?

The design features are discussed in Section III and fall into four
groups: (a) key arrangement, (b) force -displacement characteristics, (c)

995
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button top design and (d) central office considerations. Observations
concerning other factors in keying behavior are presented in Section IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The number of possible key arrangements, force -displacement char-
acteristics and button tops is very large - too large to be tested. A
selection of characteristics was, therefore, made on the basis of prior
knowledge, user expectation and broad engineering requirements, so
that we could examine only the region around an expected maximum.

In general, each series of test sessions extended over three to five days
and compared variations of one or two characteristics, with all other
characteristics being kept constant. At the end of the tests the preferred
values of the individual characteristics were incorporated into a single
key set. Evaluation of this set provided a check on the interactions of
these individual choices and on how well they fitted together.

It was recognized that people's keying experience with each set during
the three to five sessions in a series would be limited compared to the
years of practice they could get if pushbutton telephones became a
reality. However, methodological studies showed that differences on a
relative basis between key set designs appeared after a comparatively
small amount of experience.

A group of adjustable pushbutton telephone sets was used in the
later studies in the series. To build a telephone set for every change in a
characteristic would have been prohibitive in cost. Such changes were
simulated by use of specially designed universal pushbutton switches
(Fig. 1). Each adjustable telephone set contained ten universal switches
mounted in an arrangement determined by the face plate employed.

Typically, a sample of 10 to 15 employees at Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, Murray Hill, N. J., was drawn randomly for each study. These
people came to a laboratory test room and used two to five pushbutton
telephone sets that differed in several characteristics, keying 10 to 15
standard telephone numbers on a set each day. A different set was used
for each daily session until all the sets in the study had been tried, the
order of use being dictated by the design of the experiment. The number
of individuals used in the later studies was selected to detect small
differences among the average keying times, by considering the power of
the analysis of variance tests involved (Ref. 1, p. 379 and 425). The
error terms for these tests were reduced by removing the effects of
practice and of differences among individuals in the analysis of variance.

On the first day the subjects were told the procedure that would be
followed and were asked to key accurately and quickly, as if they were
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Fig. 1 - The universal pushbutton switch. Changes in force -displacement
characteristics were obtained by hand adjustments of the components.

at home or in their office. After trying all conditions in the study, each
person was asked for his preferences and for any suggestions he might
care to offer. The use of employees in a laboratory -type study seemed
justified for two reasons: All comparisons were made within the same
study and presumably under constant conditions, and the field trials
that followed the laboratory studies would serve to check the findings.

When a person keyed a number, his performance was measured on
the equipment shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2. Speed was measured in
terms of the keying time, that is, the time interval from the electrical
contact of the first key depression until the end of contact of the seventh.
Keying accuracy was determined by automatically comparing the num-
ber keyed with the number to be keyed. Provisions were made for ob-
taining more detailed time measures, such as interdigital times and
contact durations.

III. THE DESIGN VARIABLES

3.1 Arrangement of Keys

The arrangement of the keys was specifically investigated in one study
and then checked incidentally in several others. Although other methods
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Fig. 2 - Schematic drawing of equipment for measuring and recording keying
performance.

were used to make the initial selection of arrangements for the study,
performance tests were used to make the final choice because the other
methods seemed inadequate. For example, a preliminary study by Lee
and Snodgrass2 showed that there was no significant relation between
initial questionnaire preference and subsequent keying performance,
and that 10 of the 20 subjects changed their preferences after using the
pushbutton telephone sets.

Sixteen different arrangements were selected for the first part of this
study. These arrangements were compared by separating them into
groups of three and having a different sample of six employees try all
three arrangements during each of five sessions. The arrangements and
how they were grouped for the study are shown in Fig. 3.

In all the comparisons, only small differences were found in the keying
times and errors, and the most preferred arrangements tended to be the
best in terms of performance. Significant differences in keying times,
errors or preferences were found in four of the six comparisons. Notice
that the arrangement frequently found in ten -key adding machines (ar-
rangement I -A, Fig. 3) was not the best of the first three arrangements
compared. On the other hand, the same geometric configuration with a
different numbering scheme (arrangement IV -A) was superior in keying
performance when compared in Group IV. However, the performance
differences between the two were small: arrangement I -A had an average
keying time of 5.08 seconds, and arrangement IV -A had an average of
4.92 seconds.



* SIGNIFICANTLY SHORTER KEYING TIME
t SIGNIFICANTLY LOWER ERROR RATE

SIGNIFICANTLY MORE PREFERRED

Fig. 3 - The 16 arrangements used in the first study, grouped as they were
compared. Two of the arrangements used earlier were compared again in the last
group. Although not shown in the figure, the letter groups usually associated with
the numbers on a telephone dial were also on the button tops. The tops were 1 inch
square with a -inch -high black letters and numbers on a white background. The
circles shown were inches in diameter.
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Fig. 4 - The five arrangements compared in the second study. The specifica-
tions listed in the caption of Fig. 3 apply also to this figure.
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The four arrangements found superior in their individual comparisons
and the arrangement similar to the standard rotary dial (Fig. 4) were
used in the next study. In this way, the fastest and most preferred ar-
rangements were compared directly with the standard rotary dial ar-
rangement. The rectangular arrangements had the buttons spaced with
1 inch between centers. The buttons in the circular arrangements were
at the ends of 1i -inch radii and were separated by 30°, with the first
and tenth buttons being separated by 90°.

A new sample of 15 employees served in three replications of the
same Latin square experimental design.3 No significant differences were
found among the keying times even though the study was designed to
detect a one -half -second difference among the sets in nine out of ten
instances, given the 95 per cent level of confidence and an error term
estimated from the previous study. Similarly, no significant differences
were found among the error rates. It was concluded that any of the
five arrangements was acceptable, but that the arrangement with two
vertical columns of keys should be avoided because it was disliked by
many subjects.

Although either rectangular or circular arrangements were found ac-
ceptable, two of the rectangular arrangements in Fig. 4 offered certain
engineering advantages and were studied further. A subsequent study
showed that the buttons in the three -by -three -plus -one arrangement
could be spaced 1 or 1 inch between centers without significant change
in performance (5.56 seconds and 1.7 per cent errors versus 5.54 seconds
and 2.5 per cent errors), although preferences indicated the larger
spacing was more desirable. The buttons in the two horizontal rows
arrangement could be spaced either 1 or -1-1 inch between centers with
little effect on performance (5.33 seconds and 5.8 per cent errors versus
5.63 seconds and 2.5 per cent errors), or on preference.

3.2 Button Tops

The button tops used initially in the adjustable pushbutton tele-
phone sets were marginally acceptable from a legibility point of view
(see Ref. 4, p. 24). Therefore, a study was conducted to assess the effects
of larger letters and button tops on performance and preference. Five
combinations of button -top size, letter size and location number size,

and pushbutton arrangement were compared (see Fig. 5). Gorton con-
densed letters and similar numerals were used in the sets, as were the
stroke widths recommended by Baker and Grether4 for the various
conditions.

Fifteen randomly selected employees served as subjects in three 5 X 5
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Fig. 5 - The five conditions compared in the lettering study. Both the "votes
for" and "votes against" total to 15, the number of subjects in the study.

Latin squares, this number again being based on the power of the test
considerations.

Apparently, there is an optimal size for the button tops. Significant
differences were found among the keying times and errors, with the
smallest tops and lettering being the poorest. Keying with the middle -

size tops was superior to that with the smallest tops, regardless of the
arrangement of the keys or the location of the lettering. Keying with
the large rectangular tops fell between that with the middle -size and
that with the smallest -size tops, but did not differ significantly from
either. As is apparent in Fig. 5, the differences among the keying times
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were relatively small, even though they were significant : The largest
difference was 0.6 out of 6.0 seconds. The error rates differed significantly
from one another; however, a large part of the x2 was due to the ex-
tremes of 1.3 and 7.1 per cent.

The preferences followed the same pattern as the performances. Sub-
jects stated their dislike of the smallest top and lettering and their
preference for the middle size. Placing the letters on the plate rather
than on the button top was controversial: Six individuals liked the
letters off the top, but four others disliked the idea.

The top of the pushbutton seemed to be important because it served
as a display for the associated number and letters and as a target for
the key -pressing response. Increasing the size of the top and lettering
improved the display. Because the over-all size of the keyset was limited,
the larger button tops ultimately required a reduction in the separation
between adjacent tops, thereby impairing the qualities of the target.

3.3 Force -Displacement Characteristics

While the arrangements were being studied, three aspects of the force -
displacement curves were under investigation. Prior to that time, pre-
liminary studies showed that gross variations in the feel of the button
had little effect on performance. However, these studies showed force
in the neighborhood of 100 to 200 grams and displacements of about
one -eighth inch were preferred to larger values.

3.3.1 Force

In the first study, the force required to depress the button was varied
while the maximum displacement was held constant at one -sixteenth
inch. Two conditions were used: medium -touch buttons and light -touch
buttons (see the dashed curves in Fig. 6). The forces referred to de-
pended on the helical springs used in the button mechanisms, and Fig.
6 shows static force -displacement curves due mainly to the springs.

A sample of 24 employees used each condition for two consecutive
days, half trying the medium -touch buttons first. Only small (0.04
second and 0.8 per cent errors) and insignificant performance differences
were found. The preference judgments were somewhat obscured by the
fact that the subjects were not told the difference between the two sets
until the end of the study and did not have the sets in front of them
while they made their judgments. Fifteen persons failed to notice a
difference, and meaningful preference information could not be obtained
from them. However, of the nine who noticed a difference and had a
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Fig. 6 - The idealized force -displacement curves of the two conditions com-
pared in the study of forces, and the three conditions compared in the study of
button travel. These curves are based on essentially static measurements of the
universal pushbutton switches.

basis for their preference judgment, eight preferred the light -touch
button and one had no preference.

3.3.2 Travel

Three conditions of maximum button displacement were compared in
the next study. The force was held approximately constant, near 100
grams, and maximum displacements of -A, g and inch were compared
(see the solid curves in Fig. 6). The point at which the electrical contact
was made varied with maximum displacement, so that the contact was
closed during 50 per cent of the travel. A new sample of 27 employees
tried one condition a day in a cross -over experimental design' until all
three had been used.

The average keying times ranged from 5.67 to 5.86 seconds and the
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error rates from 3.9 to 4.1 per cent. No significant differences were
found. When asked which condition they most preferred, 11 subjects
said the h -inch displacement, 9 the *-inch and 6 the A -inch. Twelve
voluntarily stated they did not like a particular condition: eight dis-
liked the h -inch, one the I-inch and three the A -inch. Taking into
account both likes and dislikes, the smallest displacement appears
controversial, the largest unpopular and the middle the most desirable.

3.3.3 Feedback

The next question studied was as follows: What would happen if
additional auditory or kinesthetic -tactile feedback were added to a but-
ton incorporation desirable values of force and travel? Letting the
customer hear the voice -frequency switching signals might provide feed-
back concerning the adequacy of the button pressings. Moreover, the
addition of a slight snap action and a more distinctive bottoming to the
pushbutton might improve performance.

For this study, the buttons in one adjustable set had the force and
displacement that were found desirable in the two previous studies. The
buttons in a second set had the same travel, but had a slight snap action
and a bottoming action that terminated movement abruptly and with
an audible click. Each of these sets was used with and without the
voice -frequency code signals, so that a total of four conditions were
studied. Three 4 X 4 Latin squares were used with 12 employees, who
tried one condition a day.

For both performance and preference, the differences among the four
conditions were small and insignificant. This study is interpreted as
indicating that neither form of additional feedback was necessary in a
button mechanism that had desirable force -displacement character-
istics.

3.3.4 Composites of Characteristics

Because the studies reported thus far investigated one or two of the
characteristics at a time, there remained the question whether per-
formance and preference for composites of the characteristics could be
predicted from the individual studies. This point was checked in the
following study that compared three pushbutton telephone sets, each
embodying a different composite of characteristics.

The preferred characteristics isolated by the preceding studies were
combined in one of the adjustable pushbutton sets. The other two sets
in this study had been designed for various engineering and test purposes
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before the preferred values were isolated. When the characteristics of
these two sets were assessed in terms of the individual human factors
studies, it was found that they deviated from the most preferred values
but were still largely within the range of desirable and acceptable values.
The largest deviations were found in the force -displacement character-
istics, but even these were not extreme. Thus, it was predicted that
(a) small and insignificant performance differences would be found, but
(b) large and significant preference differences would be found, particu-
larly where the force -displacement characteristics of the button mecha-
nism were concerned.

Forty-five employees, none of whom had served in an earlier study,
used one set each day to accord with 15 3 X 3 Latin squares. This
sample size was selected to provide a more powerful test of the error
rates than was given by the earlier studies and to permit more detailed
analysis of the preference judgments.

As predicted, the differences among the average keying times were
small and insignificant. An average of 5.8 seconds was required to key a
standard telephone number on the most preferred combination versus
5.9 and 6.0 seconds on the other two. However, significant differences
were found among the error rates because the electrical contacts on one
set were out of adjustment. At least one error was made in keying 2.3
per cent of the telephone numbers on the most preferred composite, in
keying 2.0 per cent of the numbers on the second set and in keying 10
per cent of the numbers on the third set. The additional 8 per cent errors
were all of one type; when the fault was corrected in later models, more
normal error rates were obtained with that set.

The large differences expected among the preference judgments for
the three composites were found. In an interview after the last day of
testing, the subjects were asked which set they preferred the most and
which they preferred the least. Although there were no significant dif-
ferences among the first place votes, the set with the most preferred
characteristics was rated as "least liked" by significantly fewer people
than either of the two other sets. The subjects were then asked which
button feel they liked the most and which they liked the least. Again,
the set with the most preferred characteristics came out ahead: not a
single person disliked the feel of its mechanisms

In a sense, this study served to validate the procedure adopted in
this series, since it showed that the desirable characteristics isolated in
the individual studies could be combined into a superior set. Very likely,
this was because much the same procedure was used throughout the
entire series. Also, the fact that the characteristics of the other two sets
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were close to the characteristics investigated in the individual studies
facilitated agreement between the predictions and the results.

3.4 Central Office Factors

How long the customer holds the pushbutton in contact and how long
he pauses between consecutive key pressings are important in the design
of central office switching equipment. Of primary concern are short
contact durations and brief interdigital times. Some data regarding these
two intervals were gathered in two studies.

Fifteen employees keyed a total of 1500 seven -character all -numeral
numbers on each of two pushbutton telephone sets in the first study.
These sets were prototypes of operating equipment and differed in three
characteristics: the arrangement of the keys, the force required to de-
press the keys and the point at which the electrical contact was made
as the button was being depressed.

Keying was about as fast on one set as on the other; however, the
contact durations were shorter and the interdigital times longer on one
set than on the other (see Fig. 7). This differential proportioning of the
time seems to reflect the relative location of the electrical contact in
the travel of the button as indicated in the figure. The results of this
study agree with the results of a preliminary study in which five proto-
type key sets were studied. Thus, it may be possible to lengthen the
contact duration by increasing the percentage of button travel during
which contact is made.

Very brief contact durations did occur; for example, durations equal
to or less than 0.042 second occurred in 1 per cent of the key pressings.
The interdigital times were longer, and 1 per cent of them fell at or be-
low 0.090 second. The occurrence of short time values depended on the
person doing the keying, particularly for the interdigital times, where
most of the short values were due to one individual. Another source of

PER CENT
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PER CENT
OF KEYING

TIME

SET A

C

NO CONTACT CONTACT

69%

NO CONTACT CONTACT

64 %

SET B

Fig. 7 - The effect of the location of the electrical contact on the percentage
of keying time during which contact was made.
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short interdigital intervals was a repeated character in the number to
be keyed. The interdigital time for repeated characters averaged 0.100
second less than the times for nonrepeated characters.

A second set of detailed measurements, taken during part of the
study of composites, showed more clearly that brief contact durations
and interdigital times were associated with fast keyers. The last ten
keyings made by 30 of the 45 individuals using one of the prototype
sets were recorded, equipment permitting. The correlations among the
average contact duration, the average interdigital time and the average
keying time for each subject were computed after the averages were
transformed logarithmically to reduce the skewness of the distributions.
The average keying time correlated 0.47 with the average contact dura-
tion and 0.76 with the average interdigital interval. No relation was
found between the contact duration and the interdigital time. The
correlation coefficients indicate that fast keyers tend to have shorter
contact durations, and definitely make shorter interdigital pauses. This
latter point will be discussed in greater detail in a moment, for it seems
related to the procedure that each subject adopted in keying numbers.

IV. OBSERVATIONS ON KEYING BEHAVIOR

When a person keys a telephone number he is processing information
in a very literal sense. The standard telephone number contains 22.3 bits
of information; on the basis of the key pressings, the central office
switching equipment selects one line and completes the call. The physical
characteristics of the pushbutton key set are one factor that influences
the efficiency of the information processing. As was reported in Section
III, the speed and accuracy of performance were affected by the arrange-
ment of the keys and the size of the button tops. Moreover, if larger
forces and longer displacements were studied, or if more powerful ex-
periments were used, significant effects very likely would be found for
the force -displacement characteristics as well.

4.1 Additional Factors That Influence Performance

The studies reported here and studies made by other groups at the
Laboratories have pointed to additional factors that influence the
efficiency of information processing. In the case of unfamiliar numbers,
the manner in which the number is displayed is important. Keying un-
familiar numbers from the pages of a telephone directory can increase
the keying times by 75 per cent and the keying errors by 100 per cent
in comparison with keying from a 3- X 5 -inch file card on which only
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one number is typed. The amount of information to be processed is also
a factor; for example, about 4 seconds more is required to key a seven -
character telephone number than a four -character one. Familiar numbers
and numbers with repeated characters or simple sequences of digits are
keyed quickly and accurately.

Experience with pushbutton keying facilitated the information process-
ing. Keying became faster as people used the key sets day after day.
However, performance seemed to improve at about the same rate
whether they used the same set each day, the same two or three sets
each day, or a different set each day. Some of this improvement was due
to increased familiarity with the test room and procedure, but similar
improvements with practice appear in field trials, indicating that ex-
perience in using pushbuttons is important. In the case of keying ac-
curacy, the low error rates make detection of any learning trends dif-
ficult.

Perhaps the most important factor in the information processing is
the individual himself. Some people keyed seven -character telephone
numbers in less than two seconds, requiring about 2.7 seconds on the
average, and others required as high as 12.4 seconds on the average to
key the same numbers. These differences were consistent from day to
day and from telephone to telephone, as can be gathered from the fol-
lowing rank -order correlation coefficients: There was a 0.8 correlation
between pushbutton keying times on day 1 and pushbutton keying
times on days 12 through 14, a 0.7 correlation between pretest rotary
dialing times and pushbutton keying times on day 1 and 0.6 correlation
between pretest dialing times and pushbutton keying times on days 12
through 14. The keying times on two different pushbutton sets were
more highly correlated than rotary dialing times and pushbutton keying
times.

4.2 The Importance of the Keying Process

The large differences among the average keying times for individuals
are largely due to the ways in which people acquire and key telephone
numbers. It is a question whether they memorize the entire number and
key it without referring back to the display, or whether they memorize
and key the first part of the number and then refer back to the display
to memorize the remainder for keying. Detailed analysis of the inter -

digital times shows that the intervals for the fastest subject vary only
slightly (see Fig. 8). The interdigital times for average -speed keyers
show a distinct increase between the third and fourth characters. This
accounts for the fact that the average keying time is more highly cor-
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Fig. 8 - Average interdigital intervals for individual subjects keying seven -
character numbers. The interdigital intervals were measured from the breaking
of one electrical contact to the making of the next contact. (These results were
obtained for all -numeral dialing; data for letter -and -numeral dialing are similar
but less definitive than those shown in the figure.)

related with the interdigital time than with the contact duration. These
findings corroborate the statements made by people about how they
key telephone numbers. The fastest say that they memorize and key
the entire number without referring back to the display, whereas the
average to slow keyers say that they refer back in the middle of keying
the number.

4.3 Why Refer Back?

Neither method of keying seems more accurate than the other. One
might predict that keying without referral would be less accurate and
therefore that fast keyers would make more errors than slow keyers.
However, no relation between keying time and errors could be detected
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among the studies reported, regardless of whether they were considered
singularly or as a group for analysis. The absence of a correlation be-
tween time and errors in the present studies must be interpreted cau-
tiously, since these studies were not designed to detect such relations.

On the other hand, referral does serve an important purpose, as indi-
cated by the following study. A sample of six employees was asked to
key telephone numbers with referral during two sessions and without
referral during two other sessions. When keying without referral, the
individuals were asked to memorize the entire number, turn over the
display card, and key the number from memory. A total of 156 standard
telephone numbers were keyed under each set of instructions. Some sub-
jects found it very difficult to key telephone numbers without referral.
These people said they usually dialed unfamiliar telephone numbers by
breaking them into two or more parts. The difficulty they experienced
was reflected in their error rates. There was a drop in keying accuracy
as more and more of the characters in the number were keyed, and this
drop was due primarily to those who said they usually dialed with
referral (see Fig. 9). Apparently, if a person habitually keys with referral,

1.00

0.95

aso

0.85

0.80

0.75

sN
WITH

REFERRAL

WITHOUT
REFERRAL

2 3 4 5

POSITION OF CHARACTER IN NUMBER
6 7

Fig. 9 - Accuracy of keying as a function of position of character for two
methods of keying. The number display was always present during keying with
referral, but it was removed before keying started for keying without referral.
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he does so to increase the accuracy of keying the latter characters in the
telephone number, even though his over-all keying accuracy is not ap-
preciably greater than that of a person who usually keys without referral.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Regarding the design of pushbutton telephone key sets that are fast,
accurate and convenient to use, the following statements can be made:

i. The operating characteristics of the key sets significantly influence
both keying performance and user preference.

ii. In terms of keying performance there exists a rather broad region
of desirable values for the operating characteristics. Thus, there is
latitude for telephone key sets and, so long as the characteristics remain
in the region of desirable values, little deterioration in keying perform-
ance will be found.

iii. Considerably less latitude exists if preferences are considered,
particularly in the case of the force -displacement characteristics. Typi-
cally, subjects preferred a smooth and quietly operating button with a
light touch and a moderate travel.

Other factors that influence keying performance are practice, number
length and display media, and familiarity with the telephone number.
On the other hand, the most important factor influencing performance
observed in these studies was the manner in which the subject acquired
and keyed the number. A person who memorized the entire number and
keyed it without referring back to the display could key a number in
less than two seconds. However, a person who memorized part of the
number, keyed it and then referred back to the display to memorize
and key the remainder of the number could require more than 12 seconds
to key the same number.
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An attempt is made to classify theoretically paramagnetic resonance sig-
nals of inhomogeneously broadened lines occurring under various experi-
mental conditions. The theoretical predictions are checked experimentally.
Special emphasis is given to cases in which T 1 is long, and to cases in
which the adiabatic condition 71112 >> dH dt is violated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Shapes of electron spin resonance (ESR) and nuclear magnetic res-
onance signals, observed under various conditions, have previously been
predicted theoretically and confirmed experimentally for a few cases."

The purpose of this work is as follows:
i. To understand and predict the shapes of observed traces, as an aim

in itself.
ii. To use the shapes of the traces to gain some understanding about

the local fields in the sample, mainly to understand to what extent the
fields can be considered static, and to what extent they must be con-
sidered as dynamic (namely, responsible for forbidden lines, etc.).

iii. To determine various conditions under which the resulting traces
may cause misleading determinations of line shapes, relaxation times,
etc.

iv. To distinguish true "physical" effects from spurious "passage ef-
fects" (like splitting of lines).

The work was performed on single crystals of phosphorus -doped silicon,
containing about 1.7 X 10i6 donors per cm, at temperatures of 10°, 4.2°
and 1.2°K. The ESR line due to the donors was observed at about 9300
mc, employing a standard superheterodyne microwave spectrometer,'
under various experimental conditions. (Mainly various rates and
periods of the modulating magnetic field, and various microwave power
levels.) Various traces were predicted theoretically and observed ex-
perimentally (or vice versa). No attempt was made to measure the
intensities of signals absolutely.

The shapes of the traces under various experimental conditions were
predicted theoretically by Portis.' It was originally attempted to con-
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firm those predictions, but it was soon realized that some additional
experimental factors must be taken into account - such as the loss of
magnetization during adiabatic fast passage or nonadiabatic conditions.
However, the basic results of Mortis have been confirmed experimentally.

This work does not attempt to be complete or rigorous, but rather to
point out some of the most salient effects of various experimental condi-

tions upon observed electron spin resonance lines.

II. SOME SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF SYSTEMS OBEYING THE BLOCH EQUA-

TIONS

Some spin systems obey the Bloch equations,' which in the rotating
frame are:

dS,
dt - 71116S =

dS, , _L 7HiSS - 7HiS, = 0 ,
dt 712 I

dSz S. =
dt Ti'

where S. , ST, , Sz are the components of the magnetization in a coor-
dinate system, rotating about an externally applied magnetic field H,
with Sz being parallel to H. The angular frequency of this rotation is
0.). In these equations, 6 = (H - Ho)/Hi , where Ho is the magnetic
field at which the system rotates at an angular frequency w, and HI is
the magnetic field along S. , in the rotating frame; -y = w/Ho is the
gyromagnetic ratio of the spin system (7 ti 1.7 X 107 rad/sec/gauss
for electrons) ; and T1 and T2 are constants known as relaxation times.

Let
I Sx Si,

X 2111' X" 2H1.

In this work, it will be assumed that the spin systems considered obey
the Bloch equations ( these will be called "homogeneously broadened
lines" or "spin packets"), or consist of noninteracting subsystems that
obey the Bloch equations (these are called "inhomogeneously broadened
lines"), unless the contrary is explicitly stated.

The behavior of systems obeying the Bloch equations under the trans-
formation 6 -p -15; (dH/dt-> -dH/dt) has been discussed by Jacob-
sohn and Wangness.3 The considerations are as follows:

If 6 -> -6, Sx-> - Sz , Sy Sy, S. S
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t
x'

dH>dt, tXI/

t Ho

>0
dt

Fig. 1 - Symbolic indication of the parities of x' and x" signals of systems
obeying the Bloch equations. Under dH/dt -dH/dt, we have: x'(H - Ho)
-x'(Ho - H); x"(II - Ho) -) x"(Ho - H).

the Bloch equations remain invariant. Therefore, if we start sweep-
ing the magnetic field from an equilibrium state (Sz = So) not on the
line, towards the line, if we reverse the direction of sweep, x' changes
sign, (x' = ; Sx -* -Si), while x" does not change its sign
(since S, -> S, , x" = Sy/2H1- see Fig. 1).

The change in sign of x' is well known in the "slow passage"t and
"adiabatic rapid passage''. cases [see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. The lack of
change of sign of x" is also well known in the "slow passage" case [see
Fig. 2(c).] Actually, if x" did change sign, it would mean that power
could be extracted from the system.

(a)

XI;

dH < o t

(c)

dH
c7. >0

Fig. 2 - The most commonly observed x' signals of systems obeying the Bloch
equations, for (a) slow passage and (b) rapid passage; note the symmetry under
dH/dt -dH/dt. (c) The most commonly observed x" signals of a system obeying
the Bloch equations, slow passage.

t The "slow passage" and "adiabatic rapid passage" cases are discussed by
Bloch.' In the slow passage case, 8 << 1/1/TIT2 , and in the adiabatic rapid pas-
sage case, 8 >> 1/VTIT2, 71/1 >> S.)
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If the x' and x" signals are observed by means of a phase sensitive
detector employing magnetic field modulation (Bloch1), the symmetry
property will be just reversed. This occurs because the magnetic field H
is given by

H = Ho -I- (w dH to + H. cos co,nt,

where Ho , (dH /Co , H. and wm are constants, known as dc field, sweep
rate, modulating field and modulation angular frequency, respectively.

Under the transformation (5

H
dH

Ho -(-dtot - H. cos Wmt.

The phase of the modulating field with respect to the reference signal
cos w,t is inverted. Thus, if we start sweeping from a relaxed state, the
sign of the component of x' at the modulating frequency (relative to
the reference voltage), is the same for sweeping in both directions, while
the sign of x" is reversed. t

If (5

the Bloch equations also remain invariant.
Thus, if 8, is inverted during the passage, on returning, x' will main-

tain its sign and x" will reverse it.
The opposite sign of x" (emission) is not absurd, since the level popu-

lations have been inverted and we may have a "maser" effect.
Again, with a phase -sensitive detector (PSD), x' will invert its sign

and x" will maintain its sign. For some typical traces, see Figs. 3 and 4.
(Some of these shapes will be discussed in more detail later.) Table I
shows the parity of x' and x" signals, summarizing these results for
systems obeying the Bloch equations.

The preceding symmetry properties apply to both homogeneously and
inhomogeneously broadened lines. This point deserves further comment.
There is no reason why an assembly of noninteracting subsystems must
possess any kind of symmetry under a transformation affecting the mag-
netic field. There need not be any correlation between subsystems
resonating at different magnetic fields. However, often a system con -

Note that, if the second harmonic signal is observed by applying the second
harmonic of the field modulation signal as reference to the phase sensitive de-
tector, then inverting the sign of the field modulation voltage will not change the
sign of the second harmonic reference voltage. Thus, under the above transforma-
tion, the second harmonic signal of x' is reversed, while that of x" is not. The
same applies to all even harmonics. The odd ones behave like the fundamental.
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sists of "almost" identical subsystems, differing only in the distribution
of local magnetic fields. The magnetic fields at which such systems res-
onate, (at a given frequency) are usually distributed symmetrically
about some center. In that case, the symmetry properties just discussed
are retained. Therefore, if the observed signals do not possess a definite
parity, this must be due to one of the following four causes:

Systems obeying the Bloch equations, or consisting of noninteracting
subsystems obeying them, may possess

i. an asymmetrical envelope of an inhomogeneously broadened line;
ii. partial relaxation between the times the line is traversed in opposite

directions (neither S. -* S. nor S. -* -S.);
iii. bad experimental adjustment of the equipment - for instance, a

mixture of x' and x" signals. (Note that, if the signals are not small, the

Xf

X'

dH<dt,

dt <odt

SYSTEM
RELAXES

(c)

SYSTEM
RELAXES

t

(e)

Xf

t
Xf

dt"

SYSTEM
RELAXES

(d )

/VSYSTEM
RELAXES

dtdt
t

(f)

dH>dt,

Fig. 3 - Typical traces observed when field modulation and a phase sensitive
detector is used: (a) x7 , slow passage; (b) x; , slow passage; (c) x' , rapid (non -
adiabatic) passage; (d) x; , rapid (adiabatic) passage; (e) x; , rapid passage, very
fast weep; (f) x; , a line with spin diffusion (a system not obeying the Bloch
equations). Note the symmetry under dH/dt-, -dH/dt.
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dH
dt (a)

dH
>°

(C)

dH dH
dt >13

(e)

t
Xf

f

t

ddHt t dH "
(d)

Fig. 4 - Some typical traces observed when the system does not relax between
consecutive sweeps: (a) x', no phase sensitive detector; (b) x', with P.S.D.; (c)
x", no P.S.D. (rapid, not perfectly adiabatic, passage); (d) x", with P.S.D.; (e)
x', with P.S.D., very rapid sweep. Again, notice the symmetry properties which
are different from those occurring when the system relaxes between sweeps.

first order bridge theory does not apply; this point will be discussed in
Appendix E.)

Systems not obeying the Bloch equations may possess
iv. A "genuine" asymmetry.

Some systems of this kind will be discussed in the next section.

TABLE I - PARITY OF X' AND X" SIGNALS UNDER THE
dHo dHoTRANSFORMATION - -
dt dt

Direct Signal
(and Even Har-

monics)

System relaxes (between sweeps)
System does not relax (between

sweeps); adiabatic conditions
System relaxes (between sweeps)
System does not relax (between

sweeps); adiabatic conditions

Signal as Detected by
Phase Sensitive Detector

(and Odd Harmonics)
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III. SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF SOME SYSTEMS NOT OBEYING THE BLOCH
EQUATIONS

Many systems not satisfying the Bloch equations, will still yield sig-
nals possessing the parities indicated in Section II.

If H1 is not small, say, 71-11 > T2 , then S. and 8 relax at different
rates; thus, we have two 712's: The Si, relaxation time T2 (which equals
the zero power T2) and the S. relaxation time T26 which is longer (see
Redfield'). It is, however, immediately seen that the parities are unaf-
fected by this generalization.

The conditions under which the Bloch equations apply have been
discussed by Wangness and Bloch.' In essence, they are:

i. The effect of all other spins upon a given spin is equivalent to that
of a "bath," in thermodynamical equilibrium.

ii. The "bath" does not heat up.
iii. 71/1 , 1/T1 , 1/T2 << 7H0 , co*, where co* is the frequency of the

local field variations (roughly).
iv. The spin -bath interaction can be expanded in multipoles.
v. Either s =

or s = 1, kT >> Tux° ;

or s > 1, eqQ << hcoo ;
or s > 1, co* > w, isotropic interaction

(eqQ is the quadrupole interaction).

3.1 Cross Saturation Within a Line

Often a line is neither homogeneously broadened nor inhomogeneously
broadened, but rather something intermediate: the system consists of
subsystems which obey the Bloch equations, except for a (not too strong)
interaction among them. Such systems have been discussed by Bloem-
bergen et al.9 Often it may be possible to describe the cross relaxation
by means of a diffusion equation like

aSz(H) a'S.(H)- constant X
at aH2

which is linear in Sz and invariant under H-÷ - H, and thus does not
perturb the parity.

Therefore, one would not expect cross relaxation to destroy the sym-
metry properties of x' and x" discussed in the preceding section.

Bloembergen's rate equations are nonlinear, but homogeneous in the occupa-
tion numbers (for an n -spin flip), and, for an inhomogeneously broadened line
with a symmetrical envelope, they are invariant under 6 -6. Therefore, the
above mentioned parity is maintained.
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3.2 Forbidden Lines

In a line with cross relaxation, we have diffusion of excitation from
one part of the line to the other, which is not explicitly dependent upon
the intensity of the microwave magnetic field. In some cases, the rate of
diffusion will depend strongly upon the intensity of the applied micro-
wave field, in which case we may say that we have "forbidden lines."
One might be tempted to describe such a process with the aid of an
equation like

asz(H) - E a(61-1, 71-11) [Sz(H OH) - 8.(1-1)].
at ad

However, as the following examples will show, this equation may often
not describe the system even approximately. Therefore, this case seems
to be more complicated and no general discussion will be attempted.
Instead, three special examples will be considered. (Another example is
given by Bardeen, Slichter and Pines.10)

3.3 Example 1

Consider a system consisting of pairs of electrons and (spin 1) nuclei,
with dipolar and contact interaction between them.

Let

s, = spin of electron,
s = spin of nucleus,

= magnetic moment of electron,
p = magnetic moment of nucleus,
H = magnetic field (in the z -direction),
a = contact interaction,
b = dipolar interaction,
r = electron -nucleus distance.

Then, the Hamiltonian of the system is

3c = 1-tellsze AniIsz. a(se sn) b sz s.
3(ser)(s,, .0)

se s. r2

Let the eigenfunctions of the electron spin corresponding to the eigen-
values sz = sz = -1, be

I > and 1>,
respectively, and those of the nucleus be I T > , I i. > . Then, to the
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zeroth order (for /41-1>> 14,H, a, b), the eigenfunctions of the combined
system are

Ii>, ii>, ii>,

The energy level diagram is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Under a variable
magnetic field H1 perpendicular to H, the transitions

and

are "allowed", i.e.,

and

Ii> <-> IT > ("line 1")

> ("line 2")

occur even for a = b = 0; while the transitions

IT> - > ("line 3")

> ("line 4")

are forbidden, i.e., occur only if b # 0. Both forbidden lines need not be
of the same intensity. Assume temporarily, for the sake of the argument,
that line 4 is strictly forbidden, while line 3 is only partly forbidden.

The populations of the levels at thermal equilibrium will be, approxi-
mately 1 + e for

11> and

and 1 - e for

IT>,

where e = /kT
If we sweep from a low magnetic field, increasing it, line 3 will be

swept first, inverting the populations of the corresponding levels (for
adiabatic rapid passage). Then, if no relaxation takes place during the
sweep, no more lines will be observed, since for lines 1 and 2, the popula-
tions of the "upper" and "lower" levels are equal.
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( )

1+E j

1
\\ (3) I,

t 1 -6

(a) P eH

1+6

Fig. 5 - Energy -level diagram of an electron -nucleus system in a magnetic
field (the nuclear spin is supposed to be 4). Lines (1) and (2) are "allowed," while
lines (3), (4) are "forbidden," but not strictly.

E

H

(a)

H

(b)

Fig. 6 - The energy levels of an electron and spin half nucleus, as function of
the magnetic field for (a) fixed frame and (b) rotating frame. The different behav-
ior of a system in the state I p > under dH / dt > 0 and dH / dt < 0 can be seen.

If we sweep from a high magnetic field, decreasing it, lines 1 and 2 are
swept first, yielding signals, and line 3 will then yield a signal too, but
of opposite sign, since the populations of its corresponding levels are
inverted. Thus, we obtain the signals indicated in Fig. 7.

Obviously, the signals do not possess the parity discussed in Section
II. Note that an essential assumption for this argument was, that the
intensities of lines 3 and 4 are considerably different. An actual calcula-
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dH/dt<0

(a)

(b)

t
X'

X'

t

X'

II
/ I I

I 1

/3
1

'1

A IN
%II
u

1 2 4

dHAlt>0

t

dH/dt>o "
I

iI

/V\ I

1 2 4

t
Fig. 7 - (a) The x' signal expected from the system with energy levels shown

in Fig. 5 when all transitions (including those of the forbidden lines), are adia-
batic; line 4 is assumed to be strictly forbidden, while line 3 is not; there is no
simple symmetry under dH/dt -dH/dt. (b) The x' signal from the system with
the energy level diagram shown in Fig. 5, when line 3 is not passed adiabatically.

tion indicates, however, that while the lines themselves are of order
[b/(AnH)]2 weaker than the allowed ones, the difference between their
intensities is of order [ab/(,2,H)22, i.e., [a/ (141-1)]2(An/Ae)2 times less.
Therefore, for all practical purposes this asymmetry may be ignored.

Note that, for b = 0 and a microwave field parallel to the do magnetic
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field, line 3 is strictly forbidden, while line 4 is not. But line 4 is weak
- of order a2/(,1,11)2 weaker than the allowed lines.

3.4 Example 2t

Consider a system of pairs of electrons resonating at slightly different
frequencies wf iw, due to different local fields, with an exchange inter-
action J between them. Let the eigenfunctions of each electron corre-
sponding to the eigenvalues m8 = +1, m, = -1, be I I > , I 1 > , re-
spectively. Let J > AD), 71/1 > &I/J. Then the eigenfunctions of the
two -electron system are approximately I I I>, III>, III> + III>,
III> - 111> ; and the energy levels of the system as functions of
the magnetic field, in the fixed and rotating frames are shown in Fig. 8.

Assume the system to be at zero temperature. Then, if all passages
are adiabatic, the x' signal is shown in Fig. 9.

The central line will be seen only when we start from H < Ho (or
H > Ho , depending upon the sign of the exchange integral), with Ho =

Note the following points:
i. The "forbidden" lines at w ± J/h are due to a mixture of the

singlet and triplet Sz = 0 levels by the difference in local fields at the

E

(a)

E -S z:h cA,

\
pow'-/JeHt7-

H

(b)

ft

Fig. 8 - Energy levels of a system of two electrons with a difference in hyper-
fine interactions of ?Ow, and an exchange integral J strong compared with the
difference in hyperfine interactions: (a) energy levels in a fixed frame; (b) energy
levels in a rotating frame. Again, an asymmetry in behavior under dH/dt < 0
and dH/dt > 0 is expected.

t This system has been treated in detail by P. W. Anderson (private communi-
cation).
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two sites of the electrons. Therefore, their "intensity" will be reduced
(relative to the "allowed" line) by about (how/ J)2. Thus, if J >> hce,
they are not observed. A similar argument holds for J << hAco.

Thus, only electrons with an exchange interaction satisfying J hiw
will give rise to the above phenomenon. The exchange interaction de-
pends critically upon the distance between the electrons, thus only elec-
trons at a "critical" distance apart may cause this asymmetry. The
probability of finding electrons at this critical distance, in a physically
diluted system, may be quite small.

x'

t

x'

dH/dt>o

V V
dt/dt<o

t

Fig. 9 - Signals expected from the system described in Fig. 8, when the sense
of sweep is reversed.

ii. Closer examination of the amplitude of the central line under the
various conditions, shows that for lice < kT, the asymmetry is of order
(11,co/kT)2, not hw/kT.

Therefore, the above effect is probably of little significance, experi-
mentally. t

3.5 Example S

Consider a system consisting of more than two (nonequidistant)
levels, spin one particles possessing a quadrupole moment, in a solid.
Let the quadrupolar interaction e2qQ be small compared with pH. Then,
the relative populations of the energy levels S. = -1, 8, = 0, SZ = 1
are approximately ellikr, 1 and Cialikr respectively. For positive eqQ
and p sweeping the magnetic field upward, the intensity of the first line

t However, this effect has been observed experimentally in a phosphorus doped
silicon crystal, with impurity concentration of 6.5 X 10" atoms/cms, at 1.2°K.
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is proportional to ePHAT 1, and that of the second to eilikr -
for adiabatic rapid passages neglecting relaxation.

Sweeping downwards, the intensities are 1- e-Pilikr and ePilikT
respectively. For pH /kT < 1, the intensities are, approximately

and

+
1 ( ALHY 211H

kT 2 \kT kT

( p.H\2 21.411

UP 2 kT V kT

indicating an asymmetry of order (pH /kT)2.
From the above examples we may conclude that, although it may not

be possible to prove the existence of a definite parity of ESR signals
under the most general conditions, most physical systems seem to pos-
sess it, at least to a good approximation, even if they do not satisfy the
the Bloch equations.

We also see the role played by the various conditions given by Bloch,
as listed at the beginning of Section III:

i. The possibility of replacing all the interactions of a spin with its
surroundings, by a "bath," is necessary, as shown by Examples 1 and 2.

ii. The assumption of a constant bath temperature is probably un-
necessary. Heating up of the bath will tend to reduce the signal from
those parts of the line swept later, compared to that due to those parts
of the line swept earlier. This destroys the symmetry of the line about
its center (if it existed in the first place), but not the parity discussed
in Section II.

iii. We must have 7.111 , 1/111 , 1/T2 <<7Ho in order to observe reso-
nance at all (and, for wide lines, differences in the Boltzman factor at
various parts of the line cannot be neglected).

iv. It seems to be always possible to expand the interactions in multi -
poles. If it is not, the spin system may be broken down to subsystems
that do satisfy this condition. These may be interacting, but then i

is violated. (For instance, the system of electrons with exchange inter-
action discussed in ii, may be considered as a system of "singlets"
and "triplets," the interaction of which with their environment cannot
be expanded in multipoles.)

v. Equidistant levels or a high temperature are necessary, as shown
by Example 3.

going upwards

going downwards

f Since the population of the level Sz = 0 has been changed from "1" to &all"'
by the adiabatic rapid passage through the line Sz = 1 H Sz = 0.
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IV. APPROXIMATE EXPRESSIONS FOR x AND x", AND FOR THE LOSS OF
MAGNETIZATION FOR A SINGLE SPIN PACKET

Solutions of the Bloch equations for long relaxation times have been
given by Jacobsohn and Wangness3 and Salpeter.4

For an almost sudden transition 711.12 < dH / dt with constant
dH/dt we have, according to Salpeter, for dH /dt > 0

H J271112 [ WINO (t2/2) V (dH I dt)
t

2H117 dH I dtx° Im e
2 e ],_iw2

do

2111 dH / dtx° Re [et
.7 Windt) 0212) f7 (dHldt)

2
w2 do]xu(t) = Ho V271-112

For dH/dt < 0, x' inverts sign and x" does not. It is assumed that, at
t = 0, H = Ho where 71/o = w. The loss of magnetization during an
almost sudden transition is

151.
I dH / dt

This solution, like the Bloch equations themselves, applies to a single
spin packet (or, a homogeneously broadened line). This solution cor-
responds to the magnetization vector S moving on the surface of a
sphere, starting from the "north pole," and eventually precessing around
it in a circle of radius

/27r -y1/12
S I .dH/dt

(See A in Fig. 10.) We have three physically distinct regions:

I.
1 dH

dt
("before" resonance) t;

II.
1 dH

dt
("on" resonance);

III.
Hl Tit

dH
"0 ("after" resonance).

In region I, we have small x' and x" signals, of the microwave fre-
quency (approximately) ; x" is considerably smaller than x'.

In region II, the signals are still of about the microwave frequency,
and large; x' and x" are of about the same strength.

f See Fig. 4 of Ref. 4.
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Fig. 10 - Locus of the magnetization vector for almost sudden (A) and almost
adiabatic, (3), transitions for infinite relaxation times. (N.P. = North pole; v. =
the polar angle.)

In region III, the signals are at a frequency 7H, which is not the ap-
plied microwave frequency. These signals beat with the applied micro-
wave frequency to produce "wiggles."

For an almost adiabatic transition (71-112 > dH / dt) , we have (again,
see Salpeter4) :

X

X

=
1 Ho

1 + (H HoV X° 2111

` H1)

=
1 I dH/dt I

Ho

L1 + (11. H°)214
-YH12 xo 2-111

H1

and the loss of magnetization due to nonadiabaticity is about (see

Zener13) :

exp
1)

Again, this last solution applies to a single spin packet, or a homogene-
ously broadened line. The loss of magnetization at different values of
-y1112 / (dH / dt) is illustrated roughly in Fig. 11.
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Cr)N

N

0

0

0

dH/dt
/H,2

Fig. 11 - Loss of magnetization per passage due to nonadiabaticity (or non-
suddeness), qualitative only. In an adiabatic transition, Sz -S2 ; in a sudden
transition, S. ; in both cases, there is no loss of I S. I. In an intermediate
transition, there is a loss in I Sz I; Sz, and Sze are the initial and final values of
Sz , respectively.

V. APPROXIMATE EXPRESSIONS FOR AND x" FOR AN INHOMOGENEOUSLY
BROADENED LINE

For an inhomogeneously broadened line for an almost sudden transi-
tion, under certain assumptions, x' and are calculated in Appendix
B. The results are

X = Hoxoh(H - Ho/),
2

= 2 Hoxo
dh(H - Ho) All,

dH

where h(H - HO) is the line shape [f h(H - HO)dH = 1]. These sig-
nals are the same as in the nonsaturated case [see Figs. 2(a) and 2(c),
and also Fig. 12].

Physically, Sz So in both the nonsaturated and almost sudden
cases. The difference between them is that, in the nonsaturated case,
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txll

(a)

x'

(b)

Fig. 12 - (a) x" signal of an almost sudden (dH/dt>> 7H12) transition of an
inhomogeneously broadened line. Although the relaxation times are long, the line
behaves as if it were completely relaxed. Data: HI == 1/300 gauss; T = 1.2°K

--, 300 seconds); top trace, dH/dt = 300,000 gauss/second; bottom trace, dH/
dt 100,000 gauss/second. (b) x' signal of an almost sudden transition, under
the same conditions; again, the signal appears unsaturated, although -=% 107.

the definite phases relationships of the wave function (nondiagonal ele-
ments of the density matrix) are destroyed immediately by the relaxa-
tion process. In the "almost sudden" case, the relaxation times are long
compared with the time in which the line is swept through; thus, these
relaxation processes are less effective in destroying the phase relation-
ships. However, the phases of different packets of the inhomogeneously
broadened line, "cancel" each other, washing out the difference between
it and the nonsaturated case. (However, see Appendix C.)

VI. THE VARIOUS PASSAGE CASES-DETAILED DISCUSSION

In this section, x' and x" signals of an inhomogeneously broadened
line will be discussed qualitatively and semiquantitatively. Various ex-
perimental conditions will be considered. The individual spin packets
will be assumed to satisfy the Bloch equations approximately, and the
loss of magnetization due to forbidden lines will be treated only pheno-
menologically.

The observed x' and x" signals depend upon a variety of variables,
which are listed at the end of this paper. To avoid lengthy repetitions, a
shorthand notation will be used to describe some of the most frequently
occurring relationships among the variables.

In this section, a magnetic field H = Ho + (dHo/dt)t + H. cos wmt
will be postulated. The following terms signify the following relation-
ships:
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H1"Rapid": << VTIT2tdH/dt
The time each spin packet is swept through,

is short compared with the mean relaxation
time. We have rapid passage conditions, in
the Bloch' sense.

"Fast": co,Ti >> 1 The time between successive modulation cy-
cles is short compared with 1'1 . Each spin
packet does not relax considerably between
successive modulation cycles.

"Slow". >> "%/TIT 2dH/dt
Not rapid, i.e., "slow passage" in the Bloch

sense.

dH
"Adiabatic": 71112 >> 7/1-

The passage through the line is sufficiently
slow, so that the magnetization vector S
follows the effective magnetic field H -
6)/y + HI adiabatically (i.e., is parallel or
antiparallel to it). Again, see Bloch.'

dH"Nonadiabatic": 7H,2 << -dt The passage through the line is so rapid, that
the magnetization vector S cannot follow
the effective field, but stays almost parallel
to the de magnetic field.

"Burnt" Most of the magnetization S has been de-
stroyed ("burnt out") by the microwave
field H1 .

"Stale" Individual spin packets have reached a sta-
tionary state. The magnetization is an al-
most periodic function of time, with period
wm/21r.

"Fresh" Most of the contribution to the signal comes
from packets which have not yet been swept
through many times.

"Scope Trace" The signal at the output of the IF amplifier
(or crystal detector, if no superheterodyne
arrangement is used). This may be observed
by an oscilloscope, or sometimes, a recorder.

"Recorder Trace" The signal at the output of the phase sensi-
tive detector.

t T2 here, and in the following, is essentially T2. of Redfield.? For perfect
saturation it is approximately T, . For imperfect saturation it is shorter. The
situation T2 < Hil(dH/dt) < TITZ corresponds to neither slow nor rapid pas-
sage. For 7H1 T2 > 1, we have T2. T, , while for -H, T2 < 1, the signal is
very weak (under saturation conditions). Therefore, this situation is ignored here.

Only rough estimates of the amplitudes are given, mainly in order to
indicate qualitatively the expected effect of variation of the experimental
parameters. In general, it will be assumed that H1 < H,. This restric-
tion, however, is not very severe. If it does not hold, the logarithmic
dependence log (H,/1/1) (if any) is replaced by a linear dependence
lim/H1 .
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The discussion of this section is rather tedious; therefore, the results
are summarized in Section VII.

6.1 Case 1 - Slow Passage

Physical Description

The time of passage through
(.0,H is long compared with
any moment.

This case has been treated by

each individual spin packet, t Hi/
Nii11712 . The system is in equilibrium at

Portis,5 ("Case I") and Portis.11

Conditions UnderWhich This Case Is Observed:1Hl
71/1

« VT171° «
'

- 
co.II,

H, « AH; 1/T1 T2 <<
Hl

comAH 

Note that, for given w 1.H and a bounded H1, this case may apply
only for a narrow range of T1 (if at all).Wider lines, and high modula-
tion frequencies, are unfavorable for this case. [The condition VT1T2<<
Hi/ comAH follows, from comparison of the amplitudes in this case, with
those of case 2 in Section 6.2. If this condition does not hold, the signal
due to the second case predominates.]

Traces and Amplitudes

For slow passage, the solution of the Bloch equation for a single spin
packet isl

= howT2 ± (7111)2 Ti T2 ± (w - coo)2T22
(co - COo) T2

x = 12xocoT2 1 + (71/02TIT2 + (co - 0,027,22 

Under saturation, (-yHi)2T1.T2 >> 1. Furthermore, w - coci << co. Thus

1

CO - COO
11- XV°

(711.1) 2 T1
(w (4)2

T2

"A. = 2A.0
(7111)2771 ± (0) - C00)2T2.

Now, consider an inhomogeneously broadened line, of shape h(H - HO)
and width OH. If HIVTI/T2 « 6.1-1, for most spin packets (w - coo)2 >>

co
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61102( Ti/T2), and the packets for which (w - coo)2 < 72H12( T1/T2),
will give almost equal and opposite contributions to x'. Then, for the
whole line

H - Ho
(H) ^d1 ixoHo h(Ho - HO) dHo

H1- (H -H o)2
2

iX0110 1 h(Ho - dHo

Ho dHo= -X() j Hh(Ho -
0

He _ H2.

This expression has been given by Portis.5 Note that the integral does
not converge, and must be understood in the sense of its principal part.
[The packets for which (H - H0)2 <1112(7'1/T2) will tend to give equal
and opposite contributions, which cancel.] For x", we cannot make this
approximation, because the contributions from (H - H0)2 < Hi2(T1/T2)
do not cancel, but add up. However, if AH2 >> (7H1)2(Ti/T2), h(Ho -
Ho) can be assumed constant and withdrawn outside the integral (for
x' this approximation yields zero, and thus cannot be applied):

ixoHo
J

h(Ho - Ho) dHoII
X

H12T1 + (Ho - H)2T2

iXolloh(Ho - HO) f
du,

WTI -1- (Ho - H)2T2
1

= Xow
(11/1) VT1T2 h (H° 11'0)

r Ho / OH 0 - )

4
= XO

When the field is modulated, Ax' = (dx7dHo)Hm cos conit for each
packet, and signals of different packets must be superimposed:

fcix'(H - Ho) dHo
dH

= cirld f - Ho)h(HO - Ho) dHo

dx (H HO)
dH
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Thus, the recorder trace is proportional to the derivative of the line
shape. For

1 e_w,;_//0)2/2AH2

OHO - Ho) =AI/
at the center of the line, the amplitude is

_ (dil\ dh(110' - Ho)
VH H=H. 2xoiiu f H Ho dH'

dHo
1 -

=1 H
2X0

Thus, the maximum value of the fundamental frequency component of
x', denoted xf , is

xf
(H

OH OH
xo)

The same argument also holds for x, and we have

., 1

= 2 All OHA
1 H

x°) -yR" T1T2 

Experimental Data

A considerable amount of quantitative experimental data applying
to this case has been given by Portis.11 It is not felt necessary to repeat
similar data here.

6.2 Case 2 - Rapid Adiabatic Passage with a Long Time Between Con-
secutive Field Modulation Cycles

Physical Description

The time of passage through each individual spin packet is small
compared with 1V -W2 . Thus, each packet yields an adiabatic rapid
passage signal. The time between consecutive sweeps of each packet is
long compared with T1, so that each packet has sufficient time to relax
completely.

Conditions Under Which This Case Is Observed:

HI 0).T' << 1, 7H12 >> 71/11/711T2 >> 1.
co,H,
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Traces

The x' signal is positive for dH/dt < 0, negative for dH/dt > 0. Thus,
we have the trace shown in Fig. 13 (x' is practically independent of the
rate of change of the magnetic field). The output of the phase -sensitive
detector will be proportional to h(110 - HO) [Fig. 3(d)].

The x" signal is negligible. If it is present, it may be due to incomplete
saturation, partial breakdown of the adiabatic condition or slow passage
near the extrema of the modulation cycle. In both cases, the recorder
trace will be the derivative of the line shape (since x" due to slow pas-
sage, or to a breakdown of the adiabatic condition, is inherently of a
frequency twice the field modulation frequency, and thus not detected
by the phase sensitive detector. Only the derivative of the line shape
yields a nonvanishing result).

Amplitudes

For each individual spin packet, x' is proportional to

1

1112 (H - Ho)2

For an infinitely wide line,

X cx

dH0

J 0 1112 (H - H0)2

which is infinite. Therefore, to obtain a finite result, the finite width of

-Z) 6÷1H Ln HmHI

Fig. 13 - Scope trace of x' signal to be expected in case 2. Ideal conditions are
assumed; the field modulation amplitude H. is small compared with line width AIL
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the spin packet distribution has to be called upon. This finite width is
due to the finite width of the inhomogeneously broadened line itself, and
the reduction of the contribution of packets far off resonance due to
relaxation. This reduction is difficult to calculate exactly. However, the
integral in the expression for x' above diverges only logarithmically;
therefore, variations in the integrand far away from resonance, effect
the integral only little. An approximate calculation has been performed
by Portis,6 and his result is

2H co Ti
xf = xoHoh(H - Ho) In "

for 0.).H.VTIT2>> H1 and T1 = T2 . [Portis, Case II(b).] This expres-
sion is discussed in Appendix D.

The x" amplitude is, for an individual spin packet (for x" due to
breakdown of the adiabatic condition; see Section IV):

Ho I 7111dt I 1I/
X

Now,

(H - H0)211
IIII J

= X0 H 'YH12

dH = 2H1.

Thus, superimposing various packets:

dH /dt I
x" = xoHo h(H HO) 2 xoHo f mwm h(H - HO)

TH12 r 7H12

 2-
Hmco

xoHo h(H - HO) cos 2,t
-yHi2n,

co

2

7r

H" dh(H - HO)
 - xoll 0

H 2 dH
Hp, cos (.4,t71

Since the x" lines due to an individual spin packet, caused by the
breakdown of the adiabatic condition are narrow, neglect of relaxation
is justified

Comments

For a sinusoidal field modulation, the passage must be rapid through-
out the field sweep and not just in the middle of it. The time between
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(a) t,

IDEAL RAPID
PASSAGE

A__

_ _ J

_IDEAL SLOW
PASSAGE

z

AIL
SLOW PASSAGE

NONADIABATIC
PASSAGE

IDEAL CASE

NONADIABATIC
PASSAGE

NONRELAXED
PACKETS

A

Fig. 14 - Scope traces of x' signal to be expected when the conditions are not
ideal : (a) x' signal when there is slow passage near the extrema of the modulation
cycle, where / dt is small; (b) x" signal when there is slow passage near the ex-
trema of the modulation cycle; there may also be some signal due to imperfect
adiabatic conditions, when I dH / dt j is large; (c) x' signal when T1 is not very
short compared with the period of the modulating field; spin packets near the
extrema of the modulation cycle do not have time to relax completely before being
swept over again; (d) x" signal under the conditions of (c); (e) the magnetic field
modulation cycle.
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consecutive sweeps of the same package, must be large compared with
T1 near the extrema of the modulation cycle, too.

These limitations are quite severe. Very often, T1 will be a little short,
and then the passage near the extrema will be slow [Figs. 14(a), (b)1,
or T1 will he a little too long, and then the packages near the end will
not have sufficient time to relax completely [Figs. 14(c), (d)].

Experimental Data

(a) Fig. 15.
Data: x' trace; H1 re:: 1/30 gauss; H. = 1 gauss; W. = 27 X 1000 rad/

second; T = 10°K. Under the same conditions, the x" trace was small.
Conditions that are satisfied: H1, H. < 71-11T1 > 1;

7H12 >
; co.T1 < 1; (T2 = Tl re:' 10-5 second; 71-11T1 -`1, 5; 71112 15000;

u),1-1, 6000; co,Ti 1/20).
Interpretation: Hi/(co.H.) ti -1 X 10-5 second. This is of order T1 .

The passage in the middle of the modulation cycle is rapid, while at the
extrema it is slow. The signal was observed to be just a little less than
90° out -of -phase with the field modulation. This indicates that this is
not case 1, but rather a (distorted) case 2 [Portis,5 Case Mb)]. The
extrema just commence to flatten [see Fig. 14(a)].

(b) Fig. 16 - Top and Center Traces
Data: H1 1/100 guass; Hm = 1/10 gauss; com = 2r X 1000 rad/

second; T = 10°K (top = x', center = x")
Conditions that are satisfied: H1 , H. < AH;7FliTi 1; 71112 >

co,nH. ; Hi/ c0.11, T1; (71/12 1500; w,H, 600; '1H1T1 ti 2;
Hi/co,nH. ti T1); T1 =

Interpretation: Here, 71-11771 was reduced so that a x" signal can be
observed at a reasonable amplitude. This, however, causes the condi-
tions of case 2 not to hold very well, and the x' trace is a little distorted.

X'

t

Fig. 15 - Experimental scope trace under the conditions of Fig. 14(a).
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x'

x'

1.1VVV\la
1,,Adt,,NA,Nes,,AAAvs

H I t

Hm

10

10

Fig. 16 - Experimental scope traces for case 2. Top trace, x' signal, almost
ideal case "2"; center trace, x" signal due to slow passage near the extrema of
the modulation cycle; bottom trace, x' signal, when the adiabatic condition is
slightly violated.

(c) Fig. 17.
Data: x'; H1 ti 1/100 gauss; dH/dt = 1/10 gauss/second; over-all

sweep: 1.6 gauss; T = 4.5°K; T1 Re, 5 seconds.
Conditions that are satisfied: "H.", H1 < iH; 7111\/71111,2 >> 1;

1'H12 >> dH/dt; H1/(dH/dt) > VT1T2 .

Interpretation: This is the x' signal observed at the output of the
IF amplifier (no phase sensitive detector). It corresponds to case 2, with
a slight amount of case 7 (i.e., incomplete relaxation between succes-
sive field sweeps) intermixed [see Fig. 14(c)].

6.3 Case 3 - Rapid Passage with a Long Time Between Consecutive Field
Modulation Cycles, the Adiabatic Condition Being Slightly Violated

Physical Description

The conditions under which case 2 holds are quite severe, and it may
be quite often impossible to satisfy them with the experimental equip-
ment at hand, and it will be necessary to violate some of these conditions.

Fig. 17 - x' signal for rapid adiabatic passage, when T, is not very small com-
pared with the field modulation cycle. Compare with Fig. 14(c). No phase sensi-
tive detector is used here (therefore, considerable drift is observed).
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If the condition w.H. < 7H12 is violated, the adiabatic condition will
break down near the centers of the modulation cycle. (This case is not
of much theoretical significance, but it is experimentally very common.)

The modulation cycle may be subdivided into a number of regions
(see Fig. 18):

Region I: H1/(dH/dt) > 1/TIT2 . In this region we have slow pas-
sage conditions.

Region II: 1/(71/1) < Hi/ (dH /dt) < 71 IT 2 . In this region we have
adiabatic rapid passage conditions.

Region III: Hi/ (dH / dt) < 1/(71/1). In this region the adiabatic con-
dition is broken.

We have the further possibilities:
i. T1 < VH1/(01,2H,). In this case, t = T1 lies in region I.
ii. VH1/(co,2H,n) < T1 < 7.1/12/(com2H.). In this case, t = T1 lies

in region II.
7H12/(wm2H.) < T1 . In this case, t = T1 lies in region III.

Case i: In region I we have slow passage; in region II we have adi-
abatic rapid passage of fully relaxed packets; and in region III nonadi-
abatic passage of fully relaxed packets.

Case ii: Even in region II there are some packets which did not have
time to relax since last swept by the field. If T1 = T2 , region I is then,
naturally, negligibly small (less than one packet wide). In region III,
all packets have fully relaxed.

Case iii: The packets in region II have little time to relax. Even some
of the packets in region III did not relax.

Generalizing to systems with T2 < T1 will create additional cases,
since one has to distinguish between relaxation of Sz , and of Sz , Sy .

Traces

See Figs. 18 and 19. In the traces of cases ii and iii, region I has been
omitted, since it is small. The traces have been drawn for the center of
the line. Off center, the derivative of the line shape will yield an addi-
tional x' signal. In addition, there may be "wiggles" in the border be-
tween regions II and III.

The traces detected by a phase -sensitive detector are "absorption"
curves, at a phase angle of 90° with the modulating field in case i, 0°
in case iii, and an intermediate value for case ii. In addition, the x' sig-
nal of region III will tend to produce a "dispersion derivative." (The
signals of regions I and II also produce such a signal, but this is weak
compared with the "absorption" shaped signal. If region III is large, its
"dispersion derivative" signal may become comparable, or exceed the
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it

dH
dt

ADIABATIC
RAPID PASSAGE'',

NONADIABATIC
PASSAGE

(b) x'

SLOW PASSAGE

X"

X' II

RAPID PASSAGE OF
RELAXED PACKETS

X II II

(a)
I RAPID PASSAGE OF
NONRELAXED PACKETS

1

NONADIABATIC
PASSAGE

( b)

ADIABATIC PASSAGE OF
RELAXED PACKETS

1\ I IL

T1
114-1 ADIABATIC PASSAGE OF

NONRELAXED PACKETS

(a)

NONADIABATIC
PASSAGE

1

X"

dH
dt

(b)

(C)

(C)

(d)

Fig. 18 - Signal to be expected when the adiabatic condition 1,HO >> dH/dt is
broken: (i) Short T1 ; there is slow passage near the extrema of the field modula-
tion cycle, and the spin packets are completely relaxed in the other regions.
(ii) Slightly longer T1 ; some spin packets which are swept through adiabatically,
are not relaxed. (iii) Still longer 7'1 ; all spin packets which are swept through
adiabatically, are not relaxed. In all three sections, (a) is an "idealized" x' trace,
(b) is a more "realistic" x' trace, (c) is the x" trace and (d) is the magnetic field
modulation.
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COMPONENT OF X' IN PHASE
WITH MODULATING FIELD

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Af f/J\iv
.4(-- INCREASING

corn Hm

COMPONENT OF X'
90° OUT OF PHASE

WITH NO
MODULATING FIELD

Fig. 19 - Expected recorder traces for rapid (adiabatic or nonadiabatic) pas-
sage, with a field modulation period long compared with, or of the same order, as
T1 : (a) large HI , small H. ; (b) and (c) intermediate values of H, , H. ; (d)
Small H, , large H. . (These four are the component of x; in -phase with the field
modulation.) (e) Component of x; 90° out -of -phase with the field modulation.

"absorption" signal due to region II.) The "dispersion derivative" signal
is at 0° with respect to the modulating field, so we may expect x' traces
as shown in Fig. 19.

Note that region III also yields a x" signal component at the modula-
tion frequency, proportional to dh/dH ; this component (which yields
an "absorption derivative" trace) is small.

Amplitudes

I shall not attempt a quantitative treatment of this case. However, if
the relative depth of the "notches" of cases i and ii can be measured,
and is found to be (3, the fundamental frequency component falls down
by (2/ir)$, for the simplified shape function of Fig. 20.

Case iii is essentially identical with case 10.
Making use of the formula for x' of case 2:

xt (2 )3) xoHh(H - HO) In 211"iwmT1

/3V

x't

t

Fig. 20. - An idealized x' scope trace of case 3, used to estimate the amplitude
of the signal.
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Experimental Data

(a) Fig. 16 - Bottom Trace
Data: H1 1/100 gauss; H. = 1 gauss; w, = 2r X 1000 rad/second ;

T = 10°K.
Conditions that are satisfied: H. , H1 < AH ; > 1; Hi/ coal , <

T1; Tl = T2 ; (7H1TI 2; Hi/w.H, 1/10 T1 ; 71112 1500;
W.H. 6000).

Interpretation: Here, the adiabatic condition begins to be violated.
x' is small for dH /dt > 71/12 and this causes the 'notches' in the photo
[see (i)-(b) in Fig. 18].

The observed trace probably includes a small x" component [see
(i)-(c) in Fig. 18], which adds up with x' to yield the observed trace.

(b) Fig. 21.
Data: x'; H1 1/100 gauss; H,,, = 1 gauss; Wm = 27r X 1000 rad/

second; T = 10°K [same as in (a) above, except for higher scope gain];
bottom trace: sitting in the center of the line; top and center traces: off
the center of the line.

Conditions: the same as in (a).
Interpretation: Since the condition lin, << OH is not very well satis-

fied, a slight admixture proportional to the derivative of the line shape,
distorts the shape somewhat. This is particularly evident for the traces
off the center of the line.

Synthesis of the observed traces from those due to various cases is
shown in Fig. 22.

(c) Fig. 23.
Data: x"; H1 ti 1/100 gauss; H. = 1 gauss; w,,, = 27r X 1000 rad/

second; T = 10°K; top and center traces: off the center of the line;

X'

imilksolkb

t

H < Hio

H > H'e

H =

Fig. 21 - x' scope traces of rapid, nonadiabatie passage of a line, when T1 is
very short compared with the field modulation cycle, at the center of the line
(bottom trace), and on both sides of it (top and center traces).



(C)

(d) t

x'

(e)

Fig. 22 - Synthesis of the x' trace observed in Fig. 21: (a) a case 2 signal
(adiabatic rapid passage, slow modulation), on the shoulders of the line; (b) a
case 4 signal (nonadiabatic); (c) synthesis of (a) for the portions of the modula-
tion cycle for which dH/dt is small, and (b) for those for which dH/dt is large;
(d) rough shape of the trace expected experimentally; (e) the modulating field.

x"

Fig. 23 - x" scope traces under the same conditions as those of Fig. 21. We
observe slow passage signals, with some component proportional to the deriva-
tive of the line shape, due probably to incomplete saturation. (yHIT' 2.)

1045
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bottom trace: at the center of the line [same as in (b), only x" instead
of x']

Interpretation: Again we have mainly case 3 [Fig. 18(i)] with some
component due to the derivative of the line shape superposed, off the
center of the line.

This admixture may be due to a small component corresponding
to cases 4 or 9, or more probably a slight amount of nonsaturation
(WITi ) 1). The peaks at the edges may be due to slow passage near
the extrema of the modulation cycle.

(d)
Data: xf (employing phase -sensitive detection); H1 1/300 gauss;

H. = 1 gauss; W. = 2r X 1000 rad/second; T = 10°K.
Fig. 24(a) - reference voltage in phase with the modulating field;
Fig. 24(b) - reference voltage 90° out of phase with the modulating

field.
Conditions satisfied: H1 , Hm < ATI; < T1 (1/1/04,1-1,

1/30 T1 ; 7H12 200; comilm t'-% 6000; 'Nall 1).
Interpretation:We have case 3 with some admixture of components

due to case 4, or nonsaturation. Notice the flat top on the trace of Fig.
24(a) (see Fig. 19).

(e) Fig. ,26.
Data: xf (employing phase -sensitive detection; component in phase

with field modulation); H1 1/100 gauss; H. = 1 gauss; corn = 2r X
1000 rad/second; T = 10°K.

Conditions satisfied: HI, H. < OH; THIT1 > 1; Hi/comll, < 771 ;

T1 = T2 (7.111T 2)
Interpretation: The increased saturation, and more important, the

less violent violation of the adiabatic condition, compared with Fig.
24(a), gives a "cleaner" trace (x', without phase -sensitive detection
under the same conditions, is shown in Fig. 21).

(a) (b)

Fig. 24 - (a) x' for mixture of cases 1 and 2; with P.S.D., 0° phase shift be-
tween modulating field and reference voltage [compare with Fig. 19(b)]. (b) Same
as (a), but x' signal 90° out -of -phase with modulating field.
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.1 OOOOOOOOO I $11$$$

Fig. 25 - The component of x; in -phase with the modulating field, with higher
microwave power than that used to obtain Fig. 24(a); the higher power yields a
"cleaner" trace [compare with Fig. 19(a)J.

6.4 Case 4 - Rapid Nonadiabatic Passage with a Long Time Between Con-
secutive Field Modulation Cycles

Physical Description

The adiabatic condition .yHi2 > dH/dt is violated throughout the
modulation cycle. However, T1 and T2 are so short that spin packets are
completely relaxed between consecutive sweeps (regions I and II of case
iii in Section 6.3 vanish). If T1 and T2 are not very short, we may neglect
relaxation effects, since packets that have relaxed by an appreciable
amount, beat with H1 to produce a signal of a far off frequency. The
signal will, therefore, be a "superposition of wiggles," which is not de-
tected by the narrow bandwidth system usually employed, as treated in
Section V. (Even if T1 , T2 are shorter, their effect will probably not be
large. The effect of T2 is to destroy the phases - but phases of various
packets, interfere destructively, as discussed in Section V; T1 increases
S, , but, for 71/12 << dH/dt, S, does not fall off much, anyway.)

Conditions Under Which This Case Is Observed:

coniTI < 1; 7H1.2 <<<< H »Min ; < .7111.VT1T2>> 1.

Note that the condition -y//:2<< H,ncom requires a very small H1 ,

while saturation requires that it be not too small. Thus, this case may
be difficult to achieve practically. A wider line makes it possible to in -
erase H,, and thus, makes the observation of this case easier.

Traces

For oscilloscope traces, see Fig. 26.
The output of the phase -sensitive detector will consist of a "disper-

sion derivative" line for x' and a "absorption derivative" for x".
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Amplitudes

As discussed in Section 3.5, x' and x" for the extreme nonadiabatic
ase are the same as for the nonsaturated case. Therefore, the line shapes

and amplitudes will be the same here as in the nonsaturated case, (al-
though T1 , T2 may be quite large) :

H
XI 1-`-' 2 AH- xo AR -

H Hm
Xf 2 off Xo off

6.5 Case 5 - Rapid Adiabatic Passage with a Short Time Between Con-
secutive Field Modulation Cycles and Very Rapid Field Sweep

Physical Description

In this case, each spin package yields an adiabatic rapid passage signal.
The time between consecutive modulation cycles is small compared
with T1 . In addition, the conditions are such that the packages do not
lose much of their magnetization during the whole process. [H = Ho +
(dHo/dt) t H. cos court. If dHo/dt is sufficiently large, this may be the
case.]

This case has been treated by Portis,5 and called "Case IV" by him.

x'

Fig. 26 - Expected scope trace of signal of case 4 (spin packets are completely
relaxed; x" signal off the center of the line).
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Conditions Under Which This Case Applies:

comTi>> 1; 7H12 > H mu). ; 7H11/TIT2 >> 1.

In addition, assume that a fraction a of the line is "burnt" during
each passage. Then, the average of the magnetization, (and signals) of
N passages will be

1 1 (1 a)N 1 - e-aN
[1 + - a) (1 - a)2 -I- ] - aN aN

The number of times each packet is swept over is

2H, co2,)N - dHo/dt( 2r

Thus, for little burnout, we must have; aN <<1, or [H (dH /dt)]a <<1.
The amplitude of the signal in this case will be about H.1,611 weaker

than in case 6. Therefore, the above condition is a little too soft, and we
must have

H co H com m m m a < 1 .
dH 0/ dt dHo/dt

The loss of magnetization during rapid passage, a, also depends very
much upon the sample used. If the loss is mainly due to relaxation be-
tween consecutive modulation cycles, a 1/(0.),T1), as postulated by
Portis.6t

Traces

Each spin packet yields the traces shown in Fig. 27 (x is due to non -
perfect adiabaticity). Notice that the various packets will combine to
produce a x' signal that is approximately constant and a sinusoidal x"
signal (x" oc dH/dt,<:!, wmHm sin comt for each packet). The derivative of
the line shape will yield variations in the x' signal, and thus a component
of the signal at the modulation frequency (Fig. 28). Thus the recorder
traces are as shown in Fig. 29. The x' signal is of "absorption derivative"
shape, and x" of "absorption" shape. However, the parities are as dis-
cussed in Section II.

Amplitudes

The amplitude of the x' trace depends quite critically upon a, which
is a rather indefinite quantity. It depends upon the rate at which a spin

f For the sample employed in this experiment, the loss was found to be due
mainly to nonadiabatic passage, and to forbidden lines (Section 3.3).
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X"

RAPID ADIABATIC PASSAGE
OF INDIVIDUAL SPIN PACKET

A A
V

Fig. 27 - Signals from one spin packet, case 5; the spins do not relax between
consecutive field modulation cycles, so x' does not change sign, while x", which is
due to nonperfect adiabaticity, changes sign.

X'

X"

Fi*. 28 - Scope traces of signal of case 5 (combination of the signals due to the
individual spin packets, Fig. 27). Although x' is large, its component at the field
modulation frequency is small, and due to the derivative of the line shape.
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x'

X

d H/dt <o d H/dt >o

A

SYSTEM
RELAXED

SYSTEM
RELAXED

t V
Fig. 29 - Expected recorder traces of signal of case 5.

packet is swept through, which varies with time due to the linear field
sweep, dHo/dt. It also depends upon the environment of each spin - and
in an inhomogeneously broadened line, different packets will have dif-
ferent environments and different a's. Thus, only order of magnitude
estimates of a, and of the amplitude, can be given.

In the limit when aN << 1, the signal has been calculated by Portis. t
Quoting his results, (with slightly changed notation) :

h(Ho - H0') dHo1^% 1 H 26.1/-
X' (11) = 1X°11 Jo -V(1 + 62) 7/11 21/27 Xo

011 111

for a gaussian line, with H, << A11. Modulating the field, the component
at the field modulation frequency is

1 Ho II. 20H
0 v2 itz," xo Ali- OH

In cos come.

To include losses due to partial relaxation, multiply this value by

1 - e-aN
aN

where a is the loss of magnetization per passage and

2 H,,,wm

dHo/dt

The x" signal is calculated as in case 2, but, since the magnetization
vector changes sign with dH/dt, x" changes sign too, and we have,
neglecting burnout,

H,co,,, sin co h(H - HO).x" = X011

t Ref. 5, p. 17.
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Including burnout, we must multiply this result by (1 - a)" ^,-)
since the packets in the middle of the modulating cycle give most of the
contribution to the x" signal, and these have been swept over N/2 times
only (i.e., instead of an average over-all packets, I have calculated here
the amplitude of the middle packet only).

Note that, if wmHm/(71/1.2) is not very small, it is difficult to get the
`nonburnt' case, since there is considerable burnout due to nonadi-
abaticity. If it is small, x" is small.

Experimental Data

See Fig. 30 (noting that there are two distinct lines on this trace).
Data: xf (employing phase sensitive detection) ; H1 1/300 gauss;

Hm = 1/20 gauss; (4, = 27r X 100 rad/second; T = 1.2°K. sweep rate:
8 gauss/second.

Conditions satisfied: H1 , 1-1,7,<< A.11;7HiTi>>1;-y.1112 > (.0,H,. Num-
ber of times each packet is swept:

2H, (2wm)
dH/dt 2

= 2.5
7

Loss of magnetization per passage: a ti 0.1 (roughly); 7H12,-ri 200; con,H,
ti 30.

Interpretation: The recorder trace agrees quite well with the theo-
retically expected trace on Fig. 29. t Also, consecutive traces have some-
ferent shapes and amplitudes. This will be discussed in Section 6.6.

6.6 Case 6 - Rapid Adiabatic Passage with a Short Time Between Con-
secutive Field Modulation Cycles, the Magnetization of the Spin Packets
Being Partly Destroyed

Physical Description

Each spin packet yields a rapid passage adiabatic signal. However,
there is relatively more burnout than in case 5, and the burnout cannot

441,-4/0,61 1---( 20 GAUSS

Nws,i4,1*....e4.00)/A.ANA/1/.4.0"wow.AANS.4.A.AA.AAI\Abow.A.,AVVAtsPA'

Xf

dt
dHo

> ' dt
dHo-< o t

d H0

dt >0
d H0 <o

Fig. 30 - Experimental recorder trace of case 5 (compare with Fig. 29).

Note that the system does not relax between consecutive sweeps, since T, is
much larger than the time between sweeps.
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be assumed just to reduce the amplitude of the signal without affecting
its shape.

This case is an intermediate one and of little theoretical significance in
itself. However, it is important to understand the processes occurring
here. Let

H = 1.1°Ho + H. cos co,t
1<0

> 0

(Ho is at the center of the line.) Consider x'(1) (see Fig. 31).
For t < 0, x'(t) = 0, since we have the slow passage case, and are

(say) at the center of the line.
For 0 < t < 1/(.0, (say), we have a very fast rise of x', since we have

rapid passage through nonburnt packets. This is region I in Fig. 31.
For slightly larger t, we have a constant x', independent of the sign of

dH/dt. Since both dH /dt and Sz reverse their sign, x' maintains its sign.
This is region II.

Eventually, spin packets will burn out, either because of loss of mag-
netization during passage, or T1 relaxation of "inverted" spins, between
passages. The spins are partly burnt out in region III

Finally, a stationary state is reached, in which the burnout per passage
is replaced by means of the T1 relaxation, between passages (region IV).

Operation in regions I or II yields case 5. Operation in region IV yields
case 7. Operation under conditions all regions contribute, but I, II, III
contribute more than IV, yields case 8. Operation under conditions at
which region III is important, yields this case, 6.

m

t

STATIONARY
STATE

IV

Fig. 31 - Transient x' trace, for illustration of case 6: x' is first large and
constant; eventually, spin packets "burn out"; x' decreases, but its component
at the field modulation frequency may increase.
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Conditions Under Which This Case Is Observed:

yH1VT1T2 >> 1; 71112 >> Hmwm ; co.T1 >> 1; H. >> 1; Na 1(N ..-

2H.1(dH0/6102co,/27; a: loss of magnetization per passage).

Traces

The x' signal will be approximately as shown in Fig. 32(a). The x"
signal will be as in case 5, but somewhat smaller, since, for packets in
the middle of the modulation cycle, for which dH/dt is large and there-
for x" (due to nonideal adiabaticity) should be appreciable, the mag-
netization is smaller.

Near the extrema of the modulation cycle we may have slow passage
conditions and a corresponding x", which is, however, mostly at the
second harmonic of the field modulation frequency. Thus, the output of

t
x'

(a)
Hm

(b)

t

dH/dt< o

t

t

dH/dt >o

Fig. 32 - (a) Expected scope trace of case 6: spin packets just commence to
"burn out"; x' is large, but its component at the field modulation frequency is
small. (b) Expected recorder traces of hybrids of case 5 with cases 6, 7, or 8.
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the phase -sensitive detector is of "absorption" shape, 0° phase shift with
field modulation for x' and small for x".

A mixture of case 5 will distort the x' signal and yield traces as shown
in Fig. 32( b).

Amplitudes

Amplitudes are difficult to estimate, since the rate of burnout will be
different for different spins and different parts of the field modulation
cycle.

If the loss of magnetization is mainly due to T1 relaxation between
sweeps, the rate of burnout is about 1/T1, as discussed by Feher. t

The amplitude of the x' signal will then be about that of case 7
(discussed below), but it may be larger or smaller.

If the burnout is mainly due to T1 relaxation, the magnetization vec-
tors at one extremum of the modulation cycle (dH /dt = maximum)
will burn out fastest, and those at the other one will burn out slowly.
Thus, a transient condition may develop in which the signal is stronger
than in case 7.

If the spins at the extrema burn out fastest (since dH /dt is small there
and "T2" processes are therefore more effective) the signal will tend to
be weaker than in case 7.

Therefore, attempting to give some general expression for the ampli-
tude is not of much use here.

Comment

The mixture of cases 5 and 6 (and possibly 7 and 8) yields the peculiar
trace shown in Fig. 32(b). If, due to different environments, different
spins lose different amounts of their magnetization per passage, the fast -
burning spins will tend to create case 6 (or 8), i.e., an "absorption"
shape, while the slow burning ones tend to create case 5 (nonburnt
absorption line derivative). Thus, after starting from equilibrium, the first
trace may look more like an "absorption" line, and consecutive ones,
more like "absorption derivative" (see Fig. 30).

Experimental Data

See Fig. 33.
Data: x', H1 = 1/1000 gauss; dH/dt = a gauss/second. Over-all sweep:

1 gauss; T = 4.5°K.

t Ref. 12, p. 1242.
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t

Fig. 33 - Transient x' signal; this trace verifies experimentally the theoreti-
cally predicted trace of Fig. 31.

Conditions satisfied: H1, OH << AT -yHiTi>> 1; yH12 >> dH/dt;
"w,"Ti>> 1; (7H12 20; yHiTi 2 X 106). Repetition rate: see -1;
Ti ti 5 seconds.

Interpretation : This trace coincides with the theoretically predicted
trace of Fig. 31.

6.7 Case 7 - Rapid Adiabatic Passage with a Short Time Between Con-
secutive Field Modulation Cycles - the Stationary Case

Physical Description

Each spin packet yields an adiabatic rapid passage signal. However,
the packets are in stationary state, which depends upon T1 and the loss
of magnetization per passage, but not upon dHo/dt which is assumed to
be so small as to let the stationary state be established. This case has
essentially been discussed by Portis5 [his Case III(b)] and Feher.12t

Conditions Under Which This Case Is Observed:

7111V TiT2>> 1; 7H12> Hmwm ; wmTi >> 1; , > H1 .

In addition, the signal due to this case must he strong compared to
that of cases 6 and 8, which compete with it. This requires: dHo/dt
H./Ti (see sections on amplitudes).

Traces

The spin packets, resonating at H Ho -  are most of the time
in a field above their resonant field. Therefore, their Sz will be positive
for H > Ho , and thus negative for H < Ho .

t See Feher," p. 1241-1242.
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Thus, for dH/dt< 0, we get a positive x', and for dH/dt > 0 a nega-
tive one. For packets resonating near H Ho + H. signs are reversed.

Packets resonating at H Ho are about half the time in a field above
their resonant field, and half the time in a lower field. Therefore, their
magnetization is small. We thus have the traces shown in Fig. 34.

Amplitudes

Let the fractional loss of magnetization during each passage be a.
Then [as in Equation (33) of Feheril,

-SN = [SN_Ie-11/T1 - So(1 - CtilTi)](1 - a),

SN44 = [SNet2IT1 So(1 - e -'21T1)](1 - a),

where SN is the magnetization after the Nth sweep, and So is the equi-

librium magnetization.
In the stationary state:

SN-4 = 2N-1-1 = --USNe-121T' So(1 - e -`21T')1(1 - a)

= e(2/Ti[SAr_le-ti/T1 - So(1 - CtliTi)](1 - a)2

So(1 - c-t2/T1)(1 - a),

- a) - e-(ti±t2)1Tql - a) - 1
SN-1 (1 a)2e-(ti-Ft2)1Ti a)S0 ,

e-t1ITI(2 - a) e-(11-4-t2)/Ti(1 a) - 1

SN = 1 - (1 - 2e- (ti-Ft2)1T1
(1 - a) SO 

t

Fig. 34 - Scope trace of signal of case 7: a stationary state is established; the
spin packets at the center of the field modulation cycle are burnt out, while those
at the extrema yield an adiabatic rapid passage signal.
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For T1 >> t1 +

SN-1

SN

ry
- (2 a)

t2+ (1 - a) ti t2
Ti

[1 - (1 - a)2] + (1 - ay tl t2

771

ti + t1 t2

Tl T1

[1 - (1 - a) 2] + (1 ay 11 + /2

If, furthermore, a << 1, then:

SN-1

tI - 12

So ,

2« A-
+ 12

t2 - 11
Ti

SN SO .

2« +tl + 12
T

SN SN+I are then still linear functions of t1 - t2 ,

a = 0. For 12 = 0, say,

SN = -SN-1 =

(1 - a ) so ,

(1 - a) So .

as is the case when

comTi So - So

2r cecomTi2a + 1 +
WmTl 7r

The approximate number of cycles required to achieve equilibrium can
be estimated as follows.

If aco,Ti/r << 1, the approach to equilibrium will be governed
mainly by Ti . The loss of magnetization during "rapid passage" can be
neglected. The rate of establishment of the "stationary" state will be
about 'Pi-% as discussed in Feher's work.12

If aci),Tihr >> 1, during each cycle a spin packet is reduced by
(1 - a)2. Thus, (1 - a)2"i ir/aw,111, where m is the number of
cycles to reach equilibrium. If a << 1, then - a)2n, ti e-2 a and
m 1/(2a) In [7/(aco,T1/7)].

Numerical examples (corresponding to conditions of the present ex-
periments):
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(a): a = 0.1; wm = 2r X 1000 rad/second; T1 = 100 seconds;
aco,Ti )/7r- = 2000; m 5(log 2000) 50 cycles.

(b): a = 0.5; o), = 27r X 100 rad/second; T1 = 5 seconds; (ao),,,T1)/7r
= 500; 4m = 500; m 5 cycles.

[Packets near the center do not yield exactly zero signal, since when
S. < 0 relaxation is slightly faster than when S. > 0. If we let ti = t2

SN = SN+1

11 ± t2+ (4 t)2
2T1

2a + t2
Tl

So ,

and the signal due to these packets is of the second order. Spin packets
at the center of the modulation cycle have been discussed in detail by
Salpeter.1

Using the result SN ITSO/(atOmT1), we have

x01-10 10H,
xr h(110' - Ho) In

awn, ill Hi

(x" is small).
This approximate result is derived as follows. The signal due to each

packet is
, Sox = 2H1 aco,Ti

where H' is the field at which the spin packet resonates and Ho is the
magnetic field at the instant at which the modulation field is zero.

Superimposing the signals of the various packets,

- H'
H,

x' 4/1 ix - ivy
H,

if the signal due to packets with H' > Ho + H. or H' < Ho - H,,, can

be neglected (it can, if H,,,>>H1). This expression has its maximum when
H = Ho + H.. For it, the integral is

H1 ff°+i""` Ho - H' 4eH

I 1 VH12 + (Ho + H.
,

H,)2dH' ^..-1
H1

H1 log

Now, since So = x0Hh(H - HO), we have, approximately,

It (H - Ho) 10H,.
xr (H) xoll

acorn Ti
In

Hl

°C

LHo+11,,t

O-Hm
dH'
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t

t

Fig. 35 - x' of case 7 (no phase sensitive detector used.) Compare with Fig. 34.

Experimental Data

See Fig. 35.
Data: x'; no phase -sensitive detection; H1 1/100 gauss; "H," =

0.8 gauss; dH/dt = 0.8 gauss/second; T = 4.5°K (triangular sweep).
Interpretation: This trace corresponds to Fig. 34.

6.8 Case 8 - Rapid Adiabatic Passage with a Short Time Between Con-
secutive Field Modulation Cycles, the Magnetization of the Spin Packets
Being Completely Destroyed

Physical Description

In this case, the loss of magnetization per sweep is large, or T1 is

(VARIOUS
PACKETS)

Sz

Hm

H Hm"-X
I °Ls.kH Hi

'FRESH" `,"BURNT"
PACKETS PACKETS

0

Fig. 36 - The contribution of the various spin packets to a "case 8" signal : spin
packets near the extremum of the field modulation cycle have not been swept
many times, and thus are not "burnt out"; packets further removed from the
extremum are partly, or completely, burnt.
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t

Fig. 37 - Expected recorder traces of case 8 signals: the line is burnt while
sweeping through, consecutive sweeps yield weaker lines; their sign depends upon
Ti , the time between consecutive sweeps, and the extent to which the line is
"burnt out."

long, and the line burns out rather completely, and fast. Most signal is
due to "fresh" packets covered by the advancing, modulated field.

Conditions Under Which This Case Is Observed:

7HiN/TiT2>> 1; 7H12 coniHm ; comTi>> 1; H. >> Hl ; acomAH >>
dHo/dt > 11./Ti ; (the last condition ensures that the signal due to this
case exceeds those of cases 5 and 7).

Traces

Since only the packets near the advancing extremum of the modula-
tion cycle are not burnt, the x' trace is as shown in Fig. 36. The output
of the phase -sensitive detector is an "absorption" signal. When we sweep
the line again after a time short compared with T1 , it is saturated and
we get little response (Fig. 37). The x" signal again is small. It may be
due to slow passage near the extremum, or nonadiabaticity; however, it
is not at the second harmonic of the field modulation frequency.

Amplitudes

The x' amplitude is
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t^'' X0Hoh - Ho,) dHo 27r
In

dt
dt awm acomHi

if the loss of magnetization per sweep is constant. (However, this is a
very bad assumption.) This estimate is derived as follows:

If the burnout per cycle is a, after N passages of a packet its magnetiza-
tion will be down by (1 - a)1 I `;-", Calf N. Thus, the shape of the magnet-
ization versus t curve, for a given modulation cycle, is approximately as
shown in Fig. 38:

Xpeak C.'''-' X 0H" li (H - Ho) f e'3

e

1 + t H - H'\2 Hl
k Hl )

r
dH 0

2x0Hh(11 - Ho) In dt-(
aw,H1

',-:-.:

If the width of the distribution is small, the component of x' at the field
modulation frequency is about (1/7)xpeak X (width of distribution).
Or, about

dlioldtr

dHo
dHo 2

xi dt aco.11, (xoH)h (H H ) hi dt

for Hmaco,>> dHo/dt.

," FRESH" PACKETS

dH 2rr
dt wm

-
co2

dH'

"BURNT"
PACKETS

I

Fig. 38 - Magnetization in the range of one modulation cycle, ease 8 (or 11):
spin packets at the extremum of the field modulation cycle are not burnt out,
while those removed from it are.
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However, if the width becomes larger, there is no longer the linear
dependence of x' on dHo/dt. In addition, a can by no means be con-
sidered constant. For H maw. dHo/dt, the width of the distribution will
be of order Hm and we may expect a signal of the order xpeakH. , or,
very roughly, xf (x0H)h(H 14) In Hm/Hi .

Some experimental data concerning the dependence of x' upon dHo/dt
and H. are given in Section 6.12.

Experimental Data

See Fig. 39.
Data: H1 1/300 gauss; w,,, = 27r X 100 rad/second; H , = 0.3

gauss; dHo/dt = 3.2 gauss/second; T = 1.2°K. Top trace is x"; center
and bottom traces are x' with opposite values of dHo/dt.

Conditions satisfied: H1, H. << OH; THiV T3T2>> 1; 71112 > comH ;

co.T1 >> 1 (7H12 200; co.H,n ti 200).
Interpretation: These photographs correspond to the predicted traces

of Fig. 36. The x" trace is weak and may be a spurious x' signal (i.e.,
the bottom trace, weaker and inverted).

6.9 Case 9 - Rapid Nonadiabatic Passage with a Short Time Between
Consecutive Field Modulation Cycles and Very Rapid Field Sweep

Physical Description

In this case, each packet is traversed very rapidly, so that the passage

d H 0
<

dt
d H 0

>0

dHo <0

Fig. 39 - Experimental scope traces corresponding to case 8 (compare with
Fig. 36): the x" trace is probably a spurious x' signal; the signal here is weak, so
the signal-to-noise ratio is not good.
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is not adiabatic, and the burnout is small. The signal will be the super-
position of "wiggles" treated in Section V.

If T2 << 1/Wm the packets are initially aligned along the z-axis, and
we may use the results of Section V straightforwardly. If T2 is longer,
there will be some "wiggles," but these will be rapidly averaged out by
the limited bandwidth of the system. (For a more detailed treatment,
see Appendix C.)

The x" signal is proportional to h(H - Ho), so the component at the
field modulation frequency is proportional to the derivative of the line
shape and, similarly, that of x' is roughly proportional to the second
derivative of the line shape.

In the moderately nonadiabatic case, in the region for which ry.ffi2
dH /dt, there is immediate burnout, and a "nonburnt" case is probably
impossible.

Conditions UnderWhich This Case Is Observed:

-yHi2 <<<< wmHm ; -y1-11-011T > 1; (71112 / (dHo/dt)) . (Hi/11m) <<<< 1

(little burnout).

Traces

See Figs. 3(a) and 3(b).

Amplitudes

As in case 4,

, 1 II H, H H,
X xo - ; X =2 Ali AI/ 2 LSE Ali'

This case requires an extremely low H1 and fast sweep. Both these
factors contribute to the degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio.

6.10 Case 10 - Rapid Nonadiabatic Passage with a Short Time Between
Consecutive Field Modulation Cycles - the Stationary Case

Physical Description

Each packet is passed almost suddenly. Equilibrium conditions have
time to establish (very small dHo/dt).

Note that if the passage is nonadiabatic, S is not inverted. All pack-
ages will have the same times to relax in the same direction.

Here, T2 is not T2. (as at beginning of Section VI), but the zero of field T2 .
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The fractional amount of magnetization cut off during a nonadiabatic
passage is 147W (dH / dt)] (Section III). Thus, during those parts of
the field modulation cycle in which the field varies fast, less will be cut
off (see Fig. 40).

t

sz

X"

"EXTREME" CASE

"MODERATE" CASE

Fig. 40 - Expected scope traces of case 10: x' depends critically upon variations
of Sz ; these may be due to "burnout," or the derivative of the line shape; here,
variations due to burnout are postulated.

The x' signal has a sign depending on

dHdISI
dt dH '

so that it will be as shown in Fig. 40, while x", which is proportional to
S will be mainly at the second harmonic frequency.

Conditions Under Which This Case Is Observed:

w,11, ; -ylliN/TW12>> 1; comTi(7HI2 /0)..H .0 not too large;
di! dt < co,H , ; AIL
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(If this last condition is not fulfilled, we shall often have case 9, or a
mixture of cases 9 and 10.)

Traces

See Fig. 40. In the moderate nonadiabatic case, the signal from the
adiabatic portions near the extrema of the modulation cycle, may over-
whelm that of the nonadiabatic ones.

Amplitudes

In the "moderate" nonadiabatic case (71112 is smaller than coma.. ,
but not very much), the amplitude will be about the same as in case 7.
The reason for this is that, at the extrema of the modulation cycle,
dH /dt «wmHm , so that we may have dH /dt < TH12 there, and the
adiabatic condition fulfilled - and these regions yield most of the con-
tribution to the x' signal.

In the "extreme" nonadiabatic case (-11112 <<<< .), let a = 47H12/
(dH MO], and use the formula in Section 6.7:

SN = So irSo dH 1dt I So

aCdniT
1

awmTi 7Hi2comTi

7r

Differentiating with respect to H,

dSN d2H/cle x0H
dH (dH /d071-112co,71iXoH

- ±cot comt

since

H = Ho H , cos comt.

Note that this relation holds only for dH Idt > 7//12, or

-y//i
CO,ll, I Sill Wit I> 7H12, I sin w,t I> co,H,

From the result of Section V,

d"h"
x = '111"x° dli 411'

where "h" may be any "line shape" here it is the "shape" due to
the burnout of spin packets - and

eh" = h(H - Ho) cot wit
,y1-1

1
12dH
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where h(H - 11'0) (without quotation marks) is the true line shape.
Thus,

x' = 1/./x0h(H - HO) cot co,t
1

GHI2T1) X width of distribution.

The width of the magnetization distribution will be of order H,,, (see
Fig. 40), so that

x' 211 xoh - HO) cot wmt (7111171) Ha,

and the component at the modulation frequency is roughly

H 1
r/2

x./ = 1HX0h - HO) 7-7 7.7 cot Wm/ cos wmt d(comt)
n17E1111 412,,,11,

20.),Hn= 1Hxoh (H - Hm 1

H1 7111711 e71112,

Here, x" is approximately that of the nonburnt case, multiplied by
rAacomTi):

x" xoTh (H - 11'0 7
-yw1

Comment

If 7H12 is very small compared with w,H,n , we have little burnout
even near the extrema of the modulation cycle. If 71/12 is of the order
co,n1I, (or slightly smaller), the passage near the extrema of the modula-
tion cycle is adiabatic, and this case does not apply either. Therefore,
this case is difficult to create experimentally.

6.11 Case 11 - Rapid Nonadiabatic Passage with a Short Time Between
Consecutive Field Modulation Cycles, theMagnetization of the Spin
Packets Being Completely Destroyed

Physical Description

In this case, the adiabatic condition 7H12 > dH /dt is violated. In
addition, the magnetization is destroyed during the passage, and most
of the contribution to the signal comes from spin packets that have not
been swept over many times. The general considerations concerning
the "stale" case 10, apply here too.

Again, we must distinguish between the "moderately" nonadiabatic
case, in which the passage near the extrema of the modulating field is
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adiabatic, and the extreme nonadiabatic case in which 7H1 is very small
compared with co,Hz .

The moderate nonadiabatic case is essentially the same as case 8, the
adiabatic fresh case. This case applies, if the width of the nonburnt
region (Fig. 38) is limited by the adiabatic condition dH/dt = 711.12, or
if it is narrower. Since the burnout a is a very indefinite quantity, a
theoretical estimate is very unreliable. However, the width of the burnt
region can very easily be determined from the oscilloscope trace.

The extreme nonadiabatic case is much more difficult to treat. It
should be noted that, near the extrema of the modulation cycle, dH/dt
is extremely nonuniform, and it is not always clear whether solutions
obtained assuming constant dH /dt apply here. Some of the considerations
are given in Appendix C.

Conditions Under Which This Case Is Observed:

71112 < comilm ;7111N/T1T2>> 1; comTi>> 1; -y1112/co.H, not too small
compared with unity (otherwise we have case 9) (dHo/dt)/co,H, not
too small compared with unity (otherwise we have case 9 or 10).

Traces

For the extreme nonadiabatic case, see Appendix C. For the moder-
ately nonadiabatic case, the traces are exactly the same as for case 8
(Figs. 36 and 37).

Amplitudes

For the moderate case, the amplitudes are the same as for case 8.
The signal of the extreme case is difficult to estimate. For some con-
siderations, see Appendix C.

Experimental Data

(a) Fig. 41(a).
Data: x' Signal; H1 ti 1/100 gauss; 0.), = 2r X 1000 rad/second;

= 1 gauss. Sweep rate: 1 gauss/second; T = 1.2°K. Top trace:
light off, opposite signs of dHo/dt; center and bottom traces: light shin-

. ing on the sample, relaxing it (see Feher12).
Conditions satisfied: -ATI >> 1; comTi >> 1; conif > TH12. Number

of times each packet is swept through: about 4000 (-y1-112 2000;
co.H. 6000).

Interpretation: This is a "moderately" nonadiabatic case; i.e., -ylli2 <
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0.).Hm but not -yI/1.2 <<<< wml1 At the extrema of the modulation cycle,
the adiabatic condition is satisfied, and thus the trace of this case is
indistinguishable from case 8 (see Fig. 39).

(b) Fig. 41(b).
Data: H1 1/1000 gauss; W. = 2r X 1000 rad/second; = 1/10

x'

(a)

.111^..e`

t

(c)

dt
d Ho- >o

dt<o

dt<o

d Ho
<odt

FtHo

c-Ft:
<o

d Ho

-Ft.- >0

f
x"

(b)

marioNni"e

t

240001040~v

010111111601040.0%,

t

d Ho

dt >

d Hc,

< °

dt>o

dt>o

Hod
dt

<o

d Ho

dt

Fig. 41 - (a) Top and center traces: experimental scope x' trace corresponding
to a "moderate" case 11; (cooRo, > 7H12, but, only the spin packets near the
extrema of the modulation cycle are not "burnt," and for these dH/dt < 71/12) ;
this case is very similar to case 8 - compare with Figs. 36 and 39. Bottom trace:
corresponds (essentially) to case 7 (see Fig. 34) indicating that light reduces 7'1 ,

but it is still long compared with a field modulation cycle. (b) Experimental scope
x' and x" traces of an `extreme' case 11 (71/12 << w.H.); the 'wiggles' are an indi-
cation of the nonadiabatic conditions near the extremum of the modulation cycle,
where dH/dt is small. (c) x' scope trace corresponding to case 11, the conditions
being very similar to those of (a); however, a lower power reduced losses due to
forbidden lines (11112/comHin is the same). Data: H1 1/300 gauss; Hm = 1/10
gauss; 0.,, = 2r X 1000 rad/second; T = 1.2°K. Top trace: light shining on the
sample; center and bottom traces: no light shining on the sample; opposite signs
of dHo/dt. (d) x" scope trace corresponding to case 11. Data: H1 ..z1 1/300 gauss;
cam = 2r X 1000 rad/second; T = 1.2°K. Top and center traces: light shining on
the sample opposite senses of dHo/ dt; bottom trace: no light shining on sample.
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X'

d Ho- < odt
SYSTEM

RELAXES

dtdHo > °

$.11/1111111 1111110t

(a) t

SYSTEM
RELAXES

dH
dtQ "

d Ho

dt

(b) t

Fig. 42 - (a) xi/ for case 11, with P.S.D. (compare with Fig. 37); the magnetiza-
tion was completely burnt out after one passage, so the sample was completely
relaxed between consecutive sweeps. (b) x" for case 11, with P.S.D. Note the
different parity of the x' and x" traces.

gauss. Sweep rate: 8 gauss/second; T = 1.2°K. Top trace: x', dHoldt >
0; center trace: x', dHo/dt < 0; bottom trace: xfl.

Conditions satisfied: 7H1T1 > 1; wmTi > 1; 71/12 co,H,. Num-
ber of times each spin packet is swept: about 50 (7H12 20; 0.),,,H,,,
600)

Interpretation: Here the adiabatic condition is more strongly vio-
lated, and the "wiggles" can be seen. Also, the reduced H. reduces the
beat frequency between spin packets, which are a fraction of the field
modulation cycle out of tune and the microwave signal. This, too, makes
the wiggles more easily observable.

(c) Fig. 42.
Data: H1 1/1000 gauss; = 1/10 gauss; co, = 2r X 1000 rad/

second; T = 1.2°K. Fig. 42(a) : xf ; Fig. 42(b): x;. The x'f and x' sig-
nals are not to the same scale - the gain of the system is 10 db higher
for the x' measurement than for the x'f measurement.

Interpretation: These data correspond to Figs. 3(c), 3(d) and 25.
There is a slight admixture of x; signal in the x; trace, due to imperfect
adjustment of the bridge. We have a "moderate" nonadiabatic case.

6.12 Conditions to Maximize Signal

An experiment was carried out to determine the dependence of the
amplitude of the x'f signal upon H1 , IIm and dHo/dt, for cases 9, 11 and
neighboring ones.

The 11 cases treated in this section are idealizations, and usually we
shall have a case intermediate between them. Thus, quantitative agree-
ment with the formulas given in this section cannot be expected. How-
ever, there seems to be qualitative agreement with the theory. The
results of the experiments are shown in Fig. 43.
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From the dependence of the observed signal strength upon H1 and
Km it is clearly seen that in order to obtain a strong signal, the adiabatic
condition 7f112 > dH /dt should be violated, but not by too much (say,
roughly 3 < (dH /dt)/71112 < 10).

If it is not violated, we do not have much burnout, and thus have
cases 5 or 6, which yield quite low signals. If the adiabatic condition is

t
3000

CASE 11

EXTREME MODERATE

1000 300
H, IN GAUSSES

11 1000 C/S

loo c/s

100

0.1 1
10

d Ho
IN GAUSSES PER SECOND

0.01

CASE 1 I

MODERATE EXTREME

(a)

( b)

CASES 9,10

(C)

Fig. 43 - Dependence of amplitude of x; signal (as detected by phase sensitive
detector) upon H1 , H dHo/dt, for case 11: (a) Dependence upon H1 . Data:
H, = 1/10 gauss; 0.). = 2r X 100 rad/second; dHo/dt = 2 gauss/second; T = 1.2°K;
concentration, 3.2 X 10" phosphorus atoms/cc. (b) Dependence upon dHo/dt.
Data: H1 = 1/300 gauss; H. = 1/10 gauss; T = 1.2°K; concentration, 3.2 X 10"
phosphorus atoms/cc. (c) Dependence upon H, . Data: Ili 1/300 gauss; W. =
2,r X 100 rad/second; dHo/dt = gauss/second; T = 1.2°K; concentration, 3.2 X
1016 phosphorus atoms/cc.
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violated too much, we again do not have much burnout, since we have
an almost sudden transition (see Fig. 11).We then approach case 9
and case 10, which again yield weak signals.

The dependence of the signal strength upon dHo/dt is weak. This is
due to the fact that, when the burnout is due mainly to the breakdown
of the adiabatic condition, the width H' of the unburnt region is given
by

OH)
at H-H,

and this is independent of dHo/dt. Of course, when we reduce dHo/dt,
we shall eventually reach a stage when H' becomes smaller, and then
xf falls faster when dHo/dt drops (see formula under Amplitudes in Sec-
tion 6.8).

At 1000 cps the adiabatic condition was well violated, while at 100
cps we have 7H12 ti dH/dt. Thus, the burnout at 100 cps is not so effi-
cient, and the 1000 -cps signal is stronge.r, particularly at high dHo/dt.

When a quantitative agreement between theory and experiment is
desired, the following effect must be taken into account. Much of the
loss of magnetization at high powers may be due to forbidden lines. This
loss does not occur when 7H = (.4, but at different fields. Thus, one must
distinguish between losses occurring "within" the field modulation cycle
(at which a given spin packet is swept), i.e., at a field satisfying
H - co/7 < H, and losses occurring "outside" the field modulation

cycle, ( H - coh I > H.). The first affect both the amplitude and the
"passage case", while the later affect the amplitude only.

Note that the "moderate" case 11 is characterized by a broad maxi-
mum in the dependence of xf upon H1 and H, , and only slight depend-
ence upon dHo/dt. This makes it easy to obtain this case by experimen-
tally adjusting H, H, and dHo/dt simply for maximum signal.

However, for reliable determination of fine details of line shapes, it
is recommended to see to it that co,H./7H12 3-10 and that dHo/dt
is large enough.

71112,

VII. THE VARIOUS PASSAGE CASES - DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATIONS
AND ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL POINTS

In this section, we attempt to present some hints that may be of aid
in the experimental identification of "passage" cases. The section con-
tains a number of diagrams, suggestions and experimental data.

Table II indicates the logical relationship of the various cases, and
scope and recorder traces to be expected.
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Table III indicates roughly the case to be expected for a given micro-
wave magnetic field H1 and relaxation time T1 , and the effect of various
variations of the parameters upon the shape of the experimental traces.

Table IV indicates roughly the conditions under which each case is
to be expected, and approximate values of the amplitudes of the xf and
xf signals.

Experimental Identification of the Passage Case

If nothing is known a priori, it is recommended that the scope trace
be observed. This trace is obtained by connecting the output of the IF
amplifier to the Y amplifier of the oscilloscope. Thermal noise can be
reduced by an RC filter. Low -frequency noise often proves much more
troublesome and may be reduced as follows: The scope is operated at a
low time base frequency (about 10 cps) and a high X gain, so that a
cycle or two of the modulating field are displayed on the scope screen.
Then, successive cycles (which will be displaced vertically from each
other, due to low -frequency noise), will be distinguishable and the noise
will not wash out the signal. t

On the scope trace, "wiggles" and other sorts of oscillations indicate
nonadiabatic conditions.$ See Fig. 41 (b ) for a typical picture. "Fresh"
cases are also very easily identified (by lack of symmetry between the
positive and negative extrema of the modulating field.) "Fresh" cases
can also be identified by the reduction of amplitude of successive re-
corder traces (if the time between them is short compared with T1 .)

Cases 2, 7 and 8 (or 11), which are most common, are particularly
easy to identify by the scope trace. Note that the sweep dHo/dt must
be on, since the case occurring depends on dHo/dt, and altering it may
yield a different case. The parameters (H,,, H1 , dHo/dt) may be changed
and the effect upon the scope trace yields further information.

Since many different cases possess similar recorder traces .(as a matter
of fact, x' traces are either of "absorption" or "dispersion derivative"
shapes, or a combination of these two, commonly), extreme care should
be exercised in trying to identify a case (or measure T1 , say) using re-
corder traces only.

If 111 can be estimated, the passage case occurring can be determined
approximately, and resort to scope traces can perhaps be avoided. A
direct method to estimate H1 is to photograph adiabatic rapid passage

The appearance of such traces can be seen in Figs. 39, 41(c), and others. Due
to the phosphorescense of the CRT screen, a number of preceding traces can be
seen too, but these are easy to distinguish from the last trace.

For these to be observed, T2 must be sufficiently long.
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x' and x" transients (if T1 is large). The ratio of x11 to x' peaks is

(1H

(It

fli2 2[11/
ln

if DH < (dH / dt) T 1 ; otherwise, the ratio is

dH
dt 1

yH12 n Hz- 1
dt

In
H1

(see Section 6.2, and Appendix D.) From this relation, H1 can be deter-
mined (H1 occurs under the logarithm too, but there its effect is not
large, and a crude approximation will do.)

These photographs can be obtained by letting H. > MI, (say H. =
501/), switching H1 off, letting the system relax, switching H1 on and
letting the voltage that switches H1 on, trigger the scope (switched to
"one-shot" operation).

Another way is to set H. to an extreme position ( or -) off the
line, letting the line relax, and then switching the modulating field "on."

If T1 is short (but not too short ), it is possible to avoid the use of
transients and use steady-state operation. Then, amplitudes can be read
from the scope directly, without use of a camera. Of course, H1 must
be in the right range (7H12 > dH / dt, but not 7I112 >> dH / dt) . Since
Hm >> OH, dH / dt equals ; thus, 7H12 can be determined quite
accurately.

If signals at twice the modulation frequency can be detected, x" sig-
nals due to slow passage near the extrema of the modulation cycle, or
due to nonadiabaticity in the middle of the modulation cycle, can be
observed. Also, "fresh" cases yield strong second harmonic signals,
while "stale" and "nonburnt" cases yield weak second harmonic signals,
as illustrated in Fig. 44.

It has been observed experimentally that, if the conditions are ad-
justed for maximum amplitude, the passage conditions often correspond
to case 11.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Abragam" states that "If the line is inhomogeneously broadened
with a width OH, and the modulation and the scanning are defined by
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a law H = Ho(t)± H. cos SZt, no less than seven parameters having the
dimensions of frequency may be introduced to discuss the shape and
the size of the signals observed; namely, 1/T1 , 1/112 , TAH, 7H1 , TH

(1/H1)(dHo/dt). The shape of the signals depends considerably on
the relative values of these parameters and may become very compli-
cated. They can, in practice, be analyzed mathematically using Bloch
equations, and a considerable literature exists on this subject. However,
there is nothing fundamental in the complications of these shapes, and
the rather negative conclusion to be drawn from their analysis is the
following: whenever the methods of observation are such that a compli-
cated mathematical treatment is required to establish a relationship
between the data (signals) and the physical nature of the system stud-
ied, the methods of observation are inadequate and must be changed,
whenever possible."

The aim of this work is not to suggest using the complicated expres-
sions given here to determine T1 , T2 , etc. The expressions are at best
of qualitative value. This work attempts rather

i. to determine whether the seven parameters are sufficient to deter-
mine the signals (i.e., to determine whether the physical system studied
can be described to a sufficient accuracy by the Bloch equations), and

ii. to determine whether line shapes, relative amplitudes, etc., can be
determined in a reliable way under certain (complicated) relationships

(a)

(b) t
X'

O LL

cc 0
< z
= 0
o <
z
O
w 0

M

Fig. 44 - Demonstration of the strong harmonic content of "fresh" signals:
(a) x' of case 7 (stale) ; (b) x' of case 8 (fresh). Note that the "stale" signal possesses
only odd harmonics of the magnetic field modulation frequency, while the "fresh"
signal possesses a strong second harmonic component.
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between the variables (under conditions that insure a good signal-to-
noise ratio) and, if they can, to determine the right conditions for this
purpose.

Concerning i, it was found that forbidden lines had a drastic effect
upon the signals observed here. With other samples, spin diffusion proc-
esses might become very important. Therefore, inhomogeneously broad -

t
x'

x'

A

A Ali\ jA

A A
DECREASING

(b)

C
dINCREASING -Fi0

dt
(C)

11.=.411.

D

1

E

Fig. 45 - Expected and observed recorder x'f signals of various hybrid cases:
(a) Transition from case 11 to case 10 (or 9) upon reduction of dHoldt. Note that,
in the "fresh" cases, the line is shifted by an amount H, , due to the fact that
the leading edge of the field modulation cycle yields the signal; in the "stale"
and "unburnt" cases, the line is broadened, but not shifted. Thus, for Hm/EH
not very small, a hybrid between a "fresh" and "nonfresh" case will yield an
unsymmetrical line; increasing w,,,H,/-yHi2 will reduce the burnout and tend to
produce case 9; increasing H,/,A1-1 has the same effect. Therefore, increasing H,
has a very large effect in producing "splitting" of a line. (b) Transition from
case 5 to case 8 (or 7) upon decrease of dHo/dl. (c) Experimental change of shape
of x' trace upon increase of dHo/dt. Data: H1 1/300 gauss; H, = 1 gauss; co, =
2r X 1000 rad/second; T = 1.2°K; dHo/dt A.-- 1/10 gauss/second (A), 1/5 gauss/
second (a), 2/5 gauss/second (c), 1 gauss/second (n) and 2 gauss/second (E).
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ened lines can be described by the Bloch equations only under very
specialized conditions.

Concerning ii, it, appears that conditions can he found under which
an undistorted line can be observed, with a good signal-to-noise ratio,
for any T1 . For short Ti's, nonsaturated conditions can be maintained.
For very long values of T1 , slightly nonadiabatic conditions should be
maintained, and a linear field sweep that is fast enough to avoid any
traces of line splitting (see Fig. 45). This set of conditions is discussed in
Section 6.12. The amplitude of the signal under these conditions depends
upon the external variables H., co., dHo/dt and H1 , but very little
upon T1 and T2, if they are sufficiently long.

Experiments to check this were carried out, and will be reported else-
where. It is concluded that the "moderate nonadiabatic" case 11 is
quite reliable in determination of relative intensities of different lines
and fine details of line shapes.
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X. NOTATION

a ---s Hyperfine interaction (except in Appendix C).
b m Dipolar interaction between an electron and a nucleus.

H m- Magnetic field in the z -direction at any instant.
Ho = Magnetic field at the center of an inhomogeneously

broadened line.
Ho = Magnetic field at the center of a spin packet, or at the

center of the field modulation cycle.
II' = The width (on the H scale) of a nonsaturated spin

packet distribution.
H1 = Component of rotating magnetic field, perpendicular to

the z -direction.
H. = Peak modulating magnetic field (in the z -direction).
OH =--=. Width of inhomogeneously broadened line (defined as

the second moment of the line).
dH/dt = Instantaneous value of time derivative of the magnetic

field.
dHoldt = Magnetic field sweep (assumed constant).
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h(H - Hio) = Shape function of inhomogeneously broadened line, nor-
malized to unity: r, h(H - Ho) dH = 1.

j, k mi Unit vectors along the coordinate axes.
J = Exchange integral.
k = WHO (dH /dt), assumed constant or slowly varying.
k = Boltzman's constant.

N = Number of field modulation cycles.
se E Electron spin.
sn =-E Nuclear spin.
S = Magnetization vector.

Sz , Sy , S. = Components of magnetization vector.
S I = Absolute value of magnetization vector.
So E.: Equilibrium value of magnetization vector.
SN = Absolute value of magnetization vector after N field

modulation cycles.
Time.

T1 m- Longitudinal relaxation time.
T2 = Transverse relaxation time.
T = Period of modulating field.
T = Temperature.

u, w, p, q, x = Dimensionless integration variables.
x, y, z = Cartesian coordinates in space, or z = x iy coordi-

nates in the complex plane.
a = Fractional loss of magnetization during rapid passage

(except in Appendix E).
7 = Gyromagnetic ratio.
5 = H - Ho/Hi .

EE AteH/kT.
0, co = Spherical coordinates.

Magnetic moment of electron.
Magnetic moment of nucleus.

x' = S./2H1 .
xf ----- Component of x' at magnetic field modulation frequency.
x" = Sid2H1 .
xf = Component of x" at magnetic field modulation fre-

quency.
w = Microwave angular frequency.

- Angular frequency of magnetic field modulation.
A(,) = Difference in resonant angular frequencies of two elec-

trons.
Bandwidth of system.
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APPENDIX A

x' and x" for a Single Spin Packet, for Long Relaxation Times

A.1 Approximations for Long Relaxation Times

The Bloch equations are three equations in three variables, S. , 5 , 5,
and thus are difficult to solve. They can be solved relatively easily, if
one variable can be eliminated. The "conventional" method is to elimi-
nate Sz . For a sudden passage, we let S, be a constant and for an
adiabatic passage: S, = (S/1'1 + 62)So , say. Once we know Sz , then
Sx and 5 can be combined to one complex variable S. iS, , and we
have one linear first -order differential equation with one complex vari-
able, which is integrable by quadratures. t

However, in a region intermediate between adiabatic and sudden
passages, particularly for the transient solution, this method does not
work.

If T1 , T2 are long, the Bloch equations are in the rotating frame,

S-at = + 62 i-1- 5k
2

x s] ;

1 5

i.e., I S I is a constant and S moves on the surface of a sphere. Thus, S
can be described by two variables - say, the spherical coordinates 0 and
cc, and the third variable is eliminated. But if we write the Bloch equa-
tions in terms of spherical coordinates, they are practically unmanage-
able.

However, a portion of the surface of a sphere can be covered quite
accurately by a rectangular coordinate system. In the sudden case, S
is limited to a region in the vicinity of the "north pole." In the adiabatic
case, it is limited to a narrow strip from the north pole to the south pole
along the cc = 0° longitude. Even if -a-112 = dH/dt, S will be in the
"northern" hemisphere, which can reasonably well be covered by a car-
tesian net.

Thus, in any case the relevant portions of the sphere can be covered
by a rectangular net. Using these coordinates, the Bloch equations are
two linear first -order equations in two variables, which can be combined
to one in one complex variable, which is soluble by quadratures. This
solution, though only approximate for 7H12 dH/dt does not break
down for any ratio of these parameters. Of course, in the adiabatic and
sudden cases it reduces to the well-known solutions.

In the intermediate case, S. , Sy , Sz can be written down explicitly
in terms of a relatively simple integral for which there seems to be no

t A more detailed discussion of this point is given by Salpeter.4
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tabulated functions, but which may be evaluated numerically quite
easily.

The Bloch equations are:

as = --y1116 (k X 5) - 7Hi (1 X S)at

= 52 31{ X S)+ 62

(Ho in z-axis direction, H1 in x-axis direction). So, I S I = constant =
So and S moves on the surface of a sphere (see Fig. 46) ; as/at is per-
pendicular to r, where

S i + okr =
00 V1 + 52 ;

and is of magnitude -yHIN/1 + 62 I r I. Note that cot 0 = -6 (0 = polar
angle). Now, in case the adiabatic condition is satisfied, S will move
along the cp = 0 longitude. While, if 7H12 << dH /dt, ("sudden" case),
S will remain close to the "north pole." In both cases, a cartesian coor-
dinate system can cover those portions of the sphere in which S and the
effective field move, and the metric will be closely Euclidean, since the

Fig. 46 - Position of magnetization vector in space.
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Fig. 47 - Almost-cartesian coordinate net covering a part of a sphere.

regions are "narrow" (see Fig. 47). In this coordinate system,

dx
do

= 7111-0 + (52y,

dy = - y -V 1 + 62 - x0) (x0 =
do

(see Fig. 48). Now the xy plane can be considered as the complex z
plane, with z = x iy. In it,

dz + 62z + b2xo
dt

Fig. 48 Diagram illustrating the differential equation satisfied (approxi-
mately) by the magnetization vector.
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The differential equation

du
+ a(E)u = b(0

has the general solution:

U = exp[-f a (E') izo b(0 exp[ a (e) deldC
to to

(:E0) exp[- f a(E') dd.
to

In our case, at t = - 00, z = 0. Assume for simplicity a linear change in
5:5 = kt, with k = (1/H1)(d1-1/dt). Then,

z = f V1 + k2e2 de) f k21'2 arc cot ke

exp(i7111 f V1 + k21"2 di") de.
-00

Since So = 0 = -arc cot 8, where the branch of the arc cot function
used throughout this calculation is the one ( -00) = 0,
then arc cot ( Go ) =

The "susceptibilities" are:

1 cox()1 cox()=
7H1

sin (Re z), x
2 7111 IM z

in our approximation [(Im z) << 1, if the sphere is the unit sphere].
Integrating by parts,

tz = -exp( -;7H1 f V1 + k21'2 de

cl iy1I1V1 k2t'2 arc cot ke exp(1:71-11 f V1 + k2t"2 dt") de

= - [arc cot kt' exp(-i-y1-11 t k2t"2 dt")]f

k2t,2exP
-y1-11 f V1 + k2t"2 dt")

e'

= - arc cot kt - exp f V1 + k2e2 de)

f" -t

k
ex

v

I + k2t12 P (-7-1 f Vi + k2r2 di") di.
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If k/(71-11) << 1, the exponential will be roughly ei'll''', and the integral
will oscillate fast and average out to zero, leaving us with z ri":.,/ -arc cot
kt, corresponding to the adiabatic rapid passage case.

The sudden case is

1 dHo
-y1

dt

If ,y1/1 << k, kt must be large compared with unity before the exponen-
tial starts differing considerably from unity. Using the approximation

k2t2
k2t2, it can be easily seen that

Z(t) = i V2711.1
e - i7H,k(f2/2

) IV C
(7Hik)/2 i- w' (1W

k

This result agrees, with the results of Jacobsohn and Wangness3 and
Salpeter.4

Physically, S initially starts out from the north pole along the = 0
meridan, and eventually turns around in a circle of radius

i/r2-yHi /2iryHi2
k dH '

dt

i.e., one that is smaller as the sudden approximation works better (see
Figs. 10 and 49).

4_

Fig. 49 - The loss of magnetization during an almost sudden passage.
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DISPLACEMENT

LOCUS OF
EFFECTIVE FIELD

Fig. 50 - The locus of the magnetization vector for an almost adiabatic rapid
passage.

If V(7-2-yH1)/k << 1 for the movement along that circle,

2

1.Sz = So cos 0 So (1 - = So (1
7r7H

2 );
i.e., the fractional loss of magnetization is (iry1112) / (dH / dt), again a
well-known result.

Note that the precession in the rotating frame taking place for large
t is actually a rotation at a rate coo in the fixed frame, i.e., the free induc-
tion tail. However, because the amplitude of our microwave signal at
frequency ce is large compared with that of the free induction signal, one
must consider the signal with respect to it, i.e., the beats of S with it.

A.2 The Adiabatic Case

The x' and x" signals for a nonperfect adiabatic passage have been
calculated by Salpeter.4

Physically, the occurrence of a nonvanishing x" can be seen as fol-
lows: If S is parallel to the effective field all the time, there is no torque
on it. Thus, it cannot move. If we want it to move "longitudinally,"
we must displace it "laterally" by some small amount (see Fig. 50).

If the displacement is small, S can be assumed to move practically
parallel to the effective field and

dS d k Si k - io
I

(it dtV 1 + 62) (V1 + 62)
5 S
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Let S = xi + yj zk. From the differential equation

dS -7H1 1/i + (52 (i 811

dt vi X S)

and our approximation for dS/dt, it follows that

This

k - io
(5 = -71110 X j - Syi yk - zj) ,

(V1 + O2)

.(5 1
5,

Y (51-11 (1 + (5`, )

dH
1 (i i)

x"
'y Hi' Li _L ( H - 110\213

Hi

x" satisfies the conservation of energy theorem:

E mzHo xow Ho

N/(1 + 02)2

dE
= (

x01-102 , , - 2IIi2wx",
dt 1 -I- (5-) 3

x0.1
2 1 dH-Hi dt ( 1x -

[1 ± H - 110\211 \21/127H0)
Hi

dH
dt 1 1 xow= 

Y n 12 [i + (H - I I A' -1', (2 -WI)
Hi ) j

For x' and x" signals, see Figs. 2 and 42.
Note that, although x' > x", if phase -sensitive detection is used, x'

may average out by the phase sensitive detector while x" does not. It
tends to produce a signal at 90° with the modulating field. However,
any "burning out" of the magnetization will produce a x' signal much
stronger than x" (see Section 6.6).
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The loss of S. due to nonadiabaticity has been estimated, in the
general case, by Zener" to be e2" where

E122- [d(Ei - E2)]'
dt

and E1 , E2 E12 are defined by

ac(fq = Efri)1 + E124)2

30432 = E12C131 E242 ;

where

(Di = "spin up" wave function,

4%2 = "spin down" wave function, and

3C = the Hamiltonian of the system.

Here, ae = h-y(H - Ho)S.± firylliSz in the rotating frame. Thus, say,
for S =

Therefore,

El = riT(H - HO) AS,

E2 = TrY (HO H)S,

E12 = /17H1 S.

-yH12
7

4
dH
dt

and the fractional loss is

A.3 Conclusion

(s = 1),

71/1

exP(-2 c-1T1)
at

Within the adiabatic region, the loss of magnetization due to non-
adiabaticity is negligible.
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APPENDIX B

x' and x" for an Almost Sudden Passage of an Inhomogeneously Broad-
ened Line, Employing a System with a Bandwidth Narrow Compared
with the Line Width

The susceptibility of an individual spin packet for an almost sudden
passage (dH/dt >> -y1112) is

° 2H1 ex'(t') + ix" (t' = x
IV(7ffik)/2t'

e dwHo 27H1 4110,0212) u 2

dasderived by Salpeter4 (or see Appendix A). Here k = (1/H dH/ t)
is assumed to be constant, and it is assumed that the magnetic field
sweeps through resonance at t' = 0.

For spin packets swept through resonance at a time t', the suscepti-
bility at time t is
x'(t, t') ix"(t, t')

(THionc-t')

2H1 k
H . V2y1/ 1 (t - 2 )

At a time t' the magnetic field is:

H(t') = H(t) (t - t') = H(t) - H1k(t - t').

The susceptibility due to spin packets resonating at fields between
H - - t') and H - - t' -I- de) is

h[H - HO - - dtlx'(t,e) ix"(t,t')].

-xo $ - expPaid) e dw.
2

Superimposing the signals due to the various packets,

x/ (I) + ix" (t) = f dt' h[H - H; - -
° 2111

4/1I1 i
9 L-VcrHik)12(e-g.)exp[iyHik (t -6 2 Ch°227 dw..

Let, t" = t - t' and H = H; Hikt. Then,

x'(t) ixff(t) = dt" h[flik(t - (Al iV2-yllik
00

. 2

exp (i-y I I II,. - e dw.
2
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For a gaussian line,

[Hik (t - t")].2
141-111c (t - t")] exp

26,112

So that

+ ix" (t) = xoffo . /71 I Lr exp
- )]2

{
2AH 2AH2 J

 exp t-2"2)
fVOltik/2)t"w2

dw 

Let

i/yHik t" - 'U,
2

Then

x'(t) ix"(e) = xorfo i yHkl 4/ 2
r2AH ik

2

. .f.
7AH2

du exp [ - H11c - us) 21
eiu2 foodw e-ilv2.

--

If HikhAH2 << 1, the first term in the integrand may be assumed to
be unity, and the integral is

du ein2 dw e-iw2

This integral is the integral of ei(u2-w2) over the half of the u-io plane
for which u > w (see Fig. 51).

u=w

Fig. 51 - The half -plane over which integration of Appendix B is carried out.
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This integral equals
co

f dw f du e' `"2-w2).-cow

In this integral, u and w may be renamed so that
ao oo oo

du dw ei(u2-w2) du f dw ei(w2-u2).
00 00 0o u

Therefore

+ ix") - (x' + ix") * = 2ixll xoffo

V27rAH

2

fe-iw2 dw = (1 -

Thus,

/1

X
xollo'

2 1,727rAH

aooc -
du dw

7r

2'

for an "infinitely" wide line. For a finite line, we evidently have

X" = x0//h(H - Ho)

approximately, where h(H - HO) is the line shape, normalized to unity,
and the approximation is certainly good if dH/dt << -yAH2.

When the direction of sweep is reversed, x" does not change sign, and
it is independent of dH/dt and H1 . [However, the area, or integrated
signal, is proportional to 1/(dH/dt).1

For an "infinitely" wide line, x' is zero, since the equation

fdu f dw ei(u2'2) = f du f dw ei6°2-1`2)

indicates that the imaginary component of this integral vanishes, and
x' is proportional to this component. Thus, the x' "wiggles" tend to
cancel each other. A nonvanishing x' is due to the fact that the line is
not infinitely wide.
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As derived before, for a gaussian line

'9x'(t) ix"(t) -
27rAH

i f du exp[- "H2 (u - uo)21
TA

Differentiating with respect to t, at t = 0

dr
lx'(0) ix"(0)1 - X011 21/1/0

1/2rAH 'YAIP

H k
du U exp u-TAH-2

Now,

ju2
 C e-i"2 dw

co u flik u2.2 2.ID2)du dw U exp -
-yz1H2

+ 1,1G -
f-oo

oo co Mk 11,2 in2 - 7:W2
= i Chi) du u exp

761/2
co

im2 - 111,2- -1
dw exp( - Hik 2

Ilik TALI'
2

L w

( -
yAH2)

dw.

-1 7r-- 0i/2

Hik Hik

-yAH2j

If dH/dt < 70/12, HikhAH2 can be neglected when compared
with unity, and we have

(dx) _ 2dH/dt ydH/(11 ( 1 /7r76,112

\ (11 / Ho' V27rOH -YAH2 2 \ 2 /17 dII/dt

or, since H = Ho + (dH/dt)t,

clxl Hoxo 1

\dill H=Ho' - 26,H AH.

At H = II o + All,

'X '- ' ' 1XXrjx (Ho) ± ('(III) H=110' All = -2 Ajfil

1

27r
/ XoH/t (Ho' + Ail),v

which is of the same order as x".
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We have calculated x" only at the center (of a very wide) line, and,
as to x', only dx7dH has been calculated at the center of a gaussian
line. However, for a microwave spectrometer the bandwidth of which
is small compared with the line width, these results can be used to cal-
culate x' and x" for any part on any line, since the higher -order terms
are due to spin packets off resonance, and these tend to produce high -
frequency beats with the microwave signal. If the bandwidth of the
system is small, these beats are not observed.

Let

)(VI) = ah(H - H0') -Fbdh(H - HO) d2h(H - Ho')
d112dH

and introduce a similar expression for x".
The first term in the above expression is the susceptibility of an in-

finitely wide line. This vanishes for x', and has been calculated for x".
Thus, the second term must be considered in the expression for x', but
not in that for x". So, let

X= b
, [dh(H - Ho')

dH j'
Then

(dx1 (d2h(H - 1-10')\
b= 1 1

dH)ff-Ho' dH2 /HO' -.r4,1/ AI -12

at the center of a gaussian line. But, in this case,

dx' x0H 1

dH 26,1/ Ali'

BO

while

b = -Allx0H iAr

17- ll.
2x' = - ,1/- dh(Hxon - A

dH

H 1

X max = IX° yri

H 4/71
X max = 2 X0 471/
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The difference between electron spin resonance and nuclear magnetic
resonance may be noted. (The NMR case has been treated by Gabil-
lard.'4)

With common NMR systems, the bandwidth may be large compared
with the line widths, and the "beats" far off the line can be observed -
and they yield the Fourier transform of the line. (Since the superposition
f h(H - Ho) exp [iy(H - Ho)t]d(7H) is essentially a Fourier transform
of h(H - H0)1. This is the signal observed in region III (see Section
IV). The signal of region I is at the microwave frequency, but weak.

The agreement between the above calculations and experiment is
excellent.

Fig. 12 confirms the following features:
i. Shapes of the signals are "dispersion" for x', "absorption" for x".

x' and x" are of about the same strength.
iii. The signals are independent of dHo/dt.

APPENDIX C

x' and x" for a Nonadiabatic Passage, Nonuniform Rate of Sweep

c.t x' and x" for a Triangular Wave and Almost Sudden Transition of
an Inhomogeneously Broadened Line

The general solution of the first differential equation of Appendix A
is

z(e) = exp(i7Hik f' exp(_
2t,2) dt'

to

ik 2exp[i H (I" - tot) ]z(to).
2

This solution corresponds to the signal from a spin packet swept through
resonance at 1" = 0. to may be any arbitrary time. Let

H=
Ho+II1 t
Ho -

t < 0,

t > O.

At t = 0, the signal due to a packet swept through at t = - to is

z(0, - to) = exp( 74-1k 12) f i7H1,Sz exp( - 7/Ilk t"(//.
2
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This packet will again resonate at t = to . For t > 0,

z(t) = exp[-i 71-1,1k (/ - ft Sz exp[i7H2lk (t' - to)21(11'
0

. yH,k. -111, k 2)
exp[ t(t - 2t0)] exp(i,

22

to -yHik 1,) ,f
2

exp(-i dt .

Superimposing the signals due to the various spin packets, as in Ap-
pendix B, we have, assuming Sz = So ,

(t) + ix" (t) = f dt0h(H(1) - Ho - Hik(t - to)glikxo I

(
,t

yHik . -yl Ilk
-1-ylli exp[-i (1 - to)] / exprt (t' - to)] dt'0 2

{_i 7H2ik
exp [t (t - 2to) - tol ( 7111k '2} exp -i t) .

For an "infinitely" wide line, let h(H - HO) = 1/(WrAH):
0.

(t) + ix" (0 -
i H- - xo[L.du e-iU2 f iw2

dw
All (u-V(7111k)12)t

f(u-V(7111k)12)t
2

du e+2

To evaluate the above integrals, we may employ the transformation

Then

up= V2

a( q,p)
a(u,w)

U - 11)

U2 - W2 = 2pq

V2
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and

ffdu dw
00 (i,-1/(7111k)12)t

00.f- alpdq e-U"
00

tip (-yip (cos p VyHt/o t - i sin p VyHik t 1)

1 f' sin -VyHik pt for t 02 -0p
for t = 0 t

dU dw ei(2_102) dw
ao

=

f0o ao

dp dg e21
00 0.),H,k)12t

= dp 2.71 eiv/ yilik pt )

L
sin V-y.ffik pt 7r

" p 2

(t) + ix" (I) = Xo (1 ei7H1H2)

Xll(H) = 75, xoflh(1-1 - HO) (1 - cos Wilke),

x'(H) = xoHh(H - 11'0) sin yH1kt2

The assumptions are the same as those discussed in Appendix B.

f The integral
co u

due io dw Ow'
-co ts-V (7Hik)/2t

seems to be a discontinuous function of t. It obviously vanishes for t = 0, and
equals w/2 for t < 0. This may be due to the nonphysical assumption of an infinite
linewidth. However, practically, dH/dt cannot change abruptly. For a sinusoidal
sweep, with its smooth change of dH/dt, no discontinuity is expected even for an
infinitely wide line.

$ The term ei' presents no difficulties. Mathematically, it can be removed by
a slight generalization of the concept of convergence. Physically it can be removed
by considering any amount of relaxation.
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We have a steady x" equal to that due to a sweep at a constant rate,
and additional oscillations at a frequency w' = 271-likt = 2-y(dH /dt)t.
(At t = 0, H is at the peak of the triangular waveform.) The x' and
x" to be expected are shown in Fig. 52.

The experimental trace on Fig. 53(a) resembles the expected trace.
However, the magnetization under the experimental conditions was not
uniform, so a very close agreement between the preceding theory and
this experiment cannot be expected.

C.2 Some Additional Considerations Concerning Case 6.11

Consider the extreme nonadiabatic case (71-112 <<<< com1-1,.). Let the
width of the "unburnt" region of spins, [within the range Ho +
(dHo/dt) t ± H,, see Fig. 38] be H'. Then, we may consider the fol-
lowing cases:

i. H' < H, ; i.e., all spin packets that are more than H1 away from
the extremum of the modulation cycles are saturated and "destroyed."

SIGNAL IM
SPIN PACKET(a)A

t
H

t
X1

(b)
X

H

lo

1

Fig. 52 - Illustration of the signal resulting from a triangular field modulation
(almost sudden passage): (a) individual spin packet; (b) inhomogeneously broad-
ened line.
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t

t

(a) Hm

10

dHo

dt

d Ho

dt <

dHo

dt

t

(b)
Hm

io

10

dHo o
dt

dHo
dt

dHo
dt. >°

Fig. 53 - (a) x" scope trace of an extremely nonadiabatic passage. Data: H1
1/1000 gauss; co, = 27r X 100 rad/second; T = 1.2°K; concentration, 6.5 X 10"
phosphorus atoms/cc. Top and center traces, H,,, = 1 gauss, opposite senses of
dHo/dt; bottom trace, H, = 1/10 gauss. The "wiggles" are probably damped at a
rate determined by the T2 of the sample, which is roughly of order 10-4 second
(see Gordon and Bowers"); note, however, that the average of the 'wiggles' does
not vanish, but seems to be proportional to I 2, (this is in agreement with the
calculations of Appendix C); note also the sudden drop of x" when dH/dt = 0,
predicted there (see Fig. 52). (b) x' scope trace of an extremely nonadiabatic
passage. Data: H1 = 1/1000 gauss; con, = 27 X 100 rad/second; T = 1.2°K; concen-
tration, 6.5 X 1016 phosphorus atom/cc. Top and center traces: H,,, = 1/10 gauss,
opposite senses of dH/dt; bottom trace: H1, = 1 gauss.

>> H1 , TH' > Acogy. , where AW8y8 is the bandwidth of system.
iii. H' >> H1 , 7H' < &Jays
In all cases, it is assumed that most of the contribution is due to spin

packets swept through suddenly (otherwise, we have the "moderate"
nonadiabatic case, which is essentially the same as case 8).

In case i it can be assumed that we have only one spin packet,
which, however, is not swept through at a uniform rate (8 = kt), but
at approximately .5 = at2, with a = (H./1-11)(0).2/2). Repeating the
calculation of Appendix A for a general 15, for 7W << dH/dt, we have

z f exp iyH1 f 8 (t") de] (It'
t

as before. With our 6,

Let

t

t3 t")
dt,z -i7/11 f

(17111
t/3
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z(t) =
a

iy(37H,)2 exp( ay Hl111 t3) f ./("7//i)/3
1W

C

2V3

thy

(the integral can, if desired, be expressed in terms of the incomplete I'
function of a complex argument). At t = 0,

z(t) = / (7T/1)22 f
o

city
div

Hm win 'w-
,

H1 2

and the amount burnt per cycle is

2

(2 -y1/12 -yHl y f cos w dw)2
.

9 Hnico, co,n \Jo tc1

Due to the slow rate of change of H near the extrema of the modulat-
ing cycle, there is a strong burnout, although (7H12)/ (Hn,co,) is small

The amplitude of the signal should be of the order of z(0) multiplied
by the width of the region - which is of the order H1 ; that is, the signal
is roughly

1 xoHo A V 7H12 TH11/1
2 0H 'y co. H,

Actually, for lower dH /dt than that indicated in the footnote below,
the signal will be weaker. The signal in this case is very small, and this
case is very inefficient. It is worthwhile to increase dHo/dt to get a bigger
signal.

Note that, for the passage to be sudden, we must have

that is,

dH
Hm

- H w V2 -H' H,co, /2 >> 71-11.2
dt H,

7H12 yHl « 1
wmHm (An

in addition to the condition on dHo/dt given in the footnotes.

t The definite integral here equals (3 3/2) (1/3!) = 2.32 (see Jahnke and
Emde12). For a power of 40 db below 10 milliwatts (H1 g-- TAD gauss), 1000 cps,
Hm = 1 gauss the loss of magnetization per cycle is approximately

2) (628017.6) (17600

6280

)1 1

6
2 (-9 - - (2.32)2 = - .

For this case to apply under the above experimental conditions, dHo/dt
should not sweep more than H, in about 6 cycles; i.e., dH o/dt < (co,,,/27r)(H1)(i)
or dHo/dt < gauss second.
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In case ii, we may use the "superposition of wiggles" calculated in
Appendix B, and use the estimate of Section IV for the burnout rate:

r -y1112 dH ra =
dH dt 2 H.

- - comHin

dt

near the extrema of the modulation cycle. The distance that H pro-
gresses in N/2 modulation cycles is

Thus,

, al° 2r NH -
dt co, 2

dH r H' r dHo 2r N r2 , dH
c--1 2 -c Ft aTn 2 n = 2 idt '

2yH12a(N) -
dHo
dt

This is the loss of a spin packet during the Nth sweep through it. This
formula holds for the case when dHo/dt is not so small that, for N = 1,
H' < H1 ; i.e., this only holds for: dH0/ dt > (con,H1)/r or, say, dHo/dt >
2 gauss/second at 40 db and 1000 cps. Otherwise, the loss during those
cycles for which H' < H1 should better be approximated as in case i.

The total loss is estimated as follows:

- a(N)] = E In [l - a(N)] ti -E a(N)

for small a(N) Thus

and

SN r-ij So exp - In N 27/112
rdHo/dtj

Sy 1

e
for N rt.:5 exp(7c/Ho/dt\

27H12

2TH12
111 N

rdflo/dt

This width will be appreciable if dHo/ dt > -y1112. (This condition is
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usually more exacting than dHo/dt > (co./T)H1 , since -Hi > co, except
at very low powers.) For this N,

dHo (21
ex

(rdHoldt\
dt

2
271112

and this gives the width of the nonburnt region.
Note that, if dHo/dt > co.H, , the direction of sweep of field will not

reverse itself at all. Then we shall have (if dHo/dt - coal. >> 7H12)
very little burnout, and case 9 applies.

Here, T2 has been assumed to be small compared with 27/c0, . At
these low powers, H1 < I-1100 , and the "zero field" value of T2 can be
employed. t For different T2 , see the discussion of Section 6.9.

This calculation gives I S I for both cases ii and iii, essentially. The
x' and x" signals are calculated as in Section 6.8. (In case iii there
will be some additional "wiggles".) Note that the expressions for x' and
x" apply not only for the natural line shape h(H - Ho), but for any
shape - such as the one we have here, which is determined by burning.
This also implies that x' and x" are of the same order of magnitude.
However, the components at the field modulation frequency need not
be of the same order of magnitude.

Note that when dH/dt > 0, and dh(H - Ho)/dH > 0, on the one
hand, and dH/dt < 0, and dh(H - Ho)/dH < 0, on the other hand,
the sign of x' is the same. Thus, the scope traces will be as shown in
Fig. 54 and the recorder traces as in Fig. 55. Experimental traces are
shown in Figs. 42 and 53.

APPENDIX D

Superposition of Adiabatic Fast Passage Lines

For adiabatic fast passage,

1 H - Ho
X cc vi 3, S -

H1

Thus, for large 6, x' falls down like 1/5, and the superposition of signals
due to packets of an infinitely broad line will yield an infinite result.
Under actual physical conditions, there will be always something to
limit x': a finitely wide line, relaxation effects, etc. However, the calcu..

f This value has been measured by Gordon and Bower" and is approximately
10-4 second for the sample employed here.
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XI

t
I/

CASE iii

CASE i

l\AA(v -"\vav-?-
CASE 111

CASE ii

Fig. 54 - Expected x' and x" scope traces of case 11; wiggles are observed when
y1- (((( wn,H. , and w,T2 is not very small compared with unity.

t
xf

t

Fig. 55 - Expected recorder traces of case 11 (system relaxes between
II

sweeps)
the true line shape may be observed, sometimes even if . is not small compared
with Ali (the width of the nonburnt region must then be small). Compare with
Figs. 42(a) and (b).
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lation of the x' signal involves integrals of the form

f(x)
J + x2'

which are difficult to compute.
The case in which f(x) is gaussian (i.e., a gaussian line, with relaxa-

tion neglected), has been treated by Feher12 and Portis.5 For it,

flh(H'i-+H(520) dHH1'
2VI exP [-(211/)21 K"[GM )21-All

for
1 (H' - Il())21

h(H' - -
V 2TAH exP 20H2

and, for H1 << AH, this integral is, (1/Vgr) log (20H/H1). This result
will be of use for "plain" fast passage over a whole inhomogeneously

broadened line, if
dH/dt 1

All N/711 T2

If field modulation is employed, this result does no longer apply (except
in the "nonburnt" case 5). Practically, the width of the distribution of
spins will be determined either by relaxation, or by the modulating
field, H. (or both).

The first case is difficult to treat. Portis5 assumes an exponential dis-

tribution of packets,

exp
11 - Ho
11,w,711

where H is the magnetic field, Ho is the resonant field of a packet and

H. is the peak modulating field.
This expression assumes that packets not yet swept over, are in a

partly "relaxed" state given by this exponential; i.e., there is t -t
symmetry. As a matter of fact, the integral

e-1.1

A/1 + x2

is difficult to evaluate, so this approximation is not very helpful, prac-

tically.
The simplest approximation is, probably, to replace the actual I S

distribution by a triangular one (see Fig. 56). In the case of an envelope

dx
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SPIN
ENVELOPE

ENVELOPE DETERMINED
BY RELAXATION

-T, 0

t

ENVELOPE DETERMINED
,,,-- BY NATURAL

LINE SHAPE
. It.........

S.
,-,
r..

1C,c o," \ \O
1.. t,(,` i>

....,.. , .1,`q ..,/,),0
lP),N, N

-.P. N90}..
-i)./ e /41

ID
7-10+ N ',ft...IV

Fig. 56 - Envelope of the magnetization Sz , for an inhomogeneously broad-
ened line under various experimental conditions.

determined by relaxation, it is reasonable to assume a width t =
or

dH= T = comII,Tl
dt

in the center of the modulation cycle, for T1 = T2.
might perhaps postulate a width t = 1/T17'2.)

Thus,

11 mwmTI

rlmwmTi

H Ho

H,w,,,T1 d(H - Ho)

1

H _ Hov
H1 )

H,co,771 ± V H1 + (HnicomT 1)2
H1

= 2 log

(For T1 T2 one

- 2 1
H 12 + (H mWmT 1)2 - 1)

mWritim

For adiabatic rapid passage, Hi/(Hmconi) < Tl , so the integral is
22//,w,Ti Hi ) 2/1,(A),T1

Hico ,Ti
ti 2 In

H1

Actually, since the integral f dx/Vi x2 diverges only logarithmi-
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cally, different shapes will change only the factor "2" in the logarithm,
which has little effect on the amplitude and probably cannot be checked
experimentally except with high -precision equipment.

If the width of the distribution is limited by H, , it is reasonable to
assume that the packets outside the interval Ho - H, < H < Ho + 11,7,
do not yield any signal, particularly if H1 << .

APPENDIX E

Second -Order Effects Occurring When a Bridge Is Tuned to Observe x' or
x" Signals

When a "bridge" system is used in the detection of the microwave
signal, it sometimes happens that the amplitude or phase unbalance of
the bridge is not small, or that the changes in detected power are not
small compared with the power itself. In these cases, the detected signals
will not be pure x' or x" signals, but rather will be distorted.

Consider a hybrid -T network (Fig. 57). The voltage in the receiving
arm is:

OSCILLATOR

(7 = T71 + -1.72 ,

(a)

N7/2

( b)

PHASE
SHIFTER

ATTEN-
UATOR

V2

SAMPLE

RECEIVER

Fig. 57(a) - Outline of a hybrid bridge employed in electron spin resonance
work; (b) vector diagram of the voltages entering the receiving arm of the bridge
of (a).
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where

171 = xo + X" +

V2= X - iY,

with xo , x, y, x" being real numbers. (It is assumed that the cavity,
or tuned circuit, is tuned to resonance.) Thus,

V = I T71 - f212 = V(x0 x x" )2 ± + X )2

X/2 [(x xo)X" YXT+x -}-xo Y , X
ll2

X" +
Vo

X +
2V0 2170Vo 21'03

[(x so)x" YxT + 
2V05

where

Vo = -\/(x + x0)2 + y2,
and it is assumed that

x/2 x//2 v02.

Case 1

Let x xo = 0. Then
/4 /3

V = VO ± ± ± 21702

dV dx' x" dx" 3 (x' )2 dx'
dH dH V0 dH \V0/ dH'

The main component of the signal is the x' signal. The interference sig-
nal (x"IV0)(dx"/dH) is roughly of absorption -derivative shape, how-
ever, and is weaker at the shoulders. It can be reduced by slightly un-
balancing the bridge (x xo 0). This will introduce a slight amount
of dx"/dH signal, which can be adjusted to be of opposite phase to
(xll/Vo)(de/dH). However, the absorption derivative component can-
not be eliminated altogether. Thus, if x' and x" have a definite parity,
the observed signal will not.

In practice, this case occurs if the following steps are taken:
(a) The bridge is balanced; the reading of the attenuator, a db, is

noted.
(b) The phase of V2 is changed.
f Actually, the voltage is of course not equal to x" ix', but only approxi-

mately proportional to it. For the other factors affecting it, see Ref. 6.
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(c) The amplitude of V2 is changed, so that a minimum detector
output is observed, and the reading of the attenuator, fi db, is noted.

(d) The amplitude of V2 is changed by setting the attenuator at
2« - j db. From Fig. 58, it is evident that, after step (a), V2 = OA;
after step (b), V2 = OB; after step (c), V2 = OC ; and after step (d),
V2 = OD. From the geometry, OB = OA =V OC OD. Thus, log OD =
2 log OB - log OC, yielding our result.

Fig. 58 - Vector diagram illustration of the voltages corresponding to cases
(i), (iii) and (iv).

Case 2

Let y = 0. Then
/2 3

V = VO 4_ +
2V0 2V02

dV dx"z dx1 ± 3 (e)2 dx"
dH dH Vo dH 2 \Vol dVo.

The main component of the signal is a x" signal. Again, there is an inter-
ference which can be reduced by slightly unbalancing the bridge (y 0),
but not eliminated. In practice, this case occurs if the bridge is balanced,
and then the amplitude of V2 is changed, without changing its phase.

Case 3

Let x2 + y2 = x,02, and say that

x = -xo cos coo ,

y = xo sin (po .

If coo is small, to the first order in coo , then
// / 3

V // X X X + X
VO + ?(P"X 2170 4V0 2V02.
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This case is obtained when the bridge is balanced, and then the phase
of V2 is changed, but not its amplitude. We have a "x'" signal, with
some "x"" admixed.

Case 4

Let

X = -1' cos co

y = r sin coo .

Let coo be constant and r satisfy aVo/ar = 0. Then, again to the first
order in coo ,

V r'-% Vo cox" + X ___ XI
3

21-0 o

X ±
21'02

This case is obtained when the bridge is balanced, then the phase of V2
is changed, and then the amplitude of V2 is changed so that minimum
microwave power is detected. Again, we have a x' signal with a small
admixture of x".

We see that the distortions of the x' and x" signals are of two kinds:
i. Those due to a nonvanishing coo , i.e., to a large unbalance of the

bridge.
ii. Those due to nonvanishing x'/Vo x"/Vo , i.e., to "strong" signals.

The distortions of the first kind can be removed altogether by proper
adjustment of the bridge. (If Vo >> x', x", Case 1 above will yield a pure
x' signal; while Case 2 will yield a pure x" signal.)

The distortions of the second kind cannot be removed by any adjust-
ment of the bridge. They will give rise to errors in measurements of the
center of the line, its width and its intensity.

Therefore, if Vo is not large compared with x', x" (a condition that
is indicated by a change in detector crystal current on passing through
line), it is recommended to increase the detuning of the bridge, and if
a x' signal is desired, manipulate it as described in Case 1 of this Ap-
pendix. (It may then be necessary to introduce attenuation in the
bridge output arm to avoid overloading the detector.)

An experiment was carried out to check these calculations, employing
as bridge elements a Hewlett-Packard X885A phase shifter and a Hew-
lett-Packard X382A attenuator. The sample used was D.P.P.H., and
the experiments were performed at room temperature.
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The experimental results agree with these calculations, and indicate
that the above bridge elements can be assumed to be ideal. A quite
pure x' signal Could he obtained by the method indicated in Case 1,
even for a phase shift (po = 60°.

APPENDIX F

A Particular x' Trace Observed at High Powers

A peculiar trace was observed at high powers and small dH/dt with
the 0.37 ohm -cm sample. The trace (as observed at the output of the
IF amplifier, with no phase sensitive detector used) is shown in Fig. 59.
It looks like a "slow passage" trace (Fig. 2) but, after passing the line
once, it is saturated and on the next sweep no signal whatsoever is seen.
If the trace were due to slow passage, it should not depend upon the
history of the system, and thus should not saturate.

A possible explanation for this phenomenon is as follows: At high
powers, forbidden lines are excited. These forbidden lines correspond to
a simultaneous flip of an electron and a Si29 nucleus interacting with it.
These forbidden lines have been observed directly and are discussed in
a separate paper. Now, each donor interacts with many Si29 nuclei and
thus gives rise to many forbidden lines. Under the given experimental
conditions each forbidden line is traversed "almost suddenly." Thus,
the superposition of these lines should give rise to a dispersion signal
(Appendix B). The probability of a donor to flip during the passage of
each forbidden line is small, since the passage is almost sudden. But,
since there are many forbidden line in which each donor participates,
the over-all probability to flip may be considerable, and we may obtain
saturation.

X'
'

t
Fig. 59 - x' of the bound donor electron line in phosphorus doped silicon, under

strong microwave power, with no phase sensitive detector (or magnetic field
modulation) present. The shape of the line resembles that of Bloch's "slow pas-
sage" case; however, the line saturates after a single passage through it. Data:
Sample, phosphorus -doped silicon; impurity concentration, 1.7 X 1016 atoms cc;
T = 1.25°K; T1 g---; T2 20 seconds; H 3200 gauss; H1 r- 1/30 gauss; dH/dt = 3
gauss/second.
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